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PREFACE 

This document reports on the formal evaluation of the targeted (limited but highly focused) 
deployment of the Advanced Driver and Vehicle Advisory Navigation ConcEpt (ADVANCE), an 
in-vehicle advanced traveler information system designed to provide shortest time route guidance. 
Argonne National Laboratory (ANL) served as the Evaluation Manager. Organizations that assisted 
in the evaluations of the various subsystems under test plans developed by Booz*Allen & Hamilton, 
a support contractor to the Federal Highway Administration's Intelligent Transportation System Field 
Operations Test program, were the University of Illinois at Chicago Urban Transportation Center 
(UIC-UTC), Northwestern University Transportation Center (NUTC), and DeLeuw, Cather & 
Company. 

This report contains the results of the targeted evaluation in three volumes. Volume 1 
presents the Evaluation Manager's Overview Report prepared by ANL. The overview presents the 
scope of the evaluation, the data collection protocols, a synopsis of the findings, and a discussion 
of the validity of the targeted deployment's results. Volume 1 also contains Appendixes A through H. 
Volume 2 contains Appendixes I, J, and K. Volume 3 contains Appendixes L and M. 

The appendixes contain the evaluation test results. The reports of each evaluating 
organization have been presented in the version received from their respective authors, following 
completion of the technical and policy reviews conducted according to procedures set by the 
project's Steering Committee. Appendixes A-G were prepared by UIC-UTC; Appendixes H-J were 
prepared by NUTC; and Appendixes K and L were prepared by DeLeuw, Cather. Appendix M is a 
glossary of terms used in these reports, as compiled by ANL. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The ADVANCE familiar driver test provided a small sample of drivers familiar with their 

local road network and patterns of recurring congestion with an opportunity to drive a vehicle 

equipped with the ADVANCE dynamic route guidance system for a period of two weeks of 

normal use. On the basis of this test experience, drivers were asked to evaluate the ADVANCE 

system and to assess the value of features for future in-vehicle route guidance systems. 

This test involved 80 volunteer households living in the ADVANCE test area in northwest 

suburban Chicago; 110 drivers from these households used the ADVANCE vehicle and responded 

to both baseline (pre-test) and post-test surveys. Thirty two of these drivers participated in focus 

groups. Drivers also maintained written logs describing their rerouting experiences with the 

ADVANCE system. 

The baseline survey captured driver and household demographics, trip making and 

driving experience, sources and use of traffic information, experience with common 

technologies, and personality attributes. The post-test survey asked about the test experience, 

evaluation of specific ADVANCE features, risk factors associated with ADVANCE, preferences 

for features of future systems, and willingness-to-pay for such systems. The focus group results 

provided a rich qualitative perspective on driver experiences with ADVANCE and preferences 

for design features and performance characteristics of future systems. 

This test was limited by several important factors. First, the sample size was small and 

non-random, and thus the responses reflect the perspectives of a well-educated, higher income 

population which is not necessarily representative of the study area or the broader driving 

population. Second, the test period was short. Third, the ADVANCE system offered limited 
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functionality, and in particular, very little real-time traffic data was available. Despite these 

limitations, a number of findings from the surveys, focus groups, and reroute logs provide 

consistent, logical, and potentially important directions for the development of future in-vehicle 

route guidance systems. 

Drivers reported that routes provided by the ADVANCE system were not particularly 

good and tended to be inferior to their own routes. This is attributable to the facts that (1) 

drivers knew the network, congestion patterns and routes that best served their routine trips; (2) 

the ADVANCE network and travel time database were imperfect; (3) the ADVANCE route 

planning algorithm, by policy, placed a priority on routes using higher-type roadways rather than 

the neighborhood streets which familiar drivers commonly used for parts of their trips. 

Because of their experience-based knowledge, familiar drivers seemed to prefer and felt 

they would benefit from a substantial degree of control over their choice of routes and route 

planning criteria. At the same time these drivers expressed a high level of interest in real-time 

traffic information, particularly information which will tell them about non-recurring congestion. 

They were interested in blending such real-time information with their own knowledge to plan 

their routes. 

Thus familiar drivers in this test seemed to define a different role for the in-vehicle route 

guidance system than that underlying the design of ADVANCE: they envisioned an on-board 

computer guidance system as an intelligent assistant, They were less interested in giving 

routing control to the computer. Instead, they seemed to envision using the technology to 

acquire and process real-time data, and to use those data to evaluate driver-provided routes and, 

where appropriate, to recommend alternatives to those routes. 

.. 
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Drivers perceived and evaluated route guidance systems in two principal dimensions: the 

route guidance function and its performance; and the driver interface, including data input and 

information output functions. 

Both focus group and survey results revealed patterns of gender and personality 

differences in both responses to ADVANCE and preferences for future system attributes; these 

help define the breadth of capabilities that should be considered for future route guidance 

systems. 

Responses to questions about willingness-to-pay for future systems, in both the focus 

groups and the post-test surveys, suggested that drivers were willing to pay realistic amounts 

for such systems, and they seem likely to pay modest fees for incremental information services, 

such as real-time and multi-city data. Willingness-to-pay was more closely associated with 

driver characteristics and experiences than with driver assessment of the ADVANCE system. 

... 
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1 .O INTRODUCTION AND OBJECTIVE 

The ADVANCE Project developed, implemented, and tested an in-vehicle route guidance system 

intended to provide drivers with navigation and real-time traffic congestion information. The 

target market for ADVANCE was "familiar" drivers, drivers traveling in their own communities, 

who are highly experienced and therefore familiar with the structure of the road network and 

patterns of recurring congestion. The challenge of providing useful information to such 

knowledgeable drivers is substantial, since they (presumably) already have a lot of experiential 

information about the transportation systems they use. 

The ADVANCE familiar driver test was designed to measure the perceptions and 

behavioral reactions of such drivers to an extended experience driving an ADVANCE-equipped 

vehicle. The original deployment plan was to equip 3,000-5,000 privately-owned vehicies with 

ADVANCE route guidance systems, and to allow the owners of those vehicles to use that system 

for a period of 12-18 months. This would have provided an opportunity to gather a large data 

set, covering a diversity of people, extending over a period of time sufficiently long to allow 

driver learning and adaptation to this new technology. Because ADVANCE is a probe-vehicle 

based concept, the large deployed fleet was designed to generate a large quantity of real-time 

traffic data to support dynamic route guidance. 

The targeted deployment scheme ultimately adopted by ADVANCE reduced both the scale 

and time period of field testing so that only 80 households were provided with the opportunity 

to drive ADVANCE vehicles; these were project-owned, not the participants' own vehicles. The 

driving period was shortened to two weeks. Thus, the scope of the familiar driver evaluation 

was limited by two factors: 
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1. 

2. 

Because of the small size of the vehicle fleet, there were very few probe vehicles 

in operation at any one time; thus, there was little real-time traffic data available 

to support the dynamic route guidance system. Drivers could experience the 

operations and feel of ADVANCE but they could not test the full capabilities for 

dynamic route guidance. 

The two-week driving period gave drivers a limited time to learn to operate the 

system and to use it in their daily travel. 

Rather than serving as a full-blown test of dynamic route guidance, the familiar driver test as 

implemented under the targeted deployment scheme provided drivers with a limited opportunity 

to use and evaluate the ADVANCE system. Based on this short period of utilization of the 

limited system, data collection tools were used to explore drivers’ reactions to ADVANCE, and 

to invite them to use their experience with this system to express their interests in and 

preferences for features of future in-vehicle dynamic route guidance systems. 

The objective of the familiar driver test, then, was to provide a small sample of drivers 

familiar with the road network with an opportunity to test and evaluate the ADVANCE system 

and on the basis of their test experience, to provide a speculative evaluation of the features of 

future in-vehicle navigation systems. 

2.0 TEST PROCEDURE 

Figure 1 summarizes the overall familiar driver test procedure. In this test 80 households were 

invited to utilize ADVANCE project vehicles equipped with in-vehicle navigation and route 

guidance systems for a period of two weeks each. Prior to receiving the vehicles, participants 

were required to complete a baseline survey to measure their demographic characteristics, 
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Figure 1: Familiar Driver Study Procedure 



driving habits, attitudes, and experience with the road network and electronic technologies. At 

the end of their usage period, each driver was asked to complete a second, post-test survey, 

which focused on experiences with and reactions to ADVANCE, as well as preferences for 

features of future route guidance systems. After all of the households finished the driving phase 

of the test, 32 of the drivers participated in focus groups to explore their perspectives on future 

route guidance systems in more qualitative detail. 

2.1 Sampling 

Households were selected to participate in this test from a group of more than 400 

persons who volunteered to be ADVANCE drivers; thus, persons in the sampling universe were 

self-selected. Representatives of these households learned about ADVANCE through news stories 

and word-of-mouth: no systematic solicitation of drivers was conducted. Volunteer drivers 

approached the AD VAIL'CE office expressing their willingness to participate in the experiment. 

Drivers were asked to complete screening forms to provide the basis for their selection. The 

primary eligibility criteria for participation in this test were:' 

1. Residence in  the ADVANCE test area;. 

2. 

3. 

4.  

25 years of age or older; 

Good driving record, certified by checking the files of the Illinois Secretary of 

State; 

No driver-reported perceptual or health problems which would threaten driving 

ability; 

1. P. Odent, J. Schofer, and F. Koppelman, "Private Driver Rolling Recruitment Procedure for 
the ADVANCE Project," ADV-DR-07, May 2 ,  1994. 
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5 .  

6 .  

Ownership or lease of vehicle which could safely accommodate the ADVANCE 

system (since the original evaluation plan was to equip participants’ own vehicles 

with the on-board unit); and 

Active trip-making behavior, as reflected in a trip intensity score computed on the 

basis of descriptions of weekly travel supplied by drivers in the screening form. 

Households were eligible to participate if self-designated primary and alternate drivers 

met the first four criteria. They were selected based on trip intensity scores, and willingness 

of drivers to schedule their driving period in  conformance with the availability of ADVANCE test 

cars. 

Most of the primary drivers were males, and most of the alternate drivers females. A 

few households had no alternate drivers. This designation of primary and alternate drivers 

reflected the  utilization patterns of the ADVANCE vehicle. While this did not produce an even 

utilization of the test vehicles by men and women, it did assure that some testing was done by 

each gender. 

This sampling scheme has two inherent biases. First, all of the drivers were volunteers. 

This means they were not a random sample of the population, but were in some way special 

because they chose to be involved in this field experiment. Because all of the drivers 

volunteered on the basis of having seen or heard news reports about the ADVANCE project in 

the mass media, they were a group whose level of interest in participating in the experiment was 

sufficiently high that they took active steps to seek out this opportunity. 

The bias associated with volunteer participants is characteristic of any experiment of this 

type; it is not possible to select drivers randomly, because they must volunteer to engage in this 
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experiment, and those who volunteer are likely to be different than the rest of the population. 

In our case, because these volunteer drivers were not systematically sought out, they might be 

described as "early adopters," people who were particularly interested in and anxious to test new 

ideas and technologies. Thus, they were likely to be more favorable to such innovations, and 

at the same time, more critical in their evaluations of new technologies. Thus, the results of this 

test should be interpreted in light of this special characteristic of the responding population. 

Caution should be used in generalizing these outcomes to a substantially different driver 

population, especially to groups with less bias toward high income and education levels. 

However, informal observation of and discussions with drivers in training sessions prior 

to delivery of the ADVANCE vehicles revealed that there were at least some drivers who had no 

more than a modest interest in the ADVANCE technology. These were the spouses, usually 

female but sometimes male, of the primary driver in the household who had sought out the 

opportunity to test the ADVANCE technology. These drivers participated in the experiment as 

cooperative spouses rather than as technology buffs or early adopters. While this group 

represented a minority of the driver population in this experiment, and in many cases they had 

only limited experience driving the test vehicles, their presence in the sample does serve to 

provide some balance and therefore may slightly relax the limits on generalizability of results. 

2.2 Driver Training 

Because the test driving period was only two weeks long, a special effort was made to 

train drivers in the effective and safe use of the ADVANCE system before they received their 

vehicle. By intensifying training, the learning period was to be shortened, and thus more of the 

two-week driving period might reflect "normal" operations. Training sessions involved groups 
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of drivers from 10-12 households (as many as 25 individuals), who were given an oral briefing 

followed by hands-on demonstration of the use of the ADVANCE system in the vehicle they were 

to receive. The briefing covered: 

0 Description of the ADVANCE project, purpose of the test and the role of 

participating drivers; 

Overview of the ADVANCE system and its functions; 0 

Operation of the in-vehicle system, its features, procedures for use and 

limitations; 

Driver obligations: safety, return of the vehicle in good condition, completion 

of surveys, participation in focus groups; 

Procedures to follow in the event of system failure, vehicle failure, and motor 

vehicle accident. 

0 

Hands-on training in the use of ADVANCE was done individually for each household by an 

experienced ADVANCE staff member. This involved some time in the vehicle cycling through 

the functions of the system, followed by a period of driving in which the functioning of the 

system was demonstrated. In most cases, trainers allowed the volunteer drivers to operate the 

vehicle and the ADVANCE system, while they provided instructions. The overall training and 

vehicle delivery process took slightly less than two hours; the in-vehicle training lasted 20 to 30 

minutes. Post-test survey results confirmed the effectiveness of the training process, as did the 

fact that there were very few calls to the ADVANCE Project Office asking for assistance in the 

use of the system during the driving period. 
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2.3 Schedule 

All of the procedures used in the familiar driver test were pilot-tested with three 

volunteer households in early July of 1995. Regular, two-week long familiar driver tests were 

conducted from the end of July until the end of November of 1995; this extended test period was 

required because ADVANCE vehicles were in demand for many other tests during the same 

period. Familiar driver tests were conducted when at least five, and as many as 25, test vehicles 

were available for this activity. 

2.4 Data Collection and Analysis 

As shown in the process diagram (Figure l) ,  baseline surveys (see Appendix I) were completed 

by participants before they could get the ADVANCE vehicle. Post-test surveys (see Appendix 

11) were to be completed within one week after the end of the driving period. Most households 

met this requirement, but a few required follow-up, and the post-test survey was not received 

from one of the households. 

In addition, drivers were asked to maintain reroute logs (see Appendix III), on which 

they recorded cases where they were offered a reroute by the ADVANCE system, or they chose 

to divert from an ADVANCE-guided route. The reroute log asked drivers to explain the reasons 

for these diversions and their decisions to accept or reject ADVANCE route planning. The 

purpose was to get a clearer indication of the ways in which drivers actually used the ADVANCE 

system. 

Focus groups were conducted after all of the field testing was completed, and after the 

majority of the post-test surveys had been subjected to preliminary analysis. The results of this 

initial survey analysis guided development of the focus group plans. The qualitative findings 
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of the focus groups, recorded on audio and video tapes and in written summaries, were then 

used to guide more intensive quantitative analyses of the baseline and post-test survey data. 

Analyses conducted and reported here include descriptive statistics on the drivers, their 

responses to the ADVANCE system, and their preferences for features of future systems. In 

addition, a variety of statistical models were developed to explore the associations among these 

variables, and, in particular, to get a better sense of relationships between the characteristics and 

experiences of drivers and their interests in features of future in-vehicle route guidance systems. 

2.5 Limitations and Threats to Validity 

Results and interpretations of the familiar driver test are based on a small sample of drivers. 

All statisticaI results are based on 127 respondents or fewer. Data sets smaller than the 

maximum number of survey responses received are sometimes used in this report because not 

all drivers answered all survey questions, and/cr because some analyses were conducted on 

subsets of the total sample. For example, only 110 drivers responded to both the baseline and 

post-test survey. The statistical validity of results, as well as generalizability to a larger 

population, are threatened by this small and non-random sample. More specifically, we may 

identify patterns and relationships which do not reflect a broader reality, and our investigation 

will fail to identify some important patterns which are only weakly revealed in the data. 

Results are also limited in validity because of sampling biases, as discussed above; 

because of the short driving period for participants; and because the small probe fleet under the 

targeted deployment (60-70 vehicles, not operating in an organized fashion to collect real-time 

traffic data) meant that very little real-time traffic data could be provided to drivers. The latter 

means that we could conduct only a very limited test of dynamic route guidance. 
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Within these limitations, a) yses of data from the familiar driver study suggest some 

uide the development and implementation of future route interesting, logical ideas which m 

guidance systems. 

3.0 PROFILE OF PARTICIPATING DRIVERS 

3.1 Demographics 

Eighty households, and thus 80 primary drivers, participated in the familiar driver test. One- 

hundred twenty-seven drivers completed the baseline survey, 80 primary drivers and 47 alternate 

drivers. Of these, i10 completed post-test surveys and are the basis for the findings reported 

here. Table 1 shows that 62% of all drivers were males, while 70% of the primary drivers 

were males. Thus, while the overall driver sample was reasonably balanced by gender, because 

of the dominance of males among primary drivers, driving experience and survey responses 

based or, that experience are somewhat biased toward males. 

Eighty-seven percent of drivers completing the pre-test also completed the post-test 

instrument. A primary reason for failure to complete the second survey was that some drivers, 

especially alternate drivers and females, did not actually get a chance to drive the ADVANCE 

vehicle as a result of household decisions and constraints, and thus could not (and were asked 

not to) complete the post-test survey. While 96% of primary drivers and 92% of male drivers 

who completed the baseline survey completed the post-test, only 70% of the alternate drivers 

and 80% of the females followed this pattern. 
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Table 1: Drivers by Gender and Type 

Driver Type Male Female Total 

Primary Driver 54 (70%) 23 (30%) 77 (100%) 

Alternate Driver 14 (42%) 19 (58%) 33 (100%) 

Total 68 (62%) 42 (38%) 110 

Mean age of participants was 44 years, and the range was from 26 to 69 years. Sixty- 

eight percent of drivers had bachelor’s degrees or a higher level of education. Thirty-nine 

percent of the drivers reported household incomes between $75,000 and $100,000; 95 % were 

over $50,000 per year. Eighty percent of the households had two or three motor vehicles 

available; only 5 % were single-car households (no participants came from zero-car households, 

because the original recruitment plan was developed to install ADVANCE systems in drivers’ 

own vehicles). Eighty-five percent of the participants were employed full-time (94% of the 

males, 75% of the females). Sixty-six percent of the drivers described their occupations as 

management, professional or technical (69% of males, 60% of females). Thus, our sample is 

biased toward upper income workers with high auto ownership. 

Table 2 shows that 86% of the drivers worked outside of the home at least five days per 

week, and nearly 80% of these drove to work 5 or more days per week; men more commonly 

worked outside their homes and drove regularly to work. Respondents reported driving an 

average of 16,000 miles per year (36% drove more than 17,500 d e s ,  3% more than 32,500 

miles). Beyond their work trips, respondents reported an average of 4.4 weekly auto driver trips 

for shopping, 5.6 for personal business, and 3.7 for social activities. 



Table 2: Work Outside Home, Drive to Work 

Work outside home 
2 5  days per week 

Drive to work 
1 5  days per week 

All Drivers Males Females 

84 57 27 
(86% of respondents) (90% of male (77% of female 

respondents) respondents) 

65 47 18 
(93 % of respondents) (94% of male (90% of female 

respondents) respondents) 
~ ~ ~~ ~ 

3.2 Technology Experience 

Because the ADVANCE system, and the in-vehicle route guidance concept, are strongly 

dependent on computers and communications technology, we asked drivers about their 

perspectives on the use of three common technological systems, computers, automatic tellers, 

and video cassette recorders. Table 3 summarizes the responses, which were on a 5-point scale, 

where 1 = strongly disagree and 5 = strong agree. The results suggest that participants in this 

test are comfortable with the use of electronic technologies, males significantly more so than 

females (at the 0.05 level for ATMs, and at the 0.005 level for the other technologies). 

Table 3: Perspectives on Common Technologies 
(Mean Responses) 

Question Full Sample 
1 = strongly disagree; 

5 = strongly agree 

Males 

I find computers easy to use I 4.13 1 4.26 

I find a bank ATM easy to use I 4.14 I 4.29 

I can easily program a VCR for 
recording 4.19 I 4.35 

Females 

3.90 

3.90 

3.90 

Of course we do not know how the general driving population would have responded to these 
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questions, but we expect that the ADVANCE volunteer drivers were more favorably inclined 

toward the use of such technologies. 

3.3 Sources of Traffic Information 

A series of eight questions were asked about the use of navigation and traffic information 

from various sources (Appendix I, questions 19-26); the more interesting results are summarized 

here. Table 4 suggests that the use of maps for navigation is not particularly common among 

responding drivers, but they do not find maps difficult to use. Commercial radio is a primary 

source of current traffic information (Table 5 ) ,  and it  is frequently used, both before and (even 

more so) during trips. The continuous traffic broadcasts transmitted by the Illinois Department 

of Transportation are much less frequently used; males reported using radio reports from both 

sources slightly more often than females. Television is a more frequent source of traffic 

information than either telephone services (which normally charge a fee) or IDOT radio. 

Variable message signs are reported to be used about as frequently 2s commercial radio during 

trips, but such signs are available only on limited access highways and they are not yet common 

in the Chicago metropolitan area. This response may mean that drivers used their signs often 

when they were available. 

Table 4: Use of Maps 
(Mean Responses) 

Question 
(1 = strongly disagree; 

5 = strongly agree) Full Sample Males Females 

I rarely use a road map 2.53 2.47 2.63 

I find maps easy to use 4.37 4.55 4.08 
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Table 5: Mean Frequency of Use of Various Sources of Traffic Information 

I Before trips 

Information 
Sources 

(1 = never; Full 
5 = very often) sample Males Females 

Commercial radio I 2.63 I 2.63 I 2.63 

IDOT radio I 1.32 I 1.33 I 1.30 

Telephone 1 1.28 I 1.24 I 1.35 

Television I 1.97 I 1.88 I 2.13 

During trips 

Full 
Sample Males 

3.54 I 3.59 

Females 

3.45 

1.37 

1.53 

3.64 

Driver assessments of different sources of traffic information are presented in Table 6. 

The infrequent use of IDOT radio and telephone information is reflected in scores below 1 (= 

outcome never happens) because respondents could choose "I don't use this source" as a 

response to any information source, which was coded as zero and which contributed to the 

reported means. Coininercial radio reports and variable message signs are most favorably rated, 

both seen as reasonably reliable, but neither apparently producing a large effect on trip time, 

route, or travel time. 
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Table 6: Assessment of Sources of Traffic Information 
(Mean Responses) 

1= never 
5 = always Commercial IDOT 

this source 
O=do not use Radio Radio Telephone Television 

ReliabIe 3.15 0.73 0.73 1.81 

Save time 2.70 0.64 0.66 1.59 

Percent of zero 5.6% 75.0% 75.9% 37.5 % 
responses 

3.4 ADVANCE Expectations 

Variable 
Message 

Signs 

3.45 

2.59 

2.56 
.............................. 

. . . . . . . . . . . . .  

3.03 

2.09 

6.3% 

The baseline questionnaire asked drivers to describe their expectations for ADVANCE 

prior to their participatim in the field tests. Respondents answered these questions based on 

limited public information about the ADVANCE system. The responses are summarized in Table 

7. Both males and females reveaIed highly favorable expectations for their ADVANCE 

experience: they felt it would be helpful for navigation and congestion avoidance, and they 

were slightly less positive about ADVANCE reducing their driving anxiety. Drivers were not 

concerned about the ADVANCE system distracting them from the driving task. 
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Table 

Question 
(1 = strongly disagree; 

5 = strongly agree) 

7: Mean Expectations for ADVANCE 

Full Sample Males Females 
~~~~ ~ 

Distract me from 
driving 

1.75 1.74 1.78 

3.63 
3.47 I 3-53 I Reduce anxiety while 

driving 

Help get to new 4.38 4.28 4.55 
destinations 

I I I 

Save time 1 4.46 1 4.40 I 4.58 

Be useful I 4.59 I 4.56 I 4.65 

Be fun  to use I 4.65 I 4.59 1 4.75 

4.0 CLUSTER ANALYSIS OF PERSONALITY CHARACTERISTICS 

We expected that a number of the characteristics of the drivers themselves would be useful in 

explaining reactions to the ADVANCE system and preferences for features of future systems. 

These characteristics include basic demographic measures as well as personality descriptors. To 

make efficient use of the personality measures, we used cluster analysis to develop simple 

classifications of personality types. Cluster analysis is a statistical method used to classify data 

into relatively homogeneous subsets based on similarity of selected variables or measures of each 

data point. In this application, cluster analysis was used to group drivers in terms of similarity 

of responses to survey questions about personality (question 17 in the baseline survey): 

I like discovering new routes to get someplace. 

If I get lost I ask people for directions. 

I can give precise directions to others. 
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I get impatient if I have to wait in traffic. 

I am not a nervous person. 

I am an assertive driver. 

Responses were selected from a 5-point scale ranging from strongly disagree to strongly agree. 

Two, three and four cluster solutions were produced and evaluated primarily in terms of the 

logic with which clusters could be named and described. Two of these three solutions are shown 

in Tables 8 and 9 in terms of the centers of each cluster in each of the dimensions defined by 

the components of Question 17. Because all scales are from 1 = strongly disagree to 5 = 

strongly agree, high average scores on a question indicate personality characteristics which 

drivers strongly attribute to themselves, while low scores indicate characteristics drivers do not 

think are self-descriptive. Patterns of high scores, highlighted in boldface in Tables 8 and 9, 

were used to name clusters judgmentalIy. 

Table 8: Personality Cluster Centers: 2 Cluster Solution 

Self-Reported Personality Characteristic 
(1 = strongly disagree; 5 = strongly agree) 

Cluster Like Ask for Can give Get Not Assertive 
Description discovering directions precise impatient nervous driver 

and new routes directions waiting in 
Members hip traffic 

Cautious 2.57 3.20 3.18 2.89 3.29 2.89 
(35 members) 

Confident 4.44 3.31 4.32 3.39 4.18 3.82 
(73 members) 
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Table 9: Personality Cluster Centers: 3 Cluster Solution 

Self-Reported Personality Characteristic 
(1 = strongly disagree; 5 = strongly agree) 

Cluster 
Description 

and 
Membership 

Cautious 
(20 members) 

Confident 
(46 members) 

Impatient 
(42 members) 

~ 

Like Ask for Can give Get Not Assertive 
~ discovering directions precise impatient nervous driver 

new routes directions waiting in 
traffic 

2.30 3.30 2.90 2.35 3.40 2.50 

4.35 4.17 4.29 2.80 4.33 3.70 

4.00 2.29 4.10 4.12 3.64 3.81 

The two cluster solution divides drivers into groups called "cautious" and "confident. '' 

The three cluster solution further divides the sample to produce a third category which we call 

"impatient," made up mainly of drivers from the confident group in the two-cluster solution. 

Both of these results can be described as good solutions to the clustering problem because the 

names of the clusters are easily derived and logical, and because no cluster is extraordinarily 

different from the others in terms of size (none is very small or very large). The four cluster 

solution is more difficult to interpret and will not be used in further analyses. In later sections 

of this report we use the two-cluster solution to test cluster membership, which is an indication 

of personality type, as a variable for describing and exploring responses to ADVANCE and 

preferences for various features of future in-vehicle route guidance systems. 

5.0 ADVANCE TEST EXPERIENCE 

Interactions with drivers in training sessions and discussions in focus groups revealed that in 

many households the male driver made dominant use of the ADVANCE vehicles, despite our 
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expectations that gender usage would be more balanced in two-person (male-female) households. 

As indicated in Section 3.1, in some cases female drivers who registered as alternates in the 

baseline survey did not drive the ADVANCE car at all, and therefore did not respond to the 

post-test survey. Clearly experimenters cannot directly control the way households choose to 

use test vehicles in such field studies. While the occurrence of this within-household male 

dominance was not a surprise, more balanced gender usage might have been achieved by direct 

instructions from test managers in the driver training sessions. 

The post-test survey (Appendix 11) included several questions to assess the experience 

drivers had in the field test. Because the vehicles were all project-supplied, driver experience 

could also have been be affected by ditferences between their regular vehicle and the ADVANCE 

vehicle. In the driver scheduling process, efforts were made to match broad characteristics of 

ADVANCE vehicles with the participant's norrnal vehicle, e.g., in terms of luxury cars, vans, 

small cars. Ninety-one percent of respondents (94% of the males, 86% of the females) reported 

that the ADVANCE vehicle met their tra.. :! needs during the test. 

There was some concern that the two-week driving period might be too short for drivers 

to get a reasonable impression of the ADVANCE system. Table 10 shows that drivers generally 

felt that the driving period was sufficient. They were particularly positive about the training 

effort, which is important because the short test period did not leave much time for in-vehicle 

learning. The moderately high confidence level reported at the start of the test confirms the 

effectiveness of the training. Another measure of the effectiveness of driver training was the 

small number of responses to questions about "help" calls to the ADVANCE Office (very few 

calls were made) and usefulness of the User's Manual and visor card (also not much used by test 
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participants). Driver confidence increased substantially over the test period. Males were more 

confident in their use of the ADVANCE vehicles before and after the driving period than were 

females. 

Table 10: Mean Participants’ Assessment of Test Experience 

Question 
(1 = strongly disagree; 

5 = strongly agree) 

Driving period long 
enough to test ADVANCE 

Training was sufficient 

Personnel were helpful 

User’s manual, visor 
card answered questions 

Calls to ADVANCE 
answered questions 

Questionnaires were clear 
and appropriate 

Felt confident when first 
drove car 

Felt confident at end of 
test 

Wanted to continue using 
vehicle at end of test 

Full Sample Males Females 
(n) ( 4  (n) 

3.29 (108) 3.30 (67) 3.27 (41) 

4.42 (106) 4.36 (67) 4.54 (39) 

4.71 (104) 4.73 (66) 4.68 (38) 

4.02 (46) 3.90 (30) 4.25 (16) 

4.10 (21) 4.27 (15) 3.67 (6) 

4.01 (105) 3.90 (67) 4.21 (38) 

3.88 (107) 3.94 (66) 3.78 (41) 

4.60 (108) 4.72 (67) 4.41 (41) 

4.29 (107) 4.38 (66) 4.15 (41) 

I I 

5.1 Reroute Logs 

Drivers were asked to maintain a paper record (Appendix 111) of situations in  which, when using 

ADVANCE route guidance, either (1) the ADVANCE unit  recommended a reroute; or (2) the 

driver elected to reroute for any reason. This information was collected to get a more detailed 
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sense of drivers’ experiences with ADVANCE. It was originally expected that such reroutes 

would be automatically recorded on the memory card installed in the ADVANCE unit for 

evaluation data collection. Under the targeted deployment, route plans and reroutes were not 

written to the memory card, so there was no objective record of reroutes. Of course even with 

data from the memory card, the reasons for reroutes could only come from driver records. 

Reroute logs were received from 74 of the 80 households; they contained reports of 665 

reroutes, 8.99 p-- household. We have no assurance that all reroutes were recorded; it is likely 

that some information was lost because, for safety reasons, drivers were asked to complete their 

reroute logs after the trip, or at least when the vehicle was stopped. There was no follow-up 

during the tests to remind drivers to record their reroutes. Because these data represent a sample 

of unknown proportions, they will not be related to other measures collected in this evaluation 

study. It is possible to examine reported reroutes alone to get a general sense of driver 

experieIice with ADVANCE. 

About 20% of all reroutes were recommended by the ADVANCE system; 64% were 

driver-initiated; no reason was offered for the remaining 16%. Fifty-six percent of reroutes 

recommended by ADVANCE were accepted by drivers. Drivers estimated that they saved time 

on 44% of these (25% of ADVANCE-offered reroutes); the estimated mean time savings was 

just under 7 minutes per reroute, or 46% of the total trip time as reported by the drivers 

(implied trip length of 15 minutes). 

Of the 64% of reroutes initiated by drivers, about 5.5% were in cases where drivers 

claimed to 

rerouted to 

have better real-time information: they saw congestion or an incident ahead and 

avoid it. In 64% of the cases where drivers initiated a reroute, drivers claimed to 
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know a route which was somehow better than the ADVANCE route: faster (23%); more direct 

(27%); easier or simpler (1 1 %); safer (4%); or the ADVANCE route involved an impossible or 

illegal maneuver (5%). In 10% of the cases in which drivers rerouted on their own, they had 

either gone off route and were recovering or they simply switched their destination in mid-trip. 

The reasons for 14 % of the driver reroutes were not reported. Drivers estimated that they saved 

time in 55% of their own reroutes; the mean estimate of time saved was 7.7 minutes, or 32.5% 

of trip time (implied trip length 23.5 minutes). The difference in implied :.;p length for trips 

involving ADVANCE vs. driver reroutes (15 vs.23.5 minutes) is probably a reporting anomaly 

and indicates the uncertainty in  this data source. 

These results suggest that (1) drivers experienced a number of reroutes during their two- 

week test period; (2) about one-fifth of these were commanded by ADVANCE; (3) drivers 

rejected just under half of the ADVANCE reroutes, and they initiated nearly two-thirds of the 

reroutes they experienced, in nearly 70% of the cases because they felt they knew a better 

route; (4) drivers perceived that they raved time by reroutes, whether due to ADVANCE or their 

own volition. The third finding provides insight into the perceived quality of ADVANCE route 

planning and real-time information, issues which are addressed in more detail in the next section 

of this report. 

6.0 FOCUS GROUPS 

6.1 Background 

Focus groups are structured discussions for qualitative exploration of attitudes and perceptions. 

Because sample sizes are small and the content and directions of discussions are affected by the 

participants themselves, the results cannot be subjected to quantitative analyses and statistical 
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testing. On the other hand, focus groups are powerful tools for exploring the ways in which 

people perceive products, services, and concepts. They are ideal for formulating the questions 

to be asked in statistical analyses. They are especially valuable for understanding consumer 

reactions to products and services, as differentiated from the preconceived, and perhaps biased, 

perspectives of those people directly involved in system and service development. 

For these reasons, we conducted a series of focus groups with ADVANCE familiar drivers 

shortly after their driving experience. These drivers completed the post-test surveys prior to the 

focus groups, a necessary sequence to assure that we got the questionnaire responses before we 

lost contact with the drivers. It would have been desirable, had we had a substantially larger 

sample of drivers, to conduct focus groups to guide development of the post-test surveys. This 

would have allowed us to build the post-test survey instruments on a better understanding of the 

ways in which drivers perceived and experienced ADVANCE. However, our small sample and 

short time frame for the familiar driver tests demanded that we distribute and collect post-test 

instruments very quickly after the driving period. There were not enough drivers to use some 

for focus groups and others for the post-test survey. 

Thus, the focus groups we conducted provided another, important way to absorb the 

reactions and ideas of participating drivers, rather than serving as a basis for instrument 

development. A preliminary analysis of a subset of post-test instruments was conducted prior 

to developing the focus group plan to assure that we were responsive to driver issues in these 

discussions. However, the main post-test analyses, all analyses reported here, were performed 

after the focus groups were conducted. In this way, the focus groups informed the quantitative 

analyses. 
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6.2 Discussion Outline 

A detailed outline for the focus group discussions was prepared in advance, based on partial 

post-test survey results, the evaluation test plan, and general knowledge of travel behavior and 

market research. This discussion outline is included as Appendix IV. The major points covered 

were: review and evaluation of experience with the ADVANCE system; interests in and 

preferences for features of future route guidance systems; willingness to pay for future systems; 

and perspectives on what kinds of drivers would be interested in such future systems. Target 

times were set for each component of this discussion to keep the sessions within 2 hours. 

6.3 Approach 

Based on the gender-vehicle usage patterns we observed in  the training sessions and preliminary 

post-test surveys, we decided to conduct one focus group with only female participants. It was 

expected that within-household gender influerxes would be reduced in such a discussion, so that 

a better notion of the perceptions and preferences of women and men would be developed. This 

was balanced by an all-male group. A third, and final, focus group comprised a mixture of male 

and female members. 

A market research contractor was hired to recruit and schedule focus group participants 

from the list of ADVANCE familiar drivers. We confirmed from the post-test surveys that all 

candidates for focus groups had actually driven the ADVANCE vehicle. The contractor filled 

the groups from the candidate lists to create a female, male, and mixed group with 10-14 people 

each. The 12-person male group met on a Thursday evening and the 9-member female group 

and the 11-person mixed group met (separately) on a Saturday morning. 

Groups met i n  the focus group rooms of the market research contractor, at a location 
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roughly in the center of the ADVANCE test area. They were moderated by the senior member 

of the test team. Other test team members and project representatives observed behind a one- 

way mirror, keeping written notes on the discussion. The focus groups were recorded on audio 

and video tapes. The moderator prepared a summary of each group session within a day after 

the meeting was conducted; these findings were shared and discussed among the test team, and 

an integrated, written summary of results of each group was prepared. 

Focus group members were given a $35 incentive for their participation. Although all 

ADVANCE drivers were told in  the training sessions that focus groups were a part of their 

obligation to the project, a few declined to attend the focus groups because they felt the incentive 

was too small. 

6.4 Focus Groups Results 

This section presents an integrated summary of all three focus groups. 

6.4.1 Real-time information: Real-time information was more appealing to familiar 

drivers than route planning based on static information (e.g., maps). Such drivers can plan their 

own routes well based on their knowledge of the network and recurrent congestion patterns. 

While there was a value associated with information about (static) network structure - an 

electronic map and perhaps a simple, static route planner for occasional new trips, or for out of 

town visitors - there was a stronger preference for real-time traffic information, even without 

route guidance: iust traffic information, perhaps on a color-coded, synoptic map. Some wanted 

customized traffic reports, focusing on their routes or communities. 

Drivers were interested in more timely traffic information to provide a basis for making 

their own route plans; and, they wanted more detailed information than that received from the 
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ADVANCE system, information which would support their own choices: why propose the 

reroute? What is happening on the network? What is the cause of the congestion? Exactly 

where is it located? Some suggested that such detailed information would allow them to use 

expressways until they got close to the congested point, then divert to arterial streets. 

Participants recognized that they need and do not have real-time data for arterial streets, 

though such information is generally available for expressways in the Chicago area. 

Some were willing to buy real-time information on a per trip or per month basis. They 

saw the possibility that not all users would want and need (and be willing to buy) real-time 

information all the time. A range of $20-30 per month for real-time information was acceptable. 

6.4.2 Route planning: There was general agreement among focus group participants that 

the quality of ADVANCE route plans was not very good. Some routes were longer, sometimes 

much longer, in time and distance than users’ preferred routes. Many drivers were frustrated 

because the ADVANCE unit did not give them what they felt were the best routes. Some of this 

was probably due to database errors, either in the network map or the estimated travel times; 

but some inferior routes were caused by the structure of the route planner and its path selection 

criteria, which put people onto higher type facilities quickly, avoiding local streets. Such routes 

were often not the most direct and logical, and familiar drivers recognized this quickly. In the 

face of this situation, drivers often reverted to their preferred routes. 

Drivers in all of the focus groups were clearly interested in having more control over 

route planning. Self-routing was preferred especially where real-time information is lacking or 

poor. When it  becomes better, drivers anticipated that they would develop more confidence in 

the quality of routes provided by the system, and would then be more willing to follow the 
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route guidance. 

Many drivers wanted to be able to set own route planning criteria: minimum time, 

minimum distance, keep moving, avoid a particular street, avoid a general street type (e.g., 

tollways, expressways), use certain streets, avoid railroad grade crossings, etc. 

There was interest in seeing routing options, not merely a single recommended route, 

which would allow drivers more choice. Driver choice of routes would be facilitated by 

showing alternative routes on map, not with text or link-by-link arrow disy' .j's as in the 

ADVANCE route preview feature. For those who are comfortable with maps, this would be 

faster and would facilitate user choice of route. 

There was considerable enthusiasm in all three focus groups for a route planner that can 

learn drivers' favorite routes and especially their local shortcuts. Drivers envisioned real-time 

data being used by the on-board system ta evaluate their own routes in terms of predicted travel 

time and current congestion, proposing alternatives when those might be faster. It should be 

noted that the ADVANCE route planner :: based on the notion that neither government nor a 

private company can direct vehicles through sensitive, residential neighborhoods, although 

individual drivers do this all the time. If the route planning system learns, individually, from 

individual drivers, then the policy problem of exacerbating neighborhood traffic impacts may 

be reduced. 

Focus group participants offered a variety of ideas for this route learning function. It 

would be like "writing a macro.. . like telling the computer to 'learn this script (route)' ..." It 
should be possible to drive the route and have the computer learn it. Drivers should be able 

to tell the unit: "...learn this .... and not that route ..." Some suggested the capability to enter 
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the preferred route in  a home computer, from which it would be downloaded into the vehicle's 

route planner. Others did not have home computers or did not want to depend on them. 

These creative suggestions offer a different perspective on route planning than what has 

been implemented i n  ADVANCE and other on-board route planning systems: use the computer 

as an intelligent assistant to driver-as-expert. Both driver and computer bring unique information 

and skills to the route planning process. Familiar drivers know their route planning criteria, of 

course, and these may vary across trips and perhaps even within a single trip. They know the 

network and its recurrent congestion patterns. They are inherently self-serving, and thus 

unfettered by public policies about route selection. Computers can process information very 

rapidly, they can receive and analyze large quantities of information about current network 

conditions, and they can quickly compare proposed routes against real-time conditions. Where 

appropriate they can plan and propose alternative routes. 

Such a route planning model would be a learning, artificial intelligence system, founded 

on a partnership between driver and computer, rather than a static computer software package 

which merely presents directives to the driver. While such a route guidance system is likely to 

be substantially more complex to develop, it  may provide drivers with better routes and a higher 

level of individual control and customization. Such a product may be more likely to improve 

drivers' travel experience and thus it may be more marketable. 

6.4.3 Other functions: Some participants were interested in an electronic business 

directory which will help them find and travel to the nearest establishment of a particular type. 

Some suggested a roadside assistance, or panic, call button, which would notify tow services or 

emergency responders of a problem; this would be especially valuable if i t  would report current 
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vehicle position, something a driver does not always know. 

currently is provided by cellular phones. 

Others felt that this function 

A number of drivers were interested in a multi-city, multi-state database - and they 

expected this might be an add-on capability at extra cost. This was appealing to regular out-of- 

town travelers as well as to several people who make only occasional long-distance trips (e.g., 

a mother who annually takes her child to college). Some also wanted real-time data for other 

cities, based on the arguments that (1) saving time was often important during sach trips; and 

(2) travelers do not kiiow (even) recurrent congestion patterns in other cities. Some participants 

suggested selecting the database for a specific area by entering its area code; others proposed 

downloading map databases for other areas by modem to avoid carrying a pack of CD-ROM 

maps. 

6.4.4 Operating features and user interface: Participants suggested a wide variety of 

operating feature enhancements, primarily aimed at improving the driver interface and overall 

system useability . These ideas include the following: 

8 Faster system start-up, route planning, and replanning, because drivers are unwilling to 

wait for the route guidance system to "catch up" to their trip. If route planning is fast 

enough, and destination entry is easier, drivers would sacrifice some capacity for storing 

destinations (because re-entering and re-planning would be easier). Faster (more timely) 

tracking of current vehicle position was also desired. 

Ability to save more destinations (ADVANCE saved only 7). 

Capability to store destinations by common name (e.g., store, bank, school) rather than 

by a list of street addresses. 

e 

8 
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Automatically save current trip, like the telephone "redial" feature, 

Easier and more flexible destination elitry; the ADVANCE touch screen keyboard was 

hard for many to use, especially for persons with long fingernails; ideas for easier 

destination entry included: selection from a list of points of interest or from a business 

listing, by entering the telephone number (drivers often know the phone number; 

perhaps nunibers could be transferred directly from the cellular telephone to the route 

guidance system), and using voice recognition (to safely allow in-mo'im destination 

en try). 

Sometimes drivers do not know the name of the town, or the exact address of the 

destination (ADVANCE required these for defining destinations); therefore, some drivers 

desired "point and shoot" destination selection on zooming map display, using a touch 

screen or an attached pointing device. Selecting a destination by pointing to a general 

area, rather than defining a specific address, is often sufficient, because when they are 

near the destination, inany familiar drivers do not need route guidance for the last few 

blocks. 

Bigger map (larger display and especially a map with more detail covering a larger area). 

Map display with more or all street names. 

User-adjustable display colors. 

Route guidance from the map display as well as or instead of from arrow display. 

Show full route on map, especially for route preview; preview in current turn-by-turn 

form takes too long, too many steps. 

Show both expected travel times and mileage for planned routes (ADVANCE only showed 
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e 

e 

e 

e 

e 

mileage). 

Heading-up as well as north-up display options. 

More reliable and timely advance warning of route guidance maneuvers. 

Built-in uni t ,  more centrally located on the instrument panel; however, some were 

interested in various forms of portability for the system, the ability to move it from car 

to car, or to use at home or work. Home, office or kiosk (e.g., in shopping mall) 

service was of interest for reviewing current traffic conditions prior to making the trip. 

This would probably produce a larger effect on shifting trip departure time and 

destination for congestion avoidance. 

A number of database problems were cited. It appeared that, based on the driver training 

briefing (where participants were warned of this problem), and their own experience with 

the ADVANCE system, drivers seemed to be forgiving of database errors, but  they 

wanted them eliminated. 

Drivers found names for places and streets in the database were different from posted 

and/or commonly-accepted names. Differences between the network database and driver 

knowledge was frustrating, and therefore some proposed that users should have the 

ability to fix,  update, and customize the database in their vehicles. 

Some drivers wanted automatic rerouting when vehicle goes "off route." That is, they 

did not want to be asked the question "do you want a reroute?" They want to be 

informed, but they want the reroute guidance. 

Drivers also wanted to be able to customize the information presented, selecting both 

content and format. There was a strong consensus on a preference for real-time 
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congestion information; most participants liked map displays; the voice messages were 

viewed as good, not distracting; text was the less-preferred option. The format and 

detail of information presented might vary by location, with more detail in complex 

places or where drivers request it. 

Drivers want simplicity of usage, especially for data input and extracting desired output. 

6.4.5 Willinmess-to-pay: The focus groups briefly touched on willingness-to-pay for 

future real-time route guidance systems and services. Some participants were willing to pay 

e 

from $750 to $1,000 to acquire an in-vehicle system, and from $2 to $30 per month for "single 

area" coverage of real-time data. Some participants wanted the ability to buy real time data for 

shorter or longer time periods (as needed). It was suggested that the needs of occasional users, 

or people unwilling to subscribe to on-going information services, might be met by charging for 

real-time data per trip or per ccrll e.g., 25-50 cents per call, like cellular phone charges. Some 

would accept advertising on the display to reduce costs. 

6.4.6 Gender perspectives: A comparison of the women-only focus group with the 

others suggests that men were more inclined to see the route guidance system unit  more as a 

technical "toy"; they tended to follow its advice more literally, and were more discouraged by 

its failures and shortcomings. Women were more pragmatic. They were more inclined to 

temper their response to guidance from ADVANCE with their own network knowledge. They 

focused their assessment on functionality and potential, and were more willing to forgive 

occasional shortcomings. 

The women were as eager for information as the men, and most of them liked the maps. 

Yet they preferred simple presentations and were willing to turn over some decision making to 
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the computer. It is possible that women were milre willing to say this -- they were much more 

outspoken and creative than men in  their single-gender focus group -- and that the preference 

extends to men as well. 

7.0 RESPONSES TO THE ADVAiVCE SYSTEM 

7.1 Assessment of Feature Performance 

The post-test survey asked participants to evaluate 19 aspects of the ADVANCE system on a 

scale from 1 = very poor to 5 = very good (Appendix 11, question 10). Figure 2 shows the 

mean scores and the 90% confidence intervals for the fu l l  sample across all 19 features. The 

features have been ordered from best to worst rated. Most of the listed features are well-rated, 

that is, the mean score is above 3.5. The highest rated aspects of ADVANCE are in  the  driver 

interface: route guidance arrows, ease of saving destinations, display understandability, route 

guidance voice messages, and display readability. On the other hand, ease of destination entry 

is rated quite low, which confirms the criticisms made in  the focus groups. The next group of 

features in the rating hierarchy include accuracy of destination finding, vehicle tracking 

accuracy, the route preview feature, and usefulness of the map display. 

Overall reliability of the ADVANCE system is rated significantly lower than the top-rated 

features (Figure 2). Overall route planning performance was rated significantly lower than 

overall reliability. Similarly, quality of planned routes was rated significantly lower than route 

planning performance. 
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This series of comparisons suggests that, while selected features of ADVANCE were 

viewed very favorably, some of the key performance characteristics related to route planning 

were much less positively rated: overall reliability, route planning, and quality of planned routes. 

Because all features except speed of system startup were rated on the favorable side of the scale, 

it is reasonable to interpret these results as positively biased, perhaps because of the self-selected 

participants and their desire to present a positive assessment. For example, rankings falling 

below 4.00 on the scale might be interpreted as increasingly unfavorable. These lower ratings 

of key overall performance characteristics are qyite consistent with focus group findings, and 

underscore the notion that familiar drivers are logically very demanding when it comes to route 

planning and quality. 

There were no important differences between the ratings on the features given by men 

and women, as illustrated in Figure 3. When the ratings are disaggregated by personality cluster 

membership, as shown in  Figure 4,  i t  appears that members of the cautious cluster tend to rate 

many of the features more favorably than  do members of the confident cluster. These 

differences are not statistically significant but they appear from Figure 4 to be systematic. This 

is a logical pattern because participants self-described as having cautious personalities might be 

expected to be more accepting of an imperfect route guidance system than more confident 

people. 

The mean overall rating respondents gave to ADVANCE on the same 1 to 5 scale (Post- 

test question 9) was 3.93 (3.73 for women, significantly less that the 4.05 tnean score for men). 
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Figure 3: ADVANCE Performance Scores by Gender 
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7.2 Importance of Features 

Respondents were asked to rate the importance of these features on a scale from 1 = not at all 

important to 5 = very important. Figure 5 shows the mean ratings of importance of the same 

19 ADVANCE features for both personality clusters. Personality has no effect here, nor does 

gender (not shown). It is interesting to observe that several key features rated among those 

judged most important, overall route planning performance and quality of planned routes, were 

rated in the lower third of the features in terms of performance; route quality was the third 

lowest rated feature. This suggests that the relatively low overall rating of ADVANCE may be 

due, at least in part, to the fact that the performance of these important features was not highly- 

rated. These importance ratings also suggest that a primary avenue for improvement of future 

route guidance systems is to enhance the route planning capability. The focus groups provided 

some directions for such enhancements. 

7.3 Comparative Route Quality 

Respondents were asked to compare ADVANCE-provided routes with their own routes on 5 

dimensions. The mean scores on a scale from 1 = strongly disagree to 5 = strongly agree are 

shown in Table 11. Compared with other ratings of ADVANCE features, these scores are quite 

low. ADVANCE roi:tes compared particularly unfavorably with familiar drivers’ routes on short 

travel times and distances. This again confirms the focus group results, where participants 

reported they often knew, and used, better, quicker, more direct routes than the ADVANCE route 

planner gave them. These response patterns were the same across genders and personality 

clusters. 
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Table 11: ADVANCE Route Quality Loinpared with Driver's Own Routes 

Compared with driver's routes, 
ADVANCE routes were.. . 

Mean responses 
full  sample 

direct 1 3.25 
~~ ~~~~ 

fast, with shortest travel tiines I 2.94 

short, no excess distance I 2.74 

simple, no complex maneuvers 3.54 

3.14 I logical, sensible 

7.4 Safety Risks 

Questions about 27 possible safety risks associated with the presence and use of the ADVANCE 

system were included on the post-test survey to determine if drivers felt that the route guidance 

system posed a hazard to them (Appendix 11, Question 17). They were asked about the 

frequency of occurrence of certain hazardous events, and the perceived level of risk associated 

with those events. Table 12 presents the mean responses for the full sample. The frequency 

scale ranged for 1 = never to 5 = always; the risk scale ranged from 1 = not serious at all to 

5 = very serious. Nearly all respondents answered the frequency question (108 - 110 

responses). 

experience the specific risk (63-100 responses). 

Many did not answer the risk portion of the question because they did not 

Table 12 shows that both the frequency and risks of certain unsafe conditions were rated 

very low. The most common risky events were "ADVANCE led in wrong direction at start of 

trip" (2.47) and "pressed wrong control" (2.15). Neither of these was rated as 'particularly 

risky. The highest risk events, "too coinplex in heavy traffic" (1.81) and "drifted out of lane" 
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(1.86) did not commonly occur (1.61 and 1.53, respectively). These results suggest that 

ADVANCE drivers did not find the system to be a safety hazard. Of course this does not make 

the system objectively safe. It merely shows that, after two weeks of driving experience, drivers 

perceived iiiiniimal safety hazard from the in-vehicle system. 

Table 12: Ratings of Potential Safety Hazards 

Mean Frequency 
1 = never; 5 = 

always 

Mean Risk 
1 = not at all 

serious; 
5 = very serious 

Hazard 

Interfered with response to emergency 

Too complex to use in heavy traffic 

1.06 

1.61 

1.24 

1.81 

1.86 

1.48 

Drifted out of lane while using 

Stopped vehicle to use feature 

1 S O  

1 S O  

Couldn’t select feature fast enough to use 2.12 1.59 

Difficulty shifting attention between outside 
events and ADVANCE 

1.40 1.74 

Traffic prevented using needed function 1.67 1.63 

2.15 
~ ~ ~~ ~ ~ 

Pressed wrong control 

Stopped vehicle to correct error 

1.41 

1.70 1.48 

Arrow and voice guidance conflicted 1.76 1.46 

1.19 Could not hear guidance due to other noise 1.20 

1.36 

1.23 

Drove more slowly to use ADVANCE 

Interfered with driving more than using map 

Missed commanded turns due to traffic 

1.57 

1.25 

1.62 1.63 

Missed commanded turns due to insufficient 
warning 

1.95 1.77 
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Hazard 

Got lost using ADVANCE 

Felt disoriented using ADVANCE 

Guidance led in wrong direction at start of trip 

Did not provide guidance in test area 

Commanded illegal or impossible action 

Some important geographic features not shown 

Could not see names or features on display 

Watching traffic interfered with seeing map 
display 

Needed to lean over to see map display 

Compass directions were confusing 

Could not see streets or other features on map 

Glare interfered with seeing display 

Mean Frequency 
1 = never; 5 = 

always 

I .27 

1.42 

2.47 

1.35 

1.61 

I .59 

1.36 

1.44 

1.17 

1.27 

1.53 

1.92 

Mean Risk 
1 = not at all 

serious; 
5 = very serious 

1.19 

I .37 
~ 

1.61 

1.27 

1.77 

1.39 

1.25 

1.51 

1.13 

1.30 

1.44 
~ 

1.57 

7.5 Factor Analysis of Performance Ratings 

To develop a better understanding of the ways in which test participants conceptualize the 

ADVANCE system, we performed factor analyses of the feature performance ratings (Appendix 

11, question 10). Factor analysis is a statistical technique which takes the values of n variables 

(here the 19 measures of ADVANCE feature performance) across m data points (here the number 

of responding drivers) and creates a smaller number of composite variables, or factors, made 

up of weighted combinations of the original n variables. The factors have the property that they 
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are orthogonal to each other in the n-dimensional space of the variables, so each factor 

conceptually represents an independent aspect of, or perspective on, the ADVANCE system. 

The analyst selects the number of factors, based on the percentage of variation explained and 

the logic of the variables which "load on" (contribute high or low scores to) each factor. 

Thus, factor analysis served to reduce the dimensionality of the space defining ADVANCE 

system performance from the 19 components of question 10 to a smaller number of composite 

dimensions. Three, four and five factor solutions were developed; the 3-factor solution was 

the most interpretable and is shown in Table 13. Fxtors are named judgmentally based on the 

contributing variables which load particularly heavily 3r lightly on each factor (rotated factor 

scores in Table 13). Factor scores range from -1.0 to +1.0. Those variables contributing to 

factor names are highlighted in  bold i n  Table 13; these were judgmentally selected to be around 

0.5 or greater. 

The three composite dimensions (factors) were named: 

1. route guidance (33.5 % of variance explained); 

driver interface (9.2 % of variance explained); 2 .  

3. speed of operation (8.4% of variance explained). 

The route guidance factor represents quality of planned routes, en route replanning, overall route 

planning performance, route guidance information presentation, accuracy and overall reliability 

(Table 13). The driver interface factor includes destination entry and saving and the push 

button and touch screen controls on the display head. The start-up and route planning 1 tnes load 

heavily on the speed factor, and so does route preview (a time-consuming function). 
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Table 13: Three Perfoi malice Rating Factors 

ADVANCE Feature Factor 1 Factor 2 
score score 

Start-up speed -0.03778 -0.09376 

Accuracy of start-up position 0.49115 -0.40249 

Display readability 0.42784 0.3432 1 

Display understandability 0.41918 0.43 188 

Usefulness of map 0.40517 -0.0 1003 

Ease of 0.68039 

Ease of destination saving 0.18966 0.67735 

Route planning time 0.17213 0.17775 

Quality of planned routes 0.48469 0.24870 

Route preview feature 1 0.21879 I 0.20647 

Route guidance arrows 0.67847 0.18446 

Route guidance voice 0.63543 0.13645 

En-rou te replanni ng 0.69677 0.10535 

Overall route planning performance 0.68623 0.22144 

0.19203 0.7059'7 

Button controls 0.23501 0.77523 

Accuracy of vehicle tracking 0.67757 0.22844 

' Touch screen controls 

Accuracy of destination finding 0.61912 0.20382 

Overall reliability 0.71760 0.40574 

Factor 3 
score 

0 .SO 122 

0.096 1 3 

0.27399 

0.28757 

0.04483 

0.24498 

0.06684 

0.71212 

0.46695 

0.66812 

0.21753 

0.30734 

0.21037 

0.22089 

0.01618 
~~ ~ 

0.09558 

-0.10372 

0.02467 

-0.00 1 65 

These three factors suggest that, i n  terms of the performance ratings participants assigned 

to ADVANCE features, drivers view the route guidance system in three dimensions, of 
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decreasing importance: the route guidaixe function including route planning, the driver 

interface, and the speed of operations. This result parallels the findings of the focus groups, 

where considerable emphasis was placed on evaluating and proposing enhancements to the route 

planning feature; and numerous complaints and ideas were directed at the driver interface. 

Virtually all drivers, i n  surveys and focus groups, as well as all members of the ADVANCE 

development team, recognized the need for and importance of increasing system speed. 

These factors offer a way for developers to understand in-vehicle route guidance systems 

from the perspective of experienced users. They suggest design and performance categories 

warranting priority efforts i n  the design of future route guidance systems. 

7.6 Models of Response to ADVANCE 

We conducted analyses of variance and estimated regression models to explore associations 

between driver assessinen ts of ADVANCE and demographic, experience, and personality 

measures. We estimated many different models; those discussed here were selected on the basis 

of statistical significance (F-statistic), logical structure (included variables, signs, magnitudes and 

significance of variable coefficients), arid the insights into driver perspectives they offer. 

The most interesting of the dependent variables was overall impression of ADVANCE. 

The models help explain what variables contribute to the development of that impression. Such 

results may be helpf;,il in the design of future route guidance systzms which produce more 

favorable user impressions. 

Only a few significant correlations were found among many variables tested. Almost all 

of the associations were weak, and t h u s  the models cannot explain a large proportion of the 

variation in the dependent variable. This is primarily attributable to the small sample size, 
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which is always less than 110 (the number of valid responses to both the baseline and post-test 

surveys). Some models were estimated with substantially smaller sample size because only 

respondents who answered a11 questions used in a particular model contributed to that sample. 

Thus, i t  is not realistic to use such models as strong predictors of responses to future 

systems. Instead, the results of this effort may serve as clues about potentially important 

relationships between overall impression and characteristics of drivers and route guidance 

systems. These relationships warrant confirmation in future, larger-scale, and more focused 

market testing. The five most interesting models are shown i n  Table i4;  each column is a 

different model, and regression coefficients and t-statistics are shown for all variables included 

in each model (blank cells indicate variables not included in a particular model). These models 

should be evaluated i n  terms of significance of the coefficients (t-statistics > 1.5), logic of the 

signs and magnitudes of those coefficients, and the correlation coefficient and F-statistic for the 

overall model. Many coefficients are not significant, in which case i t  is reasonable to assume 

that the associated variable does not conrribute to overall assessment of ADVANCE. Of course 

many models showed very poor fits or were not logical or useful, and these are not presented 

in this report. 

Table 14: Regression Models of "Overall Impression of ADVANCE" 

4 5 
1 2 3 "confident" "cautious" 

Independent coefticient coefficient coefficient cluster cluster 
Variables (t) (0 (t) coefficient coefficient 

(0 (0 

5 
1 2 3 "confident" "cautious" 

Independent coefticient coefficient coefficient cluster cluster 
Variables (t) (0 (t) coefficient coefficient 

(0 (0 

Demographics 

male 0.355 (1.3) 
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1 -0.062 (-2.7) -0.060 
(-2.69) 

0.246 (2.04) 0.233 (1.88) 

4.09 (27.14) 
- 

4.11 (17.18) 

0.30 (2.82) 0.20 (3.40) 0.04 (0.63) 0.64 (8.26) 

4 
"confident" 

cluster 
coefficient 

(t) 

5 
"cautious It 

cluster 
coefficient 

(0 

1 
coefficient 

(0 

2 
coefficient 

(t) 

3 
coefficient 

(0 
Independent 

Variables 

Experience 

trips per 
day 

-0.067 
(-2.8) 

-0.035 
(-0.37) 

-0.072 
(-3.68) 

I often use 
radio traffic 

reports 
during trips 

-0.098 
(-0.7) 

I find 
computers 

easy to use 

0.161 
(1.1) 

Personality 

I can give 
precise 

directions 
to others 

Confident 
personality 
(cluster 2) 

-0.018 
(-0.1) 

-0.141 (-0.6) 

Scores on ADVANCE performance assessment factors 

0.235 (1.92) 0.163 (1.21) 0.515 (1.68) route 
guidance 

driver 
interface 

0.252 (2.0) 0.288 (2.38) i 0.292 (2.43) 

c speed 

Constant 

0.322 (2.2) 

4.09 (27.14) 

R' (F) 0.20 (5.01) 



Model 1 includes variables in  all of the major categories. It suggests that males tended 

to have a more favorable impression of ADVANCE than did females, but the effect is small and 

not significant. Persons who made more trips per day (more experienced drivers) were 

significantly less favorable to ADVANCE, and this may reflect dissatisfaction with route 

planning. The experiences of using radio traffic reports and computers were not significantly 

associated with overall impression, though the positive sign for computer use is logical. People 

who felt they can give precise directions were slightly (but not significantly) less favorable, 

perhaps because thei1 expectations were higher than those of others. 

Not surprisingly, the three performance assessment factors, route guidance, driver 

interface, and speed of operation, contributed positively and significantly to overall impression. 

The assessment of speed was slightly more influential in determining overall impression, while 

route guidance and driver interface contributed about equally. 

Model 2 introduces personality cluster membership as a dummy variable, a partial 

segmentation. Membership i n  the confident personality cluster did not show a significant 

influence on impression. The performance factors continue to be major contributors to overall 

assessment, and heavy travelers rated ADVANCE less favorably. The "speed" factor was 

excluded because i t  was deemed less interesting from a development perspective, since it  was 

generally agreed that speed was low and required considerable improvement. 

Model 3 excludes personality cluster membership but keeps trips per day and the two 

performance factors; i t  is no worse than model 2, and of course it  continues to show the relative 

strength of the relationship between the two performance assessment factors *and overall 

impression of ADVANCE. 
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Models 4 and 5 are fully segmented on personality clusters: model 4 is estimated only 

on members of the "confident" cluster, model 5 only with members of the "cautious" cluster. 

Model 4 is quite poor; the signs of performance factor coefficients are logical but none of the 

driver coefficients on the independent variables are statistically significant. Model 5 is better, 

but it is based on a very small sample, 20 members of the cautious cluster. The coefficient signs 

are logical and consistent with previous models. 

Together these models suggest that driver assessment of route guidance performance is 

a major contributor to overall impression of ADVANCE. More active travelers are inore 

demanding of the route guidance system, perhaps because they are more knowledgeable about 

network structure and traffic congestion. Thus, i t  may take a better route guidance system to 

satisfy experienced travelers, which confirms expectations underlying the familiar driver test. 

Experience with computers and traffic information were not related to overall impression, nor 

were measures of driver personality. Of coiirse these and other variables may be important, but 

their relationship to impression of ADVANCE was not revealed in our limited sample. 

8.0 PREFERENCES FOR FUTURE ROUTE GUIDANCE SYSTEMS 

8.1 Profiles of Values of Future Feature 

In the post-test survey, participants were asked a series of questions about their preferences for 

future route guidance systems (Appendix 11, question 18). Figure 6 shows the mean responses 

to the general question "In a future in-vehicle navigation system, how valuable would each of 

these features be to you?" The response scale was 1 = not at all valuable to 5 = highly 

valuable. Features are ordered i n  Figure 6 by decreasing preference and 90% confidence 

intervals are shown. All features were rated relatively highly, suggesting that, when respondents 
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are given an unconstrained "wish list," any and all new features are valued. 

significant differences across responses to specific features. 

There are 

Dynamic route guidance ("route guiciance based on current traffic congestion 

information") was the most valuable of the future features, followed by "map display of location 

and intensity of current traffic congestion. 'I These are rated as significantly more valuable than 

static location information ("map display showing current vehicle position" ). 

Figure 7 shows these future preferences for males and females. Both men and women 

placed high value on dynamic guidance and real-ti me traffic information. Women were less 

interested in a map of current vehicle position, but had stronger preferences than men for the 

help button, ability to plan multi-stop trips, voice guidance messages and the ability to select the 

nearest destination of a particular type. That men had stronger preferences for static information 

may reflect a more independent self-image or simply a greater level of experience with network 

traffic conditions. 

Figure 8 compares future feature preferences for members of the cautious and confident 

personality clusters. Confident drivers put greater value on congestion map, setting own route 

planning criteria, and several other features bu t  none of these inter-cluster differences are 

significant. Differences between the personality clusters were smaller than differences between 

genders. 
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8.2 Factor Analysis of Future Feature Values 

We conducted a factor analysis of participants’ stated future feature values to exprore how 

drivers perceive the next generation of route guidance systems. Table 15 shows the rotated 

factor scores for the four-factor solution. We name the four factors as follows: 

Table 15: Four Future Feature Value Factors 

Future Feature 

Map display with current position 

Route guidance with static 
information 

Route guidance arrow display 

Route guidance voice messages 

Route guidance using current 
traffic information 

Map display of current traffic 

Select destination by name 
~ 

Select nearest destination by type 

Push-button help 

National map coverage 

Set own planning criteria 

Plaii multi-stop trips 

Theft a1 ar m 

Display closer to driver 

Factor 1 Factor 2 
score score 

-0.1 1363 0.18011 

-0.16733 -0.07486 

Factor 3 
score 

0.46823 

-0.03 8 15 

Factor 4 
score 

0.47 192 

0.751 11 

-0.009 15 0.10888 0.87438 0.06325 

0.18245 0.0076 1 0.82225 -0.18449 

0.06763 0.851 06 

0.11 153 0.85301 

0.55550 0.48939 -0.00631 -0.07551 

0.742 15 0.33342 0.12137 -0.07287 

0.78352 1 -0.03685 1 0.12459 I -0.03117 

0.41799 1 -0.02663 I 0.39766 I 0.43581 
I 

0.37451 1 0.22378 I -0.13781 1 0.30706 

0.30648 I 0.29909 1 0.29417 I 0.23116 

0.69684 I 0.02108 I 0.01252 1 0.10167 

0.21974 I 0.09234 I -0.01635 1 0.72322 
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1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Driver interface and assistance features (25.4 % of variance explained); 

Dynamic information (12.6% of variance explained); 

Route guidance interface ( 1  1 . O %  of variance explained); and 

Static map and route guidance (9.8% of variance explained). 

This is difficult to interpret, in  that only the second and third factors show factor loadings which 

offer a clear interpretation. These correspond i n  a limited sense to the focus group results and 

responses of drivers to ADVANCE feature performance, identifying dynamic inforination and 

driver interface (the way route guidance information is conveyed - arrows, voice) as key 

dimensions of ADVANCE. The other two dimensions are destination entry and user support 

features which were not implemented i n  ADVANCE, and static maps. Two- and three-factor 

solutions were more difficult to interpret. 

8.3 Models of Values of Future Features 

We estimated a series of linear regression models using values assigned to various future system 

features as dependent variables (answers to components of question 18 on the post-test 

instrument), and demographic, experience, personality, and ADVANCE performance rating 

factors (Section 7.5) as independent variables. The purpose of this effort was to explore what 

driver characteristics and factors best explained future feature preferences. 

None of these models was particularly useful, in  terms of either goodness-of-fit or 

insights offered. Table 16 summarizes a few of these models. These suggest that males were 

more inclined toward maps and roil te guidance, rather than dynamic traffic information. People 

who claimed more computer experience found real-time traffic inforination and route guidance 

based on it to be more appealing. Respondents who were classified in the confident personality 
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Table 16: Models of Values of Future Features 

Dependent Variable: Future Feature Val ired 

Static 
map 

Static 
route 

guidance 

Arrow 
display 

Voice 
messages 

Dynamic 
guidance 

Congestion 
map 

Set 
own 

routing 
criteria 

Independent 
variables 

Male 0.373 
** 

-0.299 * -0.208 -0.226 -0.244 0.238 
* 

0.055 

-0.209 

-0.036 Computer 
experience 

-0.060 -0.007 0.148 
** 

0.030 0.209 
** 

~~~ 

Confident 
cluster 

-0.030 0.012 
~ 

-0.102 -0.344 
* 

-0.126 -0.152 0.317 

Route 
guidance 

factor 
score2 

0.344 
** 

0.102 0.268 ** 0.244 
** 

-0.014 -0.077 -0.076 

Driver 
interface 

factor 
score2 

0.026 -0.041 0.009 0.085 0.071 0.085 
* 

-0.091 
* 

Constant 3.50 4.52 4.47 4.22 3.94 4.32 3.87 

0.142 
2.54 

.5; ** t 

0.128 
2.26 

0.064 
1.05 

0.105 
1.78 

0.102 
1.75 

R2 
F 

* t statistic > 

0.038 
0.60 

tatistic > 

0.100 
1.72 

1.0 

category (cluster 2) had less interest i n  getting route guidance through voice messages and were 

more interested in  being able to set their own route planning criteria. Perhaps the strongest and 

most logical result is that drivers who scored the route guidance of ADVANCE higher (route 

2Factor scores are the factor values for each respondent, their performance ratings for 
each feature weighted by rotated factor scores shown in Table 13. 
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guidance factor score) were more interested i n  :naps and guidance in future systems. 

We explored the differential preferences for more sophisticated features over simpler 

features by estimating models using as dependent variables differences in answers to paired 

questions: 

Dynamic vs. static map (post-test question 1806 - 1801) 

Dynamic vs. static guidance (post-test question 1805 - 1802) 

Arrow display vs. voice messages (post-test question 1803- 1804) 

Dynamic guidance vs. congestion map (post-test question 1805- 1806) 

These models are shown in Table 17, and all are poor. They repeat the pattern that men and 

people who rated ADVANCE route guidance better seem to be less interested in dynamic 

information. This is difficult to explain and i t  should probably be ignored because of the 

weakness of these models. 

The dependent variables included i n  the models above, ratings of the desirability of future 

features, are measured on an ordered five point scale rather than on continuous, linear scale 

which is assumed in linear regression. The use of the linear assumption implies that the 

difference between each pair of rating points is of equal magnitude, an assumption which is not 

necessarily correct. Ordered probit models take explicit account of the fact that in responding 

to the questions, individuals are forced to provide ordered, categorical responses (e.g., 1,2,. . .or 

5) .  These models make an explicit transformation (based on the data) between the ordered 

categorical responses and an inipiicit underlying linear scale. Thus, they attempt to represent 

the responses along the scale actually used by the respondent. 
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Table 17: ModeIs of Differen !a1 Values of Future Features 

1 Dependent Variable: Future Feature Valued 

Route 
guidance 

Dynamic > 
static 

Arrow > 
voice 

display 

Dynamic 
guidance > 

congestion 
map 

0.028 

static map 

Independent 

I 

Male I -0.336 -0.581 
** 

0.090 

I 

0.207 -0.028 -0.062 Coin p u ter 0.147 
experience x 

-0.03 1 -0.137 0.242 
x 

0.033 Confident 
cl 11 s t er 

-0.116 0.024 0.063 Route guidance -0.416 ** factor score 

Driver 0.088 
interface factor 

score 

0.112 
x 

-0.076 -0.012 

Constant 1 -0.064 0.725 0.05 1 0.272 

F R' I I 

0.192 
3.60 

0.067 
1 . 1 1  

0.036 
0.57 

0.022 
0.35 

I 

* t statistic > 1.5; '** t statistic > 2.0 

We estimated models similar to those shown i n  Table 16 using the ordered probit 

analysis; the results are reported i n  Table 18. These models are not substantially different from 

the linear regression results but they do show somewhat stronger relationships between scores 

on ADVANCE performance factors, both route planning and the driver interface, and values 

assigned to future features. However, since the differences between ordered probit and linear 

regression results were small, we did not pursue this methodology further. 
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Arrow 
display 

Voice Dynamic 
HI essages guidance 

I .997 

0.686 

I .665 

-- 

-92.943 

2.907 1.494 

0.693 0.466 

1.872 1.48 I 

2.690 -- 

-97.030 -64.426 

Table 18: Ordered Probit Models of Future Feature Values 

Dependent Variable: Future Feature Valued 

Independent 
variables 

Static 
map 

Static 
route 

guidance 

Congestion 
inap 

Set 
own 

routing 
criteria 

-0.374 Male -0.290 I -0.350 I -0.352 -0.342 0.327 0.371 
.* * 

0.05 1 -0.06 1 

* 
I I 

-0.043 1 -0.0007 1 0.235 0.359 
** 

Computer 
experience 

-0.0069 

0.453 Confident 
cluster 

-0.126 -0.002 -0.323 -0.389 -0.163 -0.430 

Route guidance 
factor score 

-0.195 
* 

-0.124 
* 

0.386 0.09 1 

0.023 -0.048 

0.369 0.319 -0.029 
d ** 

-0.029 0.101 0.095 
d * 

Driver 

score 
interface factor 1 

0.155 -0.151 

Constant 1 2.087 I 1.840 1.082 2.538 

0.673 1.210 0.963 0.901 

1.579 1.793 
~~ 

2.260 1.608 

-- 

--76.7 16 Log-likelihood 
zit convergence 

Log-likelihood 
at zero 

-65.09 1 

-97.752 -120.302 -I---- -98.106 -102.832 1 -64.393 -80.699 -69.437 

I * t statistic > 1.5; ** t statistic > 2.0 

8.4 Willingness-to-Pay for Future Sy’s’rems 

The post-test survey asked participants to estimate the maximum amount of money they would 

be willing to pay for a future route guidance that had the features they deemed important; their 

responses were constrained to the range of $500 to 2,000. The mean response was $983 
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(standard deviation, 0-=$305); $991 (0=$333) for males and $969 (0=$25l) for females. This 

gender difference is not significant. 

We estimated several linear regression models to explore the relationship between 

willingness-to-pay and characteristics of respondents and their experiences. The best of these 

models are shown i n  Table 19. 

These models are relatively good and the results are logical. Their structure suggests that 

characteristics of the drivers theinselves were more important in  setting their willingness-to-pay 

than their experience with the ADVANCE field test: the effect of the route guidance performance 

factor score was only significant i n  Model 4 and its effect is positive but relatively small. The 

models reported in Table 19 suggest that males were willing to pay more for future route 

guidance systems than women, but the increment is only around More active travelers 

were willing to pay slightly more. I t  is surprising to find that people who claimed that 

computers are easier for them to use expected to pay less for future systems; this is the second- 

most influential variable of those tested. We might explain this as follows: 

8 People with more computer experience inay have more modest expectations for future 

computer-based systems, ancl tliiis are ilot as optimistic about the expected returns on 

their investments. 

0 People who are knowledgeable about computers may be more aware of the downward 

'This differs from the $22 male-female difference described above because the model 
result isolates the effect of gender difference from all other variables in the model, e.g., 
computer experience, use of traffic information, m. The observed $99 I-$969 male-female 
difference is due not only to gender, but to all other variables associated with gender. The 
model result is more "pure," although variables not i n  the model inay contribute to this $100 
difference. 
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trend in prices, and the upward trend i n  performance capabilities. They may look at the 

market with a more optimistic expectation of the price-perforinance trend. 

coefficient (t) 

Table 19: 

coefficient (t) coefficient (t) coefficient (t) 
Independent 

Variables 

male 85.40 (1.15) 

Models of Maximum Cost Willing to Pay for Future System 

89.34 (1.34) 109.76 (1.51) 123.17 (1.48) 

1) 

82.22 (2.83) 

2 I 

85.26 (2.58) 

4 

-129.09 (- 
3.74) 

-149.47 (- 
4.14) 

In cluster 2, 
confldenr 

trips per day 

-136.75 (- -156.27 (- -69.62 (-0.90) 
2.00) 2.14) 

I often use radio 
traffic reports 

during trips 

I find computers 
easy to use 

1283.73 (8.335) 

0.25 (5.41) 

8.38 (1.28) 

-33.98 (-0.81) 

1258.87 1320.66 1208.44 (6.03) 
(8.45) (8.75) 

0.22 (5.63) 0.29 (5.48) 0.28 (3.68) 

73.25 (2.19) 

-153.89 (-4.16) 

6.76 (1.055) 

120.84 (2.80) 

-174.48) (- 
3.70) 

~ ~ 

Personality 

ADVANCE performance factors 

Route guidance 

Driver interface 

Constant 

R’ (F) 

I 87.14 (2.21) 

This result also contrasts with the earlier findings that people with greater computer comfort 
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were more interested i n  real-time information a id route guidarxe (Table 16). This difference 

may support the notion that computer-familiar people may be "wiser" buyers in the route 

guidance market. That segment of the market is likely to be growing rapidly. 

Finally, respondents who described themselves as more confident, and who were 

therefore classified i n  cluster 2, were willing to pay substantially less than others. This may 

indicate a lesser feeling of need for in-vehicle route guidance. This is an interesting finding, 

since our sample of early-adopters is biased toward confident drivers. That these drivers were 

willing to pay somewhat less than the others may suggest that cautious people are willing to pay 

more to improve their travel experience. At the same time i t  may be more difficult to attract 

cautious drivers to consider future route guidance systems. 

8.5 Payment for Extra Features 

The post-test survey asked drivers their willingness to pay incremental fees for particular 

features (question 21). 'We included this to explore responses to the likely future scenario under 

which various information services would be sold separately froin the on-board system. The 

responses are summarized in  Table 20. 

Drivers were willing to pay most for real-time traffic information, and the effect of price 

seems important. Theft alarm and help call button were less appealing at these prices, although 

women were more significantly interested i n  buying the help feature, a result which mirrors 

focus group findings. 

8.6 Factors Discouraging Purchase 

Table 21 summarizes responses to a post-test question (22) about the effect of seven discouraging 

factors on the willingness to purchase a future route guidance system. Moderate annual 
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maintenance costs ($50 per year) and risk of vehicle theft and vandalism due to presence of the 

on-board unit  were most discouraging, but responses were still close to the middle of the scale 

from 1 = very unlikely to 5 = very likely to discourage purchase. Complexity equal to that of 

ADVANCE was least discouraging of the factors tested, though women were significantly more 

negatively affected than men. 

Table 20: Willingness to Pay for Extra Features 
(1 = very unlikely to pay; 5 = very likely to pay) 

How likely would 
you be to add 

features? 

Full Sampie 
Mean (standard 

deviation) 

Males 
Mean (standard 

deviation) 

Females 
Mean (standard 

deviation) 

Real time traffic 
information for route 
guidance @ $20 per 

month 

2.61 (1.27) 2.65 (1.27) 2.54 (1.29) 

Real time traffic 
information for route 
guidance @ $10 per 

month 

3.50 (1.24) 3.57 (1.21) 3.37 (1.28) 

2.37 (1.16) Theft alarm and 2.32 ( 1 . 1 1 )  2.29 (1.09) 
vehicle tracker @ 

$10 per month 

Push button help call 2.39 (1.31) 2.16 (1.24) 2.78 (1.35) 
for emergency 

service @ $10 per 
month 

Combined real-time 2.86 (1.34) 2.78 (1.36) 3.00 (1.32) 
in for ma ti o n , theft 

alarm and help call 
@ $30 per month 
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Table 2 1: Effect of Discouraging Factoys on Willingness to Purchase Future Systems 
(1 = very unlikely to discourage; 5 = very likely to discourage) 

How likely would these 
aspects discourage 

purchase? 

Maintenance cost of $50 
per year 

Complexity equal to 
A D  VANCE 

Reliability equal to 
ADVANCE 

Installed appearance 
equal to ADVANCE 

Potential problems due to 
electrical loads 

~~ ~ 

Potential increased risk of 
vehicle theft, vandalism 

Driver d i s t rac t i on w h i 1 e 
using route guidance 

systein 
* Gender difference sigr 

I Full Sample 
Mea11 (Staiitlartl 

De v i at i on) 

Males 
Mean (Standard 

Deviation) 

Females 
Mean (Standard 

Deviation) 

2.72 (1.19) 2.69 (1.19) 2.78 (1.21) 

1.85 (0.99) 1.74 (0.92) 2.05 (1.07)" 

2.32 (1.14) 2.31 (1.14) 2.A (1.15) 

2.23 (1.13) 2.31 (1.14) 2.10 (1.11) 

2.50 (1.25) 2.31 (1.19) 2.80 (1.31)* 

2.71 (1.08) 2.60 (1.04) 2.88 (1.14) 

2.00 (1.13) 1.88 (1.07) 2.20 (1.21) 

'icant at 0.05 level. 

9.0 CONCLUSIONS 

9.1 Limits of the Test 

The familiar driver experiment gave 110 drivers from 80 households the opportunity to drive 

cars equipped with prototype dynamic route guiclance systems for two week periods and, based 

on that driving experience, to provide an assessment of the ADVANCE system and some 

perspectives on preferred characteristics of future systems. 

This test was necessarily small i n  scale and scope. The ADVANCE systcm had limited 
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performance capabilities. Its network database wa ; not error-free, and historical travel time data 

were not particularly accurate. Very little real-time traffic information was available to support 

dynamic route guidance. These and other limitations constrain our ability to draw inferences 

about the ADVANCE concept and future systems. Still, within these limitations i t  is possible to 

identify some useful, potentially important ideas about ADVANCE and the design of future, more 

responsive and successful route guidance systems. 

Three sources of information were used i n  this test: before-and-after surveys of drivers; 

focus groups involving 30% of the drivers; and reroute logs maintained by most drivers. The 

focus groups, by their nature, were by far the richest and clearest source of information 

developed here. Focus group results are not statistical, providing a variety of interesting but 

qualitative insights into the experiences and perspectives of participating drivers. The surveys 

were only modestly more quantitative because of the sinal1 sample. As a consequence, we put 

most confidence in focus group results. 

The value of the other data sources is reinforced by the fac! [hat we observed good 

correspondence in the results derived from fociis groups, surveys, and even the reroute logs. 

This consistency in  some key resid t s  may be interpreted as validation which strengthens the basis 

for interpretation and extrapolation. The key, inore consistently-observed results and 

interpretations are summarized below. 

9.2 Route Quality and Route Planning 

The quality of routes planned by ADVANCE was not good, and certainly not viewed as 

favorably as routes planned by our test drivers themselves. Familiar drivers claimed, and 

apparently had, knowledge of network structure, alternative routes, and even recurrent 
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congestion superior to what ADVANCE could off. r. This was particularly true for the trips that 

such drivers take each day and week. While the quality of data in the ADVANCE database was 

one limiting factor, when familiar drivers plan their routes they are not restricted by the policy 

constraints built into the ADVANCE route planning algorithm. This gave familiar driver-planned 

routes a natural advantage, one not likely to be achieved by future route guidance systems, 

which will necessarily fiinction under the same or similar routing policies. 

As a consequence, our familiar drivers expressed a clear interest in  doing their own route 

planning, setting their own criteria, using their detailed network knowledge, and avoiding routing 

constraints they viewed as artificial. These are not tasks they are prepared to turn over to 

computers, at least t in t i l  those computers can function more like familiar drivers themselves. 

At the same time, test participants expressed strong interest i n ,  and willingness-to-pay 

Both directly and by implication drivers for, real-time information on traffic coiiclitions. 

indicated their desire for information about non-recurring or incident-based congestion, which 

their experience cannot anticipate. They wanted dynamic information e ? m  without, and perhaps 

~ 

especially without, a constrained route planning capability. This was manifested i n  their 

1 preference for maps .showing current congestion rather than turn-by-turn route guidance. That 

is not to say that drivers were disinterested i n  the guidance. It  was appealing for new trips, and 

would be more appealing for all trips if i t  were of better quality. 

A key message xems to be that, at least for familiar drivers tinder current circumstances, 

the preferred division of labor between computer and driver is probably different than what was 

designed into ADVANCE. Specifically, familiar drivers seem to want the computer. to provide 

real-time information on which they would base their own route planning process. They 
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expressed interest i n  having the route guidance :,ystern learn their preferred routes, and then 

evaluate those routes based on current traffic information. 

This suggests a concept of the computer as an intelligent assistant to an even more 

a intelligent driver. The computer can process large quantities of information rapidly, 

capability that can be effectively used for data acquisition and comparative evaluation of routes. 

Drivers have the benefit of experience, judginent, the will and ability to change criteria and 

route plans as circumstances change, and the ability to observe traffic and respond to immediate 

conditions and trends. 

The most successful computer system may be one which is able to learn a driver’s routes 

and perhaps even routing criteria. As positive driver experience with such a system grows, 

confidence may also increase, and the division of labor might shift back i n  the direction of more 

reliance on the coinpiiter. This sliggests a flexible, artificial intelligence approach that entails 

a partnership between driver and computer, a relationship i n  which roles may change with 

changing circumstances and capabilities. 

9.3 Driver Perceptions 

Driver perception of route planning systems, present and future, can be defined in  two key 

dimensions: the route guidance capability and the driver interface. Both of these must meet 

driver needs to warrant a favorable response to the route guidance system. Route guidance 

includes quality of planned routes, rouce planning performance, en-route replanning, the format 

of guidance information, and, for future systems, the availability of real-time information. The 

driver interface includes the methods for entering data and characteristics of the display. 

Drivers did not find the presence or operation of the ADVANCE system to be a safety 
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hazard, nor do they fear that aspect of future systems. A system no more complicated than 

ADVANCE is likely to be accepted and used without concern for distractions from the driving 

tasks. 

Different kinds of drivers offered different insights into ADVANCE and future systems. 

Men expressed less willingness to depend on future systems, yet seemed more inclined to follow 

whatever advice they got from ADVANCE. Women were more forgiving of ADVANCE failures 

and more willing to substitute their own good judgment for computer guidance. They expressed 

more interest i n  sophisticated trip planning and support features (multi-stop trip planning, help 

buttons) than men. More confident drivers expressed less need for, and more skepticism of, 

computer roitte guidance. Conversely, more cautious drivers had greater interest in  computer 

support for their trip making. 

Such gender and personality differences can only suggest the range of features and 

capabilities which future systems should provide. The small and specialized sample used in  this 

study does not support the idea of developing different systems for different kinds of people, nor 

can we be confident that these differential reactions and preferences will hold as route guidance 

system capabilities evolve. 

Finally, drivers expect to, and seemed willing to, pay realistic amounts for more capable, 

future systems, as well as to pay incremental fees for additional services such as real-time 

information and navigation data for multiple cities. Men were willing to pay more than women, 

ve drivers seemed willing to pay a little more. Not surprisingly, more confident 

hose with more coinputer knowledge, were inclined to pay for future route 

Because these groups might be considered among the most likely sales targets, guidance. 

and more act 

drivers, and 
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meeting their needs and thereby enticing them to buy future systems is likely to be challenging 

and important. 

9.4 Closure 

The results of this evaliiation suggest that the route guidance and traffic information needs of 

familiar drivers are logically different from those of unfamiliar, or visiting drivers. These ideas 

suggest some directions for the development and marketing of future in-vehicle route guidance 

systems. 

The limitations of the ADVANCE targeted dep1oymei;t restrict our ability to generalize 

these results. Yet the logic and potential value of these findings serve to support further, larger- 

scale testing of more advanced real-time traffic information and route guidance systems. 
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Baseline Driver Survey 

This questionnaire is to b e  completed by primary 
and alternate drivers prior to receiving the  
ADVANCE vehicle. 

The primary driver can be t h e  person who  is likely 
to use this vehicle most. If two drivers are likely to 
share use of t he  vehicle equally, either can serve 
as the  primary driver, and the  other t he  alternate. 
Some households will not have an alternate driver. 
At most two household drivers should complete 
this questionnaire. 

Bring this completed questionnaire with you to the  
ADVANCE training session. 

The ADVANCE Test  Area 



Survey No. : 

PRIMARY DRIVER 

1. How many persons (including yourself) live in your household? 

2. List the birth year and gender of persons 
in your household who are licensed 
drivers or have learning permits. Start 
with yourself and the alternate driver of 
the ADVANCE vehicle. 

Year of Birth Gender (circle one) 

1. male female 
@rimaIy driver) 

female 

female 

(altenute driver) 

4. male female 

5. I male female 1 

3. How many motor vehicles 
(automobiles, vans, and trucks 
of one-ton capacity or less) 
does your household own or 
lease? 
0 1  0 2  0 3  
0 4  0 5 or more 

4. What is your total household 
annual income from all sources 
(before taxes)? 
Cl less than $25,000 

$25,000 - $50,000 
0 $50,001 - $75,000 
Cl $75,001 - $lOO,OOO 
CI $100,001 - $125,000 
Cl $125,001 - $150,000 
0 more than $150,000 

6 .  male female 

5. What is the name of the town in which you live? 

6.  

7. 

8. 

Describe the vehicle you drive the most: A. Make B. Model 

C. Year D. Does it have a cellular phone? - yes - no 

What is the highest level of education you have completed? 

0 high school or less 
0 bachelors degree 

0 skilled trade school 
0 advanced degree 

What is your employment status? 

Cl associate degree 

0 employed full-time Cl employed part-time Cl not employed 



If you are not employed, GO TO section C below; if you are employed full-time or part-time, 
continue with question 9. 

9. What best describes your primary occupation? 

0 managerialhusiness owner 0 service worker 0 sales person 
0 professional/technical clerical worker 0 student 
C I  skilled crafts worker 0 homemaker other 

If you are employed outside your home any number of days per week, please answer 
questions 10 - 12. If you are not employed outside your home, GO TO section C. 

I 

10. How many days per week do you normally work outside your home? 

days 0 None (If none then go to Section C) 

11. Where do you typically report to work? 
(town or towns) 

12. How many days per week do you drive your car to work? 

~ 

0 none 0 1  0 2  0 3  n4 CI 5 or more 

visits per week 
13. About how many times each week do you visit places as an 

auto driver for each of the following purposes: 

Shopping of all types 

Personal business: banking, school, medical, fitness, eat meals, etc. 

Social, recreation, cultural activities 

14. About how many miles do you drive each year: 

For the next series of questions, please circle the number which best indicates the extent to which 
you agree with the following statements about your familiarity with the road network, your auto 
driving experience and attitudes, and your experience with electronic devices. 

15. I am very familiar with the road network Strongly Strongly 
Disagree . . . . . . . . . . . . Agree . . .  

in my town of residence 

in the ADVANCE test area 

in the Chicago Metropolitan Area 



16. When I travel by car, traffic Strongly Strongly 
congestion is usually heavy . . .  Disagree . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Agree 

When I go to work 

When I go shopping 
For most of my trips 2 3 4 5 

& 

17. When I am driving. . .  
__ 

I like discovering new routes to get some place 

If I get lost, I ask people for directions 

I can give precise directions to others 

I get impatient quickly if I have to wait in traffic 

I am not a nervous person 

I am an assertive driver 

Strongly Strongly 
Disagree . . . . . . . . . . . .  Agree 

1 2 3 4 5 

1 2 3 4 5 

1 2 3 4 5 

1 2 3 4 5 

1 2 3 4 5 

1 2 3 4 5 

Very 
Important . . . . . . . . .  Important 

Shortest travel time 2 3 4 5 

The importance of factors I consider in 

Shortest travel distance 

Follow routes which I’m used to 

Avoid traffic signals 1 2 3 4 5 

Avoid routes with complex maneuvers 1 2 3 4 5 

Use expressways 1 2 3 4 5 

Avoid expressways 1 2 3 4 5 

Avoid tollways 1 2 3 4 5 

Avoid areas I’m not familiar with 1 2 3 4 5 



19. 
. .  /- Experience 

My experience with 
electronic devices. 

I. 

I find computers easy to use 

I find a bank ATM easy to use 

I can easily program a VCR for 
recording 

Strongly Strongly 

1 2 3 4 5 

1 2 3 4 5 

Disagree . . . . . . . . . . . .  Agree 

1 2 3 4 5 

For the next series of questions, please circle the number which best indicates the e x + w  to which 
:mu agree with the following statements about traveling by e x  for local trim. 

20. My use of rozd maps Before Making a Trip During the trip 
before and during an 
auto trip. . .  Strongly Strongly Strongly Strongly 

Disagree . . . . . . .  Agree Disagree . . . . . .  Agree 

I rarely use a road map 1 2 3 4 5  1 2 3 4 5  

I find road maps easy to use 1 2 3 4 5 1 1 2 3 4 5  

Never . . .  . . . .  Very often 

21. How often on a typical 
work day I use each of 
these sources of traffic 
information. . .  

Commercial radio reports I l l  2 3 4 S I 1 2  3 4 5 

I Illinois Department of 1 2 3 4  
Transportation (IDOT) radio 
reports (530 or 1610 kHz) I 
Telephone traffic services (e.&. , 
*123) 

T.V. traffic reports 

Traffic information signs warning 
of congestion and delays 



22. Commercial radio traffic 
reports . . .  I this i r c e  

Are a reliabIe source of traffic 
information 

Save me travel time 

Reduce my anxiety while traveling 

Lead me to change my route before 
I start my trip 

0 

Lead me to change my route during 

Cause me to shift my departure time 

~ ~~ 

Very 
Never . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Often 

~ ~~ 

1 2 3 4 5 

1 2 3 4 5 

1 2 3 4 5 

1 2 3 4 5 

1 2 3 4 5 

1 2 3 4 5 

Very . . .  this source Never . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Often 

2 3 4 5 

23. IDOT radio reports (530 or I don’t use 

1610 kHz a.m.) I- 
Are a reliable source of traffic 
information 

Save me travel time 

Reduce my anxiety while traveling 

Lead me to change my route before 
I start my trip 

Lead me to change my route during 
my trip 

1 2 3 4 5 

1 2 3 4 5 

1 2 3 4 5 ~: 1 2 3 4 5 

Cause me to shift my departure time 0 II 1 2 3 4 5 

24. Telephone traffic services 
(e.g., *123) . . .  

Are a reliable source of traffic 
information 

Save me travel time 

Reduce my anxiety while traveling 

Lead me to change my route before 
I start  my trip 

Lead me to change my route during 
my trip 

Cause me to shift my departure time 

I don’t use 
this source 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

Very 
Never . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Often 

1 2 3 4 5 

1 2 3 4 5 

1 2 3 4 5 

1 2 3 4 5 

1 2 3 4 5 

1 2 3 4 5 



25. T.V. traffic reports. . .  
this source 

Are a reliable source of traffic 
information 

Save me travel time 

Reduce my anxiety while traveling 

Lead me to change my route before 
I start my t r i ~  

Cause me to shift my departure time 11 0 

26. Traffic information signs 
warning J f  congestion and 
delays. . .  

Are a reIiabIe source of traffic 
information 

Save me travel time 

~~ ~~ 

I don’t use 
this source 

0 

0 

Very 
Never . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Often 

1 2 3 4 5 

I -  2 3 4 5 

1 2 3 4 5 

1 2 3 4 5 

~ ~ ~ ~~ 

Very 
Never . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Often 

1 2 3 4 5 

1 2 3 4 5 

i 2 3 4 5 

1 2 3 4 5 

1 2 3 4 5 

Reduce my anxiety while traveling 

Lead me to change my route during 
my trip 

Cause me to shift my departure time 

27. I expect the ADVANCE system to ... 

Distract me from the driving task 

Reduce my level of anxiety while driving 

Save me time 

Be useful to me 

Be fun to use 

r, 1 

Strong 1 y Strongly 
Disagree . . . . . . . . . . . .  Agree 

1 2 3 4 5 

1 2 3 4 5 

1 2 3 4 5 

1 2 3 4 5 

1 2 3 4 5 

1 2 3 4 5 

Please ask the alternate driver of your ADVANCE vehicle (if there is an alternate driver in 
your household) to complete the next part of the questionnaire. You must bring this 
completed questionnaire to the training and vehicle delivery session to get your vehicle. 



ALTERNATE DRIVZR 

1. Describe the vehicle you drive the most: A. Make B. Model 

C. Year D. Does it have a cellular phone? - yes - no 

What is the highest level of education you have completed? 
0 high school or less 
0 bachelors degree 

What is your employment status? 

2. 
0 skilled trade school 
0 advanced degree 

0 associate d 

3. 

gree 

0 employed full-time 0 employed part-time 0 not employed 

If you are not employed, GO TO section B below; if you are employed full-time or part-time, 
continue with question 4. 

4. What best describes your primary occupation? 

Cl rnanagerial/business owner 0 service worker sales person 
professional/technicai 0 clerical worker 0 student 

Cl skilled crafts worker 0 homemaker 0 other 

If you are employed outside your home any number of days per week, please answer 
questions 5 through 7. If you are not employed outside your home, GO TO section B. 

5. How many days per week do you normally work outside your home? 
days 0 None (If none then go to Section B) 

6.  Where do you typically report to work? 
(town or towns) 

7. How many days per week do you drive your car to work? 
0 none 0 1  0 2  0 3  0 4  0 5 or more 

8. About how many times each week do you visit places as an 
auto driver for each of the following purposes: 

Shopping of all types 

Personal business: banking, school, medical, fitness, eat meals, efc. 

Social, recreation, cultural activities 



9. About how many miles do you drive each year: 

For the next series of questions, please circle the number which best indicates the extent to which 
you agree with the following statements about your familiarity with road network, your auto 
driving experience and attitudes, and your experience with electronic devices. 

10. I am very familiar with the road network 
i n . .  . 

In my town of residence 

In the ADVANCE test area 

In the Chicago Metropolitan Area 

11. When I travel by car, traffic 
congestion is usually heavy . . . 

When I go to work 

When I go shopping 

For most of my trips 

12. When I am driving. . . 

Strongly Strongly 
Disagree . . . . . . . . . . . . Agree 

1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 

1 2 3 4 5 

strongly S trcngly 
Disagree . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Agree I 
1 2 3 4 5 

1 2 3 4 5 

1 2 3 4 5 

I like discovering new routes to get some place 

If I get lost, I ask people for directions 

I can give precise directions to others 

I get impatient quickly if I have to wait in traffic 

I am not a nervous person 

I am an assertive driver 

Strongly Strongly 
Disagree . . . . . . . . . . . . Agree 

1 2 3 4 5 

1 2 3 4 5 

1 2 3 4 5 

1 2 3 4 5 

1 1  2 3 4 5 

2 3 4 5 



Shortest travel time 

Shortest travel distance 

Follow routes which I’m used to 4 

Avoid traffic signals 

Avoid routes with comdex maneuvers 

Use expressways 
- 

Avoid expressways 

Avoid tollwavs 

Avoid areas I’m not familiar with 

1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 

1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 

1 2 3 4 5 

1 2 3 4 5 

14. My experience with No S trongi y Strongly 
electronic devices. . .  Experience Disagree . . . . . . . . . . . .  Agree 

I, 1 

I find computers easy to use 

I find a bank ATM easy to use 

1 2 3 4 5 II 

13. The importance of factors I consider in Not Very 
selecting routes while driving . . .  Important Important . . . . . . . . .  

1 2 3 4 5 II 
11 I can easily program a VCR for 11 o 1 2 3 4 5 II I recording 1 

For the next series of questions, please circle the number which best indicates the extent to which 
you agree with the following statements about traveling by car for local t r i ~ s .  

15. My use of road maps 
before and during an 
auto trip. . 

I rarely use a road map 

Before Making a Trip During the trip 
~ ~~~ 

Strong 1 y Strongly Strongly Strongly 

1 2 3 4 5  1 2 3 4 5  

Disagree . . . . . .  Agree Disagree . . . . .  : . Agree 

]I I find road maps easy to use 1 2 3 4 5  1 2 3 4 5  



16. How often on a typical 
work day I use each of 
these sources of traffic 
information. . .  

Commercial radio reports 

Before Making a Trip During the Trip 

Never . . .  Very often Never . . . .  Very often I 
1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5  

Illinois Department of 
Transportation (IDOT) radio 
reuorts (530 or 1610 kHz) 

Telephone traffic services (e.g., 
*123) 

T.V. traffic reports 

Traffic information signs warning 
of congestion and delays 

~ ~~ 

I don’t use 
this source 

17. I find commercial radio traffic 
reports . . .  

Are a reliable source of traffic 0 1 2 3 4 5 
information 

Save me travel time 0 1 2 3 4 5 

0 Reduce my anxiety while traveling 

Lead me to change my route before 
I start my trip 

1 2 3 4 5 

1 2 3 4 5 0 

Lead me to change my route during 
my t r i ~  

0 ,  1 2 3 4 5 

Cause me to shift my departure time 0 1 2 3 4 5 

18. IDOT radio reports (530 or Very 
Never . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Often 

~ _. 

this source 1610 kHz a.m.) 

Are a reliable source of traffic 
information 

0 1 2 3 4 5 

0 1 2 3 4 5 Save me travel time 

Reduce my anxiety while traveling 0 1 2 3 4 5 

// Lead me to change my route before 
I star t  my trip 

0 1 2 3 4 5 

0 1 2 3 4 5 Lead me to change my route during 
my trip 

Cause me to shift my departure time ]I 0 



1- 

Are a reliable source of traffic G 1 2 3 4 5 
information 

Save me travel time 0 1 2 3 4 5 

Reduce my anxiety while traveling 0 1 2 3 4 5 
Lead me to change my route before 0 1 2 3 4 5 
I start my trip 

Lead me to change my route during 0 1 2 3 4 5 
my trip 

Cause me to shift my departure time 0 1 2 3 4 5 

20. T.V. traffic reports . . , I don’t use 

Are a reliable source of traffic 
information 

io Save me travel time 

Reduce my anxiety while traveling 11 0 

Lead me to change my route before 
I start my trip 

Cause me to shift my departure time 11 0 

Very 
Never . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Often 

1 2 3 4 5 

1 2 3 4 
I 

1 2 3 4 5 I I  

Very . .  Often 
19. Telephone traffic services 

(e.g., *123) .- . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

ll 1 2 3 4 

1 2 3 4 5 II 
21. Traffic information signs I don’t use 

this soclrce warning of congestion and 
delays. . .  

Very 
Never . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Often 

I 1 

Are a reliable source of traffic 0 1 2 3 4 5 
information 

Save me travel time 0 1 2 3 4 5 

Reduce my anxiety while traveling 0 1 2 3 4 5 

Lead me to change my route during 0 1 2 3 4 5 
my trip 

Cause me to shift my departure time 0 1 2 3 4 4 
5 



,22. I expect the ADVANCE system to ... 1 st;ngly suong; 
Disagree . . . . . . . . . . . . Agree 

I Distract me from the driving task 

Reduce my level of anxiety whiIe driving 

Help me get to new destinations 

Save me time 

Be useful to me 

Befuntouse 2 4 

You must bring this completed questionnaire with you to the ADVXNGF 
training and vehicle delivery session to get your behide. 



APPENDIX 11: POST-TEST SURVEY INSTRUMENT 
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Post-Test Driver Survey 

This questionnaire is to b e  completed by t h e  s a m e  
primary and  alternate drivers w h o  answered  the  
baseline survey prior to receiving t h e  ADVANCE 
vehicle. 

A few questions require tha t  you fill in t h e  blanks; 
s o m e  ask  you to check ( J )  t he  correct box; most  
questions ask you to circle t h e  number on the  scale 
which best  reflects your opinions or experience. 

Please complete this survey within 3 days  of your 
return of t he  ADVANCE vehicle. Return the  
completed survey to u s  in the  supplied prepaid 
mailing envelope. 

c .- 
e 

exit.v9 The ADVANCE Test  Area 



PFU&IM.Y DRIVER 

PROCESS D 

1. 

-. 3 Date when you cornpistz ;;our tcst p e r i d :  3. YOC; gender 

Which ,-1DVAVC€ vehiclz did you drive (rnaki: - n i t  
!Il f?rn?lsiZ 

4. 

5.  

Did the rLDC:-LVC€ \,shic!z i rx ! f  (not 2 2  ro!.:? g-.22ixe s ~ s : e x )  m e t  )osr :;s\e: n&s 
during she test driving pz::cd? 
0 yes 0 no If  "no" check all reasofis below: 

too large 17 too complex 0 too small inadequate "features" 
reluctant to use for "usual" trips 
6 county driving limit too restrictive 

annoyed by ADVAVCE system 
17 other 

About how much did dnve the ADVAVCE test car? About trips per day 

6.  While you were using the ADVANCE Greatly Didn't Greatly 
vehicle, how did your travel change? Decreased Change Increased 

11 The number of auto trips you made II 1 2 3 4 5 il 
The length of your auto trips 

The number of auto trips to new destinations 

7. ?lease tell us your feelings about various 
aspects of the test driving exDeriencg. 

The test driving period gave you enough time to 
test the ADVANCE system 

The training provided was sufficient 

ADVAVCE personnel were helpful 

The user's manual and visor card provided useful 
answers to your auestions Tor. 0 didn't usel 

Calls to the Traffic Information Center provided 
useful answers to questions 

Questionnaires were dear and aDDroDriare 

[or. c3 didn't ca!l] 

When you first drove the ADV'CE car, you felt 
confident using the ADVANCE system 

When you completed your test driving, you felt 
confident using the #VAVCE system 

At the end of the test pe r id ,  you wanted to 
continue using the ADVAVCE system 

Strongly Strongly 
Disagree . . . . . . . . . . . . Agree 

1 2 3 4 5 

1 2 3 4 5 

2 3 4 5 , 

1 2 3 4 5 

1 2 3 4 5 

1 2 3 4 5 

1 2 3 4 5 

1 2 3 4 5 

1 2 3 4 5 



8. 

Your overail impression of the ADVANCE 
system is .  . .  

9. Very 
Unfavorable . . . . . . . .  Favorable 

Mark the lines below to indicate the percent of the trips you drove in the test vehicle 
during which you used the ADVANCE system for: 

Quality of planned routes 

Route preview feature 

Route guidance arrows 

Route guidance voice instructions 

En-route route replanning 

Overall route planning performance 

a. 

~ ~- ~ 

0 1 2 3 4 5 

0 1 2 3 4 5 

0 1 2 3 4 5 

0 1 2 3 4 5 

0 1 2 3 4 5 

0 1 2 3 4 5 

b. 

planning routes - entering destinations and following route guidance instructions: 

} l l l l ~ l l l l ; l ~  1 1  I 1  I 1  1 1  
I 

0% 25% 50% 75% 100% 

map tracking - following the position of your vehicle on the map display: 

Did not Very Very 
of these ADVANCE features. usethis Poor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Good 

10. Please rate the gerformance 

Speed of system start-up 0 1 2 3 4 5 
Accuracy of start-up position U 1 2 3 4 5 
Display readability 0 1 2 3 4 5 
Display understandability 0 I 2 3 4 5 

Usefulness of map display 0 1 2 3 4 5 

Ease of destination entry 0 1 2 3 4 5 

Ease of destination saving 0 1 2 3 4 5 

Route planning time 0 1 2 3 4. 5 

n 



Did not Very Very 10. Please rate the performance 
of these ADVANCE features. use this 

Touch screen controls 0 1 2 3 4 5 

Button controls 0 1 2 3 4 5 

Accuracy of tracking vehicle route 0 1 2 3 4 5 

Accuracy of destination finding 0 1 2 3 4 5 

Overall reliability of ADVANCE unit 0 1 2 3 4 5 

Poor . . . . * .  . . . ~. . . . . Good 

t. 

Very Not at all 
Important . . . . . . . . . Important 

11. How imuortant is each of the following 
ADVXNCE features in your travel? 

~ ~~ 

Speed of system start-up 1 2 3 4 5 

Accuracy of start-up position 1 2 3 4 5 

Display readability 1 2 3 4 5 

Display understandability 1 2 3 4 5 

Usefulness of map dispiay 1 2 3 4 5 

Ease of destination entry 1 2 3 4 5 
I 

Ease of destination saving 

Route planning *time 

Quality of planned routes 2 3 4 5 
~ 

Route preview feature 

Route guidance arrows 

Route guidance voice instructions 1 2 3 4 5 

En-route route replanning 1 2 3 4 5 

Overall route planning performance 1 2 3 4 5 

Touch screen controls 1 2 3 4 5 

Button controls 1 2 3 4 5 

Accuracy of tracking vehicle route 1 2 3 4 5 

Accuracy of destination finding 1 2 3 4 5 

Overall reliability of ALIVXKE unit 1 2 3 4 5 



12. 
routes planned by the ADVANCE system 
Compared with your own route planning, 

were. . . 
Strongly 

Direct, almost always heading to your destination 1 2 3 4 5 

Fast, providing short travel times 1 2 3 4 5 

Short, not requiring you to travel excess distance 1 2 ,  3 4 5 

SimpIe, not requiring complex maneuvers 1 2 3 4 5 

Logical, sensible routes anyone would follow 1 2 3 4 5 

13. On what percent of the trips for which you 
used the ADVANCE system did it produce 0% 25 % 50% 75 100% 
the following effects? 

Percent of a11 of your trips 

11 HeIped you find your destination ll 1 2 3 4 5 

Saved you travel time 

Helped you avoid congestion 

Distracted you from your driving task 2 4 

Caused you to be annoyed or frustrated 1 2 3 4 5 

Caused you to shift routes 1 2 3 4 5 

Reduced your anxiety 1 2 3 4 5 

Increased your anxiety 1 2 3 4 5 

Made your trip more pleasant 1 2 3 4 5 

To support the design of future navigation and route guidance systems, we want to understand 
how the presence and use of the ADVANCE system influenced your driving. First, we want to 
know a bit more about you. 

14. Are you predominantly: El left-handed right-handed 

15. Do you experience difficulty seeing any colors? yes CI no 

16. Do you have trouble seeing the differences between any colors? 0 yes El no 

If you answered "yes" to question 16, which colors? 



17. How often did these 
events cccur while yo1 
drove the ADVANCE 
car? When they 
occurred, how serious 
do you feel the safety 
risk was? 

HOW OFTEN.. . SAFETY RISK 

Not at all Very 
Serious. . . . . . . . . . . Serious never sometimes alway$ 

ADVANCE interfered with 
response to an emergency 
(avoiding obstacle, hearing 
emergency vehicle) 

1 2 3 4 5  1 2 3 4 5 

ADVANCE too complex to 
use in heavy traffic 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5  

Drifted out of lane whiIe 
using ADVANCE system 1 2 3 4 5  1 2 3 4 5 

Scupped vehicle to use 
AD VZNCE feature intended 
for use in motion 

1 2 3 4 5  1 2 3 4 5 

1 2 3 4 5 
Unable to select ADVANCE 
Feature or mode quickly 
:nough to use it 

1 2 3 4 5  

Experienced difficulty or 
stress switching attention 
ietween events outside 
rrehicle and using 
QDVANCE system 
C'raffic conditions 
irevented initiating 
QDVANCE function when 
ieeded 

2 3 4 5  1 2 3 4 5 1 

- 
1 2 3 4 5  1 2 3 4 5 

'ressed wrong control on 
4DvANcE unit 

1 2 3 4 5  1 2 3 4 5 

stopped vehicle to correct 
WVMCE control error 

1 2 3 4 5  1 2 3 4 5 

brow display conflicted 
with voice guidance 

1 2 3 4 5  1 2 3 4 5 

Zould not hear or 
inderstand guidance due to 
raffic or in-vehicle noise 

1 2 3 4  5 1 2 3 4 5 
~ 

hove more slowly to 
bllow ADVANCE guidance 

1 2 3 4 5  1 2 3 4 5 



17. How often did these 
events occur while you 
drove the ADVANCE HOW OFI'EN ... SAFETY RISK 
car? When they 
occurred, how serious 

risk was? never somerimes always Serious . . . . e . . . . . . . Serious 
do you feel the safety Not at all Very 

Navigating with ADVMCE 

driving more than wouid 
have using paper map 

Missed turns commanded 

to traffic 

Missed turns commanded 

to insufficient warning 

Got lost while following 

Felt disoriented following 

ADVANCE guidance led in 

guidance interfered with 1 2 3 4 5  1 2 3 4 5 

byADVANCEguidance due 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 

byADVANCEguidancedue 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 

ADVANCE guidance 1 2 3 4 5  1 2 3 4 5 

ADVANCE guidance 1 2 3 4 5  1 2 3 4 5 

the wrong direction at start 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 
of nip 

route guidance in test area 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 

illegal or impossible action 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 

features were not shown by 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 

ADVANCE did not provide 

ADVANCE commanded 

Some important geographic 

the ADVANCE display 

Could not see street names 
or geographic features on 1 2 3 4 5  1 2 3 4 5 
ADVANCE display 

Need to monitor traffic 
conditions interfered with 1 2 3 4 5  1 2 3 4 5 
seeing moving map display 

Needed to lean over to see 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 
map display 

Display of compass 
directions (nonh, east, 1 2 3 4 5  1 2 3 4 5 
south,west) was corifusing 

Y 



17. How often did these 
events occur while you 
drove the ADVMCE 
car? When they 
occurred, how serious 
do you feel the safety 
risk was? 

see streets or other features 
on map 
Glare interfered with seeing 

HOW OFTEN ... 

never sometimes always 
~ 

1 2 3 4 5  

1 2 3 4 5  

SAFETY RISK 

)t at all Very 
rious . . . . . . . . . . . . Serious 

2 3 4 5 

2 3 4 5 

In the future it may be possible to acquire in-vehicle route guidance systems based on 
ADVMCE. Please help us plan such future systems by rating the vdue to you of several 
possible features. 

18. In a future in-vehicle navigation system, Not at all Highly 
Valuable . . . . . . . . . . Valuable how valuable would each of these features 

be to you? 

Map display showing current vehicle position 1 2 3 4 5 
ROUE guidance using only static information 1 2 3 4 5 
(i. e., electronic road map) 
Route guidance arrow display 
Route guidance voice messages 

2 3 4 5 I/ Route guidance based on current traffic 
congestion information 
Map display of location and intensity of current 1 2 3 4 5 

Destination selection by establishment name or 1 2 3 4 5 

Selection of nearest destination of a particular 1 2 3 4 5 

traffic congestion 

type (e.g., electronic Yellow PageP) 

type (e.g., gas station) 
Push-button emergency heIp service which 

of problem (e.g., accident, breakdown, etc.) 

city navigation 

automatically reports vehicle location and nature 1 2 3 4 5 

National map coverage for intercity and multi- 1 2 3 4 5 



18. In a future in-vehicle navigation system, 
how valuable would each of these features 
be to you? 

Ability to set your own route planning criteria 
(fastest, cheapest, no expressways, efc.) 

Ability to plan multi-stop trips (e .g . ,  to store, 
dentist, restaurant, then home) 

Integrated car theft alarm which tracks vehicle 

11 Display located closer to driver 

Not at a11 Highly 
Valuable . . . . ~ . . . . . Valuable 

1 2 3 4 5 

1 2 3 4 5 

1 2 3 4 5 

1 2 3 4 5 

Picase help us predict how drivers like you may respond to future in-vehicle systems which help 
them find destinations and avoid congestion. 

19. If a route guidance system with the features 
you found most valuable in Section D were Strongly Strongly 
in your car, would you expect it to . . . Disagree . . . . . . . . . . . . Agree 

~ Save you time on mOSt trips? II 1 2 3 4 5 II 
Help you avoid traffic congestion? 

Help you find new destinations? 2 4 

Reduce your anxiety while driving? 

Not distract you from your driving task? 

Finally, we would like your help in estimating the value to drivers like you of future in-vehicle 
navigation and route guidance systems with different features. 

20. It has been estimated that it would cost between $500 and $2,000 for a basic in-vehicle 
navigation system which is highly reliable, easy to use, and which provides route 
planning based on historic travel conditions, a map display, and displayed and verbal 
route directions. Using the range of $500-2,000 as a guideline, indicate on the number 
line below the maximum amount you would be willing to pay for this basic system 
installed in the next new vehicle you purchase or lease. 

I I ~ I I ~ I I I I I I I I ~ I I I I I I ~ I ~ ~ ~ ~ I ~ J I I ~ ~ ~  

$500 $750 $1,000 $1,250 $1 , 500 $1,750 $2 , 000 



21. Next, please indicate how likely you would 
be to add the additional features described 
below at the costs indicated for these 
features. 

Current traffic coneestion and travel time 
information: Route planning based on current 
traffic conditions along with rerouting instructions 
to help you avoid unexpected congestion; there 
would be a $20 monthly subscription fee for access 
to the current traffic information 

Current traffic congestion and travel time 
information: Route planning as described above 
but with a monthly fee of $10 

Theft protection: Vehicle theft darm and tracking 
if the vehicle is stolen; cost of $10 per month 

Emergencv road service: Push-button emergency 
road service which automatically reports location 
of your vehicle and nature of your need; monthly 
subscription fee of $10 

Combined package: Current traffic congestion and 
travel time information, theft protection and 
zmergency road service; $30 per month fee. 

Very Very 
Unlikely , . . . e . . . . . . Likely 

1 2 3 4 5 

1 2 3 4 5 

1 2 3 4 5 

1 2 3 4 5 

1 2 3 4 5 

22. How likely would these factors be to 
discourage you from buying a future route 
guidance system with the features you value 
most? 

Very unlikely Very likely 
to discourage . to discourage 

Required maintenance cost of $50 per year 

Complexity of use like that of the ADVANCE system 

ReIiability like that of the ADVANCE system 2 3 4 5 

Appearance of unit installed in your vehicle like that 2 3 
of the ADVANCE system 

Potential problems due to additional electrical load 

Driver distraction while using route guidance system 4 

Please ask the aiternate driver of your ADVANCE vehicle (if there is an alternate driver in 
your household) to complete the next portion of the questionnaire. 

Please complete t t i s  survey within 3 days of your return of the ADVANCE vehicle. Return 
the completed survey to us in the supplied prepaid mailing envelope. 



ALTERNATE DRIVER 

1. Did the ADVANCE vehicle itseif (not the route guidance system) meet your travel needs 
during the test driving period? 

yes no If "no" check all reasons below: 
0 io0 large 0 too compIex to0 small 0 inadequate "features" 

reluctant to use for "usual" trips annoyed by ADVAVCE system 
other 6 county driving limit too restrictive 

2. About how much did you drive the ADVANCE test car? About trips per day 

3. While you were using the ADVANCE Greatly Didn't Greatly 
vehicle, how did your travel change? Decreased Change Increased 

The number of auto trips you made 

The length of your auto trips 

The number of auto trips to new destinations 2 3 4 

4. Please tell us your feelings about various Strongly Strongly 
Disagree . . . . . . . . . . . . Agree aspects of the test driving exDerience. 

The test driving period gave you enough time to 1 2 3 4 5 

The training provided was sufficient 1 2 3 4 5 

AD V N C E  personnel were helpful 1 2 3 4 5 

The user's manual and visor card provided useful 1 2 3 4 5 

Calls to the Traffic Information Center provided 1 2 3 4 5 

Questionnaires were clear and appropriate 1 2 3 4 5 
When you first drove the ADVANCE car, you felt 1 2 3 4 5 

When you completed your test driving, you felt 1 2 3 4 5 

At the end of the test period, you wanted to 1 2 3 4 5 

test the ADVANCE system 

answers to your questions 

useful answers to questions 

[or, CI didn't use] 

[or, 0 didn't call] 

confident using the ADVANCE system 

confident using the ADVANCE system 

continue using the ADVANCE system 





Very 7. Please rate the performance 
of these ADVANCE features. 11 :$Et I ;&? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Good 

) rBut ton  controls 0 1 2 3 4 5 
1, I 11 Accuracy of tracking vehicle route 11 0 1 2 3 4 5 
11 I 

Accuracy of destination finding 1 2 3 4 5 

Overall reliability of ADVANCE unit 1 2 3 4 5 

Not at all very 
Important . . . . . . . . . Important 

Sqeed of system start-up 1 2 3 4 5 

8. How imDortant is each of the following 
ADVANCE features in your travel? 

Accuracy of srart-up position 1 2 3 4 5 

Display readability 1 2 3 4 5 

Display understandability 1 2 3 4 5 

Usefulness of map display 1 2 3 4 5 

Ease of destination entry 1 2 3 4 5 

Ease of destination saving 1 2 3 4 5 

Route planning .time 1 2 3 4 5 

Quality of planned routes 1 2 3 4 5 

Route preview feature 1 2 3 4 5 

Route guidance arrows 1 2 3 4 5 

Route guidance voice instructions 1 2 3 4 5 

En-route route replanning 1 2 3 4 5 

Overall route planning performance 1 2 3 4 5 

Touch screen conuoIs 1 2 3 4 5 
Button controls 1 2 3 4 5 
Accuracy of tracking vehicle route 
Accuracy of destination finding 
Overall reliability of ADVANCE unit 2 4 



routes planned by the ADVANCE system 
Compared with your own route planning, 

were. . . Strongly 
Disagree . . . . . . . . . . . . Agree 

3. 

Direct, almost always heading to your destination 1 2 3 4 5 

Fast, providing short travel times 11 1 2 3 4 5 
I 1  

Short, not requiring you to travel excess distance 

Simple, not requiring complex maneuvers 

Logical. sensible routes anvone would follow 2 4 5 

10. On what percent of the trips for which you 
used the ADVANCE system did it produce 0% 25% 50% 75% 100% 
the following effects? 

Percent of all of your trips 

Helped you find your destination 1 2 3 4 5 
Saved you travel time 1 2 3 4 5 

Helped you avoid congestion 1 2 3 4 5 

Distracted you from your driving task 1 2 3 4 5 

Caused you to be annoyed or frustrated 1 2 3 4 5 

Caused you to shift routes 1 2 3 4 5 

Reduced your anxiety II 1 2 3 4 5 

Increased your anxiety 

Made your trip more pleasant 

To support the design of future navigation and route guidance systems, we want to understand 
how the presence and use of the ADVANCE system influenced your driving. First, we want to 
know a bit more about you. 

11. Are you predominantly: 0 left-handed E l  right-handed 

12. Do you experience difficulty seeing any colors? El yes 0 no 

13. Do you have trouble seeing the differences between any colors? 0 yes El no 

If you answered "yes" to question 13, which colors? 



14. How often did these 
events occur while you 
drove the ADVANCE 
car? When they 
occurred, how serious 
do you feel the safety 
risk was? 

ADVANCE interfered with 
response to an emergency 
(avoiding obstacle, hearing 
emergency vehicle) 
ADVANCE too complex to 
use in h a w  traffic 
Drifted out of lane *yrhile 
using ADVANCE system 
Stopped vehicle to 'use 
ADVANCE feature intended 
for use in motion 
Unable to select ADVANCE 
feature or mode quickly 
enough to use it 

Experienced difficulty or 
stress switching,attention 
between events outside 
vehicle and using 
4LlVANcE system 
Traffic conditions 
?revented initiating 
4DVANCE function when 
needed 
Pressed wrong control on 
QDVANCE unit 
Stopped vehicle to correct 
QDVANCE control error 
know display conflicted 
vith voice guidance 
?odd not hear or 
indentand guidance due to 
raffic or in-vehicle noise 
3rove more slowly to 
'ollow ADVANCE guidance 

HOW O F E N  SAFETY RISK 

Not at all Veq 
Serious . . . . . . . . . . . . Seriou: never sometimes always 

1 2 3 4 5  

I 

1 2 3 4 5  1 2 3 4 5 

1 2 3 4 5  1 2 3 4 5 

1 2 3 4 5  1 2 3 4 5 

1 2 3 4 5  1 2 3 4 5 

1 2 3 4 5  1 2 3 4 5 

1 2 3 4 5  1 2 3 4 5 

1 2 3 4 5  1 2 3 4 5 

1 2 3 4 5  I 2 3 4 5 

1 2 3 4 5  1 2 3 4 5 

1 2 3 4 5  1 2 3 4 5 

1 2 3 4 5  I 2 ' 3  4 5 



14. How often did these 
events occur while you 
drove the ADVANCE 
car? When they 
occurred, how serious 
do you feel the safety 
risk was? 

Navigating with ADVANCE 
guidance interfered with 
driving more than would 
have using paper map 

Missed turns commanded 
by ADVANCE guidance due 
to traffic 

Missed turns commanded 
3y ADVANCE guidance due 
to insufficient warning 

Got lost while following 
ADVANCE guidance 

Felt disoriented following 
ADVANCE guidance 

ADVANCE guidance led in 
the wrong direction at start 

ADVANCE did not provide 
route guidance in test area 

ADVANCE commanded 
illegal or impossible action 

Some important geographic 
features were not shown by 
the ADVANCE display 

of trip 

Could not see street names 
or geographic features on 
ADVANCE display 

Need to monitor traffic 
conditions interfered with 
seeing moving map display 

Needed to lean over to see 
map display 

Display of compass 
directions (north, east, 
south,west) was confusing 

SAFETY RISK HOW OFTEN ... 

Not at all Very 
never sometimes always Serious . . . . . . . . . . . . Serious 

1 2 3 4 5  1 2 3 4 5 

1 2 3 4 5  1 2 3 4 5 

1 2 3 4 . 5  1 2 3 4 5 

5 
1 2 3 4 5  

~ 1 2 3 4 5  

1 2  3 4 5 1 1  2 3 4 5 

I 
1 2 3 4 5  I 2 3 4 5 

1 2 3 4 5  1 2 3 4 5 

1 2 3 4 5  1 2 3 4 5 

1 2 3 4 5  1. 2 3 4 5 

1 2 3 4 5  1 2 3 4 5 

1 2 3 4 5  1 2 3 4 5 

1 2 3 4 5  1 2 3 4 5 



14. How often did these 
events occur while you 
drove the ADVANCE 
car? When they 
occurred, how serious 
do you feel the safety 
risk was? 

HOW OFTEN.. 

never sometimes always 
~ ~~ 

While driving, could not 
see streets or other featurzs 1 2 3 4 5 
on map 
GIare interfered with seeing 1 2 3 4 5 

SAFETY RISK 

Not at all Very 
Serious . . . . . . . . . . . . Serious 

In the future it may be possible to acquire in-vehicle route guidance systems based on 
ADVXNCE. Please help us plan such future systems by rating the value to you of several 
possible features. 

15. In a future in-vehicle navigation system, Not at all Highly 
Valuable . . . . . . . . . ~ Valuable how valuable would each of these features 

be to YOU? 

Map display showing current vehicle position 
Route guidance using only static information 
(i.e., electronic road map) 

~~ ~ 

Route guidance arrow display 1 2 3 4 5 

Route guidance voice messages 1 2 3 4 5 

Route guidance based on current traffic 1 2 3 4 5 
congestion infomation 
Map display of location and intensity of current 1 2 3 4 5 
traffic congestion 
Destination selection by establishment name or 1 2 3 4 5 
type (e.g., electronic Yeffow Pages") 
Selection of nearest destination of a particular 1 2 3 4 5 
type (e.g., gas station) 
Push-button emergency help service which 

of problem (e.g.. accident, breakdown, erc.) 
automatically reports vehicle location and nature 1 2 3 4 5 



15. In a future in-vehicle navigation system, Not at all Highly 
how valuable would each of these features Valuable ~ . . . . . . ~ . . valuable 
be to you? 

National map coverage for intercity and multi- 1 2 3 4 5 

Ability to set your own route planning criteria 1 2 3 4 5 

Ability to plan multi-stop trips (e.g. to store, 1 2 3 4 5 

city navigation 

(fastest, cheapest, no expressways, efc.) 

dentist, restaurant, then home) 

Integrated car theft alarm which tracks vehicle 11 1 2 3 4 5 I1 
Display located cioser to driver 1 2 3 4 5 

Please help us predict how drivers like you may respond to future in-vehicle systems which help 
them find destinations and avoid congestion. 

16. If a route guidance system with the features 
you found most valuable in Section D were 
in your car, would you expect it to e . . 

Save you time on most trips? 
~~~ ~~ ~ 

Help you avoid traffic congestion? 

Help you avoid getting lost? 

Help you find new destinations? 

Reduce your anxiety while driving? 

Not distract you from your driving task? 

Strong I y Strongly 
Disagree . . . . . . . . . . . . Agree 

1 2 3 4 5 

1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 

1 2 3 4 5 

1 2 3 4 5 

1 2 3 4 5 

Finally, we would like your help in estimating the value to drivers like you of future in-vehicle 
navigation and route guidance systems with different features. 

17. It has been estimated that it would cost between $500 and $2,OOO for a basic in-vehicle 
navigation system which is highly reliabIe, easy to use, and which provides route 
planning based on historic travel conditions, a map display, and displayed and verbal 
route directions. Using the range of $500-2,000 as a guideline, indicate on the number 
line below the maximum amount you would be willing to pay for this basic system 
installed in the next new vehicle you purchase or lease? 

‘ 1 1 1 1 1 1  I 1 I I I 1 1 1 1 1 I I 1 I I 1 1 I I 1 1 1 ~ ~ ~ ~ 1  
1 I 

$500 $750 $1,000 $1,250 $I, 500 $1,750 $2 / 000 



13. Next, please indicate how likely you would 
be to add the additional features described 
below at the costs indicated for these 
features. 

Current traffic conoestion and trave! time 
information: Route planning based on current 
traffic conditions along with rerouting instructions 
to help you avoid unexpected congestion; there 
would be a $20 monthly subscription fee for accea 
to the current traffic information 
Current traffic congestion and travel time 
infomation: Route planning as described above 
but with a monthly fee of $10 

Theft Drotection: Vehicle theft alarm and tracking 
if the vehicle is stolen; cost of $10 per month 
Emergencv road service: Push-button emergency 
road service which automatically reports location 
If your vehicle and nature of your need; monthly 
iubscription fee of $10 
Zombined packaee: Current traffic congestion and 
ravel time information, theft protection and 
:mergemy road service; $30 per month fee. 

Very Ver 
Unlikely . - . . . . e . . . . . Likel: 

1 2 3 4 5 

1 2 3 4 5 

1 2 3 4 5 

,*+- 

1 2 > 3  4 5 

1 2 3 4 5 

Very unlikely Very likely 
to discourage . . . to discourage 

19. How likely would these factors be to 
discourage you from buying a future m t c  
guidance system with the features you value 
most? 

~ 

Required maintenance cost of $50 per year 
Complexity of use like that of the mVANCE system 
Reliability like that of the ADVANCE system 1 2 3 4  5 

Appearance of unit installed in your vehicle like that 1 2 3 4 5 
of the ADVANCE system 
Potzntial problems due to additional electrical load 

Driver distraction while using route guidance system 2 4 

Please compIete this survey within 3 days of your return of the ADVANCE vehicle. Return 
the completed survey to us in the supplied prepaid mailing envelope. 
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DRIVER RE-ROUTE LOG 
Instructions: At the end of each trip please record instances when you were following a route 
planned by the ADVANCE system and you either ( I )  changed your route during the trip for any 
reason; or (2) the ADVANCE unit ofSered you a new route and you rejected it. 

Date Time AM/PM Driver Name 

Trip start location InitiaI planned destination 

Street Cross street Town Street Cross street Town 

Purpose of this trip: Work Personal Businessa Home 
Social/Recreational 

Where re-route occurred: Major Street 

Check correct answers and fill in blanks: 
Re-route was offered by ADVANCE System. 

Accepted the route 

Cross 

Shop 
Other 

Street 

Rejected re-route (check reasons below! 
Saw no reason to re-route 

0 New route seemed worse 
Too close to destination to bother re-routing 
Other 

Re-route was initiated by driver (check reasons below) 
Heard radio traffic report of incident (accident, construction) or congestion 
Saw congestion ahead 
Saw roadway incident ‘accident, construction) ahead 

0 MY own route is faster 

0 

My own route is more direct 
My own route is easier or simpler to follow 
My own route is safer 
ADVANCE unit directed me to perform an illegal or impossible maneuver 
Went off-route, needed to recover 
Decided to switch destinations or add or eliminate a stop 
Other 

Whatever led to your re-route, do you think this this re-route saved you time? D y e s  0 No 

If so, how many minutes do you think it saved? 

How long does this trip normally take? minutes 
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ADVANCE Familiar Driver Focus Group Session 12/16/95 Rev. 1 Page 1 

Time 

A. 
2 

min. 

-- 

B: 
10 
min. 

TOPIC 

1 nt rod u ctio n 

Warm up 

-- QUESTIONS 

Purpose: ideas for design and 
development of future systems based 
on your experiences with ADVANCE 

How did you like using the ADVANCE 
system? 

PROMPTS 

Observers are present 

What was especially good about your 
experience? 
What was especially bad? 
EVERYBODY 



ADVANCE Familiar Driver Focus Group Session 12/16/95 Rev. 1 Page 2 

Time 
-. 
J .  - 
3 

Tin. 

3: 
20 
min. 

TOPIC 

Future 
design 
features 
and 
attributes 

Future 
design 
features 
and 
attributes 
(continued) 

QUESTIONS 

Help us define the features provided in 
future systems. 

First, should we or anyone else 
continue development of in-vehicle 
navigation systems? 

What features (services) should be 
included, excluded? (see attached table 
for flip chart model). 

Relate features to makrets, users 

BREAK 

PROMPTS 

Why? Keep this focused, brief. 

current location (map tracking) 
route guidance 
current traffic 
real time guidance 
dynamic yellow pages 
emergency service call 
roadside assistance 
out-of vehicle: home, work 
portable 
theft alarm 
others . . . 

Important feature for almost all users 
Important to some users (which?) 
Important to few or no users 
Different features for different users? 



ADVANCE Familiar Driver Focus Group Session 12/16/95 Rev. 1 Page 3 

Time 

E. 
15 
min. 

F: 15 
min. 

-- 
TOPIC 

Congestion 
information 

Route 
planning 
capability 

QUESTIONS 

Should new systems include current 
congestion and incident information? 

In what form? 

We expect future systems t J  include a 
computer route planning capability; 
what should it be like? 

PROMPTS 

maps colors numbers text voice 
others ... 

compare with broadcast radio 

on-demand; continuous 

minimum time routes? 
minimum cost routes? 
most direct route 
avoid certain road types (toll roads, 
expressways ...) 
use local streets 
avoid certain areas 
learn my preferred routes (intelligent assistant) 
system -0 pt i mal routing 

Format: maps; arrows; voice 



ADVANCE Familiar Driver Focus Group Session 12/16/95 Rev.l Page 4 

Time 

G: 
10 
min 

-- 
H: 
15 
min. 

I :  10 
min. 

TOPIC QUESTIONS . 

Attributes Now that we have identified some 
important features for in-vehicle route 
guidance systems, let us define what 
the attributes or characteristics of future 
system should be. 

- I 
Willingness 
to Pay these features? 

How much people are willing to pay for 

Who will What kind of people will be the first 
buy and use buyers of such systems 
such 
systems 

Will some people use these systems 
more than others? 

PROMPTS 

3ase of data entry 
speed of operation 
:ead a b i I i ty 
7orth up, 
jist ract ions 
re I ia b i I i ty 
nstallation effort and appearance. 

heading up, heads up 

New purchase of full dynamic system 

Monthly fee for dynamic data 

~~ ~ ~ ~~ 

intensive travelers 
insecurekecure travelers 
men, women 
older, younger people 
technology-oriented people 
technology buffs 
ot he rs . . . 
Who? 



ADVANCE Familiar Driver Focus Group Session 12/16/95 Rev. 1 Page 5 

Time 

J: 10 
min. 

K: 5 
min. 

L: 2 
nin. 

TOPIC QUESTIONS PROMPTS 

Risks 

Do you 
have any 
other 
guidance 
us? 

or 

Do you see any major risks to drivers 
coming from these systems? 

Distractions? 
How dangerous? 
How likely? 
What can we do about this? 

Wrap up Thank you 
Com pensat ion 

1. Total projected time: 2:OO hours 
C:\WPG\DOCS\ADVANCREVALUATEWOCUSGRO.SCR 

December 15, 1995 
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Executive Summary 

The objective of this test was to determine the extent to which dynamic route guidance 
(DRG) as implemented in ADVANCE could provide useful route guidance to drivers 
based on information about current travel times which differ from historic travel times 
due to recurrent or non-recurrent (incident-induced) congestion. The test involved two 
components: (1) assessment of route quality benefits due to dynamic data under 
recurrent congestion; and (2) tests of the ability of ADVANCE DRG to detect and avoid 
simulated non-recurring congestion (incidents). 

The primary test deployed three yoked vehicles traveling between 5 predefined 
origins and destinations (0-D pairs) in a congested part of the ADVANCE test area, a 
suburban region served only by arterial streets. Drivers of two of the vehicles (the 
dynamic vehicles) followed routes planned by the ADVANCE Mobile Navigation 
Assistants (MNAs) based on historic and limited real-time traffic information. The 
driver of the third (static) vehicle followed MNA-provided routes based only on 
historical, or static travel time information. Real-time traffic information was generated 
by a fleet of 18 ADVANCE-equipped probe vehicles, driven on routes designed to 
provide coverage of all reasonable arterial street links which might comprise 
alternative 0 -D  paths for the dynamic vehicles. 

Outcome measures were travel times and routes followed for static and dynamic 
vehicles, which were recorded by drivers and were written to memory cards in the 
vehicles. The expectation was that DRG would be successful if it could save time for 
the dynamic relative to the static vehicle by guiding the driver to a faster route. 

Seventy-three origin-to-destination test runs were conducted on 5 0-D pairs; 19 
incident simulation runs were also conducted, in which probe drivers were instructed 
to slow to minimum safe speeds on defined links to simulate roadway incidents. All 
three yoked vehicles in the simulation tests had real-time traffic information, and the 
outcome of interest was diversion from the incident links. 

More data were available from driver reports than from computer records 
because of data losses due to equipment malfunctions and other factors. Based on 
driver reports, dynamic vehicles experienced statistically significantly shorter mean 
travel times than static vehicles for 2 of 5 0-D pairs; mean dynamic times were greater 
than or equal to static times for the other 3 pairs, but only one of these comparisons 
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was weakly significant. Qualitative analysis of individual test runs revealed cases 
where dynamically-guided vehicles saved substantial travel time; there were also cases 
where paths used by these vehicles took more time than paths based on static data. 

Analysis of the more limited computer database showed significant time 
advantages for the dynamic cars for 1 of 5 0-D pairs. Because computer data often 
included only parts of 0-D trips, a subset of data was extracted representing static- 
dynamic comparisons for at least 50% of the 0-D travel time. In this case 3 of 5 0 -D 
pairs showed sigmfkant mean travel time advantages for dynamically-guided vehicles. 
Finally, this reduced data set was further limited to only those cases where static and 
dynamic routes were different, since a routing difference would be expected to be the 
primary mechanism through which DRG produces an advantage. In this most stringent 
test, 4 of 5 0-D pairs showed mean time advantages for the dynamic cars, and one of 
these was statistically significant. Pooled results from all runs across all 0-D pairs 
produced a time ratio of 0.963, a 4% time saving for the dynamic cars which was 
statistically significant. 

The data used for the incident simulation tests came primarily from driver 
records of routes planned by the ADVANCE MNA, because few of the computer 
records could be retrieved. Diversions off the incident links occurred in a substantial 
proportion of trials (76%) only for one 0-D pair. The other pairs showed little or no 
effect from the incident simulation. Analysis of the travel time updates (changes from 
static travel times) generated on the simulated incident links showed that these were on 
the order of 1 minute, which is too small to impact route planning. 

These results suggest that route diversions and travel time savings are sometimes 
associated with the use of real-time data for route planning, but time savings, especially 
large savings, were not the typical outcome in these tests. Occasionally substantial 
time savings resulted from diversions. Such cases seemed to have occurred on highly 
congested routes in places where considerably longer, and less congested, links were 
nearby. Qualitative assessment of these diversion routes suggests that they were 
counter-intuitive (Le., orthogonal to the direction of 0 -D  travel) and perhaps difficult 
to find without a computer-based route planner using real-time data. There were also 
cases where the dynamically-guided vehicles experienced longer travel times than the 
static cars. 

That time saving diversions happened only occasionally in both the normal and 



incident simulation tests reported here might be explained by the network structure 
(availability of alternative routes) and travel times: there may have been few 
opportunities for saving substantial travel time on the short (-5 mile) test trips on this 
suburban arterial street network. On small, sparse networks the preferred route(s) may 
be quite superior to alternatives, unless there is some major disturbance which radically 
changes the time topology. It does appear that the DRG concept, as implemented in 
ADVANCE, can detect some larger delays and help drivers avoid them. The natural 
variability of network performance and data processing and transfer delays can be 
expected to produce some cases in which the DRG system provides inferior routes and 
travel times. 

Among the other factors limiting the inferences which can be drawn for this test 
are: 

Experimental process - limited probe vehicle coverage; data losses due to 
equipment malfunctions and data handling errors; insufficient real-time 
monitoring of data quality during the experiment; and variability in behavior of 
test drivers. 

ADVANCE system - delays in collecting, processing, broadcasting, and utilizing 
real-time data; the route planning algorithm may have missed opportunities for 
time savings; and the travel time data fusion and forecasting algorithms may 
have provided inaccurate data. 

... 
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1 .O Introduction and Objective 

i 

Creating an effective way to provide dynamic route guidance (DRG), the use of real- 
time travel time information to support in-vehicle route planning, was a fundamental 
objective of ADVANCE. While other evaluation tasks have addressed the effectiveness 
of various components of the ADVANCE system, this report presents an empirical test 
of the end-to-end implementation of dynamic route guidance in ADVANCE. The results 
may provide guidance to others pursuing the development of DRG, suggesting potential 
benefits and limitations. This will complement the results of the assessment of driver 
response to the DRG concept [ 13. 

The objective of this test is to determine whether, and the extent to which, 
dynamic route guidance (DRG), as implemented in ADVANCE, can provide useful 
route guidance to drivers based on information about current travel times which differ 
from historic travel times due to recurrent or non-recurrent (incident-induced) 
congestion. The test involves two components: (1) assessment of route quality 
benefits due to dynamic data under recurrent congestion; and (2) tests of the ability of 
DRG as implemented in ADVANCE to detect and avoid simulated non-recurring 
congestion (incidents). 

ADVANCE was a probe-based route guidance system, i.e., it relied almost 
entirely on probe vehicles as its source of real-time traffic information. In this test only 
18 probe vehicles were used to collect real-time data. The ADVANCE test area was 
served primarily by arterial streets rather than freeways. The subnetwork used in this 
test included no limited access highways. Therefore, this is a limited test of a probe- 
based DRG on an arterial network. The generalizability of the results presented in this 
report to different settings, e.g., heavily detectorized freeways or very large probe 
fleets, is thus limited. 

2.0 Organization of This Report 

The next section of this report wscribes the test procedures actually followed and 
identifies some of the main threats to validity encountered. Section 4 presents results 
of the DRG tests in the context of normal or recurring congestion; results based on 
driver reports are presented first, followed by results derived from computer data. 
Section 5 reports results of tests in the context of non-recurring or incident-based 
congestion, using incident simulation experiments. Again, driver reports are analyzed 



first, followed by analysis of computer records. The last section of the report presents 
conclusions and interpretations of importance to future DRG development. 

3.0 Approach 
3.1 General Design of the Test 

This test deployed a triad of yoked vehicles traveling between predefined origins and 
destinations (0-D pairs) in a congested part of the ADVANCE test area [2]. In the 
recurring congestion phase of this test, drivers of two of the vehicles (the dynamic 
vehicles) followed route plans offered by the ADVANCE Mobile Navigation Assistants 
(MNAs), which received real-time traffic information updates from the Traffic 
Information Center (TIC). The driver of the third vehicle (the static vehicle) followed 
MNA-provided route plans based only on historical, or static travel time information; 
this was accomplished by disconnecting the radio frequency (RF) modern in the static 
car so that no real-time data could be received. 

Two dynamic cars were used in each 0 -D test to assure that all data from a 
particular test would not be lost if a single sole dynamic car failed due to high outside 
air temperatures or other factors, which was not improbable. Experience showed that 
the static car was less susceptible to malfunctions, perhaps because it did not rely on 
RF communications. 

Real-time traffic information was generated by a fleet of 18 probe vehicles, also 
equipped with ADVANCE MNAs, driven on pre-designed routes in each of five test 
networks. The networks were defined to provide a set of logical alternative paths for 
the yoked cars to follow between origins and destinations. The 18 probe vehicles, in 
six groups of three vehicles each, followed routes designed to provide coverage of all 

paths for the dynamic vehicles. Probe coverage was designed to generate at least three 

representative travel time would be estimated in the TIC and transmitted to the dynamic 
vehicles I .  

I 

I reasonable arterial street links which might comprise alternative origin-to-destination 

probe travel time reports per link within a fifteen minute interval to assure that a 
I 
I 

1 This frequency of probe reports was determined to be sufficient in Traffic Related 
Functions evaluation test performed by the University of Illinois at Chicago, 
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3.2 0 -D Pairs and Probe Routes 

0-D pairs were selected to be in the more congested part of the ADVANCE test 
area, to be separated by about five miles so that some routing alternatives might exist 
and so that at least three 0-D pair tests could be run during a typical 4-5 hour afternoon 
work shift The set of 0-D pairs was designed so that each destination for one test run 
was an origin for the next run; this facilitated conducting a sequence of tests during 
each work shift while limiting deadheading (non-productive travel). Locations of 
origins and destinations were fine-tuned to move them to or near retail establishments 
where drivers could make refreshment and rest stops. Specific staging areas for the 
drivers were selected based on field reconnaissance to assure a safe and adequate place 
to park 21 vehicles, as well as nearness to rest facilities. Sketch maps of the 5 0-D 
pairs and the primary arterial street test networks are in Appendix A. 

At the start of each work shift, probe drivers each received a map book showing 
their routes for the day; a single map book included routes for all 0 - D  pairs for one of 
the six probe run groups. Appendix B shows an example of all probe routes for a 
single 0-D pair. During a given shift, each set of three drivers was assigned to a single 
run group (one through six); a run captain was selected for each group to assist in 
dispatching. A field coordinator, selected from among the drivers at the beginning of 
the test program, was responsible for dispatching the entire test fleet for each 0 - D  test. 
This was done through cellular telephone coordination with the test manager in the TIC. 

Probe vehicles were dispatched in advance of the yoked triad to generate travel 
time reports. Dispatch times, measured in minutes after the start of each test, were 
defmed to assure probe coverage of the relevant links in the networks, including the far 
downstream links, before drivers of the dynamic cars planned their routes and began 
their trips to the destinations. The dispatch times were different for each probe vehicle, 
based on the route to be covered and the need to generate at least three passes per link 
per 15 minutes. These times were estimated from route maps prior to the start of tests, 
and then refined based on actual probe route completion times measured during a week 
of pilot testing at the start of the field effort. An example of the dispatch times is 
shown in Appendix C. 

Yoked vehicles departed the staging areas only after the probe fleet had an 
opportunity to disperse across the test network, always at least 20 minutes after the 
initial probe vehicle began its run. Yoked triad drivers departed at 1-2 minute intervals 
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and were instructed not to follow each other, but to use the route provided by the 
MNA. 

3.3 Driver Operations 

All drivers were paid on an hourly basis. At the start of the test program, drivers 
were trained in a two-hour briefing followed by four days of pilot testing to work out 
test proced,ures and enhance driver skills. Once the test was underway, subsequent to 
a minor collision not the fault of the test driver, all drivers were given four hours of 
defensive driving instructions. No other crashes were experienced. 

All vehicles were equipped with cellular telephones, which were used for 
communication with the test manager in the TIC and among cars as necessary for 
coordination. Drivers reported to the Project Ofice at the start of each shift (2:OO p.m. 
each weekday), where they were given instructions, told which 0-D pairs would be 
m that day, issued their map books and run assignments, after which they signed out 
their test vehicles. Tests were initiated by the field coordinator upon instructions from 
the test manager in the TIC; tests began when all vehicles reached the staging area and 
their drivers were ready to proceed. Drivers called in by telephone to report arrival at 
the destination staging area. These times were systematically recorded by test 
personnel in the TIC, using the TIC computer clock for timing. 

3.4 Test Management and Troubleshooting 

A staff of 2-3 persons operated the TIC for these tests, initiating tests, recording 
test start and vehicle finish times, monitoring probe reports on the TIC computer, and 
helping drivers troubleshoot MNA and route finding problems via cellular telephone. 
By monitoring probe reports, the TIC staff could identify MNAs which were not 
reporting and contact drivers to resolve problems. 

Because the test period, August and September of 1995, was one of the hottest 
summers on record in Chicago, many MNA malfunctions were experienced, and data 
to be collected at the time of such failures were lost. In some cases simply rebooting 
the MNA resolved the problem. In others, the units needed to be cooled by stopping 
the vehicle at the next staging area and opening the trunk where the primary electronic 
components were installed. Occasionally, it was necessary to contact the Motorola 
service representative, who would nieet the problem vehicle at the next staging area to 
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resolve the trouble. In a few cases, a test assistant in the TIC would take a replacement 
vehicle to the field to exchange it for the nonfunctioning unit. 

TIC reports from probe vehicles, as well as calls from the drivers themselves and 
the run captains, sometimes identified cases where probe drivers went off route, and 
thus failed to generate needed data. Such occurrences declined as the tests proceeded 
because drivers were following repetitive routes and learned them well. Drivers who 
failed to follow the correct routes were instructed by telephone and in debriefings at the 
end of each work shift. One driver who could not follow the routes was released at the 
start of the test period. 

3.5 Data Collection 

Primary data collected for this test described routes (links traveled) and link 
travel times experienced by the yoked triad. Both routes and travel times were 
recorded on PCMCIA memory cards in the MNAs in these vehicles. These were 
downloaded from the cards on a weekly basis and assembled into a memory card 
database. The dynamic vehicles also transmitted their link traversals and travel times 
to the TIC as each link was completed. These were recorded in the TIC database of 
MNA reports. The static car operated with R F  modem shut off, and did not transmit 
reports to the TIC. As a result, the memory card records, which included data from 
dynamic and static vehicles, were used in these analyses. 

In addition, drivers of the yoked vehicles were instructed to record their routes 
on paper. These were turned in to the test manager on a daily basis. Good 
correspondence between routes reported by drivers and recorded on memory cards was 
observed. Test start times were recorded based on the TIC clock, as were run 
completion times both for probe vehicles and the yoked triad. Since these times were 
recorded between staging areas2, which were 2 or 3 blocks from the respective origins 
and destinations, they differ from times recorded on the memory cards between actual 
origins and destinations. While driver-reported times are less precise than computer- 
record times, we experienced no cases of lost data from the drivers, while there were 
numerous instances where link reports were missing from computer data. 

2 Drivers could accurately and 
records; it was more difficult for them 
intersection while in motion. 

safely report staging area arrival and departure in their 
to consistently detect arrival at the origin or destination 
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3.6 Incident Simulation 

Five days of testing at the end of the field work period were devoted to incident 
simulations. While the original plan was to divert the test fleet to nearby real incidents 
of substantial magnitude to determine if the DRG system could detect and avoid them, 
no appropriate incidents occurred during the first four weeks of field work. 
Specifically, no incidents were near enough to the fleet location to permit diversion to 
provide timely probe coverage and to dispatch the yoked triad through the incident site. 

Instead incidents were simulated as follows: 

For each 0-D pair, a path frequently followed by dynamic vehicles was 
identified based on previous test results. 

One link on each of these frequently-used paths was identified on which probe 
drivers could be instructed to travel slowly in a safe manner. This determination 
was made based on field observation. These were the simulated incident links. 

On the days of incident tests, all probe drivers whose routes were on these 
simulated incident links were instructed to drive on these links as slowly as 
safety permitted. They were told to turn on their hazard lights, move to the right 
lane, and reduce speeds to 10 mph or less. Where possible and safe, drivers 
were instructed to pull to the parking lane or shoulder and wait for periods of 
10- 15 seconds. 

A minimum of three probe vehicles simulated each incident; in most cases 
several probe routes traversed the incident links; each route through the incident 
link added three more slow probe vehicle reports. All other probe operations 
and procedures remained unchanged from the normal, recurring congestion tests 
described above. 

There was no static car; all vehicles in the yoked triad had powered RF modems 
and followed MNA-planned routes. The reason for this is that the real travel 
time experienced by a static car would not have reflected incident conditions, 
since there was no true incident, The outcome measure of interest in these 
simulations tests was not travel time, but whether or not the dynamically-guided 
vehicles would be diverted off the simulated incident link. 
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(6)  The driver of one of the three dynamic vehicles remained at the origin staging 
area while the two others proceeded ahead on MNA-provided routes. The 
driver remaining at the staging area replanned the 0-D route repeatedly 
throughout the test to take advantage of the developing travel time database 
generated by the probe runs. Only after the other two dynamic cars reached the 
destination staging area did the third dynamic car depart the origin staging area. 
The useful results from this stationary vehicle were in the repeated route plans 
recorded by the driver, not in the 0-D traversal itself. Through this procedure, 
rather than having the results of only 3 route planning attempts, in some incident 
simulation runs the route was planned as many as 35 times. 

3.7 Number of Test Runs 

A total of 92 0-D pair tests were conducted, each using the fleet of 21 vehicles. These 
included one week of pilot testing and training in the middle of August of 1995, four 
weeks of n o m 1  (recurring congestion) tests beginning in the last week of August, and 
one week of incident simulation tests at the end of September. The distribution of 
these runs across the 0 -D  pairs is shown in Table 1. The table shows that the 
productivity of the field test crew increased as the test proceeded; during pilot testing, 
only 2 or 3 0-D pairs were run in a single shift; eventually the drivers could reliably 
perform four tests per day. The third week was less productive because it included 
Labor Day. An average of 18.4 test runs were completed per 0-D pair. Seventy-three 
normal (recurring congestion) runs and 19 incident simulation runs were accomplished. 

3.8 Threats and Problems 

A number of factors limit the results of this test. The primary limitation was the fact 
that much data were missing from the files. This is probably because data were not 
recorded to memory cards due to MNA malfunctions. General problems of reliability 
associated with the in-vehicle system were greatly exacerbated by high heat conditions 
during the tests. When an MNA malfunctioned, which occurred as often as 3-5 times 
during a 4+ hour works shift with 21 vehicles, this might not be discovered for 5-10 
minutes when it was noticed that no report had been received at the TIC. At this point 
the driver was called, the problems discussed, and most commonly the MNA was 
rebooted. In the meantime the test proceeded. This could result in the loss of 10-20 
minutes worth of data. There was no mechanism to provide rapid identification of 
malfunctioning units. 
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Table 1 
Week 1 Task 

1 I pilot testing 

2 

3 

4 

5 

recurring 
congestion 

recurring 
congestion 

recurring 
congestion 

recurring 
congestion 

Total runs, 
recurring 
congestion 

6 incident 
simulation 

Grand Total 

DRG Yoked Driver Test Run Count Summary 
O-D 1 O-D2 O-D3 O-D4 O-D5 

2 1  2 

18 

Total 

8 

15 

10 

20 

20 

73 

I 19 

92 

In some cases data were lost in the transfer from TIC files and memory cards to 
the project database maintained by Argonne National Laboratory, the evaluation 
manager. In a few cases data recorded under a modem identification number which 
should have been one of the yoked triad vehicles actually described the travel of a 
probe vehicle; this was an irrecoverable labeling error. 

There were numerous instances where there was simply no record of a link 
traversal in the memory card file. It was clear from driver records, and from partial 
memory card records, that a link was traversed, but no record of the travel time was 
found. This forced much greater reliance on driver records than had been planned. 

There were also limitations attributable to the design of the test. In the case of 
O-D pair 3, some of the dynamic routes actually used Palatine Road, a higher speed 
arterial 0.5 mile outside of the test network for this pair, and therefore for which there 
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was no probe coverage. This problem might have been avoided had the routes actually 
traveled been downloaded and traced on a daily basis; however, attempts were made 
to extract and review data from the database quickly (e.g., overnight) but this process 
did prove to be practical. 

Probe coverage was limited by the size of the available fleet initially and later 
by the number of available drivers. Because of congestion and traffic signals, probe 
vehicles sometimes "bunched," which resulted in fewer independent measures of travel 
times, and thus a poorer sample. While probe dispatch times were carefully planned 
and adjusted early in the test, occasionally probes covered downstream links too early 
(so that the probe report "timed out" before the yoked triad could use it), or too late (so 
the dynamic vehicles could not avoid a congested link). This might have been solved 
with a substantially larger probe fleet (e.g., 50% larger) or with more finely adjusted 
dispatch times (e.g., changing the probe dispatch times by time of day as well as by 0- 
D pair). 

In some cases drivers made errors in their routes or dispatch times, which 
reduced probe coverage and data timeliness. Systematic and egregious errors were 
caught and used to instruct drivers; smaller errors may not have been detected. 

Finally, the driving behavior of both probe and yoked triad drivers influenced 
experienced and reported travel times. Drivers normally drive at different speeds; a 
slow driver will generate long probe travel times or produce triad travel times which 
are long. The test management team in the TIC observed arrival times and watched for 
fast and slow drivers. When they were observed, they were reminded to drive at the 
speed of traffic around them. Driver assignments were shifted on a daily basis, but 
because the task for yoked drivers was more complex (involving more record keeping), 
the best drivers were kept on this assignment. Drivers were rotated between static and 
dynamic cars to diffuse some of the individual effects. 

Because there is much variation in traffic flows and driver behavior, as well as 
functioning of the route guidance system, it was difficult to detect real effects, 
especially relatively small differences between dynamic and static cars. As a result, 
added emphasis was placed on "clues," anecdotal indications that the DRG system 
may or may not be working. 
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4.0 Analysis of Normal 0 -D  Pair Tests 
4.1 Analysis of Data from Driver Reports 

Table 2 summarizes results from driver reports, cellular telephone calls to the TIC 
defining times departing and arriving at staging areas at the start and end of 0 -D  runs, 
respectively. Means and variances of 0-D times for static and dynamic cars are 
reported, along with ratios of times (dynamic/static). Because two dynamic cars were 
used in almost all of the yoked tests, two ratios were usually available, dynamic- 
l/static and dynamic-2/static. This increased the number of available dynamic-static 
paired tests, denoted by values of "n" in the table, by almost a factor of 2.3 The ratio 
of times was used as the outcome measure rather than the difference so that data from 
all 0 -D pairs could be combined for an overall evaluation. 

When the dynamic vehicle experienced a shorter travel time than the static car, 
the time ratio is less than 1 .O. This occurred only for 0 -D  pairs 4 and 5; 0-D pairs 1 
and 3 showed time ratios greater than 1.0, meaning the static vehicles experienced 
shorter travel times. The 0.90 time ratio reported for 0-D pair 5,  generally the most 
congested of the pairs, was highly significantly different from 1 .O (significance level 
approximately 0.006).4 Since there were many sources of variation in this test, it is not 
unreasonable to assess results at a lower level of significance. At the level of 0.15; 
both 0 -D  pairs 1 and 4 show significant differences from 1.0, but pair 1 produced 
shorter static times, a result counter to expectations. 

Yoked drivers recorded their routes on paper; these were compared for static- 
dynamic pairings to determine route similarity. If static and dynamic routes are the 
same (given that vehicles depart within about a 3 minute interval), the travel times are 

3 Values of n in Table 2 are not exactly 2 times the number of 0-D runs for each pair because 
of driver errors, equipment malfunctions and data losses. 

4 "Significant" means statistical significance; if static and dynamic travel times are 
significantly different, there is a high probability that this difference is real, not due to random 
variation. Significance was determined using a t-test of the difference between the ratio of 
static:dynamic time and 1.0, in which a test statistic, t, was compared with a critical value oft, t", 
from a statistical table. The observed difference is significant if I t I >I t*l. 

5 That is, there is a 15% chance that a ratio which is less than 1.0 is really from a distribution 
with true mean 2 1.0. 



less likely to be different than if the routes are different. Table 2 shows the number of 
paired tests (dynamic-static) in which the routes were different by at least one link. For 
0-D pair 4, static and dynamic routes differed in only 20% of the cases. For 0-D pair 
1, routes differed in nearly 79% of the cases. These results are contrary to 
expectations: where travel times differ most, routes would be expected to differ most. 

One explanation for this is that travel time for a small number of trials (static- 
dynamic pairings) may have important effects on the mean values of the time ratios. 
Figures 1-5 show actual driver-reported travel times for static and dynamic cars for 0- 
D pairs 1 through 5. From these, several outcomes of interest were selected; these 
were cases where the static time was substantially greater than the dynamic time, or 
vice versa. Table 3 shows 13 such cases. In the first 8 cases, static times were 
substantially longer than dynamic times. In all but one of these instances, dynamic and 
static routes were different. In some cases, notably for the highly congested 0-D pair 
5, the dynamic routes were substantially different and longer in terms of distance. This 
additional length avoided the most congested part of the trip (westbound along Lake 
Cook Road). Time savings, measured as static time less fastest dynamic time, ranged 
from about 30 to 50% of the static times. 

This suggests that real-time traffic information may occasionally produce 
substantial travel time savings, although in these experiments it did not produce regular 
and repeatable savings. Table 3 also shows five cases in which at least one of the 
dynamic vehicles experienced longer travel times than the static cars. The potential 
contributing factors, which may cause or discourage time savings based on dynamic 
route guidance, are several, and the conditions of this experiment do not permit us to 
sort out causality. These factors include: 

The conditions of the experiment may have infrequently produced enough real- 
time information to identify opportunities for time savings (Le., insufficient probe 
coverage). 

High trip time variability, due to such factors as traffic signals, may have caused 
vehicles’following each other at intervals of only a minute or two initially to 
experience substantially different travel times. 

Variations in driver behavior and report may have affected results. 



Table 2: Driver-Reported DRG Travel Time Results 
Measures 0 -D  Pair 1 0-D Pair 2 0-D Pair 3 0-D Pair 4 0 - D  Pair 5 Overall 

static travel time mean 17.36 2 1.92 12.8 21.57 29.3 1 20.33 

variance 12.80 17.76 3.36 18.96 76.21 54.98 

dynamic travel time mean 19.04 21.36 13.0 20.35 25.85 19.68 

variance 21.81 20.73 6.56 22.38 5 1.76 42.26 

ratio: dynamic/ static mean 1.11 1 .oo 1.04 0.956 0.90 1 .oo 
variance 0.14 0.02 0.04 0.02 0.03 0.06 

n 27 26 29 26 25 133 

difference: static- mean - 1.37 0.19 -0.77 1.04 3.48 0.44 

21.49 9.92 10.85 11.96 33.93 20.13 dynamic variance 

n 27 26 29 26 25 133 

28 28 31 25 27 139 

# different 22 14 20 5 11 72 
(78.6%) (50.0%) (64.5 %) (20 .o %) (40.7%) (51.8%) 

static, dynamic routes # paired 
different tests 

t-value, staticldynamic times -1.51 0.3 1 - 1.23 1.50 2.92 0.20 
Significance level of difference, if any 0.15 0.15 0.006 

% tests dynamic faster 40.74% 42.3 1 % 24.14% 50.00% 60.00% 42.86% 
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Table 3: 0 -D  Tests with Large Dynamic-Static Times Differences 
0 - D  Time of Routes Time saved Savings as % of tests 
pair day (p.m.) different? (minutes) % for this 0-D 

of static time pair 

Dynamic car faster 

1 3:05 Yes 

2 4:30 Yes 

3 5:lO Yes 

4 I 4:OO I yes 

4 4:55 not 
recorded 

5 I 4:50 I yes 

5 6:05 Yes 

32% 1 4% 

47% I 3% 

l1 I 36% 8% 

19 I 49% I 
12% 

Static car faster 

1 2:50 Yes 7 39% 

1 4:05 Yes 8 35% 

2 4:OO yes 7 30% 4% 

15% 
1 3:08 Yes 15 167% 

1 5:25 no 6 38% 

Short trips, network structure and travel time patterns may not provide many 
opportunities for substantial time savings. 

Because of limitations built into the route planning algorithm, it may not have 
found many opportunities for time savings.6 

6 The route planner was designed to favor the use of arterial streets instead of local streets 
where possible. 
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The potential for time savings may be greater in the case of non-recurring (e.g., 
incident-induced) congestion than for recurring congestion, because recurring 
congestion is eventually reflected in the static profiles (historical travel time 
database), and so the static car has access to this information. 

Whatever the cause, occasional substantial savings were observed in these driver- 
reported data. 

4.2 Analysis of Data from Computer Records 

Origin-destination travel time data were also extracted from computer records of 
vehicle traversals to get a more accurate measure of comparative travel times. Data 
were record in Traffic Information Center (TIC) files based on radio frequency (RF) 
reports from the vehicles when they completed link traversals. These were not 
recorded for the static cars, which had their RF modems disconnected to prevent them 
from receiving real-time travel time updates. Link traversal records, including link 
identification and times, were also written to on-board memory cards for both static 
and dynamic cars. These data were downloaded and archived weekly and were the 
basis for this analysis. 

We expected that the memory card data would be substantially better, i.e., more 
complete and accurate, than driver-reported data. While there is no evidence that 
these data are inaccurate, there were many missing data items which limited this 
analysis. Among the problems discovered were: 

Missing reports: many link traversal reports from yoked vehicles were missing; 
that is, vehicle tracks would end at one point on the network and begin at 
another several blocks downstream, with no data over the intervening distance. 

Mislabeled reports: for example, on one day reports from a probe vehicle, 
following a looping route to provide network coverage, were filed under the 
modem identification of a yoked car, and no reports were found from the yoked 
car itself. When this was discovered, a decision was made to trace all memory- 
card-recorded yoked vehicle paths by hand on a network map to verify that the 
path was logical for a yoked vehicle. 
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Common points: to compare dynamic and static travel times, it was intended that 
timing begin and end at the pre-defined origins and destinations. In some cases, 
however, no reports were recorded of vehicles passing the actual origins and 
destinations. As a result, it was necessary to use the hand tracing of routes to 
identify common timing points for dynamic and static vehicles. Some of these 
common points were the defined origins and destinations; many were not. 

Because even for a single 0-D pair the common timing points differed from day 
to day, the ratio of dynamic to static travel times was used as a measure of 
effectiveness, rather than the difference, so that all data for a given O-D pair 
could be pooled for analysis. 

Sufficiently long common paths: Visual analyses of the mapped paths of yoked 
vehicles revealed that in some cases .the actual distances between common 
timing points for dynamic and static vehicles were very short. When distances 
were short, the prospects for detecting meaningful routing and travel time 
differences were dim. A subset of the data was extracted to include only the 
travel times between common points which represented at least 50% of the O-D 
static vehicle travel time. This reduced the available data set by as much as 
50%. Analysis was done on both this subset and the full data set. 

For all of these reasons, the number of meaningful data points derived from 
computer files was considerably less than the number gathered from driver records. 
Table 4 shows the data and resulting analyses. Results are reported separately for 
cases where static and dynamic routes were the same and different, Logically, if 
dynamic route guidance produces a time savings benefit, it would be expected to do 
this by directing the dynamic car to a different route than that used by the static vehicle. 
Thus, a solid "win" for dynamic route guidance occurs if (1) there was a statistically 
s i m c a n t  travel time savings; (2) the routes were different, and (3) there was at least 
50% time overlap. This is a stringent requirement given all of the uncertainties in this 
test. Significant differences when the routes are identical are apparently favorable but 
difficult to rationalize. Significance was tested using a one-tailed t-test, where the 
hypothesis is that the ratio of dynamic to static travel times is less than 1.0. The null 
hypothesis is that the ratio is 1 .O or larger. A significance level of 0.1 is used, which 
means that there is only a 10% chance that a diff'erence as large as that observed would 
occur when the static and dynamic times were in fact drawn from distributions with the 
same means. That is, there is only a 1 in 10 chance that a difference reported as 
significant is not. This is a liberal criterion, but it is reasonable given the uncertainties 
associated with these data. 
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Table 4: lvnamic-Static Travel Time CornParison (ComDuter Data) 

Ratio of mean Standard t-s tatistic 
travel times, deviation of (critical t) 
dynamic/sta tic travel time 

0-D Pair 1: all tests 

routes same 

routes different 

0.972 I o*216 
-0.449 
(-1.363) 

all routes 23 

0-D pair 1: 50% time overlap 

6 - 1.356 
(-1.476) 

routes same 0.943 0.103 

0.856 7 -1.194 
(-1.444) 

routes different 

all routes 

0.319 

13 0.896 0.240 

routes same II 13 0.996 -0.100 
(-1.356) 

0.144 

routes different L 2 -0.103 
(-3.07 8) 

0.996 0.055 

-0.1 16 
(-1.345) 

11 0-D Pair 2: 50% time overlap 

10 routes same 

routes different I 0.996 2 

all routes /I 12 
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Table 4: Dynamic-Static Travel Time Corn .. 
Sample size Ratio of mean 

travel times, 
dynamic/static 

11 0-D Pair 3: all tests II 
routes same 1.039 , routes different 0.899 

all routes 20 1.018 

larison (Computer Data) 

Standard t-statistic 
deviation of (critical t) I travel time 

0.190 I 0+846 (1.337) 

0.299 -0.585 
(-1.886) 

0.206 

11 0-D Pair 3: 50% time overlap 

routes same 14 1.052 0.208 0.935 
(1.350) 

routes different 3 0.899 0.299 -0.585 
(- 1.8 86) 

all routes 17 1.025 0.223 0.462 
(1.337) 

11 0-D Pair 4: all tests 

routes same 0.969 

routes different 1,174 

I all routes 17 0.994 u 
0-D Pair 4: 50% time overlap 

I 
routes same I 14 

routes different ll 
all routes I l6 

0.974 

1.174 

0.999 

0.191 -0.629 
(-1.345) 

0.192 -0.129 , 

I(-1.337) 

0.197 -0.493 I (-1.350) 

0.197 
I 



Table 4: Dvnamic-Static Travel Time Corn Jarison (Computer Data) 
i 

Sample size Standard t-statistic 
deviation of (critical t) 
travel time 

Ratio of mean 
travel times, 
dynarnic/static 

0-D Pair 5: all tests 
I I II 

routes same I 0*974 
15 0.237 -0.425 

(- 1.345) 

routes different 2 I I 1.33 0.821 0.568 
(3.078) 

0.203 
(1.337) 

all routes 0.325 17 1.016 

~~~ ~ ~ 

0-D Pair 5: 50% time overlap 

routes same 

routes different I 1 I 0.749 I -- I -- 
all routes 12 0.912 

I 
0-D P ~ s  1- 5: all tests 

-0.348 
(- 1.294) 

72 0.992 0.195 routes same 

3 0.957 routes different 0.341 -0.564 
(1.328) 

all routes -0.656 
(- 1.29 1) 

92 0.984 0.234 

0-D Pairs 1- 5: 50% time overlap 

-1.159 
(- 1.297) 

0.160 routes same 55 0.975 

0.267 -1.189 
(- 1.345) 

routes different 15 0.918 

all routes 70 0.963 
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Using data from all tests, a travel time ratio significantly less than 1.0 was found 
only for 0-D pair 1 (shaded cells). 0-D pairs 2 and 4 show time ratios less than 1.0 
but the differences are not significant. Considering only cases where static and 
dynamic routes were different, 0-D pair 1 again shows a ratio significantly less than 
one, but for 0-D 4 it is significantly greater, though the latter is based on only two data 
points. When we examine only tests which cover common points representing at least 
50% of the static travel time between origins aqd destinations, a more stringent test, 0- 
D pairs 1,2 and 5 show mean travel time ratios significantly less than 1.0. 

The final, most challenging test isolates only those cases where dynamic and 
static vehicles traveled different routes. With the exception of 0-D pair 4, all other 
pairs show mean dynamic/static travel time ratios less than 1.0: 0.856; 0.996; 0.899; 
and 0.749. However, none of these is significantly less than 1.0. This is at least partly 
attributable to small sample sizes and associated larger standard deviations. 

The aggregate data set, combining tests across all five 0-D pairs, shows a mean 
travel time ratio of 0.918 for cases where static and dynamic routes were different. 
While this implies an 8% time savings for the dynamically guided vehicle, the ratio is 
not significantly less than 1.0 because of the small sample (only 15 of 92 total test runs) 
and relatively high standard deviation. Table 4 shows that the mean travel time ratio 
for all runs, with both the same and dBerent routes, is significantly less than 1.0. This 
is because the ratios for cases where routes were both the same and different were less 
than 1.0 and the standard deviation was considerably less than for cases where the 
routes were the same. 

It is not clear why in so many cases (0-D pairs 1,2 4 and 5,  as well as all pairs) 
the dynamic cars averaged shorter travel times than the static cars and yet the routes 
followed were the same. This might occur if the driver of the dynamic car was always 
the same person, who drove faster than the driver of the static car. 

During the field tests, a relatively small group of the more responsible drivers 
was typically assigned to drive the yoked cars, but efforts were made to rotate drivers 
between static and dynamic cars. Of two drivers who regularly drove the yoked cars, 
one drove the static car on four days and the dynamic car on 3 days. The other drove 
the static car seven days and the dynamic car six days. This is a rather even match. 
Another driver who was initially observed to be a bit slower than the others drove the 
static car eight days. Early in the test period this driver was reminded of the need to 
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keep pace with traffic, and he did not appear to be relatively slower through the 
remainder of the test. Thus driver assignment was probably not an important threat to 
validity. 

It is possible that the dynamic cars "beat" the static cars on some occasions 
because test administrators telegraphed their expectations that dynamic data should 
lead to shorter travel times. However, the instructions to drive with the flow of traffic, 
not to race, and not to follow other test cars were repeated to test drivers on a regular 
basis. While we believe that the yoked drivers followed this admonition, we cannot 
eliminate the possibility that they acted to bias the outcomes. 

The statistical results of these tests are weak primarily because of the conditions 
of the test. They suggest a modest tendency for the dynamic car to have shorter travel 
times than the static cars; yet there are numerous cases where the static cars did better. 
In a number of the cases in which the dynamic car was faster, the vehicles took the 
same route anyway. For all cases, and for cases where routes differ, 3 of 5 0-D pairs 
showed time ratios less than 1.0 (one is significantly less). Where routes had at least 
50% time commonality, 4 of 5 0-D pairs showed favorable travel time ratios and three 
of these are significant. All data pooled skowed a time ratio of 0.963, which is 
significantly less than 1.0. 

4.3 Analysis of Travel Time Updates 

To explore the effect of real-time traffic information in more detail, we examined the 
travel time update messages sent from the TIC during the DRG test. Software in the 
TIC computer processes travel time reports received from probe vehicles, as well as 
traffic flow measures from a small number of pavement detectors for closed loop signal 
systems in the test area, to produce an estimate of current travel times on each link for 
which such data are available. If these travel times differ sufficiently from the times 
recorded in the historic data base (static travel times), an update message with new 
travel times is broadcast from the TIC. These updated link travel times are used by 
ADVANCE-equipped vehicles for route planning and replanning. 

We would expect reroutes, which in turn might save travel time, if real- time 
data reported by the fleet of 18 probe vehicles in the DRG test showed sufficiently 
large increases in 0-D travel time on the route planned with the ADVANCE system 
using only static travel times, 
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Travel time update reports sent to ADVANCE vehicles during each of the 0-D 
test runs were extracted from computer files. Reports were considered only if they 
were transmitted within a fixed time window for each 0-D pair. For example, only 
reports transmitted at least 20 minutes after the start of a test were considered, since 
the yoked cars did not begin their runs until 5-10 minutes beyond the twenty minute 
starting delay. Early update reports would be irrelevant, because update information 
is timed out using a decay function so that within 15 minutes an update has no effect 
and (in the absence of additional updates) assumed link times revert to the historic 
times. 

Updates which occurred beyond some longer fixed interval after the tests began 
were also ignored. This interval was determined based on typical arrival times at the 
destination. Combining the starting delay, "a" minutes from the start of the test, and 
ending cutoff, "b" minutes from the start of the test, the following time windows were 
used to measure link travel time updates, where t = start time of a particular test: 

0-D Pair 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
generally 

Start time 
t + 20 minutes 
t + 20 minutes 
t + 20 minutes 
t + 20 minutes 
t + 20 minutes 
t +  a minutes 

Ending time 
t + 60 minutes 
t + 60 minutes 
t + 45 minutes 
t + 60 minutes 
t + 70 minutes 
t +  b minutes 

Update reports contain four travel time estimates for each link; these are an 
estimate of current time and forecasts of travel times for three additional five minute 
intervals. The latter information was available for the route planner to use in "looking 
ahead" to links which would not be traversed for several time intervals. The updates 
form either an ascending or descending trend, e.g., an update for link segment 88e399- 
92683a was 38 (seconds increase) at 17:25:01; 23 at 17:30:01; 13 at 17:35:01; and 8 
at 17:40:01. The route planner as implemented used only the initial link time estimate, 
ignoring the forecasts. 

We developed the following unified measure of updates: 
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V P  ' j  = t + a, t + b ( I S t  update component [link i, time j ] )  
update measure = Ai = (b - a) * 0.2 

This is the sum over all links in the 0-D path of the average first component update for 
each link over the time window as defined above, where the start time is t + a, the 
ending time is t + b, and n is the number of links in the path between common points. 
the denominator, (b-a)/5, is the number of update intervals. The path was known 
because it was recorded for both static and dynamic vehicles. We extracted the update 
messages in the time window for each link in the path. The first component of this four 
part message was averaged over the sequence of five minute intervals in the time 
window. These average updates were then summed across all links in the path. 

There is the possibility of updates for both the static and dynamic paths. The 
measure used to represent the potential advantage of one path over another (e.g., 
dynamic over static) is the difference in the update measures for these paths: static 
update - dynamic update. If the dynamic vehicle is to divert from its "normal" path 
based on historic travel times, it should be expected to find a time advantage. This 
could result if update on the static path increased (longer travel time), the update on 
the dynamic path decreased (shorter travel time), or both. 

If the paths were the same, of course, this measure would be zero. There were 
several cases where no update record was found, either because no update was 
transmitted or because the data were lost. 

Figure 6 shows the relationship between the update measure defined above, the 
net update, on the horizontal axis, and the travel time ratio (dynamic/static) on the 
vertical axis. These data points represent only cases where dynamic travel times were 
50% or more of static times between common points on the 0-D trip. There are too 
few data points to support statistical analyses. The cluster of points on the vertical axis 
(static-dynamic update values = 0) are mainly the cases where the routes were 
identical. The distribution of travel time ratios seems randomly arranged around 1.0. 
The pattern of data points in cases where the static and dynamic routes are different is 
ambiguous. We would expect a pattern which slopes downward to the right: as the 
difference between static and dynamic updates becomes increasingly large, the 
possibility of the dynamic car saving time increases and therefore the travel time ratios 
should decrease. Figure 6 does not deny that expectation, but it offers at best weak 
support for it. 
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The differences in the updates are very small, mostly under a minute. This is a 
small time differential which is not likely to offer much, if any, real time savings when 
one considers that missing or making a single traffic signal could make a difference of 
2-3 minutes per trip. A separate analysis of updates on dynamic routes alone, using the 
same measure, produced a distribution of values from about -50 seconds to 1300 
seconds (22 minutes), with the vast majority between zero and 180 seconds. If the path 
chosen for use showed such large increases in time, presumably the static path showed 
as large or larger time increases, or it was already an inferior path, though it was based 
on historic travel times. This may suggest that the static travel times were poor 
estimates of real travel time. It also implies that there may not have been substantially 
better paths for these 0-D pairs, in terms of the potential to save much travel time, than 
the path based on static times. 

4.4 Interpretation 

Results from all of these tests suggest that real-time information can sometimes provide 
a travel time advantage. Data recorded by test drivers show this best, because they are 
most comprehensive. Significant time advantages are shown for 2 of 5 0-D pairs. 
Anecdotal evidence shows that substantial time savings were achieved on some 
occasions, but substantial losses were also experienced by dynamically-guided 
vehicles. 

The statistical evidence from the computer (memory card) data is thin, because 
a variety of losses left only a small data set. Using only cases where c o m o n  end 
points were relatively widely separated and static and dynamic cars used different 
paths, data from 4 of 5 0-D pairs showed time advantages for the dynamical vehicle; 
these differences suggest a potentially important trend but the results were not 
statistically significant. Pooling the data across all five 0-D pairs produces similar 
results: the ratio of dynamic to static travel times is less than 1.0 (0.918), but the 
difference is not significant. 

The relationship between travel time updates and dynamic/static time ratios is 
weakly visible in graphic form, but it does not support statistical evaluation. 

A variety of confounding factors may have contributed to these results. They 
include: 
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The initial data set was very small. The data set collected in the field was scaled 
based primarily on the availability of ADVANCE-equipped test cars. 

Data losses were substantial. Some were caused by malfunctions of the in- 
vehicle systems due to excessive heat and other factors. These resulted in failure 
of the whole system and /or failure to write to the memory cards. Some data 
were lost in the conversion process between memory cards and the ADVANCE 
database. In some cases problems were associated with the database itself, 
where some vehicle identifications were mislabeled, and thus vehicle tracks 
were misfiled. 

Routes provided by the ADVANCE route planner may have been inferior in some 
ways. For example, there might have been some bias in route quality which 
reduced the possible advantage for dynamically guided vehicles. Because the 
route planner itself was not separately evaluated, this possibility cannot be 
confirmed. 

The Traffic Related Functions (TRF) travel time data fusion and forecasting 
algorithms may have been deficient. Current travel time estimates and short- 
term predictions may have been of limited quality, reducing the advantage to the 
dynamically-guided vehicles. These are evaluated in separate reports [3] [4]. 

The quality and quantity of real-time information was low because of limited 
probe coverage and density. More probe vehicles, and perhaps more precise 
scheduling of probe traversals, might have provided a more accurate database 
for route planning. 

Better (faster) routes may not have been (typically) available. The 0 -D pairs 
selected, and the associated intervening networks, may not have provided any, 
or many, routing options which would produce time savings. The sparse arterial 
network structure and general level of congestion on all links would be 
contributing factors to this threat. 
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5.0 Analysi of Incident Simulation Tests 
5.1 Analysis of Data from Driver Reports 

The only data used to evaluate the incident simulation tests were the routes planned by 
the ADVANCE unit based on real-time traffic information. Travel times experienced 
by the yoked vehicles were not relevant, because the probe vehicles generated reports 
of simulated incidents. The yoked vehicles following these probes would experience 
normal travel times. Thus, the relevant outcome measure is whether the dynamically- 
guided vehicles were diverted from the simulated incident path by the false, slow probe 
reports. Table 5 summarized the results of these tests. 

The first row shows the number of route planning attempts, Le., the number of 
separate times the route was planned during tests of each 0 -D pair. As described in 
section 3.6, all three of the yoked cars had access to real-time traffic information. 
Drivers of two of these cars planned their routes after the predefined delay period to 
allow probes to cover the network, and then they began their trips to the destination. 
The third yoked driver stayed at the origin and periodically replanned the route to take 
advantage of the developing travel time data base. This generated many route planning 
attempts. 

The second row of the table records the number of cases in which the yoked 
vehicle was diverted from the simulated incident link. Desirably this share of 
diversions should be high. The actual values ranged from a low of just over 8% to 
nearly 76% of the route planning attempts. Only in the case of 0-D pair 4 were more 
than half of the attempts diverted from the incident links. 

This can be compared with the third row of Table 5 ,  which shows the percent 
of normal route planning attempts, from the first part of the DRG field test, which did 

route the yoked vehicles through the incident links. The expectation is that when 
an incident was simulated, the dynamically-guided cars would tend to avoid the 
incident links more frequently than when incidents were not being simulated. This 
clearly occurs for 0-D pair 4: in three-quarters of the incident simulation tests the 
yoked cars diverted from the incident link; this occurred in less than 20% of the tests 
conducted under normal conditions. There are slightly more diversions under simulated 
incidents than was the normal case for 0 -D  pair 2. Pairs 3 and 5 showed the opposite 
results. The aggregate results shown in the last column of Table 5 are at best neutral. 
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Table 5: Summary of Results of Incident Simulation 0-D Runs 
(from driver reports) 

Route planning 
attempts 

Incident link 
diversions 
(number, %) 

% normal 
attempts NOT 
through incident 
link 

Number of route 111 variations 



Table 5 also shows the number of route variations observed during normal 
(non-incident) tests. This may measure the potential for diversion. If a larger variety 
of routes is used under normal, day-to-day variation in congestion, which implies 
several competitive O-D routes, then an incident might be more likely to cause a 
diversion. This does not seem to be the case in these tests. 

The results for O-D pair 3 may be more positive than Table 5 indicates. 
Diversion from the simulated incident link was induced in nearly half the cases; 
but under normal conditions 85% of the tests did not use the simulated incident 
link. This is the result of poor test implementation. After the tests were 
completed it was discovered that, during normal runs, a number of the yoked 
vehicle traversals used Palatine Road, which was actually 0.5 mile north of the 
test network, and thus avoided the simulated incident link. Palatine was part of 
an O-D path which was longer in distance, but apparently in many cases faster. 
Yoked cars also tended to use Palatine because their specific starting locations 
in the staging area, a large shopping center, put them closer to it. The result was 
that the yoked cars sometimes "escaped" from the planned test network. The 
incident simulation link, which was not on the chosen path in 85% of the normal 
runs (Thomas between Arlington Heights and Rand Road), was selected for 
safety reasons; simulating incidents on higher speed Palatine Road would have 
been quite risky. Thus the 47% diversion rate, second highest among the 5 O-D 
pairs, may be interpreted as a rather positive outcome, even though only 15% of 
the normal runs actually used this link. 

5.2 Computer-Recorded Data 

The analysis plan for this evaluation called for examining computer records of 
routes of yoked cars, to verify driver records, and a comparison of link updates, 
using the update measure defined in Section 4.3, with actual diversion 
experience. The latter would have provided a more substantive basis for 
analyzing why yoked cars did and did not divert from the simulated incident link. 

We were not able to carry out most of this analysis because of loss of data 
from the field tests. Specifically, the records of virtually all of the yoked vehicle 
link traversals during the incident simulation week were missing from the 
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database, both the TIC records of probe vehicle reports and the memory card 
records. We found no explanation for this, but it is possible that these records 
may not have been downloaded and archived. In addition, only a fraction of the 
link update records needed could be found in the database. For 0-D pair 1, no 
update records could be found for any incident simulation tests. For 0 -D  pair 2, 
the simulated incident section comprised two coded links, but updates could be 
retrieved for only one of these. 

Table 6 shows the limited update data which could be extracted. There 
were 19 incident simulation tests (Table l), but limited update data could be 
extracted on only eight tests. Available data show that updates were generated, 
presumably by the incident simulation process, that ranged from 7% to 80% 
increases over historic travel times. However, the absolute increases were only 
on the order of one minute, and the maximum updates did not exceed 2.25 
minutes. While some of the updates were a relatively large proportion of the 
base time on the incident links, they represent a small change in overall 0-D 
travel time, which were on the order of 30-40 minutes. These results suggest 
that the delays due to simulated incidents were generally too small to cause 
diversions on this test network. 

The fraction of tests diverting off the incident link ranged from none to 
100%. Table 6 reveals a modest positive association between the magnitude of 
the travel time update and the percentage diversion. We might expect this to be 
a step function, requiring travel time to exceed some threshold value before all 
or most trips switched off the (simulated) incident link. 

5.3 Interpretation 

The overall results of the incident simulation tests suggest that real-time 
information simulating incidents can, under certain circumstances, cause route 
diversions. This did not happen often in the field tests, suggesting that the results 
may be dependent on a variety of factors, including: 

The network structure and availability of alternative routes which are 
closely competitive with the original, preferred route in terms of travel 
time. 
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Table 6: Link Update Data for Incident Simulation Tests 

0 -D  
Pair 

3 

4 

5 

e 

e 

~~ ~ 

Maximum Historic Mean/ 
Update- Update- Travel historic 
seconds seconds T h e -  travel 

seconds time 

9/26 18:20 63.40 120.00 103.65 0.61 
9/28 15:50 15.80 81.00 349.08 0.05 

9/25 I 18:05 I 26.00 I 46.00 I 98.00 I 0.27 
~ ~~~~~ ~ _____~ 

9/27 h 5 : 0 5  I 53.50 I 114.00 I 96.66 I 0.55 

9/28 16:40 59.63 136.00 98.00 0.61 

9/26 15:05 55.54 133.00 134.87 0.4 1 

9/27 16:lO 48.57 103.00 113.28 0.43 

9/29 1450 73.75 135.00 89.00 0.83 

% 
Diversion 

80% 

0% 

0% 

100% 

100% 

7% 

11% 

25% 
3 

The increase in travel time caused by the incident. In the field tests described 
here, physical and safety factors limited the increase in travel time to around 1 
minute. Much larger delays may be necessary to warrant a diversion. 

The ADVANCE route planner may have been insensitive to these time increases 
because of its structure or decision rules. For example, a 2-minute time 
advantage was required before a reroute was offered. 

At least some of the data losses described here may have actually occurred in 
real time, resulting in failure to deliver update information to dynamically- 
guided vehicles, at all, or in a timely manner. 

These limited memory card data seem to suggest a logical, positive relationship 
between the size of the travel time update and the likelihood of diversion from the 
incident link. 
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6.0 Conclusions 

The overall results of this series of field tests suggest that route diversions and travel 
time savings are sometimes associated with the use of real-time data for route planning. 
Time savings, and especially large time savings, are not the typical outcome, but they 
do occur occasionally. 

In some cases substantial time savings resulted from route diversions. 
Anecdotally, these cases seemed to have occurred on exceptionally congested routes 
in places where considerably longer, and less congested, links were nearby. Qualitative 
assessment of some of these diversion routes, using maps and field investigations, 
suggests that sometimes they were counter-intui tive, in that they used links orthogonal 
to the direction of travel toward the destination for up to one mile, but they were quite 
productive as time savers. A route planner using real-time data did find them and may 
be the only way to identify them routinely. 

Results from incident simulations seem to follow a similar pattern. Diversions 
under dynamic route guidance occurred, but not often. In both normal and incident 
situations, this might be explained by the network structure (availability of alternative 
routes) and travel times: there may not be many opportunities for saving substantial 
travel time on urban and suburban arterial street networks. The preferred route, or the 
set of preferred routes, may be quite superior to any other alternatives, unless there is 
some large disturbance which changes the time topology of the network in a major way. 
Increasing travel times on blocks (links) by one minute or so may not be enough. 

Yet a large incident, a major road construction project or special event which 
greatly increases traffic volumes may produce temporary changes in congestion which 
could lead to diversions producing substantial time savings. The incident simulations 
did not get to this point because safety considerations and the design of the ADVANCE 
system limited the size of the travel time increase which could be generated.’ 
Congestion producing large delays was experienced on several occasions under the 
normal runs, which could explain the cases in which a substantial travel time saving 
was produced through a diversion, 

7 We considered having probe vehicles pull off the road and park to generate longer delays 
safely; but if the on-board system detected an off-route condition, a probe report would not be 
generated for the incident simulation link.. 
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In some cases the dynamically-guided vehicle took longer from origin to 
destination than the cars without real-time information. This underscores the variability 
in the overall DRG system. The factors contributing to this variability include: 

0 

0 

0 

Variability in performance among and within drivers. 

Limited number of, and network coverage of, probe vehicles. 

Delays in collecting, processing, broadcasting, and utilizing real-time data. For 
ADVANCE this cycle could take as long as 10 minutes. 

Normal variability of traffic conditions, i.e., the travel time difference between 
making or missing a signal at a major arterial intersection could be as much as 
3 minutes. 

Stochastic nature of operating conditions, which could make a "good'' route 
"bad" in a matter of seconds. For example, an accident could occur, or a major 
employer could end a work shift, seconds after a probe vehicle passes, 
significantly changing travel times on links. 

These factors suggest that, in the absence of a very dense coverage with high speed 
sensors, and a rapid capability to move data back to on-board guidance systems, DRG, 
much like the unassisted driver, can be expected to produce a mixture of successes and 
failures. Drivers are not likely to notice the minor travel time changes, whether 
increases or decreases. The success of future DRG systems, especially in arterial street 
settings such that tested here, may more likely come from the ability to detect, and 
respond to, major, unexpected delays on the road network. 

The volume of data available from these tests was severely limited, which 
restricts the confidence with which any conclusions can be formed. The small data set 
is partly attributable to the experimental design, which was constrained by the test 
schedule and availability of vehicles. It was further restricted by data losses, which 
may have occurred in the measurement, recordmg, transfer, or storage processes. Data 
from driver reports, although less precise, were much more complete and were essential 
in providing a basis for the limited inferences which have been drawn here. 

This experience provides a number of lessons for future field tests of this type: 
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Data should be checked in near-real time to verify receipt, storage, and 
usefulness. The timing of these tests, the delays in data availability, and the 
complexity of accessing and interpreting data, made it impractical to check data 
quickly and comprehensively. 

Field experiments should be scaled to allow for reasonable loss of data for 
various reasons without compromising the test results. 

Driver records turned out to be critically important data source, but they were 
originally viewed only as a way of monitoring driver performance in the tests. 
Greater reliance on carefully-maintained driver records would have been feasible 
and beneficial. This would have required clearer and more formal reporting 
procedures, more driver training, better reporting forms, closer monitoring of 
driver reports, and more field personnel. Additional personnel would have 
allowed us to add observers, responsible only for data collection, to all yoked 
m s .  As it turned out, excess staff hired to assure that all probe runs could be 
fulfilled were typically used as ride-along observers in yoked cars, which 
improved data quality. 
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Appendix A: Sketch Maps of 5 Origin-Destination Pairs and Associated 
Networks 

Note: these are schematic maps and show only the arterial 
streets; a substantial number of local streets were present but 
omitted. Numbers on the links are estimated miles (and travel 
times in minutes), which were used to plan the probe vehicle 
routes. Staging areas are described in boxed text and origins and 
destinations are filled circles. The maps are only roughly to 
scale. 
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Appendix B: Examples of Probe Vehicle Routes (0-D-Pair 1) 

Probe routes are shown as marked by hand with marking pens. 
The versions presented to drivers were in colors. Each work day 
each driver was issued a bound booklet containing probe route or 
"run" maps for a given run number, e.g., routes for probe run 
number 1 for all of the five 0-D pairs. During a single shift, a 
driver would operate hidher vehicle as a particular run number 
(1 through 6) and vehicle sequence number (1 through 3, as there 
were three vehicles on each probe route). For example, the 
second probe vehicle on probe route 4 would be known as run 4- 
2. 
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SECTION 1 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
- _  

ADVANCE, the Advanced Driver and Vehicle Advisory Navigation ConcEpt, is an advanced traveler 
information system (ATIS) demonstration project. ADVANCE aimed to provide dynamic traffic 
information for the roadway network in eastern Illinois. Over a seven month period, 75 vehicles were 
utilized in a 300 square mile area. The vehicles utilized differential GPS navigation as well as dead- 
reckoning and map matching to navigate their way through the study area. The vehicles themselves acted 
as probes, sending real-time travel information to a Traffic Information Center (TIC) that in turn 
transmitted the information to other vehicles as an aid to dynamic route planning. 

The route guidance system also used information from a variety of other existing sources, such as: a closed 
loop traffic signal system; *999, a cellular-based motorist call-in system; the Illinois Department of 
Transportation (IDOT) Traffic Systems Center (TSC), which monitors operations on expressways in the 
Chicago area; IDOT’s Communications Center, which communicates with the Minutemen, a motorist aid 
system; weather data provided by Surface Systems, Inc.; data fiom the Illinois State Toll Highway 
Authority (ISTHA); and Northwest Central Dispatch, an area-wide emergency dispatch system. However, 
the primary source of information was the vehicles themselves acting as traffic probes. Drivers were 
recruited to utilize project vehicles to perform tests over a seven month period commencing in June 1995. 

The Steering Committee for ADVANCE includes the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA), the 
University of Illinois at Chicago and Northwestern University - acting together through the Illinois 
Universities Transportation Research Consortium (IUTRC), Motorola Inc., the Illinois Department of 
Transportation (IDOT), and the American Automobile Association (AAA). This unique public-private 
cooperative effort blended public and private funds and expertise. In addition to the five participants listed 
above, more than 20 other industry leaders participated in ADVANCE. De Leuw, Cather & Company was 
retained as a consultant to the project and is responsible for overseeing the system design, system 
integration, assisting IDOT in project management and this evaluation of the TIC. 

The ADVANCE TIC subsystem provided the central computing resources, console functions, 
communications interfaces, active data storage, and data archiving and services within the ADVANCE 
project. The evaluation of the TIC Architecture and User Interface commenced in September 1995. 

This TIC Evaluation Report contains details of the activities undertaken as part of the evaluation of the 
ADVANCE TIC Architecture and User Interface. The ADVANCE TIC evaluation had the overall goal of 
assessing the degree to which the implemented TIC Architecture and operational practices met the needs 
of all the agencies involved in or affected by the subsystem operation. The evaluation aimed to produce 
a detailed description of the advantages and shortcomings of the TIC Architecture and User Interface as 
presently configured. To achieve this, several aspects of the performance of the various TIC subsystems, 
both individually and as a complete system, were assessed. In addition, human factors issues relating to 
TIC operation were also assessed as part of the evaluation. 
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The results contained within this report are divided into two main sections, reflecting the parallel TIC 
Architecture and TIC User Interface evaluation activities. The approach, procedures and results of the TIC 
Architecture evaluation are presented, I'ollowed by the equivalent information relating to the User Interface 
evaluation. The report also contains an assessment of the project in terms of the meeting of the evaluation 
hypotheses. Seven hypotheses were devised for the evaluation of the ADVANCE TIC Architecture and 
User Interface evaluation. The first five hypotheses concerned the TIC Architecture, while the last two 
hypotheses related to the TIC User Interface. The hypotheses and an overview of the findings relating to 
each hypothesis are contained in the following paragraphs. 

Hypothesis 1: The TIC Architecture as implemented for the ADVANCE Targeted Deployment 
operational test provides an acceptable level of performance, both in terms of the hardware and 
software as individual components, and as a complete system. 

Various aspects of the TIC Architecture, including hctionality, reliability and maintenance requirements, 
efficiency and potential system design alternatives, were evaluated in order to ascertain whether 
Hypothesis 1 was verified. It was found by the evaluation team that the TIC Architecture as implemented 
for the ADVANCE Targeted Deployment operational test provided an acceptable level of performance, both 
in terms of the hardware and software as individual components and as a complete system. 

Hypothesis 2: The TIC Architecture as implemented for the ADVANCE Targeted Deployment 
operational test is expandable to cover additional services within the current test area. 

The functionality of the implemented TIC was reviewed by a peer review team, in order to ascertain 
whether Hypothesis 2 was verified. The feedback received from the peer reviewers indicated four key 
areas where they considered that potential existed for expanding the functionality of the TIC. These areas 
are described in the Evaluation Report. It is concluded that these areas should be investigated further to 
ascertain the potential advantages and disadvantages of their implementation. However, based on the input 
received from the peer reviewers, it is concluded that the expandability of the ADVANCE TIC to 
incorporate additional services is largely constrained due to inherent system limitations resulting fiom 
Targeted Deployment. 

Hypothesis 3: The TIC Architecture as implemented for the ADVANCE Targeted Deployment 
operational test is transferable to other geographic areas. 

The functionality of the implemented TIC was reviewed by a peer review team, in order to ascertain 
whether Hypothesis 3 was verified. The feedback received fiom the peer reviewers indicated two key areas 
where they considered that potential could exist for such system transferability. These areas are described 
in the Evaluation Report. It is concluded that the knowledge and expertise gained by project participants 
during the ADVZVCE operational test in terms of the lessons learned from the implementation appear to 
be the major transferable elements of the ADVANCE TIC Architecture created for the Targeted 
Deployment. As was noted by the peer reviewers, it must be concluded that the ADVANCE project 
produced a unique technical solution that, as an entire system, will have limited application in meeting 
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local requirements in other areas. To maximize future transferability potential, it is proposed that further 
investigations be carried out into a change in focus for the ADVANCE TIC, from ATIS to a combined 
approach incorporating both ATIS ATMS. 

Hypothesis 4: The TIC Architecture as implemented for the ADVANCE Targeted Deployment 
operational test provides acceptable cost efficiency. 

The development, implementation and operation costs of the implemented TIC were reviewed by a peer 
review team, in order to ascertain whether Hypothesis 4 was verified. These costs are contained in the 
Evaluation Report. The peer reviewers considered all TIC equipment costs to be reasonable. It was also 
remarked that although the system development costs were significant, given the complexity of the data 
sources, including the probe vehicles, these labor costs were in line with the overall TIC complexity. 
Reviewers also assessed the monthly TIC operating costs as reasonable, given that the system was 
providing an essentially full-time information service. A potential area where ongoing cost savings could 
be made was identified as a fully automated TIC system, which would not require staf5ng by operators. 
However, it is concluded the TIC Architecture as implemented for the ADVANCE Targeted Deployment 
operational test provided acceptable cost efficiency. 

Hypothesis 5: The operational practices in place at the ADVANCE TIC enable acceptable system 
operation and ensure reasonable operator workload. 

Various aspects of the policies, procedures, and staffing levels at the TIC were assessed in order to 
ascertain whether Hypothesis 5 was verified. In terms of the assessment of the TIC policies and 
procedures, three key areas were identified where revisions to TIC policies or procedures could be made. 
These areas are described in the Evaluation Report. In terms of the TIC staffing requirements, it was found 
that the staffkg levels in place for the ADVANCE Targeted Deployment were reasonable and did not result 
in undue pressure being placed upon operators. To conclude, it was found by the evaluation team that the 
operational practices in place at the ADVANCE TIC enabled acceptable system operation and ensured 
reasonable operator workload. 

Hypothesis 6: The TIC User Interface as implemented for the ADVANCE Targeted Deployment 
operational test provides an acceptable level of usability. 

Various aspects of the usability of the TIC User Interface were assessed in order to ascertain whether 
Hypothesis 6 was verified. Operators assessed the ease of use of all the interface features as being either 
very easy, moderately easy, or neither particularly easy nor difficult. No features were rated as being either 
moderately or very difficult. It is therefore concluded that the user perceptions of the ease of use of TIC 
systems are substantially positive. However, given the large volume of operator comments and 
suggestions for enhancing the TIC systems usability, it is clear that there exists room for improvement in 
many of the features of the TIC User Interface. It is concluded that the TIC User Interface as implemented 
for the ADVANCE Targeted Deployment operational test provided an acceptable level of usability. 
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Hypothesis 7: The TIC User Interface as implemented for the ADVANCE Targeted Deployment - -  
operational test provides an acceptable level of functionality. - -. 

Numerous aspects of the functionality of the TIC User Interface were assessed in order to ascertain whether 
Hypothesis 7 was verified. It was found that the TIC User Interface functionality met the requirements 
of the TIC operators to a large degree. From the various suggestions made by operators for possible 
additional interface hctionality, four key areas were identified for further study. It is recommended that 
further investigations be undertaken into the feasibility and implications of implementing these as it is 
considered that the inclusion of these features would significantly enhance the present interface. Various 
other functions had been never or rarely used by all three operators. It is recommended these items 
undergo further investigation to ascertain their utility to operators in everyday use of the TIC subsystems. 
In addition, there are certain features which are currently displayedon the TIC User Interface but which 
are not available to system users. It is recommended that these non-functioning items be removed from 
the TIC User Interface. It is concluded that the TIC User Interface as implemented for the ADVANCE 
Targeted Deployment operational test provided an acceptable level of functionality. 

Consequently, all the above hypotheses were verified. However, the various comments and 
recorrhendations contained in the Evaluation Report relating to all the areas described above should be 
taken into account should further development on the existing TIC take place, or for any future systems 
which are based either partly or wholly on the ADVANCE TIC concept. 
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SECTION 2 PROJECT OVERVIEW 

ADVANCE, the Advanced Driver and Vehicle Advisory Navigation ConcEpt, is an advanced traveler 
information system project. ADVANCE aimed to provide dynamic traffic information for the roadway 
network in Eastern Illinois. In this section, the roles of the ADVANCE project participants are described, 
after which the goals of the project are outlined. ADVANCE within the framework of the ITS technology 
evolution is then considered. 

Appendix A provides a glossary of terms and definitions of acronyms used throughout this report. 
Appendix B consists of the Evaluation Test Plan (ETP) for the evaluation of the TIC Architecture and User 
Interface. Appendix C contains the data collection tools utilized during the evaluation activities. 

2.1 ADVANCE Project Participants 

The Steering Committee for ADVANCE includes the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA), the 
University of Illinois at Chicago and Northwestern University - acting together through the Illinois 
Universities Transportation Research Consortium (IUTRC), Motorola Inc., the Illinois Department of 
Transportation (IDOT), and the American Automobile Association (AAA). This unique public-private 
cooperative effort blended public and private funds and expertise. In addition to the five participants listed 
above, more than 20 other industry leaders participated in ADVXNCE. 

The roles and responsibilities of the project participants expanded as the project progressed. All 
participants jointly participated in technical development and reviews. The following are the specific 
responsibilities of the members of the Steering Committee: 

Federal Highway Administration 
0 provide national coordination 
0 

0 

0 

provide technical interface with other ITS projects 
oversee development of a comprehensive evaluation strategy 
oversee implementation of the project evaluation 

Illinois Department of Transportation 
0 

0 

provide project management and liaison with other local agencies 
provide expertise in traffic operations 

assist in development of the operational system 
operate the Traffic Information Center 

0 obtain the radio frequencies 
0 

0 

Motorola, Inc. 
0 

0 

develop, provide and maintain the in-vehicle navigation and route guidance system 
develop, provide and maintain the communications subsystem 
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provide and maintain the in-vehicle database 

Illinois Universities Transportation Research Consortium 
design and implement the hardware and software in the TraMic -Information Center 
develop enhancements for the operation of the system 
identify guidelines and procedures for driver training and recruitment 

American Automobile Association 
provide leadership in the recruitment and training efforts 

In addition, De Leuw, Cather & Company was retained as a consultant to the project and is responsible 
for overseeing the system design, system integration, assisting IDOT in project management and the 
evaluation of the TIC. 

2.2 ADVANCE Project Goals 

The policy goals which inspired the ADVANCE project are as follows: 

to increase traveler mobility 
to reduce travel times and costs 
to reduce transportation infrastructure costs 
to increase highway and t r a k  safety 
to reduce energy consumption 
to reduce transportation impacts on air quality and noise levels. 

More specifically, ADVANCE had the following program goals: 

to improve individual travel times by providing real-time informati-n that vi11 all1 v 
travelers to adjust mode choice, route choice, departure times and other traveler related 
behavior 
to provide navigational assistance to travelers 
to enhance existing efforts to provide trafk information to travelers by integrating the 
demonstration with IDOT District 1 operations 

of the existing transportation network 

Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) technologies 

demonstration 

ITS 
to help to determine the hture deployment of ITS. 

. 

to investigate to what extent congestion can be reduced through more effective utilization 

to evaluate the effectiveness of using vehicles as probes in addition to other various 

to evaluate the behavior and perception of travelers, including those not involved in the 

to identify and evaluate transition paths and costs to develop and implement an operational 
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The last goal listed above was intended to provide a basis for an enhanced transportation system of the 
future. This enhancement could incorporate both the application of the existing ADVANCE TIC concept 
to other locations and the broadening of the concept within the Chicago area to include additional 
transportation information and management services. This goal is now of particular relevance with the 
development of the Gary-Chicago-Milwaukee Corridor concept. 

2.3 ADVANCE Within the Framework of ITS Technology Evolution 

Traffic congestion has been identified as one of the most serious problems facing urban road networks 
today and its effects have the potential to put a stranglehold on urban life in the near future. Current traffic 
volumes are increasing at a rate of four percent per year with the largest urban areas reporting as high as 
two billion vehicle hours of delay on expressways alone. The Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) 
projections for the next 15 years suggest that there will be a 200 percent to 450 percent increase in delay 
time - a projected growth rate so large that conventional highway construction and traffic management will 
not be viable solutions by themselves. 

Although the interstate highway construction program has been largely successful over the past 35 years, 
Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) are expected to be a significant part of the post-interstate highway 
program. This program is essential to the future viability of the transportation system and will develop, 
test and deploy advanced technology to meet the increasingly critical needs of the transportation system 
over the next several years. 

The ADVANCE operational test was targeted to measure road network performance, monitor vehicle 
locations, detect incidents, and produce driver guidance information in the context of a suburban arterial 
network. ADVANCES primary role in advancing the national ITS technology was the use of probe 
vehicles with emphasis on an arterial road network. In addition, ADVANCE developed and implemented 
techniques to fuse the data from such diverse sources as probe vehicles, fixed detectors and anecdotal 
reports to provide dynamic route guidance information to drivers. 

The United States Department of Transportation (USDOT) has determined that operational tests must be 
an integral and major part of the national ITS program and are to serve as the transition between research 
and development and the 111 scale deployment of ITS technologies. An operational test should evaluate 
how well newly developed ITS hardware and software products work under real world operating 
conditions. The ADVANCE operational test fitted this description, and furthermore, has demonstrated the 
feasibility of its technologies in a suburban deployment. 
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SECTION 3 SYSTEM OVERVIEW 

The in-vehicle testing part of the ADVANCE project aimed to provide dynamic traffic information for the 
roadway network in eastern Illinois. Over a seven month period, 75 vehicles were utilized in a 300 square 
mile area. The vehicles utilized differential GPS navigation as well as dead-reckoning and map matching 
to navigate their way through the study area. The vehicles themselves acted as probes, sending real-time 
travel information to a Traffic Control Center (TIC) that in turn transmitted the information to other 
vehicles as an aid to dynamic route planning. Throughout this report the term “real-time” is utilized to 
denote information received at the TIC from an information source in contrast to the information contained 
in the ADVANCE historical database of travel times. 

The Targeted Deployment phase of the ADVANCE project was designed to maximize the benefits of the 
operational test. As ADVANCE moved forward through successive design releases, some concern arose 
within the project as to the necessity of achieving the originally planned 3,000 vehicle deployment. In 
light of the major changes in technology that had occurred since the project began in 1991, and the 
expansion of other ATIS capabilities, it was considered whether a more targeted deployment could achieve 
many of the original objectives of the project at a significantly reduced cost. Further the Steering 
Committee re-evaluated the time frame for public acceptance in view of the trend of small consumer 
purchases of the current commercially available, less complex, in-vehicle navigation systems. They 
decided that testing with a reduced number of vehicles along selected corridors would accomplish much 
of what had been planned, enable the budget to be significantly reduced and still meet many project goals. 
As a consequence, a more useful and efficient way to proceed with ADVANCE was created - Targeted 
Deployment. Under the Targeted Deployment plan, the ADVANCE project had the following features: 

testing was conducted using existing project test vehicles; 
vehicle guidance systems were installed in 75 vehicles; 
the on-road test using volunteer drivers was conducted for two to four weeks per driver; 
many aspects of the ADVANCE system were tested in a controlled environment; and 
the time frame for testing and evaluation was reduced. 

During the Targeted Deployment phase of the project, drivers were provided with route guidance in real- 
time. The route guidance system used information from a variety of existing sources, such as: a closed 
loop traffic signal system; *999, a cellular-based motorist call-in system; the Illinois Department of 
Transportation (IDOT) Traffic Systems Center (TSC), which monitors operations on expressways in the 
Chicago area; IDOT’s Communications Center, which communicates with the Minutemen, a motorist aid 
system; weather data provided by Surface Systems, Inc.; data from the Illinois State Toll Highway 
Authority (ISTHA); and Northwest Central Dispatch, an area-wide emergency dispatch system. However, 
the primary source of information was the vehicles themselves acting as traffic probes. Drivers were 
recruited to utilize project vehicles to perform tests over a seven month period commencing in June 1995. 
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The in-vehicle equipment was capable of determining the vehicle location, selecting a near optimum route 
to the driver's destination, and providing the driver with route guidance instruction via analog voice and 
a visual display. Actual travel times on roadway links were determined by these probe vehicles as they 
traversed the test area, and this information was transmitted over a radio system to the TIC. Data ksion 
algorithms within the TIC provided a synthesis of the probe reports, loop detector information, anecdotal 
reports and historical data to provide near optimum estimates of link trayel times for transmission to the 
probes. Any revised estimates of travel times were transmitted by the TIC to the probe vehicles. On 
receipt of revised travel times, the on-board equipment determined if the traffic information received would 
appreciably affect the route that had been selected by the driver. If there would be an impact, the driver 
was then presented with an alternative route which could then be selected by the driver in order to avoid 
the traffic incident or congestion. As the ADVANCE probe vehicles collected additional information, the 
updated travel times were also used to improve the historical knowledge base on travel conditions in the 
test area. 

3.1 ADVANCE Subsystems 

The ADVANCE system consisted of four subsystems, namely the Traffic Information Center (TIC) which 
contained the Traffic Related Functions (TRF) subsystem and connections to the outside world, as well 
as the operator interface; the TRF subsystem which included the tr&ic algorithms; the Communications 
Subsystem (COM) which provided message carrying capability between the TIC and the vehicles in the 
field; and the Mobile Navigation Assistant (MNA), the in-vehicle unit which provided route planning and 
display capabilities. The development and implementation of the TIC and the TRF were the direct 
responsibility of the Universities, while the MNA and COM were the responsibility of Motorola. Both 
the TIC software and the TRF online software resided on the TIC central computer. Among the 
components which interfaced the TIC were the Global Positioning System, (GPS) and the Differential GPS 
(DGPS) system. 

As this evaluation report concerns the TIC, throughout the remainder of the report the TIC subsystem of 
the ADVANCE project is referred to as the TIC system for ease of discussion. 

3.2 ADVANCE Test Area 

ADVANCE was implemented in an area covering more than 300 square miles in the northwest suburbs of 
Chicago, Illinois. The operational test area included portions of the City of Chicago and more than 40 
northwest suburban communities. This is a high growth region with heavily congested areas and including 
O'Hare International Airport, the Schaumburg / Hoffian Estates office and retail complexes, and the Lake- 
Cook Road development corridor. It also includes major sports and entertainment complexes such as the 
Arlington Heights International Racecourse and the Rosemont Horizon theater. 

Approximately 750,000 people live in the area. The region is representative of modem suburban 
developments and has significant tr&k congestion problems. Typical journey times are of sufficient 
duration to make route changes an option to drivers and the road network in the area offers numerous 
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alternatives for most trips. As outlined above, the project involves 75 vehicles equipped with the 
navigation and route guidance system. The estimated total number of vehicles in the area is 500,000. The 
project test area is illustrated in Figure 3.1. The bold line indicates the extent of the test area. 

3.3 Implementation Process 

The project was divided into two phases: the Development Phase and the Targeted Deployment Phase. 
Each phase contained several releases. The different releases allowed the s o h a r e  and hardware 
components to be phased in over time so that products could be developed and tested incrementally as 
additional functionality was provided. The Development Phase was completed in May 1995. The 
Targeted Deployment Phase began in June 1995 and was completed by the end of December 1995. 

As with all systems development, the project team was able to modify theory with practice. Specifically, 
as testing progressed, it was found necessary to re-calibrate the various algorithms, for example, the data 
fusion, travel time prediction, incident detection, and static profile algorithms with real data. This 
calibration involved both the adjustment of parameters as well as modification of the algorithms 
themselves in order that they could accept limited, incomplete, or unconfirmed data. 

Throughout the spring of 1995, extensive effort took place on the development of an evaluation plan for 
ADVANCE based on the Targeted Deployment concept. A plan devised by Booz-Allen & Hamilton, Inc., 
was implemented under the overall direction of Argonne National Laboratory (ANL) commencing in June 
1995. The plan called for data collection to assess the usefulness of the algorithms that were implemented 
in the TIC, a comparison of route planning options in a yoked driver test, an evaluation by drivers familiar 
with the test area using ADVANCE equipped vehicles over two week periods, an evaluation of the 
performance of the TIC and its user interface, a safety evaluation and the documentation of lessons learned 
in relation to various aspects of the project. This Evaluation Program Plan, Document #8400.ADV.03, 
dated July 17, 1995, formed the basis of the TIC Architecture and User Interface Evaluation Test Plan. 
The Evaluation Test Plan (ETP) for the evaluation of the TIC Architecture and User Interface is contained 
in Appendix B. 

3.4 Future Directions 

The ADVANCE TIC is now in the process of being transformed into the Corridor Transportation 
Information Center (C-TIC). The C-TIC results from the recommendations contained in a report on the 
Gary-Chicago-Milwaukee (GCM) Corridor, one of the four priority corridors in the United States. The 
corridor is broadly identified as the 16 urbanized counties in the states of Wisconsin, Illinois and Indiana. 
It includes all major freeways, airports, transit and rail systems, ports and intermodal transfer stations in 
the region. The GCM corridor extends 130 miles and covers more than 2,500 square miles. It is home to 
more than 10 million and employs more than four million persons. 
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Figure 3.1 ADVANCE Test Area Map 
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The GCM corridor offers the opportunity to support USDOT ITS operational tests and to provide a testbed 
for long-term research and evaluation of ITS. .As part of the effort a Corridor Program Plan has been 
developed. This plan outlines a vision-for ITS applications and the creation of a state-of-the-art testbed. 
One of the recommendations in the plan was the implementation of a Corridor Transportation Information 
Center (C-TIC). The C-TIC is to be designed to act as a pass-through between various information sources 
in Illinois, Indiana and Wisconsin. It is not designed to control and monitor traffic control devices but 
rather to facilitate the sharing of information between various agencies, control centers and private firms. 
As such, minimal processing of the data will occur in the C-TIC. The information to pass through the C- 
TIC will include travel times on selected routes, weather information, incident locations, construction 
information, transit delays, and incidents. Thus, the results of the TIC evaluation will be utilized to guide 
the evolution of the TIC to form the C-TIC. 
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SECTION 4 EVALUATION OVERVIEW . 
- - -  

The ADVANCE TIC evaluation had the overall goal of assessing the degree to which the implemented TIC 
Architecture and operational practices met the needs of all the agencies involved in or affected by the 
system operation. The current evaluation aimed to produce a detailed description of the advantages and 
shortcomings of the TIC Architecture and User Interface as presently configured. To achieve this, several 
aspects of the performance of the various TIC subsystems, both individually and as a complete system, 
were assessed. In addition, human factors issues relating to TIC operation were also assessed as part of 
the evaluation. 

This section of the TIC Evaluation Report contains an overview of the TIC evaluation hypotheses, goals, 
objectives, and Measures of Effectiveness (MOEs). The terms “Measures of Effectiveness” and “Measures 
of Performance” (MOP) are commonly utilized in ITS evaluation documentation. In this document no 
distinction in meaning is made and MOE is used throughout. 

The roles of the agencies involved in the evaluation are also outlined in this section. The evaluation 
schedule illustrating the timings of the various stages for both the TIC Architecture and the User Interface 
evaluations is then provided. Further details on all these elements of the evaluation are available in the 
TIC Architecture and the TIC User Interface Evaluation Test Plan, Document #8464.ADV.00, provided 
as Appendix B. 

4.1 Evaluation Hypotheses, Goals, Objectives and Measures of Effectiveness (MOEs) 

A series of hypotheses was constructed for the evaluation of the TIC Architecture and User Interface. The 
first five hypotheses relate to the evaluation of the TIC Architecture, while the last two hypotheses relate 
to the evaluation of the User Interface. The evaluation hypotheses are as follows. 

Hypothesis 1: The TIC Architecture as implemented for the ADVANCE Targeted Deployment operational 
test provides an acceptable level of performance, both in terms of the hardware and software as individual 
components, and as a complete system. This hypothesis is addressed by Goal A. 

Hypothesis 2: The TIC Architecture as implemented for the ADVANCE Targeted Deployment operational 
test is expandable to cover additional services within the current test area. This hypothesis is addressed 
by Goal B. 

Hypothesis 3: The TIC Architecture as implemented for the ADVANCE Targeted Deployment operational 
test is transferable to other geographic areas. This hypothesis is addressed by Goal B. 

Hypothesis 4: The TIC Architecture as implemented for the ADVANCE Targeted Deployment operational 
test provides acceptable cost efficiency. This hypothesis is addressed by Goal C. 
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Hypothesis 5: The operational practices in place at the ADVANCE TIC enable acceptable system 
operation and ensure reasonable operator workload. This hypothesis is addressed by Goal D. 

- - ~ .  

Hypothesis 6: The TIC User Interface as implemented for the ADVANCE Targeted Deployment 
operational test provides an acceptable level of usability. This hypothesis is addressed by Goal E. 

Hypothesis 7: The TIC User Interface as implemented for the ADVANCE Targeted Deployment 
operational test provides an acceptable level of functionality. This hypothesis is addressed by Goal E. 

Goals and objectives relating to each of the hypotheses were also constructed. Within each of the 
objectives, various MOEs define in greater detail the aspects of the system which were assessed. These 
goals, objectives and MOEs are listed below. 

Goal A: Evaluate the performance of the TIC Architecture 

MOEs A. 1.1 TIC hardware functionality 
Objective A.l Evaluate the performance of the TIC hardware 

A. 1.2 TIC hardware reliability 
A. 1.3 TIC hardware maintenance requirements 
A. 1.4 TIC hardware efficiency 
Evaluate the performance of the TIC software 

A.2.2 TIC software reliability 
A.2.3 TIC s o h a r e  maintenance requirements 
A.2.4 TIC software efficiency 
Evaluate potential system design alternatives 
A.3.1 Number and type of elements of the architecture which could be 

simplified to reduce system complexity without compromising 
system performance 

Objective A.2 
MOEs A.2.1 TIC software functionality 

Objective A.3 
MOE 

Goal B: Evaluate the expandability and transferability of the ADVANCE TIC 
Evaluate TIC Architecture expandability 

MOE B.l.l Number and type of additional transportation information and 
management functions which could be consolidated within the 
ADVANCE TIC 

Evaluate TIC Architecture transferability 
B.2.1 Number and type of elements and capabilities of the ADVANCE 

TIC which are non-specific to the Chicago area implementation and 
which could be utilized to provide TIC services in other geographic 
locations 

Objective B.l 

Objective B.2 
MOE 
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Goal C: Evaluate the cost efficiency of the TIC 
Objective C.l 

MOEs 

Objective C.2 
MOEs 

Evaluate TIC system costs 
C. 1 .I Elxed and variable TIC capital costs 
C. 1.2 Fixed and variable TIC operating costs 
Evaluate alternative TIC cost options 
C.2.1 Number and type of elements of the TIC implementation which 

could be simplified to reduce cost without compromising system 
performance 

C.2.2 Alternative cost options 

Goal D: Evaluate operational practices at the TIC 
Objective D.l 

MOEs 
Evaluate TIC policies and procedures 
D.l.l Number and type of areas where policy and procedure impact 

efficient TIC operation or operator workload 
D.1.2 Number and type of revisions to TIC poIicies and procedures 

recommended to streamline TIC operations or operator workload 
Evaluate TIC staffing requirements. 
D.2.1 Number and type of difficulties resulting fiom existing staffing 

levels experienced during TIC operation which effect TIC efficiency 
or operator workload 

D.2.2 Number and type of revisions to TIC staffing levels recommended 
to streamline TIC operations or operator workload 

Objective D.2 
MOEs 

Goal E: Evaluate the human factors aspects of the TIC User Interface 
Objective E.l 

MOEs 
Evaluate TIC User Interface usabiIity 
E. 1.1 User perceptions of level of ease with which system can be operated 

in everyday use 
E. 1.2 Number and type of difficulties reported by operators in everyday 

use 
Evaluate TIC User Interface functionality 
E.2.1 Difference between desired and actual functionality of the TIC User 

Interface 
E.2.2 Number and type of interface functions not utilized during TIC 

operation 

Objective E.2 
MOEs 

4.2 ADVANCE Parties Evaluation Responsibilities 

De Leuw, Cather & Company was responsible for the overall TIC evaluation; Castle Rock Consultants 
(CRC) provided assistance in this activity within a subconsultant agreement. This included the evaluation 
planning effort represented by the Evaluation Test Plan (ETP) for the TIC Architecture and the TIC User 
Interface, Document #8464.ADV.00, the performing of all data collection and analysis activities, the 
monitoring of evaluation progress to ensure that task scheduling remained on target and that Quality 
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Assurance procedures were adhered to, and the preparation of the interim and final reports. Human factors 
expertise was also provided by CRC as part of the De Leuw, Cather team, to facilitate evaluation data 
collection and analysis of the objectives relating to TIC User Interface human factors issues. 

ADVANCE Project Office staff, primarily the TIC operators, were involved in some of the data collection 
tasks at the TIC, and forwarding this data to the De Leuw, Cather evaluation team as specified in the ETP. 
Data collection activities included the completion of the TIC Real-Time Log, the TIC Operator 
Observation Log, and the retrieval of automated logs provided by the TIC systems as required. TIC 
operators were also interviewed as part of the human factors evaluation tasks. 

The University of Illinois at Chicago - Electrical Engineering and Computer Science department (UIC- 
EECS) though not directly involved in the data collection and analysis activities of the TIC evaluation, 
provided the neccssary technical advice regarding ongoing operation of the TIC systems during the 
evaluation activities. UIC-EECS also provided valuable assistance in retrieving electronic logs from the 
TIC, and formatting the data to enable analysis. 

Utilizing the evaluation plan devised by Booz-Allen Hamilton, Inc., Argonne National Laboratory (ANL) 
was the evaluation manager for the ADVANCE project as a whole, and as such was responsible for 
approving all status reports, interim reports and the fmal report of the TIC Architecture and User Interface 
subtest. This function is referred to throughout this report as the ADVANCE Evaluation Manager. Though 
ANL was not actively involved in the actual data collection and analysis activities of the TIC evaluation, 
it was responsible for storing all electronic log archived data resulting from the evaluation. 

The Illinois Department of Transportation (IDOT) was the contracting agency with De Leuw, Cather. 
Prior to submitting the Interim and Final Reports to ANL, IDOT approval has been sought. Weekly status 
reports were also submitted simultaneously to IDOT and ANL. 

4.3 TIC Evaluation Schedule 

Figure 4.1 provides an overview of the timing of the various evaluation stages for both the TIC 
Architecture and the User Interface. 
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SECTION 5 TIC ARCHITECTURE EVALUATION RESULTS 

This section of the Evaluation Report contains the approach, procedures and findings relating to the TIC 
Architecture evaluation activities. The aim of this component of the evaluation was to evaluate the 
performance of the various elements of the TIC architecture, including the TIC hardware and software, and 
to document how these elements perform as a whole system. Several characteristics were selected for the 
hardware and software evaluation. The functionality of the hardware and sohare,  that is, what functions 
the system elements performed, was documented. Their reliability and maintenance requirements were 
also evaluated, including how frequently systems were unavailable, the cause of any system failures, and 
what interventions were necessary to return systems to full operation. In addition, a measure of the 
efficiency of the hardware and software systems was documented by recording various system throughput 
times. Using the results of the review of the system functionality as input, potential system design 
alternatives were also investigated, in terms of the number and type of elements of the TIC Architecture 
which could be simplified to reduce system complexity without compromising system performance. 

By means of a peer review process, the TIC Architecture expandability was also reviewed by identifying 
any other functions the ADVANCE TIC could incorporate to streamline additional traffic information or 
management functions in the Chicago area, In addition, the transferability of the TIC concept to other 
geographic locations was assessed by identifying elements of the TIC which were not specific to the 
current implementation and matching these against the requirements of other areas for this type of service. 
The TIC capital and operating costs were documented and possible alternative cost options which could 
reduce any of these system costs were also investigated. 

Other aspects of the TIC Architecture which were evaluated concerned the TIC operating policies, 
procedures and staffing requirements. Issues which had an impact on the effectiveness of TIC operation 
or staff workload were identified. Recommendations for revising any procedures or staffing levels deemed 
necessary were also documented. 

The key assumptions and constraints of the TIC Architecture evaluation are presented in the next section. 
The subsequent sections are structured according to the list of objectives and associated MOEs created for 
the TIC Architecture evaluation, provided in Section 4.1 above. Following the presentation of the TIC 
Architecture findings in this section and the findings of the TIC User Interface evaluation in Section 6,  
these data are then summarized in Section 7, in relation to their respective hypotheses. 

5.1 Key Assumptions and Constraints 

As for any evaluation, the results of the ADVANCE TIC Architecture evaluation must be considered in the 
light of the assumptions which were made by the evaluation team and the constraints which may have 
influenced the findings. In this subsection, the assumptions and constraints relating to the TIC 
Architecture evaluation are described. 
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5.1.1 Assumptions 

The key assumptions that were made for the evaluation phase are as follows. For MOEs A. 1.1,  TIC 
hardware functionality; and A.2.1, TIC software functionality; it was assumed that sufficient 
documentation existed to enable a comprehensive review and that access to this documentation was not 
problematic. In addition, it was also assumed that system designers and operators would be available for 
interviews if required. 

I For MOEs A. 1.2, TIC hardware reliability; A. 1.3, TIC hardware maintenance requirements; A.2.2, TIC 
software reliability; and A.2.3, TIC software maintenance requirements; it was assumed that the 
information required in the TIC Real-Time Log was available to the operators and that TIC operators 
correctly filled in the log sheet as requested. 

For MOEs A.1.4, TIC hardware eficiency; and A.2.4, TIC soJiware eflciency; it was assumed that the 
various measures of time to process data were being accurately recorded by the system processes. In 
addition, it was assumed that the transcription of data from the various system logs to a single file and the 
transfer of this file to the data analysis package was accurately performed. It was also assumed that the 
TIC was sustaining f%ll Targeted Deployment operation prior to the data collection activities. 

For MOE A.3.1, the number and type of elements of the architecture which could be simplified to reduce 
system complexity without compromising system performance; it was assumed that the input data from 
previous functionality analyses would be accurate. It was assumed that the peer review team had sufficient 
knowledge of both the implemented TIC system and possible alternatives to be able to undertake the 
review process, and that the team members would not be positively or negatively biased towards the 
existing TIC Architecture. 

For MOEs B. 1.1  and B.2.1, concerning TIC Architecture expandability and transferability, again it was 
assumed that the input data from previous fimctionality analyses would be accurate. It was assumed that 
the peer review team would have sufficient knowledge of the transportation situation in the Chicago area 
and of national ITS requirements, and that the team members would not be positively or negatively biased 
towards the existing implementation. It was assumed the peer review participants would consist of 
members of the existing De Leuw, Cather team. 

For MOEs C.l.l to C.2.2, relating to TIC Architecture capital and operating costs, it was assumed that 
data relating to these items would be available, that the costs would be itemized in sufficient detail and that 
data were accurate. It was also assumed that cost data would be correctly entered into the analysis 
package. 

For MOEs D. 1.1 to D.2.2, relating to the impact ofpolicies, procedures and staffng levels on efficient TIC 
operation, it was assumed that the TIC operators and the supervisor would be available to take part in the 
questionnaires and informal discussion process, and that they would not be positively or negatively biased 
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towards the existing TIC operational practices. In addition, it was assumed that the TIC Operator 
Observation Log would be completed by operators whenever appropriate. - -. 

On completion of the TIC Architecture evaluation activities, the evaluation team has established that all 
of the above assumptions were found to be appropriate. 

5.1.2 Constraints 

The key constraints, or limitations, of the evaluation process were as follows. For all MOEs relating to 
the TIC Architecture evaluation, the key limitation was the availability and completeness of data from all 
sources, whether these were manual or automated logs, subjective data obtained from questionnaires or 
during discussions, or the knowledge of the various peers involved in the consultation process. For the 
TIC hardware and software performance evaluation, a specific constraint was that timestamp resolution 
provided by the TIC systems was no finer than one second. 

It must also be recognized that the ADVANCE project is a Targeted Deployment with a limited number 
of vehicles in the field. As such, the amount of probe data processed by the system represented a small 
proportion of that which would be processed in a large-scale test or during full operation. However, data 
input from all other sources was considered comparable to a larger implementation. 

In addition, a constraint of the TIC Architecture evaluation was the depth of analysis which was possible 
given the level of funding allocated to this portion of the overall ADVANCE project evaluation effort. 

5.2 Objectives A.l and A.2 - Evaluate the Performance of the TIC 

Within this section, the TIC Architecture MOEs for both hardware and s o h a r e  are considered in 
conjunction according to the list of MOEs relating to their performance. In Section 5.2.1, the functionality 
of the TIC Architecture hardware and software is considered. In Section 5.2.2, hardware and software 
reliability and maintenance requirements are described. In Section 5.2.3, various aspects of the hardware 
and software efficiency are documented and assessed. 

5.2.1 Functionality - MOEs A.l.l and A.2.1 

In this section, the functionality of the TIC Architecture hardware and software is considered. 

5.2.1.1 Functionality - Data Collection Procedures 

For MOEs A. 1.1, TIC hardware functionality; and A.2.1, TIC software functionality; the input data was 
derived partly from the Requirements Specification - Final Implementation, Document #8100.ADV.05-2.0, 
which relates to the Targeted Deployment of the ADVANCE project. A summary of the TIC Architecture 
functionality was prepared using this Requirements Specification. This information was then compared 
with the features of the actually implemented system, obtained during a review process involving various 
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partners of the ADVANCE project who had participated in the design, development and implementation 
of the TIC. - -- 

These reviewers, comprising Project Office systems developers and designers, were requested to identify 
areas where the implemented TIC offered additional functionality to that outlined in the requirements 
documentation, and also any areas where the implemented TIC did not meet the stated requirements. 

The feedback from the Project Office reviewers was then incorporated into the original functionality 
summary to create a document which described the actual functionality of the implemented TIC 
Architecture. This data is reproduced in the following section. An overview of the function of the TIC 
within the ADVANCE project is provided. Summaries of the functionality of the following items are then 
provided: the TIC hardware, TIC software, TIC reliability, the communications interface, the archival 
system and data service, and the operator interface. ' 

5.2.1.2 Functionality - Findings 

The following subsections contain the findings of the TIC Architecture functionality review. The 
implemented TIC Architecture met the Requirements Specification with the few exceptions noted in the 
following text. 

5,2.1.2.1 Overall Function of the ADVANCE TIC 

The primary responsibility of the TIC consisted of the collection, analysis, and reporting of data on 
network link travel times and incident locations within the ADVANCE test area. The TIC received input 
data from vehicle probes, the Illinois Department of Transportation (IDOT) Traffic System Center (TSC), 
operator-interpreted information from various anecdotal sources and a closed loop signal system. It also 
contained predictive models to forecast information on link travel times. This data is screened, interpreted 
and saved, allowing the TIC to output appropriate information to the vehicle probes in the test area. These 
data were also distributed to an independent evaluation database. The major subcomponents that 
comprised the TIC were the communications interface, the archiving and data services, and the operator 
interface. 

The TIC system provided the central computing resources, console functions, communications interfaces, 
active data storage, and data archiving and services within the ADVANCE project. It also allowed an 
operator to process memory card data, and prepare historical data for the CD-ROMs of the ADVANCE 
system. The TIC system comprised the necessary hardware and software to provide reliable operations 
for all TIC functionalities of the ADVANCE project. The following subsections provide further detail on 
the functionality of the various components and subsystems of the TIC. 
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5.2.1.2.2 Hardware Functionalitv 

The TIC computer distributed its processing power among its software processes such that each process 
received sufficient capacity to perform its function. The TIC system computer was sufficiently powerful, 
scalable and capable of handling a heavy processing load, with its associated inputs and outputs. In 
addition, the TIC system server was capable of supporting multiple users simultaneously as well as 
processing multiple tasks simultaneously. The TIC system hardware components are outlined as follows: 

128 MB RAM server, with transparent error detection and correction for single bit errors; 
13.6 GB hard disk storage; 
5.0 GB off-line storage on eight millimeter tape; 
1 6 serial ports capable of supporting 14.4 Kbps modems and 24 serial ports capable of supporting 
9.6 Kbps modems; . 
one laser printer; 
one Ethernet Local Area Network (LAN), to connect the workstations running X-windows graphic 
applications, and to support a high speed connection to the UIC-EECS facility; 
two GPS antennae on the roof of the TIC building which feed into two independent GPS receivers 
within the TIC; 
one direct connected administrator terminal for operations, administration, and maintenance 
(OAM) functions; 
two X-terminals which form the TIC operator consoles; and 
one PC with a memory card reader installed. 

5.2.1.2.3 Software Functionalitv 

The TIC system's software and database management system (DBMS) were both compatible with and 
capable of supporting the chosen hardware platform. The TIC system was capable of housing, supporting 
and managing the Traffic Related Function's (TRF) on-line functions, and it provided simultaneous access 
to its operations and databases for the various "in-house" processes, components, and system users. 

The system indicated via a visual display when any of the ADVANCE applications were not executing. 
However, the system did not provide direct feedback to the operator if a remote data source ceased to 
provide data, or if a remote data source provided erroneous data to the TIC system. The system 
communicated every process outage or failure to the administrator terminal and to the operator consoles 
also. 

The TIC system had the ability, through manual intervention, to selectively discontinue non-critical 
activities in order to maintain real-time performance of critical activities. It was stated in the Requirements 
Specification that the system was also to have allowed "higher priority" activities access to its operations 
before "lower priority" activities in the event of an access conflict. An example of a higher priority activity 
is travel time prediction. Lower priority activities include Web browsing via the user interface. The Sun 
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Operating System utilized featured a processing management scheme which allocated a larger proportion 
of processing power to higher priority activities. 

The TIC system processed the Motorola Interchange File (MIF) database files into its own internal format 
to support the road network map data and its associated attributes. The TIC system provided a flexible 
software environment. The server ran the UNIX operating system, and the DBMS was configurable to 
support different system resource utilizations. 

- -. 

5.2.1.2.4 Reliabilitv 

The TIC system was able to operate in an automatic mode to provide full ADVANCE system capabilities 
twenty-two and a half hours per day, seven days a week, in the absence of hardware or software failures. 
During the Targeted Deployment, the TIC system closed down automatically for approximately one and 
one-half hours early each morning to perform system back-ups. The system was available for use by 
ADVANCE probe vehicles and other users for at least 95 percent of the time during the six months of 
evaluation, disregarding the nightly period when the TIC was shut down for backups to be performed. 

In the event of a transient hardware failure, power failure, or a software failure requiring a complete reboot, 
the TIC system immediately, or upon restoration of power, automatically rebooted and restored all 
ADVANCE related operations within 60 minutes. The software design minimized loss of information 
during a hardware or power failure. In the event of a transient application software fault, the system 
automatically re-established full operations within 20 minutes if a complete reboot was not necessary. 

5.2.1.2.5 Communications Interface 

The TIC system served as the communications interface for the various real-time input data streams and 
supported the physical interface and protocol requirements for each of these. The system was able to read 
and support each in-bound data stream as often as the individual components could transmit the 
information to the TIC system. The system created active data files or databases of every in-bound data 
stream to support all of the TIC system's operations, including TRF hctions.  

The TIC was responsible for detecting errors of syntax or transmission. It also detected errors of individual 
message content in the case of loop detector reports whose data inputs caused predicted travel times to be 
unrealistic. Any data source whose content was known to be erroneous was logged by the system. The 
system did not accept or distribute any information which contained known errors of syntax, transmission 
or content. Although the system did electronically log every error detected, the Requirements Specification 
stated that the system would also maintain statistical information pertaining to each error encountered. This 
latter function was not implemented. 
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In-bound Mobile Navigation Assistant W A )  Communication 

The TIC system was capable of receiiGng in-bound probe vehicle MNA reports and data messages fiom 
the communications subsystem (COM). The TIC system provided access to these MNA reports through 
its database. The TIC system managed the probe vehicle activation process which assisted the COM’s 
message receipt process. This assistance provided confirmation to the COM that all accepted in-bound 
MNA reports originated fiom valid probe vehicles, whose modems each possessed a Uniquely identifiable 
code. 

An enhancement to the TIC Requirements Specification was the addition of a process, the short link 
resolver, which reconciled missing link identifications within probe vehicle reports. This addition was 
necessary due to an inherent characteristic of the MNAs which occasionally caused invalid link 
identifications (IDS) to be transmitted by the MNAs when traversing very short links. An invalid link ID 
comprised a link ID which was not consecutive to the immediately preceding transmitted link ID along 
the route that a probe vehicle was traveling, that is, two consecutive transmitted link IDS were non- 
connecting. The correct intervening links were found by locating the path between the two reported (non- 
connected) segments via database queries. An alias table was also created that contained the invalid link 
IDS along with the corresponding valid link IDS in order to process the short links. 

Out-bound MNA Communication 

The TIC system had an outbound message scheduler which organized and managed the outbound MNA 
data messages that were broadcast over the Radio Frequency (RF) communications system. The message 
scheduler delivered to the COM each unique, outbound MNA message within sixty seconds of the 
message’s creation. The Requirements Specification stated that the message scheduler should be capable 
of sending travel time updates at a rate of at least one update per second. The implemented message 
scheduler is in fact capable of sending updates more frequently than once per second, though it should be 
noted that the limitations of the communications equipment dictated the actual number / rate that could 
be transmitted. 

The message scheduler transmitted link update and Global Positioning System (GPS) correction messages 
to the h4NA units via the COM. As configured for the Targeted Deployment, the message scheduler 
allowed for a four second gap between outbound messages in order to ensure that the COM did not become 
overloaded. Updates to link travel times were transmitted as frequently as the volume of updates permitted 
within a five minute interval. 

Other Communications 

The TIC system was capable of receiving in-bound data fiom the IDOT TSC at one minute intervals, and 
from the Dundee Road closed loop signal system at five minute intervals. An enhancement was added to 
the TIC which also allowed this loop detector information to be viewed by the operator in a log file 
window. 
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The TIC system was capable of receiving information in the form of a log file from Northwest Central 
Dispatch (NWCD), which contained short- and long-term trafKc related incident reports. In addition, IDOT 
and Illinois State Toll Highway Autho&y (ISTHA) roadway and lane closures were received daily at the 
TIC by facsimile. Data from these sources were entered into the TIC database manually by the TIC 
operator once received by log file or fax. The system then provided access to these data through its 
database. In addition, the TIC received limited weather data in a log file. However, the entry of these data 
into the system database was not required, and therefore not performed, during the Targeted Deployment. 

The TIC system was capable of retrieving information fiom d l  off-line archived files as needed for off-line 
analysis including old static profiles, probe reports, travel time prediction data, TSC data, loop detector 
data and certain anecdotal data. The TIC system maintained a network representation database and stored 
static profile information for each link. It provided access to these data to TRF programs executing in the 
TIC. 

The TIC system received the differential GPS signal, formulated a message and transmitted the differential 
GPS broadcasts at configurable intervals to the probe vehicle's MNA units. The Requirements 
Specification stated that these messages were to be broadcast no more than six times per minute. In the 
implemented system, messages were broadcast at a rate of four times per minute. 

The TIC accessed information on the host interface, RF interface, General Communications Controller 
(GCC) / Base Station Controller (BSC), MNA terminal and Network Control Processor (NCP) from the 
NCP. 

5.2.1 2 . 6  Archival Svstem and Data Service Functionality 

Archived information is being kept on record at least for the entire duration of the ADVANCE project. The 
TIC system enabled an operator to create archive data storage tapes. The practice during Targeted 
Deployment was to prepare two archive tapes, one for storage at the TIC and one off-site. The TIC system 
was capable of archiving all data and information necessary to support all TIC and TRF analyses, 
processes, and evaluation needs. The data items required for these analyses, processes and evaluation 
needs included input data streams such as MNA reports, the operator system administration message log, 
in-bound RF communications from probe vehicles, out-bound RF communications to probe vehicles, link 
travel-time predictions, detected incidents and anecdotal data. 

The TIC system archived records into a single file. The TIC system provided for the migration of data 
from the active, immediately accessible database to the archival system and was capable of providing 
various functions to assist the archival system's operations. 

Data services were provided to the ADVANCE parties and other external data users. For remote user access, 
appropriate security features and protection were provided to ensure that users only accessed data that were 
appropriate and that the data were not corrupted. These systems contained the appropriate level of security, 
user access and virus protection necessary to ensure that the archived data and system operation were not 
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compromised. Modification of archived data was impossible except by those with the highest security 
access. The TIC system's archival functions allowed the archived data to be read and written to, and the 
functions also supported multiple aidsimultaneous access and outputs. 

ADVANCE Parties Access 

The TIC system allowed the ADVANCE Parties to retrieve information from the TIC. Non-obvious 
passwords were required when the system was accessed from a remote location. The system restricted 
remote access as necessary in order to maintain system integrity as well as to prevent interference with the 
TIC system's real-time processing requirements. The Requirements Specification also stipulated that the 
TIC system was to restrict access on a time of day, and day of week basis. This latter function was not 
implemented. 

Overall Access 

The Requirements Specification for the ADVANCE TIC stated that the operator consoles and access points 
should provide a means to error-check semantically all operator inputs to the TIC system; however, this 
was not implemented. The system's password mechanism was able to differentiate and prioritize levels 
of functionality and system access for each user account. The TIC system provided a menu-driven and/or 
iconic user interface for all tasks. 

Memory Card Data Retrieval 

The TIC enabled an operator to read the memory cards from MNAs. The TIC categorized and performed 
initial analyses of data, and archived the information. The memory card reader was connected through a 
hardware interface to an IBM compatible PC. The memory card reader used a vendor supplied software 
driver that made the memory card appear as a standard peripheral input/output (I/O) device. Random 
access of memory card data was not stated as a requirement. The Requirements Specification stipulated 
that the data retrieval rate should be such that an entire memory card could be read in less than four 
minutes. During the Targeted Deployment, MNA cards processed by the PC within the TIC had on 
average 10 percent of their memory utilized. These memory cards were read by the PC in approximately 
one minute, thus meeting the requirements. However, if the cards would have had significantly more than 
10 percent of their memory written to, there is a possibility that this requirement would not have been met. 

The Requirements Specification also stipulated that the TIC should ensure that maliciously changed 
memory cards were detected without harm to the TIC. Although the TIC did not explicitly check for 
modified cards, various algorithms within the TRF checked this data for reasonableness, and this procedure 
was deemed sufficient for the purposes of the Targeted Deployment. 
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5 2 . 1  2 .7  Ouerator Interface Requirements 

The TIC system provided an operator interface which allowed operators to monitor general system 
conditions and take actions where necessary. The system also provided an administrator interface to allow 
a system administrator to perform privileged operations, such as creating new user accounts, and changing 
passwords. All significant administrator and operator inputs, such as changing of access privileges, 
creation of user accounts, stopping or starting of TIC processes, or anecdotal data entry, were logged to 
a file which includes the date, time, and input or modification made. 

The TIC system provided both graphical and textual displays on its operator consoles. Display features 
that the TIC operations consoles included were test area maps, probe vehicle locations, map manipulation 
features and text features, such as menus and data entry windows. 

The TIC system provided a graphical user interface (GUI) for the TIC operator. The GUI allowed the TIC 
operator to monitor the ADVANCE system's entire operations fiom a single console and provided access 
to the TIC system. The GUI provided the necessary security measures when the TIC operator accessed 
the TIC system and allowed the TIC operator to perform the following functions: 

e 

e 

e 

e 

perform administrative functions, including initiating backup and archival processes; 
manually enter data into the database system, based on data received fiom the various anecdotal 
sources; 
override the MNA reporting criteria and other parameters as required for evaluation. The 
Requirements Specification also stated that the operator should be able to override the 
automatically generated travel time estimates; however, as these are generated so rapidly, the 
operator is unable to do this other than by inputting overriding anecdotal data. 
the Requirements Specification stipulated that the TIC should be able to produce static profile, 
probe data and disk space available reports. Though the data existed within the system, they could 
not be easily interpreted other than by technical system administrators / developers; 
display the contents of the latest MIF file; 
display the contents of a selected static profile, link attributes, or segment attributes file; 
display probe reports which are currently in the active database. The Requirements Specification 
also stipulated that the operator should be able to specify a start and end time period for reports 
displayed. If no end time was specified, then all available probe reports to the current time were 
to have been displayed. This facility was not implemented. The display window updated 
automatically whenever a new probe report message arrives; 
display the link update messages which are currently in the active database. Again, the 
Requirements Specification stipulated that the operator should be able to specify a start and end 
time period for reports displayed. If no end time was specified, then all available link updates to 
the current time period were to have been displayed. This facility was not implemented. The 
display window updated automatically whenever a new link update message is generated; 
view the loop detector data at the TIC. The operator was able to select either Dundee Road detector 
data or TSC detector data. This was limited to the data currently available in the active database. 
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Again, the Requirements Specification stipulated that the operator should be able to specify a start 
and end period for reports displayed. If no end time was specified, then all available detector data 
to the current time period wefe-to have been displayed. This facility was not implemented. The 
window updated as new detector data arrive; 
monitor all anecdotal and NWCD inputs; 
monitor all incidents reported by the Incident Detection (ID) algorithm; 
view the entire test area, scroll the map in the horizontal and vertical fields, and zoom in and out 
when viewing the test area map; 
select the roadway classification levels to be displayed on the test area map; 
display roadway names on the test area map. Only the roadway names for the various expressways 
in the test area were implemented; 
select and monitor data for segments, links, and intersections; 
list the cross streets for a selected roadway; . 

the Requirements Specification stipulated that the operator should be able to open up to twelve 
windows at any one time. In the implemented system, there was no fixed limit to the number of 
windows that may be displayed. However, system usage issues such as the current processor load 
and the amount of memory in use did affect the number of windows that could be displayed at any 
one time. It was found practicable to have no more than six to eight windows open at one time; 
locate any segment, link, roadway, or loop detector, and locate a point on the map by specifying 
the point's latitude and longitude; 
input incident, and road and lane closure information; and 
allow a privileged user to modify the TRF parameters. 

The Requirements Specification stated that the TIC should provide a mechanism for the console operator 
to accept, reject, or modify a TRF-initiated incident detection prior to its use by other system components. 
This mechanism was to have been a window with an audible notification tone, with the duration of 
presentation of this window being adjustable by the operator fiom 30 seconds to three minutes. The 
required default response would have been a rejection of the incident if the operator failed to respond in 
the pre-specified window display duration. In the Targeted Deployment system, an alternative solution 
was implemented. The implemented feature displayed a flag icon on the test area map at the location of 
a predicted incident, without an audible notification being provided to the operator. The operator was then 
able to initiate a window which contained the particulars for the predicted incident, and could modify that 
data if required. 

The TIC also allowed the operator to enter an incident which had been determined fiom outside sources, 
the so-called anecdotal input. The TIC system provided access to static data describing the entire 
ADVMCE system's operations. These items of information included lane and road closures, incidents, and 
travel times. The TIC allowed archiving of this and the system data by an operator. During Targeted 
Deployment, data were archived on a daily basis. 

The TIC system provided an interface to allow authorized operations, administration, and maintenance 
( O M )  operators to create and modify new user accounts, and view and change privileged parameters 
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concerning the TIC system, including those which pertained to system configuration and generation. The 
TIC system required a password different from that used by the ADVANCE operator to be used when the 
ADVANCE system administrator accessed the TIC system. 

ADVANCE system OAM access allowed the system operator to monitor the performance of the system 
and to make changes as required. The TIC Requirements Specification stipulated that various diagnostic 
tests were to have been provided to aid the operator in diagnosing failures and performance problems. 
However no such diagnostic capabilities were provided to the operators. Some diagnostic tests were 
available only for the use of the technical system administrators. The system maintained a log of all 
repeated logon failures, communications failures, system restarts, power failures, and all other significant 
system events. 

5.2.1.2.8 Functionality - Summary of Findings 

This section provides a summary of the fmdings of the hardware and software functionality review. Any 
areas where the Requirements Specification was not met and those areas where it was exceeded are listed 
below. 

Non-conformance with the Requirements Specification has been noted in the following areas: 

a The system indicated via a visual display when any of the ADVANCE applications were not 
executing. However the system did not provide direct feedback to the operator if a remote data 
source ceased to provide data, or if it provided erroneous data to the TIC system. 

stated that the system would also maintain statistical information pertaining to each error 
encountered. This latter function was not implemented. 

locations. The Requirements Specification also stipulated that the TIC system was to restrict 
access on a time of day, and day of week basis. This latter function was not implemented. 

points should provide a means to error-check semantically all operator inputs to the TIC system; 
however this was not implemented. 

automatically generated travel time estimates. However, as these are generated so rapidly, the 
operator was unable to do this other than by inputting overriding anecdotal data. 

probe data and disk space available reports. Though the data existed within the system, they could 
not be easily interpreted other than by technical system administrators / developers. 

end time period for the display of probe reports, link update messages, and loop detector data 
which are currently in the active database. If no end time was specified, then all available reports 
to the current time were to have been displayed. Only the present conditions were accessible. 

e Although the system did electronically log every error detected, the Requirements Specification 

a The TIC system allowed each of the several ADVANCE Parties to access the system from remote 

a The Requirements Specification for the ADVANCE TIC stated that the operator consoles and access 

e The Requirements Specification stated that the operator should be able to override the 

The Requirements Specification stipulated that the TIC should be able to produce static profile, 

The Requirements Specification stipulated that the operator should be able to specify a start and 

0 

0 
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a 

a 

The Requirements Specification stipulated that the operator should be able to open up to twelve 
windows at any one time. In the implemented system, there was no fixed limit to the number of 
windows that could be displayed. However, system usage issues such as the current processor load 
and the amount of memory in use did affect the number of windows that could be displayed at any 
one time. It was found practicable to have no more than six to eight windows open at one time. 
The TIC Requirements Specification stipulated that diagnostic tests were to have been provided 
to aid the operator in diagnosing failures and performance problems. However, only limited 
diagnostic capabilities were provided and these were available only for the use of the technical 
system administrators / developers. 

In most of these areas no significant difficulties were experienced as result of the Requirements 
Specification not being adhered to. Key areas in which the non-adherence to the Requirements 
Specification could be more significant are discussed further in Section 5.2.1.2.9. 

The ADVANCE TIC has exceeded the Requirements Specification in the following areas: 

a 

a 

An enhancement to the TIC Requirements Specification was the addition of a process, the short 
link resolver, which reconciles missing link identifications within probe vehicle reports. This 
addition was necessary due to an inherent characteristic of the MNAs which occasionally caused 
invalid link identifications to be transmitted by the MNAs when traversing very short links. An 
invalid link ID comprised a link ID which was not consecutive to the immediately preceding 
transmitted link ID along the route that a probe vehicle was traveling, that is, two consecutive 
transmitted link IDS were non-connecting. The correct intervening links were found by finding the 
path between the two reported (non-connected) segments via database queries. An alias table was 
also created that contains the invalid link identifications (IDS) along with the corresponding valid 
link IDS in order to process the short links. 
The TIC system was capable of receiving in-bound data from the IDOT TSC at one minute 
intervals and from the Dundee Road closed loop signal system at five minute intervals. An 
enhancement was added to the TIC which also allowed this loop detector information to be viewed 
by the operator in a log file window. 

5.2.1.2.9 Functionality - Conclusions 

It is concluded that the ADVANCE TIC as implemented for the Targeted Deployment of the ADVANCE 
project substantially met the final implementation Requirements Specification. It is also recognized that 
the specified functionality of the TIC systems was exceeded in some cases, where additional features were 
added to the systems. 

There exist three key areas where it is considered further effort is warranted in order to enhance the TIC 
as implemented for the Targeted Deployment. The key areas to be modified have been identified with the 
benefit of the operational experience gained during the Targeted Deployment of the ADVANCE project. 
These areas are as follows: 
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0 The TIC systems should be enhanced to provide direct, preferably audible, feedback to the operator 

A review should be completes to determine if there is a need for the TIC to have the ability to 

The TIC user interface should be enhanced to provide diagnostic tests which an operator can easily 

if a remote data source ceases to provide data, or if it provides erroneous data to the TIC system. 

automatically discontinue non-critical activities selectively in order to maintain real-time 
performance of critical activities. 

use in diagnosing failures and performance problems. 

0 

0 

5.2.2 Reliabilitv and Maintenance Reauirements - MOEs A. 1.2. A. 1.3. A.2.2 and A.2.3 

MOEs A.1.2, TIC hardware reliability; A.1.3, TIC hardware maintenance requirements; A.2.2, TIC 
sofiare reliability; and A.2.3, TIC software maintenance requirements; were assessed using electronic 
and manual logs of the various TIC processes and components. The TIC Architecture as a whole was 
evaluated, as were all the constituent processes which form the architecture. 

Definitions of terms pertaining to the reliability evaluation which are used in the following subsections are 
as follows. A failure is defined as the unscheduled termination of the ability of an item to perform a 
required function. The Mean Time Between Failures (MTBF) is defined as, for a stated period in the life 
of an item, the mean value of the length of time between consecutive failures. The Mean Time to Repair 
(MTTR) is defined as the total corrective maintenance time divided by the total number of corrective 
maintenance actions during a given period of time. Corrective maintenance is defined as the actions 
performed, as a result of failure, to restore an item to a specified condition. Preventive maintenance is 
defined as the action performed in an attempt to retain an item in a specified condition by providing 
systematic inspection, detection and prevention of incipient failure. Availability is defined as the ability 
of an item to perform its required function at a stated instant of time or over a stated period of time. 
Availability was calculated as follows: 

Availability = , MTBF 
MTBF + MT'TR 

Uptime is defined 'as the length of time between consecutive failures for a given item, and total uptime is 
defined as the total of these lengths of time for a stated period in the life of the item. Percentage uptime 
is defined as the total uptime for a given item taken as a percentage of the total length of time of a stated 
period in the life of the item. Downtime is defined as the length of time from the occurrence of a failure 
for a given item until the time when that item becomes functional again, and total downtime is defined as 
the total of these lengths of time for a stated period in the life of the item. The reliability calculations 
utilized the full daily %-hour period, and did not deduct from this time the early morning periods during 
which the TIC was non-operational when the daily system back-ups were being performed. 

For the TIC reliability and maintenance requirements evaluation activities, the period of data collection 
was from 0O:OO am onNovember 18,1995, to 23:59 pm on December 28,1995. This resulted in the stated 
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period of time for the reliability calculations, referenced in the above definitions, of 984 hours. All values 
obtained from the reliability calculations have been expressed to four significant figures. . -- 

It should be noted that the measures obtained and described in this report should not be considered to be 
indicative of system reliability throughout the Targeted Deployment. Due to the relatively brief data 
collection period of 984 hours, inferences as to the reliability of TIC components outside the finite data 
collection period should not be made. It should also be noted that for several components or processes 
described in the following subsections, only one failure was experienced during the data collection period. 
These limitations of the reliability assessment must be borne in mind when considering the data presented. 

Initially, it was proposed to record data relating to the reliability and maintenance requirements of the TIC 
hardware and software throughout the duration of the TIC evaluation period from October to December 
1995. However, through analyzing various logs during the data collection activities it was established that 
the policy on the status of the “Watchdog” process had changed since the beginning of the evaluation 
period. This process is responsible for monitoring all other processes and restarting any prclcess which 
shuts down. At the outset of the evaluation phase the Watchdog process was left switched off in order that 
the operators could troubleshoot any processes which shut-down. Subsequently, this policy evolved and 
Watchdog was sometimes left on, and sometimes switched off. This had several consequences for the 
reliability and maintenance requirements evaluation, as follows. 

When the Watchdog process was left switched off, the MTTR was largely dependent on the operator 
noticing a process failure and re-starting the relevant process if this was possible. When the Watchdog 
process was left switched on, the process automatically detected that a process had shutdown and re-started 
the process if possible. In the latter scenario, the MTTR was shortened as the restart was usually achieved 
automatically. There were also consequences for the MTBF. Consequently, the evaluation team, the TIC 
System Manager, and the ADVANCE Evaluation Manager agreed that for the remainder of the evaluation 
period, from November 18,1995 to December 28,1995, the TIC Watchdog process would be left on as 
this would be the default setting in a permanent implementation. The data presented in this section 
therefore reflects only the activated Watchdog process condition. 

It should be noted that no quantitative reliability goals for the TIC Architecture for the Targeted 
Deployment, nor for any other data collection period, were established prior to the design and 
implementation of the TIC. Therefore, the results contained in the following subsections could not be 
considered in the light of any such goals. An overview is provided of the data collection, reduction, and 
analysis methodology for the reliability and maintenance requirements MOEs. The results of the analyses 
are then provided. 

5.2.2.1 Hardware Reliabilitv and Maintenance Reauirements - Data Collection Procedures 

In terms of the TIC Architecture hardware reliability and maintenance requirements, data was collected 
by means of the TIC Real-Time Log. The TIC Real-Time Log is a manual log, completed by TIC 
operators and their manager. On this log is recorded the time and date a malfunction occurs, if known, and 
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when it was identified if this differs from the actual time of failure, the system, process, or component 
experiencing failure, known or suspected cause of failure, maintenance action necessary, the time the 
system, process, or component became operational again, and the identity of the operator completing the 
log should any further clarification of the log be required after the event. An entry in the TIC Real-Time 
Log was typically completed on each occasion that a system malfunction was perceived by TIC operators 
throughout the evaluation period. The TIC Real-Time Log contains details of both hardware and software 
malfunctions perceived by the TIC Operators or their manager. The log was completed only at times when 
these staff were on duty at the TIC, that is from 6:OO am to 7:OO pm each week day. 

For the purposes of analysis, the log entries were sorted by hardware and software malfunctions. From 
these log entries the Mean Time Between Failures (MTBF) and Mean Time To Repair (MTTR) were 
calculated for the system hardware. 

5.2.2.2 Hardware Reliability and Maintenance Requirements - Findings 

During the period of data collection for the reliability assessment, that is from, 0O:OO am on November 18 
to 2359 pm on December 28,1995, just one hardware failure was experienced, as described below. 

Modem 5 

Figure 5.1 contains data relating to the reliability of Modem 5. Modem 5 was responsible for receiving 
weather data. During the 984 hour data collection period, a single failure was recorded for this component, 
so that the MTTR of 109.7 hours also represents the total component downtime. The MTBF of 874.3 
hours translates to total Modem 5 up-time as a percentage of the 984 hour data collection period of 88.85 
percent. The availability of Modem 5 was also calculated, and a value of 0.8885 was obtained. As was 
noted in Section 5.2.2 above, inferences as to the reliability of this component outside the finite data 
collection period should not be made based on these findings. The reliability data for Modem 5 were 
wholly influenced by the timing of the failure of this component, The SSI process logfile for incoming 
weather data indicated that Modem 5 failed on Sunday, December 24, 1995. No operators were on duty 
at this time and technicians were not available for support due to the holiday period. The first attempt at 
repair was performed when the TIC Manager restarted the SSI process on December 26,1995. This restart 
did not correct the problem and the failure continued through the end of the data collection period on 
December 28,1995. Technicians repaired the hardware failure following the holiday period on January 
2,1996. Repairs consisted of a modem cold start which required approximately 30 minutes to perform. 

It should be noted that the Time To Repair (TT'R) for Modem 5 was measured as being fiom 10: 15 am on 
December 24, 1995, to the end of data collection at 2359 pm on December 28, 1995, even though the 
modem had not been repaired by the end of the data collection period. It should also be noted that the 
repair of Modem 5 was not critical to any formal operational testing. All the in-vehicle tests had been 
completed prior to December 24, 1995. 
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Date 

Mean Time To Repair Data 
4 

Down Time 
stop Date 

’ dd:hh:mm:ss 1 Hours . 
I Dec24 I 10:55:13 I Dec28 I 23:59:59 I 04:13:44:46 1 109.7 I 

Total Stops=l Total 04: 13:44:46 109.7 
Mean 04: 1 3:44:46 109.7 - 

Mean Time Between Failures Data 

Nov 18 I 0O:OO:OO I Dec24 10:15:13 36:10:15:13 874.3 
Total 36: 10:15: 13 874.3 
Mean 36: 10:15:13 874.3 

Figure 5.1 Modem 5 Reliability Data 

All other hardware components within the TIC Architecture were functional during 100 percent of system 
operation time, and therefore the value for their availability is 1 .OOOO. 

Software Reliability and Maintenance Requirements - Data Collection Procedures 5.2.2.3 

In terms of the TIC Architecture software reliability and maintenance requirements, the TIC Real-Time 
Log software malfunction data was augmented by the automated process logs created by the TIC. The 
individual constituent processes which form the system software are listed below, along with a brief 
description of their respective functions. The order of the list of processes is that in which the processes 
are activated when the TIC is started up, the top item being initiated first. 

Process 

Watchdog 

Data Server 

TSCDRV 

Description 

This process is responsible for monitoring all other processes and restarting 
any process which shuts down. 

This process is responsible for transfemng data between the Trait 
Systems Center (TSC), Dundee Road #1, Dundee Road #92, Short Link 
Resolver, Msg Scheduler, MNA Reports, Travel Time Prediction, Incident 
Tracker, 5 Minute TSC Logger and Dundee Logger processes. 

This process monitors data entering from the TSC and formats this for use 
in other processes. 
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Archiver 

TSC Stam 

MNA Tracker 

Dundee Road #1 & #92 

NWCD Incidents 

SSI Weather 

Short Link Resolver 

RF Router/Translator, 
MDC4800 Gateway, and 
NCP Server 

Msg Scheduler 

GPS Messages 

MNA Reports 

Travel Time Prediction 

Incident Tracker 

This process receives and saves data from all other TIC processes. 

This process takes formatted data, provided in one minute intervals, from 
the TSCDRV process, aggregates it into five minute intervals, and then 
transfers the aggregated data to the TIC database. 

This process receives probe reports from the MNA Reports process and 
determines the number of vehicles currently active in the test area. 

These two Dundee Road processes receive data fiom the Dundee Road loop 
detector master controllers, #1 and #92, format the data, and save the data 
to the TIC database. 

This process receives data fiom the Northwest Central Dispatch Center, and 
displays this in a log file. 

This process receives weather related data. 

This process is responsible for correcting any probe reports containing non- 
existent link identifiers. 

These three processes provide communications to and from the probe 
vehicles. 

This process receives data ready for transmission to the probes, formats it, 
and sends the data to probe vehicles. 

This process receives differential GPS messages, formats the data, and 
sends the data to the Msg Scheduler for transmission to the probe vehicles. 

This process receives data from probe vehicles, formats it, and then saves 
the data to the TIC database. 

This process actually performs all three traffic related functions (TRF), that 
is, the Incident Detection, Data Fusion and Travel Time Prediction 
algorithms, on data received from the Data Server and transfers the 
processed data forward to the Message Scheduler. 

This process is responsible for moving incidents and closures through their 
various states (inactive, active, cleared and deleted), and for communicating 
these state changes to other TIC processes as needed. 
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1 Minute TSC Logger 

5 Minute TSC Logger 

Dundee Logger 

TSC to Web Converter 

Database 

This process saves the Traffic Systems Center (TSC) data in the format sent 
by the TSC every one minute. . -. 

This process aggregates and saves data from the 1 Minute TSC Logger 
every five minutes. 

This process formats and saves data from the Dundee Road loop detector 
processes. 

This process creates the Internet Web pages for the Gary-Chicago- 
Milwaukee ( G O  project. 

The Versant database process that handles data fiom the TSC, Dundee Road 
# 1, Dundee Road #92, Short Link Resolver, MNA Reports, Travel Time 
Prediction, Incident Tracker, 5 Minute TSC Logger and Dundee Logger 
processes. 

RLDR The Remove Loop Detector Report (RLDR) process deletes any database 
material older than a specified number of days. At present all data older 
than three days are deleted. 

The interdependencies of the various TIC processes have consequences for the evaluation of their 
reliability. A process hierarchy exists whereby should a higher ranking process experience a failure or 
shutdow, then the processes which depend on it also shutdown or fail. For example, should the kchiver 
process fail, then the Dundee #1, Dundee #92, MNA Reports, Travel Time Prediction, and TSC Status 
processes would also fail. The Watchdog process does not fall within this process hierarchy, due to its 
peripheral monitoring function within the TIC. The list of process failure dependencies is illustrated in 
Figure 5.2 

For the TIC Architecture software reliability evaluation, if a failure of a higher level process was recorded 
on the system logs, its failure only and not the failures of its dependent processes were translated into the 
failure rates provided in this document. 

Data contained in the TIC main computer SAVELOG directory was used to calculate the mean time 
between failures (MTBF) and mean time to repair (MTTR) for the TIC and for each TIC process. One 
logfile contains details of startups and shutdowns for all processes, whether these be planned or in response 
to an emergency. This log was transferred from the TIC to a PC prior to analysis. Planned process and 
TIC startups and shutdowns include those for routine operations and maintenance activities such as the 
backing-up or archiving of data. However, the current evaluation only concerned any non-scheduled or 
emergency shutdowns of processes or the TIC software as a whole. Therefore, evaluators removed any 
timestamps relating to planned startups and shutdowns prior to data analysis. This was performed 
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manually by comparing the timestamp data on the electronic log to the manually completed TIC Real-Time 
Log. 

m 
J 

Arch iver 
Dundee #I 
Dundee #92 
MNA Reports 
Travel Time Prediction 
TSC Status 

Database 
Dundee #I 
Dundee #92 
Dundee Logger 
5 Minute TSC Logger 
Incident Tracker 
Short Link Resolver 
Travel Time Prediction 
TSC Status 

Dundee #I 
Dundee #92 

D c 
ataserver 

Dundee Logger 
5 Minute TSC Logger 
Incident Tracker 
Message Scheduler 

MNA Reports 
Travel Time Prediction 
TSC Status 

-GPS Messages 

MDC4800 Gateway 
MNA Tracker 
NCP Server 

. NWCD Incidents 
1 Minute TSC Logger 
R F Routerflranslator 
SSI 
TSCDRV 

TSC Status 
j T S C  to Web Converter 

Figure 5.2 TIC Process Failure Hierarchy 

As was outlined above, the TIC Real-Time Log records the time and date when both planned and 
emergency shutdowns occur. It also records the time and date a malfunction occurs, if known, and when 
it was identified if this differs from the actual time of failure, the system experiencing failure, known or 
suspected cause of failure, maintenance action necessary, the time system became operational again, and 
the identity ofthe operator completing the log should any further clarification of the log be required after 
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the event. An entry in the TIC Real-Time Log was completed on each occasion that a system malfunction 
was perceived by TIC operators throughout the evaluation period, and whenever a planned process or TIC 
shutdown occurred. 

- -- 

By comparing the two sources of information it was possible to extract the planned shutdowns from the 
electronic log data prior to data analysis. The reduced data was then imported into a Lotus spreadsheet 
analysis program. A macro within this program was designed which calculates the MTBF and MTTR for 
the TIC as a whole and for each of the above listed TIC processes. 

Following these automated calculations, the TIC Real-Time Log was then utilized to identify the causes 
of the emergency shutdowns, the actions taken to return the system to full operation, and any consequences 
due to the failure. It should be noted that although the electronic logs comprehensively record all system 
shutdowns and startups, the TIC Real-Time Log is completed by operators, and therefore, is not exhaustive 
as operators may not be present when a process shuts down. Some such instances of electronic logs 
recording failures €or which no corresponding TIC Real-Time Log entries were made are noted in the 
following section where applicable. 

5.2.2.4 Software Reliability and Maintenance Requirements - FindinPs 

For the period of data collection for the reliability assessment, that is fiom, 0O:OO am on November 18 to 
2359 pm on December 28, 1995, the data relating to s o h a r e  reliability are contained in Figures 5.3 to 
5.8. It was found that during this data collection period, the TIC as a whole failed on three occasions, and 
only six of the 25 processes experienced failures. All other process or TIC shutdowns during the same 
period were part of standard maintenance, data back-up, and archival procedures. The following results 
should be considered bearing in mind the function of the Watchdog process which monitors all other 
processes and restarts any process which shuts down, as described in Section 5.2.2. 

TIC 

Figure 5.3 contains data relating to the reliability of the TIC as a whole. The MTTR for the TIC as a whole 
was 2.907 hours. The minimum Time To Repair (TTR) was 0.1653 hours, and the maximum TTR was 
8.383 hours. The three failures experienced during the data collection period of 984 hours resulted in total 
TIC downtime of 8.721 hours. The MTBF of 243.8 hours translates to total TIC up-time as a percentage 
of the 984 hour data collection period of 99.1 1 percent. The availability of the TIC was also calculated 
and a value of 0.9882 was obtained. As was noted in Section 5.2.2 above, inferences as to the reliability 
of the system outside the finite data collection period should not be made based on these findings. 

As outlined previously, these results do not take into account any planned TIC startups and shutdowns 
which were performed for routine operations and maintenance activities such as the backing-up or 
archiving of data. 
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Mean Time Between Failures Data I Date I Start I Date 

Nov 21 09:27:38 

Up Time 
dd:hh:mrn:ss Hours 

09:17:43 03:09: 17:43 ' 81.30 
16:20:00 00:06:52:22 6.873 
08:48:00 04:16:17:37 112.3 
235959 32:06:49:02 774.8 

Total 40: 15: 16:44 975.3 
Mean 10:03:49: 1 1 243.8 

stop 

Figure 5.3 TIC Reliability Data 

The first TIC failure comprised a system shutdown and start-up by the TIC Manager as the probe vehicles 
were not receiving differential GPS. Investigation of the failure log indicated that the source of the 
problem had occurred within a sub-process of the NCP Server process. This failure is reported separately 
below as an NCP Server process failure. The TIC operator on duty was unaware of the differential GPS 
loss as the TIC continued to operate without the differential GPS signal. It should be noted that the overall 
TIC failure in this case was recorded with the manually initiated TIC shutdown at 9:17 am although probe 
vehicles had not been receiving differential GPS since 5:41 am. 

The second system failure occurred later that day when the TIC spontaneously failed due to a Versant 
database software crash and was restarted by the TIC Operator on duty. The third system failure was 
caused by a RF communications interface problem. Technicians corrected the problem by re-coordmating 
the related communications processes through a system restart. The greater time to recovery is mostly due 
to the fact that this failure occurred on a Sunday. In terms of the maintenance requirements for these TIC 
failures, it is not registered on the TIC Real-Time Log if subsequent system adjustments were made in 
response to these failures. In all three cases, no other actions were immediately necessary other than the 
re-starting of TIC operation. 
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Dundee 92 Process 

Figure 5.4 contains data relating to'tlie Dundee 92 process reliability. This is one of the two processes 
which receive data fiom the Dundee Road loop detector master controllers, format the data, and save the 
data to the TIC database. During the 984 hour data collection period, a single failure was recorded for this 
process, so that the M?TR of 2.849 hours also represents the total process downtime. The MTBF of 490.6 
hours translates to total Dundee 92 Process up-time as a percentage of the 984 hour data collection period 
of 99.71 percent. The availability of the Dundee 92 process was calculated and a value of 0.9942 was 

- obtained. As was noted in Section 5.2.2 above, inferences as to the reliability of this component outside 
the finite data collection period should not be made based on these findings. 

Mean Time To ReDair Data 
Down Time 

' dd:hh:mm:ss I Hours Date stop 

I Dec6 I 04:37:00 107:27:57 I 00:02:50:57 I 2.849 I 
Total Stops=l I Total I 00:02:50:57 I 2.849 I I Mean I 00:02:50:57 I 2.849 I 

Mean Time Between Failures Data 
Up Time 

dd:hh:mm:ss Hours 
Nov 18 oo:oo:oo Dec 6 04:37:00 18:04:37:00 436.6 
Dec 6 07:27:57 Dec 28 235959 22:16:32:02 544.5 

Total 40:21:09:02 981.2 
Mean 20:10:34:31 490.6 

Date Start Date stop 

Figure 5.4 Dundee 92 Process Reliability Data 

The process failure was recorded in the TIC Red-Time Log by the operator. When the operator came on 
duty and checked the reporting status of the various remote data sources, it was noticed that the last time 
the Dundee 92 process had reported to the TIC was approximately three hours earlier at 4:37 am. The 
process failed because the early morning back-up routine did not make the normal socket connection to 
the Dundee 92 modem when processes were restarted following back-up. The maintenance action required 
was the shutting down and restarting of the Dundee 92 process which then reported as normal. It is noted 
that the Dundee 92 process status indicator itself did not display a process failure. At present the TIC is 
unable to diagnose when a remote data source stops reporting to the appropriate TIC process, only if that 
process itself fails. Nonetheless, the non-provision of Dundee 92 data has been considered as a process 
failure. 
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Watchdog Process 

Figure 5.5 contains data relating to thG reliability of the Watchdog process. 

Mean Time To Repair Data 
Down Time rDate I I dd:hh:mrn:ss I Hours 

Mean Time Between Failures Data 

Dec 13 031 0:03 Dec 14 00:35:51 00: 19:25:48 19.43 
Dec 14 05:32:24 Dec 15 00:36:26 00:19:04:02 19.07 
Dec 15 051 1:00 Dec 16 00:36:16 00:19:25:16 19.42 
Dec 16 05:27:04 Dec 28 235959 12:18:32:55 306.5 

Total 39:05:44:22 941.7 
Mean 03:22: 10:26 94.17 

Figure 5.5 Watchdog Process Reliability Data 

This process is responsible for monitoring all other processes and restarting any process which shuts down. 
A total of nine failures were recorded for this process and the MTTR was 4.696 hours. The minimum TTR 
was 3.849 hours, and the maximum l T R  was 4.958 hours. The nine failures experienced during the data 
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collection period of 984 hours resulted in total downtime of 42.26 hours. The MTBF of 94.1 7 hours 
translates to total Watchdog Process up-time as a percentage of the 984 hour data collection period of 
95.71 percent. However, for reasons which are explained in the following paragraph, this percentage does 
not reflect the amount of time that the Watchdog process was non-functional, but reflects the percentage 
of operating time within the data collection period during which Watchdog caused difficulties for other 
processes by switching them on when they should have been switched off. The availability of the 
Watchdog process was calculated and a value of 0.9525 was obtained. As was noted in Section 5.2.2 
above, inferences as to the reliability of this component outside the finite data collection period should not 
be made based on these findings. 

When analyzing the context of these Watchdog process failures, it was found that the failures occurred 
when the TIC systems shut down automatically early each morning in order that system back-ups could 
be performed. As part of the daily back-up procedures, the RLDR process is activated. This in turn shuts 
down the Travel Time Prediction ('ITP) process in order that the 'TTP data may be backed-up. As outlined 
above, the function of the Watchdog process is to restart any process which fails. However, on the 
occasions recorded, the Watchdog process was not aware that the TTP process had been shut down by 
RLDR intentionally as part of the back-up procedures and it restarted the TTP process. This caused 
difficulties for other processes when they should have been restarted following the back-up procedures. 

This scenario was not encountered on each occasion when back-ups were performed, that is, daily, but 
seemed to result from a random effect of timing whereby Watchdog only detected that TTP had been 
shutdown on a subset of days. No immediate maintenance action was performed as the process failures 
occurred when the TIC was unstaffed, and the processes did ultimately correct themselves. In terms of 
preventive maintenance, it is presumed that this failure of Watchdog could be eliminated by enabling it 
to be aware of the contexts in which processes can be shutdown intentiondly by other processes, or to 
shutdown the Watchdog with TTP and restart it after RLDR completes its routine. 

TSCDRV Process 

Figure 5.6 contains data relating to the reliability of the TSCDRV process. This process monitors data 
entering from the IDOT TSC and formats this for use in other processes. During the 984 hour data 
collection period, a single failure was recorded for this process, so that the MTTR of 1.008 hours also 
represents the total process downtime. The MTBF of 491.5 hours translates to total TSCDRV Process up- 
time as a percentage of the 984 hour data collection period of 99.90 percent. The availability of the 
TSCDRV process was calculated and a value of 0.9980 was obtained. As was noted in Section 5.2.2 
above, inferences as to the reliability of this component outside the finite data collection period should not 
be made based on these findings. The lone failure was caused by an intercommunications problem 
between driver and client. A technician performed repairs by restarting both the driver and the client. 
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Mean Time To Repair Data 
1 

- Down Time 
Start dd:hh:mm:ss Hours 

Dec 12 10:14:04 11:14:32 00:01:00:28 1.008 
Total Stops='l Total 00:01:00:28 1.008 

Mean 00:01:00:28 1.008 

Date stop 

Mean Time Between Failures Data 

Date Start Date 
Up Time 

dd:hh:rnm:ss Hours 
Nov 18 0O:OO:OO Dec 12 10:14:04 24:10:14:04 586.2 
Dec 12 11:14:32 Dec 28 23:59:59 16:12:45:27 396.8 

Total 40:22:59:31 983.0 
Mean 20: 1 1 :29:45 491.5 

stop 

Figure 5.6 TSCDRV Process Reliability Data 

Database Process 

Figure 5.7 contains data relating to the reliability of the Database process. 

Mean Time To Repair Data 
I i 

Down Time 
dd:hh:mm:ss I Hours 

Start Date stop 

1 Nov21 I 09:21:29 I 09:25:58 I 00:00:04:29 I 0.07472 1 
I Dec 15 I 09:18:58 I 09:33:55 I 00:00:14:57 I 0.2492 I 

Total Stops=2 Total 00:00:19:26 0.3239 
Mean 00:00:09:43 0.1619 

Mean Time Between Failures Data 

Figure 5.7 Database Process Reliability Data 
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Database is the Versant database process which handles data fiom the TSC, Dundee Road #1, Dundee 
Road #92, Short Link Resolver, MNA Reports, Travel Time Prediction, Incident Tracker, 5 Minute TSC 
Logger and Dundee Logger processes. A total of two failures were recorded for this process and the 
MTTR was 0.1619 hours. The minimum TTR was 0.07472 hours and the maximum TTR was 0.2492 
hours. The two failures experienced during the data collection period of 984 hours resulted in total 
downtime of 0.3239 hours. The MTBF of 327.9 hours translates to total Database process up-time as a 
percentage of the 984 hour collection period of 99.97 percent. The availability of the Database process 
was calculated and a value of 0.9995 was obtained. As was noted in Section 5.2.2 above, inferences as 
to the reliability of this component outside the f ~ t e  data collection period should not be made based on 
these findings. 

Both failures are identical in that the Database process failed to shutdown initially for logfile back-up in 
each case. The first failure occurred when the TIC operator had to request that the Database process be 
shutdown three times in order to perform a weekly database back-up. The second failure occurred when 
the TIC operator had to request Database process shutdown four times in order to perform a database back- 
up. No further data were available on the cause of these failures and any subsequent preventive 
maintenance action taken. 

MNA Reports Process 

Figure 5.8 contains data relating to the reliability of the MNA Reports process. This process receives data 
from probe vehicles, formats it and saves the data to the TIC database. A total of three failures were 
recorded for this process and the MTTR was 0.001204 hours. The minimum TTR was 0.001 I 1 1 hours and 
the maximum TTR was 0.00 1389 hours. The three failures experienced during the data collection period 
of 984 hours resulted in total downtime of 0.00361 1 hours. The MTBF of 246.0 hours translates to total 
MNA Reports process up-time as a percentage of the 984 hour collection period of 99.99 percent. The 
availability of the MNA Reports process was calculated and a value of 0.9999 was obtained. As was noted 
in Section 5.2.2 above, inferences as to the reliability of this component outside the finite data collection 
period should not be made based on these findings. The cause of each of these failures is unknown. The 
failure was corrected in each case when Watchdog restarted the process. 
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Mean Time To Repair Data ~ 

Down Time 
dd:hh:mm:ss I Hours Date stop Start 

~ 

Nov 25 14:45:33 14:45:37 00:00:00:04 0.001 11 1 
Dec 6 18:05:29 18:05:33 00:00:00:04 0.001 11 1 
Dec 13 22:31:32 22:31:37 00:00:00:05 0.001389 

Total Stops=3 Total 00:00:00:13 0.00361 1 
Mean 00:00:00:04 0.001 204 

Mean Time Between Failures Data 

Date Start Date 

Nov 18 oo:oo:oo Nov 25 
Nov 25 14:45:37 Dec 6 
Dec 6 18:05:33 Dec 13 
Dec 13 22:3 1 : 37 Dec 28 

Up Time 
dd:hh:mm:ss Hours 

14:45:33 07:14:45:33 182.8 
18:05:29 11:03:19:52 267.3 
22:31:32 07:04:25:59 172.4 
235959 15:01:28:22 361.5 

Total 40:23:59:46 984.0 
Mean 10:05:59:57 246.0 

stop 

Figure 5.8 MNA Reports Process ReIiabiIity Data 

NCP Server Process 

Figure 5.9 contains data relating to the NCP Server process reliability. This is one of three processes 
which are responsible for maintaining the interface with the COM sub-system of ADVANCE. During the 
984 hour data collection period, a single failure was recorded for this process, so that the MTTR of 3.755 
hours also represents the total process downtime. The MTBF of 490.1 hours translates to total NCP Server 
process up-time as a percentage of the 984 hour data collection period of 99.62 percent. The availability 
of the NCP Server process was calculated and a value of 0.9924 was obtained. As was noted in Section 
5.2.2 above, inferences as to the reliability of this component outside the finite data collection period 
should not be made based on these findings. 
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Mean Time To Repair Data 
r i 

Down Time 
dd:hh:mm:ss I H o u r s  Date stop Start 

I Nov 21 I 05:42:20 109:27:38 I 00:03:45:18 I 3.755 I 
Total Stops=l Total 00:03:45:18 3.755 

Mean 00:03:45:18 3.755 

Mean Time Between Failures Data 
I 

Up Time 
dd:hh:mm:ss 1 H o u r s  Date I Start I Date I Stop 

Nov 18 oo:oo:oo Nov 21 05:42:20 03:05:42:20 77.71 
Nov 21 09:27:38 Dec 28 23:59:59 37:14:32:21 902.5 

Total 40:20:14:41 980.2 
Mean 20:10:07:20 490.1 

Figure 5.9 NCP Server Process ReIiabiIity Data 

The process failure was noted when a probe vehicle driver reported that probe vehicles were not receiving 
differential GPS. The TIC Process Controller did not reflect the differential GPS loss. The cause of the 
differential GPS loss was identified in the logfile for the MNA Reports process. The logfile noted an error 
that a Remote Procedure Call (RPC) program had not been recognized by the MNA Reports process when 
the system started following the early morning back-up procedure. The W C  program recognition error 
was traced to one of the sub-processes of the NCP Server process. The maintenance action required was 
the shutting down and restarting of the TIC which was referred to previously. The TIC restart restored 
differential GPS and all systems then reported as usual. 

Other TIC Processes 

All other software processes within the TIC Architecture were functional during 100 percent of system 
operation time, and therefore the value for their availability is 1 .OOOO. This was the case except as was 
noted previously, when processes lower in the process hierarchy, that is, processes dependent on higher 
processes, failed as a direct consequence of higher level process failures. 

5.2.2.5 Reliability and Maintenance Requirements - Summary of Findings and Conclusions 

As was noted in Section 5.2.2 above, inferences as to the reliability of the various components outside the 
finite data collection period should not be made based on these findings. 
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In terms of MOE A. 1.2 TIC hardware reliability, during the period of data collection for the reliability 
assessment, that is from, 0O:OO am on November 18 to 23:59 pm on December 28,1995, just one hardware 
failure was experienced, as is sumniafized in Table 5.1. 

Component MTTR MTBF % Uptime Availability 
(hours) (hours) 

109.7 874.3 88.85 0.8885 
I. 

Modem 5 

Table 5.1 Summary of Hardware Reliability Data 

The hardware component which experienced a failure was TIC Modem 5, which is responsible for 
receiving weather data. The timing of the modem failure, which occurred during the Christmas holiday 
period, significantly impacted the M?TR. However, this' failure did not impact the ADVANCE operational 
testing as all in-vehicle tests had been completed by the time of this failure. 

All other hardware components within the TIC Architecture were functional during 100 percent of system 
operation time, and therefore the value for their availability is 1 .OOOO. 

In terms of MOE A. 1.3 TIC hardware maintenance requirements, the maintenance action required for the 
Modem 5 hardware failure consisted of a modem cold start which required approximately 30 minutes to 
perform. This action required the assistance of the system designers. 

It is concluded that the TIC hardware provided an acceptable level of reliability for the ADVANCE 
Targeted Deployment. It is also concluded that the maintenance requirements of the TIC hardware proved 
to be reasonable, although it should be noted that the maintenance required the assistance of technical staff, 
and so continued access to these, or similar, staff should be ensured. 

In terms of the assessment of MOE A.2.2 TIC software reliability, for the same data collection period it 
was found that the TIC as a whole failed on three occasions and only six of the 25 processes experienced 
failures. All other process or TIC shutdowns during the same period were part of standard maintenance, 
data back-up, and archival procedures. Reliability data for these failures are summarized in Table 5.2. 

All other software processes within the TIC Architecture were functional during 100 percent of system 
operation time, and therefore the value for their availability is 1 .OOOO. 

In terms of the assessment of MOE A.2.3 TIC sofiware maintenance requirements, the maintenance action 
required for the TIC, the Dundee 92 process, the TSCDRV process, and the NCP Server failures was the 
shutting down and then restarting of the respective systems or processes which then functioned as normal. 
It was not documented on the TIC Real-Time Log if subsequent system adjustments were made in response 
to these failures. It should be noted that when the TIC as a whole or individual processes required shutting 
down, this action had to be performed by either the TIC Manager or system administration technical staff. 
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MTBF 
Process (hours) (hours) 

TIC 2.907 243.8 

Dundee 92 2.849 490.6 

Watchdog 4.696 94.17 

TSCDRV 1.008 . 49 1.5 

0.1619 327.9 

0.001204 246.0 

NCP Server 3.755 490.1 

% Up-time Availability 

99.1 1 0.9982 

99.71 0.9942 

95.71 0.9525 

99.90 0.9980 

99.97 0.9995 

99.99 0.9999 

99.62 0.9924 

Table 5.2 Summary of Software Reliability Data 

No immediate maintenance action was performed for the Watchdog process failures as these occurred 
when the TIC was unstaffed, and the processes ultimately corrected themselves. No further data were 
available on the cause of the Database process failures nor any subsequent preventative maintenance action 
taken.. The immediate action taken in response to the failure of the Database process to shutdown for 
logfile backups was to repeat the process shutdown commands until these were registered and executed 
by the process. The MNA Reports process failures were corrected in each instance when Watchdog 
restarted the process. No M e r  maintenance action was required. 

It is concluded that the TIC software provided an acceptable level of reliability for the ADVANCE Targeted 
Deployment. Should the current system be utilized or adapted for use in a longer term or more extensive 
implementation, it is proposed that further effort would be required to ensure that, during unstaffed 
operations, the overall TIC MTTR is reduced fiom the current value of 2.907 hours. However, due to the 
frequency with which the TIC as a whole failed, that is 3 times within 984 hours, this MTTR did not 
severely impact the system availability of 0.9982. 

The reliability data for the Watchdog process should be considered bearing in mind that the MTTR of 
4.696 hours does not represent the amount of time that the Watchdog process was non-functional, but 
reflects the time during which Watchdog caused difficulties for other processes by switching them on when 
they should have been switched off. 

It is also concluded that the maintenance requirements of the TIC software proved to be reasonable. 
However, as was the case with the TIC hardware, it should be noted that the maintenance action in 
response to software failures largely required the assistance of technical staff, and so continued access to 
these, or similar, staff should be ensured. 
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5.2.3 TIC Efficiency - MOEs A.1.4 and A.2.4 

- MOEs A. 1.4, TIC hardware eflcieni:%id A.2.4, TIC software eficiency; were assessed in conjunction 
using various measures. This section presents a description of the data collection procedures and the 
results of analyses for these efficiency MOEs. The efficiency evaluation comprised the following areas: 

e the measurement of the time taken to process data originating from automated sources, and the 

the measurement of the time taken to process data involving manual input; 
the measurement of the frequency of the TIC data back-up cycle required; and 
the measurement of the efficiency of the TIC in providing an information service without manual 

volume of data inputs that could be entered into the TIC before the five minute TRF cycle was 
reached; 

e 

e 

e 

data entry. 

This section is structured according to these four areas. It should be noted that the findings presented in 
the following subsections are of course dependent on maintaining the same system parameters utilized for 
the Targeted Deployment and the same typical range of data reports which habitually entered the TIC 
during Targeted Deployment. Therefore, the conclusions drawn from the findings should not be taken out 
of the context of the ADVANCE Targeted Deployment. 

Prior to the presentation of the procedures and findings of the eficiency evaluation, a description of the 
data flow through the TIC is provided. This description highlights the various timestamps that were 
available to the evaluation team for use in the evaluation process. 

5.2.3.1 Data Flow through the TIC 

Preliminary analyses of the electronic logs provided by the TIC were performed to identify the timestamps 
that were available for the purposes of the TIC evaluation. The four main components of the TIC and the 
seven main timestamps which were available to the evaluation team are illustrated in Figure 5.10. The 
following paragraphs provide a brief and simplified description of the data flow through the architecture 
in terms of the timestamps that are logged by the system. 

Data that enter the TIC originate from three sources: probe vehicles, loop detectors, and anecdotal reports. 
A single report contains data for one test area link. Probe report data include travel times and congestion 
distances for each link traversed. Loop detector data provided to the TIC include raw and smooth volumes 
and occupancies for links in the test area from the Traffic Systems Center (TSC) and Dundee Road loop 
detector systems. The entry of the data reports from the probe vehicles and loop detectors into the TIC are 
automated processes, requiring no manual intervention. Timestamp T1 for these inputs represents the time 
that the reports are initiated by these remote systems. 
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Message 
scheduler 

Probe input Traffic Related Functions 

Loopinput e - Data 
server 

un”c\4a’Qr4b D F T k T 4 d  server Anecdotal 

Timestamps: TI T2 T3 = T4 T5 T6 n 
I I 

i 1 I I t 
-W pressing)- 

(maximum 5 minute)- 

Figure 5.10 Timestamps Logged by the TIC 

Anecdotal input into the TIC consists of Northwest Central Dispatch (NWCD) reports as well as lane and 
road closure information which is provided by Illinois Department of Transportation (IDOT) and the 
Illinois State Toll Highway Authority (ISTHA). The TIC server has a direct connection with the NWCD 
printer feed which provides reports in near real-time. The operator is required to scan the incoming reports 
to ascertain if the reports are both relevant to the geographic scope of the test area and appropriate for the 
ADVANCE operational test, that is, will they affect traffic within the test area, If the NWCD information 
is relevant, then the operator is required to manually create a report based on this infomation for entry into 
the TIC database. Anecdotal NWCD data input includes incident type, impact, intensity, and duration. 
Timestamp T1 for the NWCD anecdotal inputs represents the time at which the reports are entered 
remotely into the NWCD database by the NWCD operator. 

Lane and road closure information arrives on a daily basis by facsimile at the TIC. This anecdotal data 
is also manually entered by the operator into the TIC. However, as this non-real-time information is 
typically received the day before the start of any lane or road closure, a T1 timestamp for this information 
type was not applicable in the context of the eficiency evaluation. 

T2 for all three types of inputs represents the time at which the data reports entering the TIC data server 
are subsequently written to the TIC database. Reports are accumulated within the data server until the 
Traffic Related Functions (TRF) process is initiated. Data reports exit the data server at time T3. The TRF 
acquires the accumulated data reports from the data server every five minutes. T4 represents the time at 
which the TRF process commences. Due to the coarseness of the timestamps recorded by the TIC, that 
is, only to within one second, T3 is identical to T4. 

At the beginning of each TRF cycle, TRF prepares all reports received from the data server for processing 
through the various algorithms [Incident Detection (ID), Data Fusion @F) and Travel Time Prediction 
(TTP)]. Following preparation, TRF passes each report individually through the various TRF algorithms 
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in order to identify those reports that warrant a dynamic update to the static travel time database. For each 
data report in the stack, four “sub-timestamps” are created by the TIC. These relate to the times that each 
report is “unstacked” (T4a), runs throua ID (T4b), runs through DF (T~c) ,  and runs through TTP (T4d). 
For a single data report, these times are virtually indistinguishable due to the coarseness of the 
timestamping within the TIC, that is, to within one second. 

A data report is identified as a dynamic update to the static travel time database if the absolute value of the 
difference between the data report link travel time and the static link travel time is greater than or equal 
to a threshold of 20 seconds. Data reports identified as dynamic updates receive a set of four new travel 
time adjustments from the static travel time for that particular link. These four values comprise travel time 
adjustments for each of the next four 5-minute intervals. If any of the four adjustment values is zero, that 
is, when the dynamic value equals the static travel time, the report remains in the message scheduler cycle 
where it will “timeout” when static conditions return. If all four adjustment values are non-zero, the report 
will be processed in a single message scheduler cycle using the adjustment value for the first five minutes 
after which it returns to TRF for processing using the adjustment value for the second five minutes as 
input. This routine is repeated until any of the four adjustment values is zero at which time the report 
remains in the message scheduler where it will “timeout” when static conditions return. 

To provide an indication of the approximate number of reports which result in an update of a link travel 
time, all data reports within a typical operating scenario from 4:OO pm to 6:OO pm on 4 December, 1995 
were examined. The percentage of data reports processed by TRF which resulted in a travel time update 
being produced and transmitted by the TIC was 4.4 percent of the total inputs entered into the TIC. This 
number of total inputs included travel time update data reports, data reports which did not result in a travel 
time update and data reports for travel time updates from previous TRF cycles which remain in the system 
until the appropriate time-out point. This figure of 4.4 percent of entered reports resulting in travel time 
updates would change if certain TRF parameters were altered. At present, a modifiable threshold, set at 
20 seconds for the Targeted Deployment, governs if an incoming probe report is considered to contain a 
travel time update based on the magnitude of the difference between the dynamic reported link travel time 
and the travel time contained in the static database. The effects of modifLing TRF parameters and the 
update thresholds were not part of the current evaluation. 

T5 represents the time at which the last unstacked data report passes through the various TRF algorithms. 
The time that TRF takes to process data is dependent upon the size of the stack of data reports obtained 
from the data server. Any data obtained from the data server at the start of a five minute cycle which has 
not been processed by TRF within the next five minutes, that is, before the start of the subsequent cycle, 
is discarded by TRF. All data reports collected during regular TIC operations and which were analyzed 
as part of the evaluation activities were processed by TRF in approximately two minutes. This interval 
represents the difference between T4 and T5. 

Data reports qualifying as an update to the static travel time database are passed to the message scheduler 
data server where they await the start of the next message scheduler cycle. All other reports which would 
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not result in an update to a travel time contained within the static travel time database are discarded by 
TRF. 

- -. 

The message scheduler cycle also initiates every five minutes, although the TRF cycle and the message 
scheduler cycle are not synchronized. The interval between the start of the TRF cycle and the start of the 
message scheduler cycle varies and is established when each process goes on-line as part of a TIC systems 
startup. The TIC systems are shutdown and started up daily following the early morning backup routine. 
During Targeted Deployment operations, the interval between the start of the TRF cycle and the start of 
the message scheduler cycle tended to be between three and four minutes. This non-synchronization of 
the two cycles and the interval between the starts of the two cycles was the main governing factor in the , 
time to process data reports. 

T6 represents the time at which the updated reports which have accumulated in the message scheduler data 
server are accessed by the message scheduler at the start of its five minute cycle. Aged data reports that 
have not yet timed out are also reprocessed at this time. The message scheduler “bundles” groups of 
processed data reports into a format suitable for transmission from the TIC. T7 represents the time at 
which the first bundle of data reports is forwarded to the communications subsystem of ADVANCE 
(COM). 

Within the TIC, various time periods and day types are differentiated for the static link travel times. 
However, the efficiency evaluation was based on the assumption that there was no difference in data 
processing time between the various day types and time periods for an equal number of data reports. The 
validity of this assumption was confirmed by the TIC system integrators. 

In preliminary analyses of the electronic log data provided by the TIC it was established that the 
timestamps available were precise only to within one second. At this level of definition, it was not 
possible to distinguish any variations in the time taken to process the different types of data once these 
entered the TIC, for example, the time to process probe reports compared to loop detector reports compared 
to anecdotal inputs. This meant that the efficiency evaluation was restricted to measures of the times taken 
to process the entire volume of data within the TIC rather than the times taken to process individual types 
of data by source. 

The timestamps outlined above which were utilized for the evaluation were as follows. Timestamp T1 for 
the automated reports originating from the probe vehicles and the loop detectors was not included. The 
timing and frequency of these data reports were governed by the reporting schedule of their remote 
sources, and as such were outside of the control of the TIC. Timestamp T1 for the anecdotal, manually 
entered, reports was recorded. This is discussed further in Section 5.2.3.3. 

As was noted previously, the TRF acquires the accumulated data reports from the data server every five 
rninutes. Therefore, the mean time the data reports remain in the data server is two minutes, 30 seconds. 
For data reports originating from automated sources this value of two minutes, 30 seconds was utilized as 
a default value for the time difference between T2 - the time at which reports enter the data server, and T3 
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- the time at which reports exit the data server, for the purposes of the efficiency evaluation. For the lesser 
quantity of manually-entered anecdotal data reports, the actual values for timestamps T2 and T3 were 
extracted from the appropriate log file,‘ The remaining timestamps, that is, T4 to T7, were then recorded 
for all data reports and included in the time to process data calculations. 

5.2.3.2 Time to Process Data and TRF Cycle Capacity 

5.2.3.2.1 Time to Process Data and TRF Cvcle Capacity - Data Collection Procedures 

Live Data Collection 

This part of the efficiency evaluation involved entering a varying number of inputs into the TIC in order 
to investigate the dependency of TIC processing time on the volume of inputs and the capacity of the TRF 
cycle for processing reports. “Live data” are defined as those data which were received from actual 
operational information sources during the data collection period. 

A straight€orward method of varying the number of inputs, or reports, entering the TIC was to isolate 
certain combinations of input sources. In effect this involved “switching o f f  combinations of data sources 
such as the probe reports and the two sources of loop reports: Dundee Road and the Traffic Systems Center 
(TSC). Though the manual anecdotal reports still entered the TIC during the data collection activities, the 
number of manual anecdotal inputs being entered into the TIC were not a significant factor. During the 
evaluator observation sessions it was noted that the operator was capable of entering only three incidents 
during an average five minute interval. As such, the number of anecdotal reports entered into the system 
was negligible compared to the number of reports entered from the automated sources, therefore when 
designing which combinations of inputs to manipulate, the manual anecdotal inputs were not considered. 

This method of analysis was limited in that there were only three main types of automated inputs to the 
TIC: Dundee Road loop detectors, probe reports, and TSC loop detectors. To offset this limitation, the 
evaluation team also used a utility which simulated a large number of probe reports for the purposes of 
system evaluation. This utility allowed a significantly higher number of inputs to be entered into the 
system and analyzed. It is described in further detail later in this section. 

As the input of probe vehicle data reports into the TIC could not be switched off during the Targeted 
Deployment without impacting the operational test and other evaluation activities, the “live” automated 
data source combinations available for analysis were as follows: 

probe reports only; 
probe reports and Dundee loop detectors; 
probe reports and TSC loop detectors; and 
probe reports, TSC loop detectors, and Dundee loop detectors. 
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SOURCE 

Probe reports only 

Probe reports and Dundee loops 
Probe reports and TSC loops 

Probe reDorts. TSC IOODS. and Dundee IOODS 

As it was assumed that, for an equal number of data reports, there was no variance in TIC processing time 
according to the day type or time of day, the time selected for data collection and recording was arbitrary 
as long as it provided inputs from the required data sources at an acceptable level for the evaluation. For 
example, data sampling had to take place at a time when probe vehicles were using the test area roadways. 

MEASURE 1 MEASURE 2 

T4 to T5 T2 to T7 

T4 to T5 T2 to T7 

T4 to T5 T2 to T7 

T4 to T5 T2 toT7 

For each of the combinations of live data sources listed above, data were isolated and analyzed for several 
five minute intervals within a typical weekday 24 hour period. These five minute intervals were designed 
to coincide with the five minute TRF cycle. It was only possible to collect live data using this procedure 
during a relatively short time period due to the need to avoid affecting regular TIC operations and other 
ADVANCE evaluations in progress. The data collection period for the live data took place on December 
4,1995. 

The sampling outline is illustrated in Table 5.3. The live data obtained for both Measure 1 and Measure 
2 were entered into a spreadsheet program for processing. A macro was designed which extracted the 
required timestamps for both measures and calculated the time difference as required. Both measures were 
then plotted against the corresponding volume of live data reports. These plots are contained in Section 
5.2.3.2.2. 

Table 5.3 Data Sampling Outline 

Simulated Data Collection 

As was noted above, the evaluation team also utilized a program, titled mnurep sim, which simulated a 
large number of probe reports for the purposes of system evaluation. The results for the time to process 
data originating from both the actual loop detector systems, which feed into the TIC, and the simulated 
data source were used to extrapolate the approximate number of reports which would overload the TIC. 

Programmers designed mnarep-sim to simulate the actual MNA Reports process as closely as possible. 
The major difference is that mnarep sim does not simulate actual probe vehicles, only probe reports. 
Reports from a probe vehicle are generated for a continuous series of links which are determined by the 
route of the vehicle as it executes a trip. Travel times and congestion distances are dependent on the actual 
road conditions. The mnarep sim program generates reports by choosing a test area link at random, and 
then setting a travel time for that link of a random value between 50 percent and 150 percent of the travel 
time contained in the static travel time database. The TIC processes actual and simulated probe reports 
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in an identical manner as both the live and the simulated reports contain the same volume of data in 
identical formats. 

> . -- 

The simulated probe report test was performed on December 2 1, 1995, data being collected from 10:24 
am to 7:OO pm. This date was chosen as the MNA-equipped vehicles were no longer in circulation in the 
test area, and therefore the creation of simulated probe reports would not affect drivers. The output of the 
mnarep - sim program was increased in 50 report increments. 

The test began by limiting the reports entering the TIC to Dundee Road loop detector reports only. This 
set the number of new reports entering the TIC at 26 reports every five minutes. Reports generated by the 
mnarep sim program were then entered into the TIC in 50 report increments. For each new level of 
simulated report inputs, the mnarep sim program was allowed to generate reports at that level for at least 
20 minutes. This procedure was foilowed until 176 reports every five minutes were generated from the 
combination of Dundee Road loop detectors and the mnarep-sim program. 

The simulated probe report inputs were then switched off, returning the number of incoming data reports 
to the 26 resulting from the Dundee Road loop detectors only. Next, TSC loop detector reports were 
allowed to enter the TIC, resulting in a total of 212 new reports being processed in every subsequent five 
minute cycle. Reports generated by the mnarep-sirn process were again entered into the TIC in 50 report 
increments until 465 reports were generated from the combination of loop detectors and the mnarep sim 
program every five minutes. The test procedure resulted in data report input volumes ranging from 26 
reports to 465 reports every five minutes being entered into the TIC. At this level of data report inputs it 
was observed that the capacity of the TRF cycle to process all of these reports was exceeded during some 
of the five minute data collection periods, and thus one or more of the incoming data reports was then 
rejected by TRF. In order to minimize any possible effects that such incrementing of simulated data 
reports may have had upon processing time, each level of report increments was allowed to run for several 
five-minute cycles before the data utilized for these analyses were captured. It should be noted that the 
number of data reports which entered the TIC during the simulation tests also included a very small 
number of anecdotal inputs made by the TIC operators. 

As was the case with the live data, simulated data obtained for both Measure 1 and Measure 2 above were 
entered into a spreadsheet program for processing. A macro was designed which extracted the required 
timestamps for both measures, and calculated the time difference as required. Both measures were then 
plotted against the corresponding volume of data reports. These plots are contained in Section 5.2.3.2.2. 

5.2.3.2.2 Time to Process Data and TRF Cycle Capacity - Findines 

Live Data Test 

Table 5.4 contains details of the live data sets that were recorded during the data collection activities. 
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Data Sources Number of Time to Process Time To Process 
Data Reports T4 to T5 T2 to T7 

Probe Reports only 24 00:00:09 00:05:30 
25 00:00:09 00:05:31 
25 00:00:26 00:05:30 

Probe Reports and 37 00:00:29 00:05:30 
Dundee Loop 38 00:00:53 00:05:31 
Detectors 38 00:00:09 00:05:30 

44 00:00:21 00:05:31 

-. (hh:mm:ss) (h h: mm:ss) 

I 47 I 00:00:16 I 00:05:31 11 
48 00:01:07 00:05:30 
61 00:00:23 00:05:31 

Probe Reports and 201 00:02:00 00:05:30 
TSC Loop Detectors 21 1 00:04: 16 00:10:31 

214 00:01:24 00:05:29 
217 00: 02:24 00:05:31 
217 00:02:59 00:05:31 
21 9 00:01:39 00:05:30 

Probe Reports, 229 00:01:17 00:05:31 
Dundee and TSC 232 00:02:20 00:05:29 
Loop Detectors 237 00:02:23 00:05:27 

239 00:02:17 00:05:26 
245 00:02:44 00:05:29 
247 00:02:33 00:05:30 

TabIe 5.4 Time Taken to Process Varying Numbers of Data Reports Using Live Data 

Each line of Table 5.4 represents a five minute data collection period. The combinations of live data 
sources utilized are provided in the first column of Table 5.4. The second column contains the number of 
data reports that entered the system during a five minute data collection period. These data collection 
periods were designed to coincide with. the five minute TRF cycle. The numbers of reports within each 
data source combination varies between these periods due to the movement of the probe vehicles across 
links of various lengths and at various speeds in the test area. The third column contains the times to 
process the respective numbers of live data reports within the TRF process alone, that is, from timestamps 
T4 to T5. The fourth column contains the total time to process live data between timestamps T2 and T7, 
that is, from when data reports enter the data server to when they exit the message scheduler. 

The TRF processing time, that is, processing which took place from timestamps T4 to T5, for the live data 
sets presented in Table 5.4 were plotted against the volume of data reports processed. This is illustrated 
in Figure 5.1 1. Each data point represents a five minute data collection period. Due to the combinations 
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of live data reports whose sources could be manipulated for the evaluation tests, the data are clustered 
around the 25 to 60 and the 200 to 250 report points. That is, when probe reports alone were allowed to 
enter the TIC, approximately 25 reports were processed, see Table 5.4. When Dundee Road loop detector 
reports were also allowed to enter the TIC, the number of incoming reports increased from between 
approximately 40 and 60 reparts. When TSC loop detectors were allowed to enter the TIC in combination 
with the probe reports, the number of data reports being processed rose to between approximately 200 to 
220 reports, and so on. There is no other significance to the interval between 60 and 200 data incoming 
reports. 

00:05:00 

00:04:00 

s E 
f. 00:03:00 

; 
:: 00:02:00 E 
g 

00:01:00 

oo:oo:oo 
0 100 200 300 400 500 

No. of Reports in 5Mnute Cycle 

Regression Output: 

Figure 5.11 TRF Processing Time and Number of Reports Processed 
Using Live Data 

A direct relationship can be seen between the time to process data and the volume of data reports contained 
within each data set. A linear regression analysis was performed using a spreadsheet program to produce 
the best fit line shown in Figure 5.1 1. Based on the TRF processing time for live data plotted in Figure 
5.1 1, the approximate number of incoming data reports which would cause TRF processing to run to its 
five minute cycle capacity was extrapolated. Any additional data reports which had not been processed 
by the end of the five minute TRF cycle would be discarded by the TRF process. 
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Number of 
Data Reports 

0 
100 
200 ‘ 

Table 5.5 contains the times to process reports within the TFW cycle (T4 to T5) in 100 report increments, 
derived fiom the best fit line of Figure 5.1 1. It is acknowledged that this line does not precisely intersect 
the origin of the plot. Using the besffit line it has been calculated that approximately 488 data reports 
could be entered into the system before any additional reports would be automatically rejected by the TRF 
process due to capacity limitations. However, the finding that the capacity of TRF was occasionally 
exceeded at the level of 465 incoming data reports during the simulation tests should be borne in mind 
when considering this approximation. 

Time to Process 
(hh:rnrn:ss) 
00:00:04 
00:01:04 
00:02:05 

500 
600 

11 300 I 00:03:06 11 

00:05:07 
. .  

11 400 I 00:04:06 11 

Table 5.5 Time to Process Live Data Reports within TRF Cycle 
Derived from Best Fit Line 

However, the five minute TRF cycle is not the only stage at which the TIC could potentially reach 
processing capacity. Bearing in mind that at present just 4.4 percent of the incoming data reports comprise 
updates to travel times, the capacity of the message scheduler to format these updates for subsequent 
transmission is not reached. For example, at this level of updates to data reports being created, only 
approximately 1 1 link travel time updates would be created for 250 incoming data reports. As configured 
for the Targeted Deployment, the message scheduler, which processes not only updates to travel times but 
also differential GPS messages pr io~ to transmission by the COM subsystem, is designed to be capable of 
processing 728 travel time updates during each five minute message scheduler cycle. Were the number of 
incoming data reports which result in updates to travel times to increase substantially, the ability of the 
message scheduler to process and transmit these updates within its five minute cycle could also be affected. 

Figure 5.12 illustrates the total TIC processing time, from timestamps T2 to T7, plotted against the volume 
of Iive reports entering the TIC. Each data point in Figure 5.12 represents a five minute data collection 
period. Due to the similarity in the time to process the Iive data sets, many of the points on the plot 
overlap or are superimposed. 

The “plateau” of data processing time illustrated in Figure 5.12 is due to the combined effect that the TRF 
cycle and the message scheduler cycle have on data processing time. It can be seen from this figure that 
the volume of data reports entering the TIC had very little impact on total time to process these reports 
within the TIC. Apart fiom one outlying point which represents 21 1 reports, of which one or more data 
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reports were processed by the TIC in 10 minutes, 3 1 seconds, the remainder of the data sets were processed 
by the TIC in between five minutes, 26 seconds and five minutes, 3 1 seconds. 

From examination of the log files it appears that the data set represented by the outlying point in Figure 
5.12 missed the commencement of a message scheduler cycle (T6), remained in the message scheduler data 
server (T5 to T6), and did not leave the TIC until after the next message scheduler cycle commenced, five 
minutes later. As was noted in Section 5.2.3.1, both the TRI cycle and the message scheduler cycle 
initiate every five minutes, although these are not synchronized. From examination of the log files it was 

. -_ 

Figure 5.12 TIC Processing Time and Number of Reports Processed 
Using Live Data 

established that during the data collection period for the live data, the interval between the start of the TRF 
cycle and the start of the message scheduler cycle was three minutes. Depending on the time taken to 
process data during the TRF cycle (T4 to T5) and the interval between the start of the TRF cycle (T4) and 
the start of the message scheduler cycle (T6), data sets could easily arrive in the message scheduler data 
server immediately after the start of a message scheduler cycle and remain in the message scheduler data 
server until the commencement of the subsequent message scheduler cycle. This was the case with the 
outlying point plotted in Figure 5.12. 

It should be noted that not all the data reports within the five minute data collection period represented by 
this outlying data set were processed during the later message scheduler cycle. Bearing in mind that during 
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the data colIection period the interval between the start of the TRF cycle and the start of the message 
scheduler cycle was three minutes, any data reports within this data set which were processed during the 
frst three minutes of the TRF cycle e v e d  in the message scheduler data server in sufficient time to be 
input to the first available message scheduler cycle. However, if one or more of the data reports within 
any data set were processed by a later message scheduler cycle, in Figure 5.12 the whole data set has been 
plotted against the time that the later data reports were processed by the message scheduler. This feature 
of the TIC indicates that consecutive data reports entering the architecture could exit the architecture five 
minutes apart, depending on where they were in the stack of data reports, and the interval between the start 
of the TRF cycle and the start of the message scheduler cycle. 

Simulated Data Test 

Figure 5.13 contains a plot of TRF processing time, that is, timestamps T4 to T5, against the number of 
reports processed during the simulation tests. This was produced in order to attempt to replicate the 
findings of the live data collection. Again, each data point represents a five minute data collection period. 
These periods coincided with the five minute TRF cycle. 

Due to the large number of data sets, a total of 104 sets, entered into the TIC during the simulation tests 
and plotted in Figure 5.13, a separate table containing the number of data reports within each data set and 
the time taken to process each data set has not been provided. As in the plot of live data, many of the 104 
points on this plot overlap or are superimposed due to the similarity of the process times. 
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Figure 5.13 TRF Processing Time and Simulated Probe 
/ Loop Detector Reports 

Further examination of the data presented in Figure 5.13 revealed that during several five minute cycles 
TlZF was not able to process all the incoming data reports within a data set. This resulted in one or more 
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of these data reports being discarded by TRF. The lowest number of data reports within a data set for 
which TRF was unable to complete report processing during its five-minute cycle was 372 data reports. 
However, it was also observed that one of the data sets whose data reports were all processed by TRF 
within the five minute cycle contained as many as 454 data reports. Thus it would appear that a precise 
number of data reports which TRF can process within its five minute cycle cannot be calculated. The TIC 
system is evidently sensitive in terms of other system activities influencing the time taken to process data 
reports. Further investigation of the factors which influenced processing time was not possible within the 
resources available for the TIC Architecture evaluation. 

Figure 5.14 illustrates the total TIC processing time, that is timestamps T2 to T7, plotted against the 
number of simulated probe reports plus loop detector reports which entered the TIC during the simulation 
tests. Due to the similarity in the time to process the simulated data sets, many of the points on the plot 
overlap or are superimposed. 

It can be seen from Figure 5.14 that the spread of data points plotted was much more even than was 
possible with the live data. The "plateau" effect of data processing time was again experienced. It can be 
seen that when the volume of data reports within a data set exceeded between 250 and 300 reports, the time 
to process one or more of these reports increased from approximately six minutes to approximately 11 
minutes. It is believed that this is a feature of the lack of synchronization of the TRF and the message 
scheduler cycles, as one or more data reports within these data sets tended to miss a message scheduler 
cycle and wait in the message scheduler data server for a further five minutes before being processed by 
the message scheduler and then being conveyed from the TIC. 
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Figure 5.14 TIC Processing Time and Simulated Probe 
/ Loop Detector Reports 
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It was established fiom examination of the log files that during the simulation tests, the interval between 
the start of the TRF cycle and the start of the message scheduler cycle was three minutes, 30 seconds. 
Therefore, any data reports which took longer than three minutes, 30 seconds to be processed by TRF 
missed the first available message scheduler cycle, and remained in the message scheduler data server until 
the start of the next message scheduler cycle. To reiterate, the maximum number of live data reports 
observed within a five minute live data set was 247 reports. The results of the simulation tests illustrate 
that if the volume of live data reports which entered the TIC during the Targeted Deployment regularly 
exceeded 250 to 300 data reports, then the total time, T2 to T7, to process any data reports not processed 
within the first three minutes, 30 seconds of the TRF cycle could be expected approximately to double, 
as shown in Figure 5.14. 

It should be noted that not all the data reports within the five minute data collection periods plotted as the 
higher “plateau” were processed during the later message scheduler cycle. Bearing in mind that during 
the data collection period the interval between the start of the TRF cycle and the start of the message 
scheduler cycle was three minutes, 30 seconds, any data within this data set which were processed during 
the first three minutes, 30 seconds of the TRF cycle arrived in the message scheduler data server in 
sufKcient time to be input to the first available message scheduler cycle. However, if one or more of the 
data reports within any data set were processed by a later message scheduler cycle, in Figure 5.14 the 
whole data set has been plotted against the time that the later data reports were processed by the message 
scheduler. 

It should also be noted that the random generation of travel times by mnurep - sim produced a significantly 
higher percentage of updates during the simulated data test. Of the 17,794 simulated reports that entered 
the system during the test, 4,294 reports warranted a dynamic update to the static travel time database 
which corresponds to 24.13 percent of total reports processed. This percentage is significantly higher than 
the 4.4 percent of total processed reports resulting in updates which was observed using the live data. 
However, it is believed that the effect that this higher percentage of updates had on the simulated data 
plotted in Figure 5.14 was largely limited to a higher processing overhead being encountered at the 
message scheduler stage, that is, more time was spent forming the bundles of messages and less time was 
spent forwarding the bundles to the COM. 

5.2.3.3 Time to Process Data Involving Manual Input 

The purpose of this portion of the efficiency assessment was to measure the effect that the manual input 
of anecdotal data into the TIC had on the total time to process these data reports. This  involved the 
consideration of timestamp TI in addition to timestamps T2 to T7 for the NWCD anecdotal data reports 
only. Timestamp T1 for the anecdotal data reports was utilized as the TIC operator was required to 
respond to entries contained in the NWCD event log and create TIC-format data reports fiom them. As 
was noted in Section 5.2.3.1 , lane and road closure information is also manually entered into the TIC 
database. However, as this non-real-time information is typically received a day in advance of the start 
of any lane or road closure, a Tl timestamp for this information type was not applicable in the context of 
the efficiency evaluation. 
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As the time at which the anecdotal reports were entered into the remote NWCD database was not logged 
by the TIC itself, these timestamps required manual extraction from the separate NWCD log and matching 
against the remaining timestamps, TZto T7, within the TIC logs for each individual data report. Data 
pertaining to all anecdotal reports created within a full day of.TIC operation were extracted and analyzed 
in this manner. The data collection period was the same day, December 4, 1995, as was used for the 
automated data analysis described in Section 5.2.3.2.1. 

Table 5.6 contains details of the times taken to process the anecdotal data reports entered into the TIC on 
December 4, 1995. These 15 data inputs were all the anecdotal entries made during that day. From 
examination of log files it was found that this number of anecdotal inputs was representative of the 
numbers regularly entered each day during Targeted Deployment. 

Timestamps Timestamps Timestamps 

T l  toT2 T2 to T7 TI toT7 

I I 

Total Time. 11 00:49:23 I 01 2 2 0 4  I 02: 1 1 :27 II 
MeanTime 00:03:32 00:05:52 00:09:23 11 11 I 

~ 

Table 5.6 Time to Process Anecdotal Data 

Timestamps T1 to T2 are provided in the first column. From this column it can be seen that the interval 
of time between when anecdotal data were remotely entered into the NWCD log by NWCD staff, until the 
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time when TIC operators entered the data into the TIC was between one minute, 11 seconds, to eight 
minutes, 47 seconds, with a mean t h e  of three minutes, 32 seconds. During these intervals, the data are 
transmitted fiom NWCD and are received at the ADVANCE TIC in a log file which is displayed at the user 
interface. When new log entries have been perceived by operators, operators must then determine whether 
the log file entries relate to incidents occurring within the test area and whether the incidents will affect 
traffic. If the operator considers the incident to be relevant, then the incident data are manually entered 
into the TIC database. 

The second column contains the times taken to process these same anecdotal data reports within the TIC 
fiom timestamps T2 to T7. Within the degree of accuracy to which the TIC logs the data reports as they 
pass through the various stages of processing, that is, to within one second, these times to process 
anecdotal data were found to be comparable to the times to process the data from automated sources 
contained in Table 5.4. The mean time to process the automated source data between timestamps T2 to 
T7 previously derived fiom the data in Table 5.4 is five minutes, 44 seconds. It can be seen from Table 
5.6 that the mean time to process the anecdotal data from timestamps T2 to T7 is five minutes, 52 seconds. 
However, as was noted in Section 5.2.3.1, when comparing the times taken to process the automated and 
the anecdotal data it should be borne in mind that the difference between timestamps T2 and T3 for the 
automated sources was estimated as an average of two minutes, 30 seconds. For the anecdotal data reports 
timestamps T2 and T3 represented the actual time to process these data reports taken from system logs. 
The average value for the difference between timestamps T2 and T3 measured for the anecdotal inputs was 
two minutes, 3 1 seconds. 

The third column of Table 5.6 contains the total times to process anecdotal data from timestamps T1 to 
T7. Here, the effect that the need for operator intervention has on the total time to process anecdotal data 
reports can be seen. The minimum time to process anecdotal data fi-om T1 to T7 during the data collection 
period was five minutes, 37 seconds, while the maximum time to process data was 16 minutes, 38 seconds, 
with a mean time of nine minutes, 23 seconds. 

5.2.3.4 Required Frequency of TIC Back-up Cvcle 

A further measure assessed was the frequency of the back-ups of the TIC process log files which was 
necessary during the Targeted Deployment in order that the efficiency of TIC functions was not 
compromised. A back-up is a procedure which will help replace or restore an item in the event of a 
failure. The back-up cycle of a system is the duration between the execution of successive data back-ups. 
Impacts on efficiency could include longer time to process data or the loss of data. For example, during 
the Targeted Deployment of the ADVANCE project it was necessary to back-up the TIC system on a 
regular basis since the TIC would fail if its data directories reached capacity. 

Log files displayed through the TIC Process Controller are initially written to the “advancel’’ data 
directory. TIC process log file back-ups are executed in two cycles. The first cycle is automatically 
executed when the “advancel” log files are transferred to the “advance8” data directory by the Remove 
Loop Detector Reports (RLDR) process. The second cycle is executed when the “advance8” log files are 
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transferred to magnetic data tape. The two cycles are utilized to reduce the number of times operators 
perform the time-consuming tape back-up task. 

The necessary frequency of each TIC back-up cycle was calculated by dividing the capacity of the 
directory in which all TIC data were stored by the volume of data created daily by the regular operation 
of the TIC systems, taken as an average over 14 days of operation. 

I 

I 

- -- 

The advance1 data directory is capable of storing a total of 1,255.494 megabytes (MB) of data. The 
volume of data stored daily in this directory, taken as an average over 14 days of TIC operation, was 
139.13 MB. Thus, 9.02 days worth of TIC data may be stored in this directory at one time. However, it 
was found that when an operator chose to display a large log file on the TIC terminal screen when 
advance1 had not been backed-up daily, the response time of the TIC user interface deteriorated as the 
volume of data contained with each log file increased. For this reason, it is concluded that the first back-up 
cycle should be executed daily in order to maximize the efficiency of the user interface. 

The advance8 data directory is capable of storing a total of 914.54 megabytes (MB) of data. The volume 
of data stored daily in this directory, taken as an average over 14 days of TIC operation, was 139.13 MB. 
Thu, 6.57 days worth of TIC data may be stored in this directory at one time. However, in order to ensure 
that the capacity of this data directory was not reached, it is recommended that the second cycle be 
performed more frequently than this, say, every five days. 

Therefore, it was found that in order to prevent the efficiency octhe TIC hc t ions  being compromised, 
the first back-up cycle should be performed daily and the second cycle should be executed at least every 
five days. In actuality, during the Targeted Deployment a three day cycle was utilized. 

5.2.3.5 Eficiencv of the TIC in Providiny an Information Service Without Manual Data Entry 

Data were collected relating to the efficiency of the TIC in continuing to provide an information service 
without manual data entry taking place. This was achieved by calculating the amount of data entered 
manually, the so-called anecdotal input, as a proportion of the total data reports entering the TIC, most of 
which entered the system and were processed automatically. These automatically processed data sources 
included the probe vehicles and the loop detector systems which feed into the TIC. 

Data for this measure were collected from over the five working days from 0O:OO am on December 2,1995, 
to 2359 pm on December 8,1995. During the five day data collection period, it was found that a total of 
290,867 data reports entered the TIC from all sources. Of this total, 1,185 data reports resulted from the 
manual input of anecdotal data, which comprised incident information received from NWCD and road and 
lane closure data received from IDOT District 1 and ISTHA. It should be noted that this number of data 
reports does not represent the number of anecdotal inputs entered by operators. Any anecdotal input made 
by an operator results in a number of data reports being created, as a data report is created for each link 
travel time update. It should also be noted that a greater number of possible anecdotal inputs arrived at 
the TIC from NWCD than were entered by operators. The TIC operator was required to scan all the 
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It was also demonstrated that a “plateau” effect existed for the total time to process the live data from 
timestamps T2 to T7, that is, from the time data reports enter the data server until they exit the message 
scheduler. It is believed that this effecfwas experienced due to the combined effect that the TR.F cycle and 
the message scheduler cycle have on total data processing time. It is concluded that the volume of live data 
reports entering the TIC had very little impact on total time to process these reports within the TIC, at least 
for the numbers of live data reports that were habitually entering the TIC during Targeted Deployment. 

Simulated Data 

A simulation test was also performed to attempt to replicate the findings of the live data test and to 
establish how many incoming data reports would cause the five minute TRF cycle to run to capacity. 

Again, TRF processing times, from timestamps T4 to T5; were examined. Using the simulated data, it was 
found that the lowest number of data reports within a data set that caused the five minute TRF cycle 
capacity to be exceeded, resulting in some of these reports being automatically rejected, was 372 data 
reports. 

It was found that the “plateau” effect of data processing time from T2 to T7 was again experienced. It was 
also found that when the volume of simulated probe and loop detector data reports within a five-minute 
data set exceeded between 250 and 300 reports, the time to process one or more of these reports increased 
from approximately six minutes to approximately 11 minutes. It is believed that this was a feature of the 
lack of synchronization between the TRF and the message scheduler cycles, as one or more of these data 
reports within the data sets tended to miss a message scheduler cycle and wait in the message scheduler 
data server for a further five minutes before being processed by the message scheduler and being conveyed 
from the TIC. 

Comparison of Live and Simulated Data Findings 

The difference in total processing times, that is, from timestamp T2 to T7, which can be observed between 
the live test data and the simulated test data is explained due to the difference in the interval between the 
start of the TRF cycle and the start of the message scheduler cycle between the two data collection periods. 
During the live data collection period, the interval between the start of the T W  cycle and the start of the 
message scheduler cycle was three minutes. During this test the time taken to process data reports between 
timestamps T2 and T7 was either approximately five minutes, 30 seconds, or approximately 10 minutes, 
30 seconds. During the simulated data collection period, the interval between the start of the TRF cycle 
and the start of the message scheduler cycle was three minutes, 30 seconds. During this test the time taken 
to process data reports between timestamps T2 and T7 was either approximately 6 minutes, or 
approximately 11 minutes. 

Both the data captured during the live data test and that captured during simulated data tests indicate that 
the major governing factor in the time taken to process data between timestamps T2 and T7 is the interval 
between the start of the TRF cycle and the start of the message scheduler cycle. It is therefore 
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recommended that the TRF cycle and the message scheduler cycle be synchronized in order to optimize 
the time taken to process data reports. If these cycles were synchronized this would eliminate the 
possibility of data reports, once processed by TRF, missing a message scheduler cycle and remaining in 
the message scheduler data server for a further five minutes until the start of the subsequent message 
scheduler cycle. 

It is also recommended that the length of both cycles be reduced, again to minimize the time taken to 
process data reports. Further investigations need to be carried out in order to determine the ideal length 
of the two cycles which would optimize data report processing time while not creating an excessive 
processing overhead. 

It is concluded that the processing capacity of the five minute TRF cycle as configured for the Targeted 
Deployment was between 372 data reports - the lowest number of data reports within a data set which 
caused TRF to run to capacity during the simulation tests, and 488 data reports, the value extrapolated fiom 
the live data test best fit line. A precise number of data reports which TRF can process within its five 
minute cycle cannot be calculated. The TIC system is evidently sensitive in terms of other system 
activities influencing the time taken to process data reports. Further investigation of the factors which 
influenced processing time was not possible within the resources available for the TIC Architecture 
evaluation. 

Based on the number of incoming data reports observed during the live data tests, it is believed that this 
level of reports was not reached during Targeted Deployment. Therefore the capacity of the TRF cycle 
did not result in any incoming data reports being rejected for lack of processing time, and it is concluded 
that the capacity of the TRF cycle was adequate for the Targeted Deployment. It is noted that the potential 
is limited for increasing the numbers of probe vehicles or loop detectors, thereby increasing the numbers 
of incoming data reports, utilizing the existing system configuration. 

5.2.3.6.2 Time to Process Data Involving Manual Input 

The time to process data reports which required manual input was also investigated. It was found that the 
mean interval of time between timestamps T1 and T2, that is, when anecdotal data were remotely entered 
into the NWCD log by NWCD staffuntil the time TIC operators entered the data into the TIC, was three 
minutes, 32 seconds. It was found that the times taken by the TIC to process data reports both from the 
automated sources and fiom the manually input anecdotal sources fiom timestamps T2 to T7 were highly 
comparable. The mean time to process the automated source data between timestamps T2 to T7 derived 
fiom the data in Table 5.4 was five minutes, 44 seconds. It can be seen from Table 5.6 that the mean time 
to process the anecdotal data from timestamps T2 to T7 was five minutes, 52 seconds. It was found that 
the mean total time to process the anecdotal data reports fiom timestamps T1 to T7, that is, fiom remote 
entry into the NWCD database until output from the TIC, was nine minutes, 23 seconds. However, the 
maximum time to process these reports was as high as 16 minutes, 38 seconds, demonstrating the effect 
that operator intervention can have on the total time to process anecdotal data reports. In extreme cases, 
this may have resulted in anecdotal data relating to incidents which were already cleared being entered into 
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the TIC. It is concluded that, based on a worst case scenario for the total time taken to process anecdotal 
inputs, the automation of the entry of these inputs into the TIC database may be warranted. - -. 

5.2.3.6.3 Reauired Frequency of TIC Back-up Cycle 

Two back-up cycles exist to transfer active TIC process logfiles from the “advancel ‘I directory to magnetic 
tape. The first cycle transfers data from the “advancel” data directory to the “advance8” data directory 
automatically via the RLDR process. The second cycle transfers data fiom the “advance8” data directory 
to tape. The two cycles are utilized to reduce the number of times operators must perform the time 
consuming tape backup. 

It is concluded that in order to prevent the eficiency of TIC functions being compromised by system 
failures when full log files continued to be written to and in order to maximize the efficiency of the user 
interface, the “advancel” data directory back-up cycle should be executed daily. In addition, the 
“advance8” data directory back-up cycle should be performed at least every five days. 

5.2.3.6.4 Eficiencv of the TIC in Providing an Information Service Without Manual Data E n e  

Data were also collected relating to the eficiency of the TIC in providing an information service without 
manual data entry. This was achieved by calculating the amount of data entered manually, the so-called 
anecdotal input, as a proportion of the total data reports entering the TIC, most of which entered the system 
and was processed automatically. It was calculated that 0.4 percent of the data reports entered into the TIC 
during the data collection period originated from operators manually entering anecdotal input. However, 
it is known that all of these 0.4 percent of anecdotal inputs represented updates to link travel times held 
within the TIC database, whereas a high proportion of the data reports received fiom probe vehicles and 
loop detectors contained no updates to link travel times. It is concluded that as such, the NWCD anecdotal 
input represents a highly valuable data source for the ADVANCE TIC, and that the efficiency of the TIC 
in providing a Wl coverage information service without the entry of this anecdotal incident data would 
be negatively impacted. 

5.3 Objective A.3 - Evaluate Potential System Design Alternatives 

5.3.1 Potential Svstem Design Alternatives - Data Collection Procedures 

For MOE A.3.1, the number and type of elements of the architecture which could be simplified to reduce 
system compZexity without compromising system performance; the input data fed fi-om the data collection 
activities undertaken for MOEs A. 1.1 to A.2.4 relating to TIC hardware and software performance. To 
reiterate, these MOEs were as follows: 

0 A. 1.1 and A.2.1, concerning TIC hardware and TIC software functionality; 
A. 1.2 and A.2.2, concerning TIC hardware and TIC software reliability; 
A. 1.3 and A.2.3, concerning TIC hardware and TIC software maintenance requirements; and 

0 

0 
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A. 1.4 and A.2.4, concerning TIC hardware and TIC software efficiency. 

The data collected relating to these MOEs were circulated to a peer review team consisting of ITS 
professionals from De Leuw, Cather. These peers were selected as they had a working knowledge of the 
ADVANCE project goals, scope, and content, although they were not directly involved in the ADVANCE 
project activities, nor in the evaluation of the TIC Architecture and User Interface. These peers also 
possessed in-depth knowledge of many ITS technologies and implementations on a national and an 
international level. One of the peer reviewers had professional experience spanning more than 2 1 years, 
covering a broad range of transportation consulting services, including roadway, transit, and aviation 
projects involving planning, design, construction engineering and management. This reviewer also had 
special expertise in the development and application of ITS and other advanced trait engineering 
principles to surface transportation networks. The other peer reviewer had more than 25 years experience 
in planning, designing, managing, implementing, and operating complex transportation systems, and also 
possessed hands-on experience with most technologies used in ITS and advanced public transportation 
systems. 

The peers who took part in this review process were the same personnel who performed the expandability, 
transferability and costs reviews discussed in Sections 5.4, 5.5, and 5.6. It should be noted that the 
feedback received fiom the peer reviewers and reproduced in this report represents the views of the peers 
and does not necessarily constitute recommendations by the ADVANCE participants. 

In accordance with the TIC Architecture and User Interface Evaluation Test Plan, the peer review process 
was scheduled to take place at a time which would permit their input to be considered and reported upon 
in this TIC Evaluation Report. Therefore, a subset of the data which was finally available and which is 
provided in this report was supplied to the peer reviewers. As such, the data input to the peer review 
process represented the preliminary findings of the evaluation, collected from the commencement of the 
evaluation data collection phase on October 2, 1995, until December 6, 1995. The findings contained 
within this Final Report are based upon data collected both during this period and fiom that time until the 
conclusion of data collection activities on December 28, 1995. The areas in which significant additional 
data were collected during this latter part of the data collection phase, fiom December 6,1995 to December 
28, 1995, and which the peer reviewers did not have access to are as follows. 

The hardware and software reliability and maintenance requirements data presented in this report were 
collected from November 18, 1995 to December 28, 1995 inclusive. The exclusion of prior data for the 
reliability assessments is explained in Section 5.2.2. When considering the input from the peer reviewers, 
it should be noted that reviewers had access to reliability data from November 18, 1995 to December 6, 
1995 only. 

In addition, in terms of the hardware and software efficiency data provided to the peer reviewers, the 
following data were not available at the time of the peer review process: 
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e 

e 

the results of the simulated data tests which were performed to ascertain the volume of data inputs 
that could be entered into the TIC Architecture before the five minute TI2F cycle capacity was 
reached, described in Section 5i2.3.2.2; 
the findings fiom the measurement of the time to process data involving manual input, described 
in Section 5.2.3.3; and 
the findings relating to the required fiequency of the TIC data back-up cycle, described in Section 
5.2.3.4. 

The hardware and software functionality data provided to the peer reviewers were identical to that 
presented in Section 5.2.1.2 of this Final Report. 

The peer review process took place from December 14, 1995 to January 2, 1996. On receipt of the 
evaluation data at the commencement of the peer review process, reviewers were requested to consider 
these data and to identify and describe any elements of the TIC Architecture which they believed could 
be simplified to reduce system complexity without compromising system performance. The findings 
reported in the following subsection comprise the feedback received fiom the peer reviewers. These 
findings should be considered in conjunction with the data contained in Section 5.2, which represent the 
input to the review process except where data were not available as described above. 

5.3.2 Potential System Desien Alternatives - Findings and Conclusions 

In terms of the assessment of MOE A.3.1, the number and type of elements of the architecture which could 
be simpli$ed to reduce system complexity without compromising system performance; the feedback 
received fiom the peer reviewers indicated three key areas which they considered could be streamlined, 
as follows. 

First, it was noted that it appeared that the TIC could be limited in terms of serving both the primary TIC 
functions and the needs of the operator in performing tasks within the graphical user interface (GUI). It 
was suggested that an architecture which incorporated hll-function operator workstations with the GUI 
functions based on these workstations instead of on the main server could perhaps improve system 
performance. It was also suggested that this would reduce the complexity of the software, while incurring 
minimal extra cost for the more expensive operator workstations. 

Second, it was suggested by reviewers that it should be considered whether provision for central system 
hardware redundancy should be provided, for example, in the case of the TIC server and disk storage 
within a full deployed operational system. It was thought that inclusion of this redundancy would 
indirectly streamline the architecture through increased functional and operational efficiency. It was noted 
that should the current ADVANCE TIC Architecture be utilized as the basis of an enhanced TIC which 
handled information relating to intermodal ITS applications in the Chicago. area, this would place 
significant demands on the TIC which would warrant hardware redundancy. 
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Third, it was thought that the TIC system's omission of an automated procedure for discontinuing non- 
critical activities in order to maintain real-time performance of critical activities could have a potentially 
negative impact on the efficiency of 'the-TIC in a fully deployed operational system. It was suggested that 
access conflict prioritization routines should be incorporated to ensure that any negative impacts are not 
experienced. 

In addition, in terms of the hardware and s o h a r e  reliability data provided to the peer reviewers, it was 
noted that the data indicated that the TIC systems provided a very good level of reliability. However, it 
was added that given the number of inputs which regularly entered the TIC Architecture during the 
Targeted Deployment, TIC systems had not been stressed to capacity. Peer reviewers suggested that had 
the level of data inputs during the Targeted Deployment been significantly higher over a prolonged period 
of time, then additional operational difficulties could have been experienced which may then have 
warranted further streamlining of TIC systems to cater for such volumes of data. 

It is concluded that the three key areas listed above should be investigated further to ascertain if their 
implementation would indeed result in a reduction in system complexity without compromising system 
performance. These areas should also be taken into consideration by any agencies considering the 
establishment of similar TICS, supporting probes and dynamic route guidance, based either partly or 
wholly on the ADVANCE TIC concept. 

5.4 Objective B.1- Evaluate TIC Architecture Expandability 

5.4.1 Expandability - Data Collection Procedures 

For MOE B . 1 . 1 , the number and type of additional transportation information and management finctions 
which could be consolidated within the ADVANCE TIC; the input data comprised the findings presented 
in Section 5.2.1.2 from the earlier data collection activities undertaken for MOEs A. 1.1, TIC hardware 
functionality; and A.2.1, TIC soffware functionality. 

The data collected relating to the functionality MOEs were circulated to the peer review team described 
in Section 5.3.1. Although the peer review process took place prior to the completion of all data collection 
activities, the hardware and s o h a r e  functionality review had been completed at the time of the review 
process. The peer review took place from December 14, 1995 to January 2, 1996. The hardware and 
software functionality data provided to the peer reviewers were identical to that presented in this Final 
Report in Section 5.2.1.2. 

On receipt of the evaluation data at the commencement of the peer review process, reviewers were 
requested to consider these data and to identify and describe any additional services or functions which 
could be incorporated into the TIC Architecture in its present context of the Chicagoland urban area. This 
required consideration of any current or potential transportation functions in this area which could be 
handled by an expanded TIC Architecture. Reviewers were requested to consider the technical, 
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organizational, and financial impacts of expanding the TIC Architecture to incorporate any such additional 
functions. 

.. 

The findings reported in the following subsection comprise the feedback received from the peer reviewers. 
These findings should be considered in conjunction with the data contained in Section 5.2.1.2, which 
represent the input to the review process. 

5.4.2 ExDandability - Findings and Conclusions 

In terms of the assessment of MOE B. 1.1, the number and type of additional transportation information 
and managementfiznctions which could be consolidated within the ADVANCE TIC the feedback received 
from the peer reviewers indicated four key areas where they considered that potential existed for expanding 
the functionality of the TIC. 

First, peer reviewers suggested that the T1CiTR.F s o h a r e  algorithms designed to utilize the in-bound 
MNA communications may be adaptable for other types of probe vehicles which could provide data for 
the TIC. It was thought that these other types of probes could include Automatic Vehicle Identification 
(AVI) equipped vehicles passing fixed point transponders, for example. 

Second, it was also suggested that specific areas in which future systems could expand upon the TIC 
functionality could include the incorporation of real-time adaptive control of signal systems based on data 
received from the loop detectors and the probe vehicles. 

Third, the provision of personal emergency services and notification services were also suggested as 
possible areas for expansion of the current functionality of the TIC. 

Fourth, in terms of additional information types which could be of use to the end users of the TIC, it was 
thought that the inclusion of weather related and surface condition data would be of significant benefit to 
the drivers of the MNA equipped vehicles. The TIC as implemented for the Targeted Deployment did 
have a weather data feed fiom an information supplier. This data could be displayed by the TIC operators 
as a log file. However, as part of the system rationalization which resulted in the Targeted Deployment, 
it was decided that these data were not to be entered automatically into the database by the TIC system. 
Given that the weather-related data supply is already provided to the TIC, its entry into the database would 
expand the information types provided to end users without significant extra resources being expended. 

In addition, it was noted by the peer reviewers that should the TIC as developed for the Targeted 
Deployment of the ADVANCE project expand beyond the scope of the test implementation, hardware 
redundancy and a much faster recovery time fiom system failures would be highly desirable. 

Peer reviewers stated that, as at the time of the peer review process the actual capacity, as opposed to the 
design capacity, of the TIC for in-bound MNA reports had not yet been determined, the potential to expand 
the number of vehicle units feeding into the TIC as currently implemented could not be addressed. 
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Reviewers also stated that the expandability of the ADVANCE TIC to incorporate additional transportation 
management functions is largely constrained due to inherent system limitations resulting fiom Targeted 
Deployment. This finding is particularly relevant given the trend towards the consideration of intermodal 
transportation systems which has occurred largely since the inception of the ADVANCE project. 

It is concluded that the four key areas listed above should be investigated further to ascertain the potential 
advantages and disadvantages of their implementation. In the case of the fourth suggestion above, the 
provision of weather-related data had initially been intended for inclusion in the ADVANCE TIC, and 
indeed during Targeted Deployment operations data fed from a weather information supplier and was 
provided at the interface in a logfile. It is considered that minimal additional effort would be required to 
have this data entered automatically into the TIC database. 

5.5 Objective B.2 - Evaluate TIC Architecture Transferability 

5.5.1 Transferability - Data Collection Procedures 

For MOE B.2.1, the number and type of elements and capabilities of the ADVANCE TIC which are non- 
spec$c to the Chicago area implementation and which could be utilized to provide TIC services in other 
geographic locations, the input data comprised the findings presented in Section 5.2.1.2 fiom the earlier 
data collection activities undertaken for MOEs A.l. 1, TIC hardwarejknctionality; and A.2.1, TIC software 
functionality. 

The data collected relating to the functionality MOEs were circulated to the peer review team described 
in Section 5.3.1. Although the peer review process took place prior to the completion of all data collection 
activities, the hardware and software functionality review had been completed at the time of the review 
process. The peer review took place from December 14, 1995 to January 2, 1996. The hardware and 
software functionality data provided to the peer reviewers were identical to that presented in this Final 
Report in Section 5.2.1.2. 

On receipt of the evaluation data at the commencement of the peer review process, reviewers were 
requested to consider these data and to identify and describe the number and type of elements and 
capabilities of the ADVANCE TIC which were non-specific to the Chicago area implementation and which 
could be utilized to provide TIC services in other geographic locations. 

The findings reported in the following subsection comprise the feedback received fiom the peer reviewers. 
These findings should be considered in conjunction with the data contained in Section 5.2.1.2, which 
represent the input to the review process. 

5.5.2 TransferabiIity - Findinm and Conclusions 

Regarding the assessment of MOE B.2.1, the number and type of elements and capabilities of the 
ADVANCE TIC which are non-speciJc to the Chicago area implementation and which could be utilized 
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to provide TIC services in other geographic locations; the feedback received from the peer reviewers 
indicated two key areas where they considered that potential could exist for such system transferability. 

. __-  

First, it was thought that the techniques developed, tested and proven within the ADVANCE project for the 
distribution of real-time traffic and traveler information to vehicles could be of use to other corridors and 
metropolitan areas. These techniques include, for example, travel time prediction techniques, map 
database integration methods and data fusion processes for various real-time data sources including 
anecdotal sources. 

Second, it was noted that the implementation of the TIC User Interface for the Targeted Deployment phase 
ofADVANCE offers the opportunity to expand current knowledge of the interaction between the system 
and the operator in combining automatically generated information, anecdotal information and subjective 
judgement to establish predicted roadway conditions and travel times. It was noted that this should be of 
value to all future Traffic Management Center (TMC) and TIC implementations. 

However, concerning the specific features of the ADVANCE TIC, it was thought that due to the rapid pace 
of the continuing evolution of ITS technologies and deployment in the United States that the ADVANCE 
project implementation produced a product that will have limited application in meeting local requirements 
in other areas. It was remarked that since the ADVANCE project’s conception, the functional concept for 
transportation management coordination in other major metropolitan areas of the United States has evolved 
towards integrated intermodal systems. Reviewers added that this issue is further compounded by 
privatization initiatives that have evolved to focus on information services, including the dynamic route 
guidance services offered by the ADVANCE system. 

To maximize transferability potential, reviewers suggested that a change in focus of the ADVANCE TIC 
should be considered, from Advanced Traveler Information Systems (ATIS) to a combined approach 
incorporating ATIS and Advanced Traffic Management Systems (ATMS). It was proposed by the peers 
that this could be accomplished through a change in the functional concept at the data management and 
operations levels with minimal change in the TIC Architecture. 

It is concluded that the knowledge and expertise gained by project participants during the ADVANCE 
operational test in terms of the lessons learned from the implementation appear to be the major transferable 
elements of the ADVANCE TIC Architecture created for the Targeted Deployment. Further information 
will be available by late 1996 within the “Lessons Learned from the ADVANCE Project”, Document 
#8465.ADV.O1. As was noted by the peer reviewers, it must be concluded that the ADVANCE project 
produced a unique technical solution that, as an entire system, will have limited application in meeting 
local requirements in other areas. 
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5.6 

Obiective C. 1 - Evaluate Svstem- Costs 5.6.1 

Objectives C.l and C.2 - Evaluate TIC System Costs and Alternative TIC Cost Options 

5.6.1.1 System Costs - Data Collection Procedures 

MOEs C. 1.1 and C. 1.2 relating to TIC Architecture capital and operating costs were assessed using the 
available expenditure information provided by ADVANCE project partners. Data were compiled from 
project partners and ADVANCE Project Office financial records to provide as full a picture as possible of 
the fmancial investment in the TIC Architecture subsystem of the overall ADVANCE project. As data were 
collected, they were entered into a spreadsheet software package to aid analysis. The information collected 
was then reviewed for accuracy and completeness by the affected ADVANCE parties and participants. 

The costs break down into two main areas: 

0 development and implementation costs, comprising the TIC equipment costs in addition to all 

operating costs, which include TIC operator and supervisor staff costs, maintenance staff costs, and 
expenditure associated with the design, implementation and testing of the TIC; and 

any other ongoing expenditure associated with the continued operation of the TIC. 
0 

The subsequent sections are structured in accordance with the above main areas. 

5.6.1.2 System Costs - Findings 

5.6.1.2.1 Development and Implementation Costs 

This section provides details of the costs associated with the development and implementation of the TIC. 
Tables 5.7, 5.8, and 5.9 contain details of these costs. Table 5.7 itemizes the TIC equipment costs, 
including system hardware and TIC furniture. It should be noted that as much of this equipment was 
obtained through the University of Illinois at Chicago, the costs contained in Table 5.7 reflect significant 
contributions from various suppliers and should not be considered as available to the public. 

Table 5.8 itemizes the labor costs expended on system development and implementation, and various 
additional costs incurred during the development and implementation stages. These labor rates include 
salaries, overheads, profit, and benefits as appropriate. The itemization of the staff costs for requirements 
and specifications analysis, hardware and software design, coding, integration, and adaptive and perfective 
software maintenance is an estimate due to the structure of the billing procedures of the ADVANCE project 
and the institution responsible for this effort, whereby billing by specific development activities was not 
performed. The breakdown by development activities has been derived using a typical costs breakdown 
for systems development provided by the systems developer. These costs do not include the research- 
oriented activities which were directed at developing algorithms, that is, the Traffic Related Functions, that 
were ultimately utilized within the TIC, but which were evaluated separately. 
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SUN SbusCard SCSl2 Buffered Card Additional SCSl port 1 $657 I $657 
8.4GB Multi-Disk Pack ADVANCE disk drives 1 $5,460 I $5,460 
4.26GB Desk Top Server Storage 2 $3,480 I $6.960 - 
1.3GB SCSI-2DT Storage Module I 

Operator X-Terminals 

16 port RS232 serial 

45 to 50 Mhz Upgrade 

11 Total I $129,56211 
Table 5.7 TIC Equipment Costs 
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ITEM 
Labor Costs 
(UIC-EECS) 

Labor Costs 
(De Leuw, Cather) 

Other 

DESCRIPTION COST 

Hardware and software design $468,671 
Coding $393,684 
Integration $356,190 
Adaptive software maintenance $1 87,468 
Perfective software maintenance $93.734 

Requirements -. and specifications analysis $374,937 

Design / Design Review $104,324 
Testing $150,000 
Documentation $160,000 
Assembly and installation for GPS systems $2,300 
One high-speed data line installation $900 
Nine regular telephone lines installation $705 
Installation of Uninterruptible Power Supply $375 
and rewiring of TIC electrical system 
TIC cabling installation costs $244 

1 $2.293.532 11 Total 

Table 5.8 Labor and Miscellaneous Costs for TIC Development and Implementation 

Table 5.9 contains the totals of the equipment costs and the development and implementation labor costs. 

I Total equipment costs I $129,562 I[ 
Labor and miscellaneous costs $2,293,532 

. Total 52.423.094 ~ 

Table 5.9 Total TIC Development and Implementation Costs 

5.6.1.2.2 ODerating Co sts 

This section provides details of the costs associated with the ongoing operation of the TIC. Table 5.10 
contains the monthly operating costs of the TIC. 

The TIC labor costs have been derived as follows. The TIC is staffed from 6:OO am to 7:OO pm, on 
Monday to Friday. One TIC operator is on duty at any time, the working day being subdivided into two 
shifts. Therefore, 65 hours per week, or 286 hours per month, are worked by TIC operators, based on a 
22 day working month. The TIC Manager, though on-site throughout the working day at the ADVANCE 
Project Office, spends approximately five hours per week, or 22 hours per month, on TIC related 
management tasks, again based on a 22 day month. The rates provided for these staff in Table 5.10 take 
into account the hourly rate paid to the staff member types, plus overheads, profit, and benefits as 
appropriate. 
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The costs for TIC technical systems maintenance staff are based on 20 hours per month for a system 
developer to make routine adjustments and refinements to TIC systems, and 20 hours per month for a 
UNIX administrator to perform various-system administration tasks. Calculations have been made on the 
basis of a 22 day working month. Again, the hourly labor rates for these staff quoted in Table 5.10 include 
the appropriate benefits and overheads rates. 

System Developer 20 hours per month at $60.94 per hour 

* Labor rates include benefits, overhead, and contractor profit 

Table 5.10 TIC Monthly Operating Costs 

Additional costs involved in the ongoing operation of the TIC include the rental of the facility space 
occupied by the TIC equipment and staff, and the telecommunications costs associated with the TIC. As 
the TIC occupies one room which forms part of a suite rented by the ADVANCE Project Office, it was not 
possible to itemize precisely these costs for the TIC alone. The method utilized to arrive at the figure 
provided in Table 5.10 was to calculate the square footage of the TIC facility as a proportion of the total 
square footage of the Project Ofice suite. The total amount paid by the Project Office for office space 
rental was then scaled down to determine a value for the approximate sum expended resulting from TIC 
operation. This figure includes all utilities, maintenance, and servicing of the office space. However, 
should the utilities, maintenance, and servicing costs exceed the amount allowed for within the rental costs, 
the balance is payable by the Project Office at the end of each year. Again, a scaled down value which 
represents the TIC-attributable share of the total cost for this item is contained in Table 5.10. 

The TIC utilizes various lines for communications. Two voice lines are installed in the TIC, and one 
regular line is utilized for fax communications. In addition, six regular telephone lines connect the TIC 
systems to: 

0 the IDOT Traffic System Center (TSC); 

the weather information data source; 
0 Northwest Central Dispatch (NWCD); 
0 
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0 Dundee 1 loop detector master controller; 
Dundee 92 loop detector master controller; and 
the antenna site which provides RF communications with the MNA-equipped vehicles. 

In Table 5.1 0 the costs relating to these regular lines have been aggregated. In addition, one high-speed 
data line connects the TIC to the University of Illinois at Chicago - Electrical Engineering and Computer 
Science department (UIC-EECS) which is responsible for ongoing systems maintenance. This high-speed 
line is used to perform system maintenance and administration tasks remotely. 

5.6.1.3 Sy stem Costs - Conclusions 

The data which represent MOEs C. 1.1 and C. 1.2, concerning the TIC Architecture capital and operating 
costs, are as follows. The TIC equipment costs have been calculated at $129,562, and the labor and 
miscellaneous costs for TIC development and implementation have been calculated at $2,293,532, 
resulting in total costs for TIC development and implementation of $2,423,094. The costs accrued on a 
monthly basis for the continuing operation of the TIC have been calculated at $8,352. 

5.6.2 Obiective C.2 - Alternative TIC Cost ODtions 

Foe MOEs C.2.1, the number and type of elements of the TIC implementation which could be simplged 
to reduce costs without compromising system performance; and C.2.2, any alternative cost options; the 
input data comprised the findings from the earlier costs data collection activities undertaken for MOEs 
C.l.l and C.1.2. 

The data collected in respect of the functionality MOEs were circulated to the peer review team described 
in Section 5.3.1. Although the peer review process took place prior to the completion of all data collection 
activities, the costs data collection had been completed at the time of the review process. The peer review 
took place from December 14, 1995 to January 2, 1996. The costs data provided to the peer reviewers 
were identical to that presented in this Final Report in Sections 5.6.1.2. to 5.6.1.3 

On receipt of the evaluation data at the commencement of the peer review process, reviewers were 
requested to consider these data and to identi@ and describe the number and type of elements of the TIC 
implementation which could be simplified to reduce costs without compromising system performance, and 
any alternative cost options. The findings reported in the following subsection comprise the feedback 
received from the peer reviewers. These findings should be considered in conjunction with the data 
contained in Sections 5.6.1.2. to 5.6.1.3, which represent the input to the review process. 
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5.6.2.2 Alternative Cost Options - Findings and Conclusions 

-- The peer reviewers noted that capitdcost avoidance was not possible as the system had already been 
implemented. However, reviewers considered all equipment costs to be reasonable. As was noted above, 
as much of this equipment was obtained by the University of Illinois at Chicago, the equipment costs 
reflect significant contributions by suppliers and no sales tax. It was also remarked that although the 
system development costs were significant, given the complexity of the data sources, including the probe 
vehicles, these labor costs were in line with the overall TIC complexity. 

Reviewers .also assessed the monthly TIC operating costs as reasonable, given that the system was 
providing an essentially full-time information service. However, a potential area where ongoing cost 
savings could be made was identified as a fully automated TIC system, which would not require staffing 
by operators. As has been described above, the peer reviewers not only received information relating to 
the system costs but also information on various aspects of the system performance. Reviewers noted that 
as only approximately 0.4 percent of data in the Targeted Deployment was entered by operators, see 
Section 5.2.3.5, the automation of the operators’ data entry tasks could eliminate the need to staff the TIC 
on a daily basis. Although various other tasks, such as system maintenance, the backing-up and archiving 
of data, and limited system monitoring, would still require manual effort, it was proposed by reviewers that 
a large proportion of the $3,263 spent monthly during the Targeted Deployment on TIC operators’ labor 
could be saved. It was also acknowledged that this saving of approximately 30 percent of the Targeted 
Deployment monthly operating costs would have to be offset against the increased development costs that 
would be incurred in providing for a fully automated system. 

Therefore, in terms of the assessment of MOE C.2.1, the number and type of elements of the TIC 
implementation which could be simplified to reduce system costs without compromising system 
performance; only one such element was identified by the peer reviewers: This was the potential cost 
saving which would result from enhancing the TIC to provide Eully automated information processing, 
thereby removing the need to staff the TIC on a daily basis. As a consequence, in terms of the assessment 
of MOE C.2.2, alternative cost options; the only alternative costs option proposed by the peer reviewers 
was the increased expenditure necessary to enhance the TIC as implemented for the Targeted Deployment 
to allow for fully automated operation, which would decrease the monthly operating costs by the amount 
currently expended on operators’ labor costs. 

It should be borne in mind that the TIC operators fulfilled many additional functions during the ADVANCE 
Targeted Deployment operational test such as assisting other Project Ofice staff with ADVANCE 
evaluation data collection and also performing various administrative tasks conceming the MNA equipped 
vehicles. However, it is believed that some of these tasks would not be required of operators in the context 
of a permanently operating system. Thus, it is recommended that this proposal, for enhancing TIC 
capabilities to include l l l y  automated information processing, be investigated for any future TIC systems 
either partly or fully based on the ADVANCE TIC concept. 
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5.7 Objective D.l - Evaluate TIC Policies and Procedures 

5.7.1 Policies and Procedu Ilection Procedu res 

Data for MOEs D. 1.1, the number and type of areas where policy and procedure impact efsiennt 77C 
operation or operator workload, and D.1.2, the number and type of revisions to lIlCpolicies and 
procedures recommended to streamline l7C operations or operator workload, were collected by means 
of a structured questionnaire. This questionnaire, the TIC Evaluation Questionnaire, is included in 
Appendix C of this Final Report. The questionnaire incorporated the data collection both for the TIC 
policies, procedures and staffing requirements and the TIC User Interface objectives which are discussed 
in Section 6 .  The questionnaire was administered towards the end of the TIC operation period, in the 
week commencing November 20, 1995, in order to enable maximum exposure of the operators to the 
procedures in place at the TIC. 

It should be borne in mind when considering the information contained in the following sections that the 
responses to the TIC Evaluation Questionnaire represent operators’ perceptions of the effects of TIC 
policies, procedures and staffing requirements which may account for some variance in responses. 
Throughout these sections where the TIC systems designers or developers are referred to, these roles 
were performed by UIC-EECS technical staff. 

The questions concerning the policies and procedures of the TIC were designed utilizing a document 
which was available to the operators and which aimed to inform them of the policies and working 
practices in place at the TIC. This document was the TIC Policies and Procedures Manual, Document 
#8750.01. This document provides detailed descriptions of the tasks and responsibilities of the TIC 
operators. Operators also had access to the TIC Console Operator’s User Manual, Document #8700- 
3.0, which concentrates on the specifics of navigating around the TIC User Interface and performing 
tasks. Further discussion on the use of this Manual is contained in Section 6 .  

5.7.2 Policies and Proce dures - FindinFs 

The responses to a series of introductory questions provided some basic information regarding the 
characteristics of the TIC operators. The ADVANCE TIC was staffed by three operators during the 
project’s Targeted Deployment phase. All three operators employed at the TIC were male. One operator 
was between 18 and 25 years of age, and the remaining two were aged between 26 and 35. With respect 
to the operator’s level of education, all three were attending college while working at the TIC. 
Operators were also asked how long they had been working at the TIC, to the nearest month. The 
duration of employment at the TIC varied considerably. Operator A had been working at the TIC for 
six months, Operator B for three months, and Operator C for two months. This difference in duration 
of employment at the TIC should be borne in mind when considering operator’s responses to subsequent 
questions, discussed below. Another characteristic of TIC operation which affected operators’ responses 
to certain questions was the pattern of shifts worked. Table 5.11 illustrates the shifts worked by the 
three operators. 
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1 I Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday ---- 
6:OO am to 12:OO pm Operator A Operator C Operator A Operator C Operator C 

12:OO pm to 7:OO pm Operator B Operator A Operator B Operator A Operator B 

Table 5.11 Shifts Worked by TIC Operators 

It can be seen that not only had Operator A been employed at the TIC for the longest duration but also that 
he worked four shifts per week, alternating morning and afternoon shifts. Operators B and C worked three 
shifts per week each, with Operator B only working during the afternoon shifts, and Operator C only 
working during the morning shifts. Therefore, it should be recognized that the combination of the length 
of employment at the TIC and the number of shifts worked per week has an effect on the likelihood of an 
individual operator having been exposed to certain operdtional scenarios or difficulties covered by the TIC 
Evaluation Questionnaire. In addition, some activities of the TIC Operators are performed at specific times 
during the day. For example, the daily system backups are performed during the morning shift, and so 
Operator B only had the opportunity to experience this procedure in exceptional circumstances when he 
may have provided cover for one of the other operators if they were unable to work a particular morning 
Shift .  

The subsequent questions within Part 1 of the TIC Evaluation Questionnaire aimed to ascertain how 
familiar operators were with the TIC Policies and Procedures Manual. As can be seen from Figure 5.15, 
two operators stated that they were familiar with this document, while the third operator stated he was 
unfamiliar with this document, though he added that he was familiar with an appendix to this document 
which contains the Daily TIC Operations Procedures. That appendix serves as a summary of the 
information contained within the main document, and outlines the routine tasks which operators are 
required to perform on a daily basis. It should be noted that throughout the Targeted Deployment 
operational test, systems developers and De Leuw, Cather staffwere generally available to assist operators 
with any queries or difficulties they may have had concerning policies or procedures. 

I I  3 I 

Very familiar Familiar Not very familiar 

Figure 5.15 Familiarity with TIC Policies and Procedures Manual 
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Operators were then asked how frequently they consulted the TIC Policies and Procedures Manual. As 
can be seen from Figure 5.16, two operators consulted the Manual relatively infrequently, whereas one 
operator consulted the Man& more-th-an once per day. This was the operator who was unfamiliar with the 
document as a whole but who referred to the daily tasks appendix frequently. This difference in frequency 
of use of the Manual may be explained by the fact that this operator had worked at the TIC for the least 
length of time. 

' 

1 I 3 

I > Oncelday Few timeslweek Less frequentty 
Oncelday Few timeshnonth Never 

Figure 5.16 TIC Policies and Procedures Manual Frequency of Use 

Figure 5.17 shows that all three operators found the TIC Policies and Procedures Manual to be either usefui 
or very useful when seeking guidance on how to respond to situations which arose in the TIC. 

I Very useful Useful Not very useful J 
Figure 5.17 UsefuIness of TIC PoIicies and Procedures Manual 

The subsequent questions aimed to establish the frequency with which operators performed various tasks 
which were described within the TIC Policies and Procedures M a n d  and whether they had experienced 
any difficulties in performing any of these tasks. Operators were asked how frequently they had been 
required to validate manually the results of the TRF algorithm if an apparent malfunction occurred when 
monitoring the TRF subsystem. Two operators had never performed this task, one adding that he had not 
been aware that this was required, while the third operator had performed the task a few times per month, 
see Figure 5.18. This was Operator A who had the longest period of employment at the TIC and who 
worked the greater number of shifts. This operator reported that he had not experienced any difficulties 
in completing this task. The comment from the operator who had not been aware that this task was required 
of him may indicate the need for more comprehensive initial training procedures to be put into place at the 
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TIC, or for periodic “refiesher” training sessions to be provided for all operators in order to ensure that 
they remain fully aware of their responsibilities. . 

> Oncelday Few timeslweek Less frequently 
Once/day Few timeslrnonth Never 

Figure 5.18 Manual TRF Validation Frequency 

Operators were asked how frequently they had had to request a new travel time database of static profiles 
when monitoring the frequency that the TIC updated the travel times in the MNAs, see Figure 5.19. This 
task had never been performed by two of the operators while the third operator had performed the task less 
frequently than a few times per month. Again, only Operator A had performed the task, and again, no 
difficulties in completing the task had been experienced. During the analysis of questionnaire data it was 
established that this responsibility had been removed from the TIC operators some time into the Targeted 
Deployment. 

3 .  

> Oncelday Few timedweek Less frequently 
Oncelday Few tirnedmonth Never 

Figure 5.19 Request New Travel Time Database Frequency 

The TIC Policies and Procedures Manual also provides guidance on how operators should respond to 
emergency telephone calls from project vehicle drivers should these be received outside regular office 
hours, when other ADVANCE Project Office staf€ were not available to provide assistance. Figure 5.20 
illustrates that this scenario had been either infrequently or never experienced by the three operators. No 
problems had been experienced in completing this task. 
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Oncelday Few timedweek Less frequently 
Oncelday Few timedmonth Never 

Figure 5.20’ Frequency of Handling Emergency Calls from Drivers 

Operators were then asked about various aspects of the TIC systems maintenance procedures which couId 
affect the completion of their tasks or impact their workload. None of the three operators had experienced 
any adverse impacts on the operation of the TIC due to the scheduling of maintenance activities, indicating 
that no alterations to the scheduling of these activities is necessary. The TIC Policies and Procedures 
Manual also described the approach to be taken by operators if requested to assist in the verification of an 
update of the travel time database. None of the operators had been required to assist in this procedure as 
it had been performed by other Project Office staff. 

Another task described by the TIC Policies and Procedures Manual was the processing of MNA memory 
cards. This task comprises downloading the travel time data contained on the cards, erasing the cards and 
returning them to the MNA units in the project vehicles. As illustrated in Figure 5.21 , two of the operators 
had never performed this task, while one operator had performed the task a few times per month. This 
operator, Operator A, explained that at the outset of the TIC Targeted Deployment he had been required 
to perform this task, though since the other two operators had been working at the TIC, policy had changed 
and other ADVANCE Project Office staff now performed the task. Therefore, it should be considered 
whether the task description in the Manual should be amended to indicate that operators themselves are 
not required to perform the task. 

Few timeslweek Less frequently 
Few timeslmonth 

Figure 5.21 MNA Memory Card Processing Frequency 

Operators were asked about their involvement in emergency shutdowns of the TIC, such as could be 
caused by software malfunctions or hardware failures. Two of the operators had never been involved in 
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an emergency shutdown of the TIC, see Figure 5.22, while Operator A had experienced emergency 
shutdowns of the TIC a few times per month. Operator A was then asked several further questions 
regarding these shutdowns. Some problems had been experienced by this operator both in diagnosing the 
specific problem which necessitated an emergency shutdown, and in judging whether the problems 
experienced warranted such a shutdown. It was remarked by the operator that the system provided little 
feedback to assist in these situations and that technical support from the systems developers had been 
required on each occasion, not just in order to restore systems from any failures but also in diagnosing the 
problem. However, this operator also reported that no unforeseen consequences of performing emergency 
shutdowns had been encountered, and that all the technical support needed to restore TIC operations from 
an emergency shutdown had always been received. 

> Oncelday Few timeslweek Less frequently 
Oncelday Few tirneslrnonth Never I I 

Figure 5.22 Frequency of Involvement in Emergency Shutdowns of TIC 

Operators were also asked about their involvement in planned shutdowns of the TIC, such as might be 
necessary to perform routine, non-critical maintenance activities, or to update hardware or software 
components. Figure 5.23 shows that two of the three operators had been involved in such a shutdown and 
that this occurred a few times per month. These operators were then asked several further questions 
regarding these shutdowns. Neither operator had experienced any unforeseen consequences of planned 
shutdowns, and both had received all the technical support necessary to restart TIC systems. 

> Oncelday Few timeslweek Less frequently 
Oncelday Few timeslrnonth Never I 

Figure 5.23 Frequency of Involvement in Planned Shutdowns of TIC 

The subsequent questions concerned communications subsystem malfunctions, that is, any problems 
experienced with the RF modems in the equipped vehicles. Two of the three operators had experienced 
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such problems, and one operator had also experienced difficulties in diagnosing communication subsystem 
malfunctions, highlighting the need to request assistance from the systems developers. However, both 
operators stated that they had receivei3 all the technical support required to restore the communications 
subsystem to full operation. 

Operators were asked if they had ever been involved in the updating of the TIC software or hardware, or 
the testing of any updates that were made to the TIC systems. Two operators had not been involved in any 
such procedures. The one operator who had been involved in assisting with system updates or testing of 
updates had not experienced any difficulties in completing these tasks. The frequency with which 
operators had performed TIC database and applications software backups is illustrated in Figure 5.24. It 
can be seen from this figure that these tasks were only performed either a few times per month or less 
frequently by operators. No difficulties had been experienced by any of the operators in performing this 
task. 

1 

> Oncelday Few timeslweek Less frequently 
Once/day Few timeslmonth Never 

Figure 5.24 Frequency of TIC Databases and Applications Software Back-ups 

The TIC Policies and Procedures Manual provides guidance on how operators should proceed if a critical 
malfunction requires them to authorize a change to any of the TIC subsystems in order to keep the TIC 
operational, that is, an “emergency fix”. All operators reported that they had not been required to authorize 
such a change to TIC systems in response to a critical malfunction. However, given the responses to 
previous questions in which operators had highlighted the need to contact the systems developers for 
support in diagnosing system failures, it seems unlikely that the operators possessed the necessary system 
knowledge and experience in order to be able to authorize and/or make such changes without assistance 
in any case. In addition, the access permissions given to TIC operators do not allow them to perform fixes 
or even to start-up and shut-down processes in many cases. Therefore, unless operators with greater 
systems knowledge are to be employed at the TIC in the future, and unless greater access privileges are 
assigned to operators, it should be considered whether the procedures described in the Manual should be 
modified to indicate that operators are not required to perform this task. 

The TIC Policies and Procedures Manual describes the approach to be taken by operators should requests 
for data from various types of agency be received, in order that data privacy and integrity may be ensured. 
Operators had dealt with requests for information from ADVANCE project participants either a few times 
per week or a few times per month, see Figure 5.25. These requests could be for data for evaluation 
purposes or for system maintenance. All operators reported no difficulties in obtaining approval for 
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providing such information, although it is unclear whether operators were familiar with the official 
procedures for dealing with internal project requests for data as outlined in the Manual. The Manual states 
that all requests for data fiom within’the project should be in writing and should be approved by the system 
manager. From observations made within the TIC and from discussions with the TIC operators, it is clear 
that these procedures were not adhered to in the majority of cases. However, as it is considered that 
complying with data requests fiom ADVANCE project participants is not likely to impact significantly the 
project’s data integrity, it should be considered whether the procedures for the release of data described 
in the Manual could be relaxed in these cases. 

i I 

> Oncelday Few timedweek Less frequently 
Oncelday Few timeshnonth Never 

Figure 5.25 Frequency of Requests for Information from ADVANCE Participants 

In terms of the frequency with which operators had handled requests for information from outside the 
ADVANCE project, two operators had never received such a request, while one operator, Operator A, 
reported that he had handled requests from non-ADVANCE participants a few times per month, see 
Figure 5.26. Again, no problems in obtaining approval for releasing requested information to non- 
project participants had been experienced by this operator, although the same observations as were made 
above in the case of internal requests for data may also apply here. Operators were also asked if they 
had ever been asked to provide any personal information held about drivers of the MNA equipped 
vehicles or their movements in the test area from outside of the ADVANCE project. None of the 
operators had been requested to provide such information. 

The questionnaire also contained a series of questions relating to operator workload. Operators were 
asked if assisting the evaluation team in collecting data for the ADVANCE evaluation had caused any 
difficulties for the operation of the TIC or the operator’s own workload. No operator had experienced 
any such difficulties. 
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1 I 3 

> Oncelday Few tirneslweek Less frequently 
Oncelday Few tirnedrnonth Never 

Figure 5.26 Frequency of External Requests for Information 

Operators were asked if any ADVANCE project participants other than the systems developers had ever 
requested online access to the TIC or had attempted to login to the TIC system. None of the operators 
had experienced this scenario. The TIC Policies and Procedures Manual states that operators must 
monitor the systems developers’ remote access to ensure that this does not impact regular TIC 
operations and that unauthorized changes are not made to TIC systems. Operators were asked if the 
systems developers’ on-line access to the TIC had ever adversely affected the operation of the TIC. No 
problems associated with this remote on-line access were reported. Similarly, no operators were aware 
of any unauthorized changes having been made to the TIC system using these remote access links with 
the systems developers. However, one operator commented that he did not know how to distinguish 
when systems developer staff were remotely logged on to the TIC systems or whether this access could 
be the cause of any difficulties experienced. This comment highlights the need for either more 
comprehensive system feedback to inform operators of who is logged onto the system and any adverse 
consequences of this access, or more extensive training of operators to ensure that they possess 
sufficient system knowledge such that this task can be performed as described in the Manual. 
Alternatively, if this task is no longer deemed necessary then the Manual should be amended 
accordingly. 

* 

5.7.3 Pol icies and Proc edures - Summarv of F indiw 

The following points summarize the key findings for this objective, relating to the impact of policies 
and procedures on efficient TIC operation. 

0 All operators were familiar with either the TIC Policies and Procedures Manual, or the appendix 
to this document which serves as a summary of the information contained in the main document. 
In addition, all three operators found the TIC Policies and Procedures Manual to be either useful 
or very useful when seeking guidance on how to respond to situations which arose in the TIC. 

required of them. However, it was found that in several cases, tasks described within the TIC 
Policies and Procedures Manual had not been performed by all operators, and it is considered 
that this is partly due to the difference in lengths of employment at the TIC, two of the operators 
only having worked at the TIC for two and three months respectively, and the differences in the 

0 In the majority of cases, operators had not experienced difficulties in completing the tasks 
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number of shifts worked. It should be borne in mind that should all operators have had the 
opportunity to gain more experience in using the TIC systems over a longer period, then more 
of these tasks may have been encountered and, potentially more difficulties could then have been 
reported. 
From discussions with the TIC operators, it was found that varying perceptions existed of some 
of the tasks required of them. This was the case with the manual validation of the results of the 
TRF algorithm should an apparent malfunction occur when monitoring the TRF subsystem, and 
the monitoring of systems developers' remote access to ensure that this did not impact regular 
TIC operations and that unauthorized changes were not made to TIC systems. 
None of the three operators had experienced any adverse impacts on the operation of the TIC 
due to the scheduling of maintenance activities, indicating that no alterations to the scheduling 
of these activities are required. 
It was found that operators were no longer required to perform the processing of MNA memory 
cards, therefore it should be considered whether this task description in the TIC Policies and 
Procedures Manual should be amended to indicate that operators themselves are not required to 
perform the task. 
It was found that operators had experienced some difficulties both in diagnosing technical 
problems which arose with the TIC systems and in judging the appropriate action to take in 
response to any such difficulties. Operators also commented on the lack of feedback provided 
by the system when technical problems arise. This was encountered in the case of emergency 
shutdowns, and communication subsystem malfunctions. 
It was found that in all the scenarios listed above in which operators has not been able to 
diagnose or remedy problems experienced with TIC systems, that technical support from the 
systems developers had been required and sought. Operators did comment that this support had 
always been readily accessible. 
The TIC Policies and Procedures Manual provides guidance on how operators should proceed 
if a critical malfunction requires them to perform an "emergency fix". It is considered that the 
operators did not possess the required technical knowledge which would enable them to 
authorize or perform such fixes. Therefore, unless operators with greater systems knowledge 
are to be employed at the TIC in the future, it should be considered whether the procedures 
described in the Manual should be modified to indicate that operators should not attempt to make 
such emergency fures . 
It was found that in the case of requests for data from ADVANCE participants, the procedures 
for releasing data described in the TIC Policies and Procedures Manual were not adhered to by 
the operators in the majority of cases. 
In terms of operator workload, no difficulties were experienced by operators as a result of 
assisting the evaluation team in data collection. 

It should be noted during the Targeted Deployment operational test, systems developers and Project 
Office staff were often present in the TIC or generally available to assist operators with any queries or 
difficulties experienced that may have arisen. 
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5.7.4 Policies and Procedures - Conclusions 

In terms of the assessment of MOE D-. 1.1, the number and type of areus where policy and procedure 
impact efficient TIC operation or operator workload, four key areas for consideration have been 
identified. 

First, efficient TIC operation and operator workload may have been impacted by the operators’ varying 
perceptions of some of the tasks required of them. This was the case with the manual validation of the 
results of the TRF algorithm should an apparent malfunction.occur when monitoring the TRF 
subsystem, and the monitoring of the systems developers’ remote access to ensure that this did not 
impact regular TIC operations and that unauthorized changes were not made to TIC systems. 

Second, during the Targeted Deployment phase of the ADVANCE project, operators experienced some 
difficulties both in diagnosing technical problems which arose with the TIC systems and in judging the 
appropriate action to take in response to any such difficulties. Operators also commented on the lack 
of feedback provided by the system when technical problems arise. This would increase workload as 
these operators with incomplete system knowledge attempted to resolve difficulties. It may also be that 
TIC efficiency was compromised by the need to contact an external agency, the systems developers, for 
technical support, rather than having this knowledge available “in-house” at the TIC. 

Third, efficient TIC operation may also have been impacted by the operators not having been able to 
perform emergency maintenance on TIC system in the event of a critical malfunction, For example, 
should such malfunctions occur when systems developers staff were not available to provide assistance 
then it is considered unlikely that the TIC operators themselves possessed the required technical 
knowledge which would enable them to perform such fixes. Operators also lacked the necessary access 
privileges which would enable them to perform emergency maintenance activities. 

Fourth, operator workload was lessened by the non-adherence to the procedures described in the TIC 
Policies and Procedures Manual for the release of data to ADVANCE project participants. The Manual 
states that all requests for data should be made in writing and that the TIC system manager’s approval 
should be sought prior to any data being released. It is believed that this non-adherence to procedures 
occurred due to the constant involvement of Project Office staff, UIC-EECS developers and De Leuw, 
Cather in tasks within the TIC. 

In terms of the assessment of MOE D. 1.2, the number and type of revisions to l?C policies and . 
procedures recommnended to streamline l?C operations or operator workload, the issues outlined above 
translate into two key areas where revisions to TIC policies or procedures could be made. 

The first key area relates to the levels of training and expertise of the TIC operators. Given that 
operators seemed to possess varying perceptions of some of the tasks required of them, it is suggested 
that more comprehensive system feedback be provided in order to provide prompts for operators. 
Alternatively, the variances in perceptions of tasks required could be eliminated by the implementation 
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of comprehensive and standardized initial training procedures, supported by full documentation, or for 
periodic “refresher” training sessions to be provided for all operators in order to ensure that they remain 
fully aware of their responsibilities. -. 

It is also possible that TIC operations could be streamlined by employing operators with higher levels 
of technical experience and knowledge which would enable them to diagnose technical problems arising 
with the TIC systems and to judge the appropriate action to take. However, it was found that in the 
scenarios in which operators had not been able to diagnose or resolve problems experienced with TIC 
systems, that technical support from the system developers had always been readily accessible. Should 
operators with more technical backgrounds not be employed at the TIC in the future it must be ensured 
that continuing access to systems developers’ technical staff is available. Similarly, as the operators 
employed during the Targeted Deployment were not equipped to perform emergency maintenance on 
TIC system in the event of a critical malfunction, it may also streamline TIC operation if operators with 
higher levels of technical experience and knowledge were employed in future. However, the increased 
staff costs which this would incur is typically not warranted and therefore continuing access to systems 
developers staff should be ensured. 

The second key area relates to operator workload. Operator workload was lessened by the non- 
adherence to the procedures described in the TIC Policies and Procedures Manual for the release of data 
to ADVANCE project participants. However, the potential for breach of data privacy or integrity was 
minimal during the Targeted Deployment and therefore the procedures described in the Manual, solely 
in tenns of internal project requests, could be eased. Although it was found that operators tended not 
to follow these procedures, thereby informally streamlining their workload, a formal change to the 
procedures would ensure that their workload would continue to be lessened in this manner. It is 
recommended that these procedures be revised to permit operators to release project information 
requested verbally by those project participants approved by the ADVANCE Steering Committee. Verbal 
requests for information received from all other participants should be referred to the TIC Manager, 
who would then seek approval for the release of the relevant information. It is believed that in a 
permanently operational system, the procedures contained within the Manual relating to release of 
information were appropriate. The above conclusion is drawn from experiences gained during the 
Targeted Deployment tests. 

5.8 Objective D.2 - Evaluate TIC Staffing Requirements 

5.8.1 Staffing Reauirements - Data Col lection Procedures 

Data for MOEs D.2.1, the number and type of dinculties resulting from existing staring levels 
experienced during IIC operation which effect IIC enciency or operator workload, and D.2.2, the 
number and type of revisions to TIC stanng levels recommended to streamline l7C operations or 
operator workload, relating to the impact of staffing levels on efficient TIC operation and operator 
workload were collected by means of the TIC Evaluation Questionnaire, which is included in Appendix 
C of this Final Report. The questionnaire was administered towards the end of the TIC operation 
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period, in the week commencing November 20, 1995, in order to enable maximum exposure of the 
operators to the procedures in place at the TIC. - __ 

5.8.2 Staffing Requirements - Findines 

The basic background information regarding the operator characteristics was provided in Section 5.7.2 
above. It should be noted that in addition to the routine operator tasks of entering anecdotal data, 
monitoring overall system status, and perfonning data back-ups, the TIC operators also assisted Project 
Office staff and other ADVANCE participants with various additional tasks during the Targeted 
Deployment phase. These tasks included the collection of data for the evaluation of various aspects of 
the ADVANCE project, and the collection of TFW data. For example, the latter task took place in 
several phases during the Targeted Deployment, typically from 2:OO pm to 7:oO pm. The performance 
of these tasks in conjunction with the operators’ regular responsibilities resulted in operators’ workload 
being increased beyond what would be required for a permanently operating system which would not 
normally be undergoing such testing or other data collection. This should be borne in mind when 
considering operators’ assessments of their workload in the following paragraphs. 

In order to provide some additional background information illustrating the magnitude of operator 
workload, a plot of the number of new traffic related incidents received hourly from NWCD averaged 
over seven representative weekdays is presented in Figure 5.27. The incidents included in this figure 
include all incidents reported by NWCD as “accident with injury”, “accident with property damage”, 
or “motorist assist”, which are the types of incidents most commonly entered by operators. Figure 5.27 
does not include any updates concerning previously received incident reports sent from NWCD. 

6-7 7 8  8-9 9-10 10-11 11-12 12-13 13-14 14-15 15-16 16-17 17-18 18-19 
Tim of Day 

Figure 5.27 Volume of Traffic Related Incidents Received from NWCD 
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In addition to the entry of anecdotal data received fiom NWCD, operators also perform daily system data 
back-ups during the morning shift. This task typically takes place at some time between 6:OO am and 7:30 
am each weekday morning. Facsimiles containing details of any road and lane closures are received daily 
at the TIC fiom IDOT District 1 and ISTHA at around 4:OO pm to 5:OO pm. These are then entered into 
the TIC database if they fall within the test area. This information is provided to assist the reader when 
considering the perceived workload assessments provided by operators. 

The questions relating to staffing levels aimed to establish operator’s perceptions of their own workload 
at various times of the day when the TIC is staffed. Due to the shifts worked by the three operators 
illustrated in Table 5.12 above, not all three operators could provide a workload assessment for all of the 
time periods covered by these questions. The operators’ responses are presented in Figures 5.28 to 5.3 1. 
The intervals chosen for these questions reflect the time periods utilized in the static profile travel time. 
values used by the TIC systems which were designed to be representative of different travel conditions 
within the test area, for example, morning peak or daytime off-peak periods. 

Operators assessed their own workload between the times of 6:OO am and 9:OO am as either heavy or 
moderate. This assessment reflects the larger number of anecdotal inputs the operator is required to enter 
into the TIC systems during the morning peak period, and also the various routine tasks which are also 
performed at this time, for example, the daily system data backups. Between the times of 900 am and 4:OO 
pm, operator workload was assessed as either moderate or light. 

I Very heavy Moderate Very light 
Heavy Light 

Figure 5.28 Perceived Operator Workload: 6:OO am to 9:00 am 

Very heavy Moderate Very light 
Heavy Light 

Figure 5.29 Perceived Operator Workload: 9:OO am to 4:OO pm 
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During the afternoon peak period, fiom 4:OO pm to 6:OO pm, again the operators’ assessed their own 
workload as either heavy or moderate, though after this time, fiom 6:OO pm until when TIC staff came off 
duty at 7:OO pm workload was considered to be moderate or light. During none of these time periods was 
the workload perceived to be heavy by all operators, and at no times was workload considered to be very 
heavy. These assessments would indicate that the staffing levels in place for the ADVANCE Targeted 
Deployment were reasonable and did not result in undue pressure being placed upon operators. 

I 3 .  

Very heavy Moderate Very light I 
I Heavy Light I 

Figure 5.30 Perceived Operator Workload: 4:OO pm to 6:OO pm 

I Very heavy Moderate Very light 
Heavy Light 

Figure 5.31 Perceived Operator Workload: 6:OO pm to 7:OO pm 

The TIC system manager was on duty at the Project Office during regular office hours, that is, from 
8:OO am to 5:OO pm, during the Targeted Deployment. In addition, it was ensured that operators could 
contact the TIC system manager, UIC-EECS developers and De Leuw, Cather staff outside these hours 
by mobile phone or pager. Operators were asked if they had ever required any input or guidance from 
the system manager outside these hours in order to fulfil their duties. Two of the three operators had 
not required assistance from the system manager outside office hours. One operator had had cause to 
contact the system manager out of regular office hours on one occasion. He had done so by telephone 
and the difficulty had been resolved by this means. Thus, at least in terms of the Targeted Deployment, 
no adverse impacts were experienced by operators due to the system manager not being present 
throughout the daily period of staffed TIC operation. It should be noted that De Leuw, Cather staff 
were also generally available to provide assistance to operators if required. 
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5.8.3 Staffing: Reauirements - Summary and Conclusions 

Therefore, to summarize the fidings for this objective: first, it was found that the staffing levels in 
place for the ADVANCE Targeted DepIoyment were reasonable and did not resuIt in undue pressure 
being placed upon operators; second, no adverse impacts were experienced by operators due to the 
system manager not being present throughout the entire period of daily staffed TIC operation. 

In terms of the assessment of MOE D.2.1, the number and type of dijiculties resultingfrom existing 
stafing levels experienced during U C  operation which effect U C  eficiency or operator workload, no 
such difficulties were experienced. 

In terms of the assessment of MOE D.2.2, the number and type of revisions to U C  stafing levels 
recomended to streamline iTC operations or operator workload, it was found that the majority of the 
TIC operators’ workload, including both administrative tasks and anecdotal data input, occurs from 
between 6:OO am and 9:00 am, and 4:OO pm and 7:OO pm. Therefore, it is recommended that further 
investigations be undertaken into the feasibility of staffig the TIC during these hours only. It should 
be recognized that unless some automation of NWCD anecdotal data is implemented, part-time staffing 
of the TIC would result in some loss of real-time data when the TIC is unstaffed. However, it is 
believed that during normal system operations, when the operators would not be involved in other 
ADVANCE related tasks, such as TRF data collection and dealing with test drivers, no significant 
reduction in the level of service provided by the TIC would result from part-time staffing of the TIC. 
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SECTION 6 TICWSER INTERFACE EVALUATION RESULTS 

. .  

The approach, procedures and results of the TIC User Interface evaluation are presented in this section. 
The purpose of this component of the TIC evaluation was to evaluate the usability and functionality of the 
TIC User Interface. 

The usability of the interface relates to the ease with which the features of the interface can be utilized. 
The usability evaluation considered elements of the system such as workstation layout, screen format, task 
and menu structure, the demands made by the system on the operator for data input and process 
monitoring, and the degree of feedback provided by the system to the operator. 

The functionality of the interface refers to the features which are available to the operator to fulfill the tasks 
required. The functionality evaluation involved assessing these features to identify any additional features 
that were required by the operator and any features which remained unused. 

The key assumptions and constraints of the TIC User Interface evaluation are described below. The 
ensuing subsections, which contain the findings of the evaluation, reflect the series of objectives and 
associated Measures of Effectiveness (MOEs) created for the TIC User Interface evaluation which are 
listed in Section 4.1. In the subsequent section, Section 7, the findings of the evaluation, both for the TIC 
Architecture and the TIC User.Interface components, are considered in the light of their respective 
evaluation hypotheses. 

6.1 Key Assumptions and Constraints 

As for any evaluation, the results of the ADVANCE TIC User Interface evaluation must be considered in 
the light of the assumptions which were made by the evaluation team and the constraints which may have 
influenced the findings. In this subsection, the assumptions and constraints relating to the TIC User 
Interface evaluation are described. 

6.1.1 Assumptions 

For all the MOEs relating to the TIC User Interface evaluation, it was assumed that operators had sufficient 
experience in using the TIC User Interface in order to be able to provide comprehensive and reliable 
feedback. It was assumed that the same TIC staff would operate the TIC.throughout the period of the 
evaluation in order to emure continuity of data collection. It was assumed that operators would be neither 
positively nor negatively biased in their attitudes towards the interface. For all TIC User Interface MOEs 
it was assumed that the TIC operators and the supervisor would be available to take part in the survey 
process. It was also assumed that the TIC Operator Observation Log would be completed on a regular 
basis, whenever a relevant issue required reporting, and that log entries were accurate and complete. 
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Regarding the on-site observations made by the human factors specialist, it was assumed that the presence 
of an observer would not cause operators to alter their working practices or methods of completing tasks 
in any way. 

6.1.2 Constraints 

The key constraint, or limitation, of the TIC User Interface evaluation process which must be taken into 
consideration was the limited number of operators who were employed within the ADVANCE TIC. The 
data collection involved the full population of TIC operators, but due to the degree to which the ADVANCE 
TIC operations were automated, the population in fact represented very few subjects. 

In addition, a constraint of the User Interface evaluation was’the depth of analysis which was possible 
given the level of funding allocated to this portion of the overall ADVANCE project evaluation effort. 

6.2 Objective E . l -  Evaluate TIC User Interface Usability 

- -. 

For MOEs E. 1.1, the user perceptions of the level of ease with which systems can be operated in everyday 
use, and E.1.2 the number and type of dificulties reported by operators in everyday use; data were 
collected by means of the TIC Evaluator Observation Sheet, the TIC Evaluation Questionnaire, and the 
TIC Operator Observation Log which was completed by the operators and supervisor. The following 
paragraphs describe the format and implementation of these three data collection tools. 

6.2.1 Data Collection Tools and Procedures 

The TIC Evaluation Questionnaire is included in Appendix C. The questionnaire incorporated the data 
collection both for the TIC User Interface objectives and the TIC policies, procedures and staffing 
requirements objectives discussed in Section 5.7 and 5.8. The questionnaire was administered towards the 
end of the period of TIC operation, in the week commencing November 20, 1995, in order to enable 
maximum exposure of the staff to the TIC operations. The questionnaire was administered to the operators 
within the TIC to enable them to demonstrate any responses to questions as required. Operators were told 
that the questionnaire had been designed to help evaluate various aspects of the general operation and the 
user interface of the ADVANCE TIC, and that it was not being used to assess individual operator 
performance or knowledge. 

The questions concerning the TIC User Interface usability and functionality had been partly designed 
utilizing a document provided to TIC operators to assist them with the navigation and use of the systems in 
the TIC. This document is the TIC Console Operator’s User Manual, Document #8700-3.0. The document 
provides descriptions of the external appearance and behavior of the interface, how to navigate through 
the TIC User Interface, and how to access and manipulate the various functions within the interface. The 
document could be used as a source of reference if required when considering the findings of the TIC 
Evaluation Questionnaire and the other data collection tools, presented in the following sub-sections. 
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A non-real-time TIC Operator Observation Log was available in the TIC from the commencement of the 
evaluation period to enable operators or their supervisor to note any issues which were relevant to the TIC 
User Interface. TIC operators and the supervisor were briefed at the outset of the evaluation period on the 
purpose and scope of the User Interface evaluation and informed of the purpose of the TIC Operator 
Observation Log. The TIC Operator Observation Log sheet is also provided in Appendix C. An entry on 
the log sheet was completed on each occasion that an observation relating to the User Interface 
functionality or usability was perceived, or when any other issue relating to the operator’s interaction with 
the system was raised. If clarification of log entries was required, this took place weekly as part of the 
regular log checking procedures. 

Three evaluator observation sessions were also held. The TIC was staffed on weekdays from 6:OO am to 
7:OO pm, and the observation sessions were scheduled to reflect these times. The sessions took place fiom 
6:OO am to 12:OO pm on October 25, 1995, 12:OO pm to TOO pm on October 30, 1995, and 600 am to 9:00 
am on November 2,1995. The sessions were scheduled to ensure that each of the three TIC operators could 
be observed. The observer documented any actions or events of relevance to the assessment of the TIC 
User Interface. The observation was designed to be a non-intrusive activity in order that TIC operators 
would be subject to minimum disturbance of their duties, and no such problems were encountered during 
the sessions. 

The data collection tools for the observation sessions were prepared at the outset ofthe evaluation period 
and are provided in Appendix C. Due to the nature of such observations, it was not possible to predict prior 
to the sessions the precise type and format of the data which could be collected. Therefore the Evaluator 
Observation Sheet was structured to permit fiee-form observations to be recorded by the evaluator. A list 
of criteria were also developed which were utilized to guide the observations made by the evaluator. 
Following the observation sessions, the observations recorded were classified into several types according 
to the criteria to facilitate analysis. The full list of criteria is reproduced in Appendix C. The criteria 
covered the following types: 

Type A: workload; 
Type B: working practices; 
Type C: operator characteristics; 
Type D: human factors; and 
Type E: TIC functionality. 

The first four types correspond to the evaluation of the TIC User Interface usability, and the final type 
corresponds to the evaluation of the TIC User Interface functionality, which is discussed M e r  in Section 
6.3. Observations were classified as falling within the usability of the interface if they concerned existing 
features whose usability could be improved. Observations were classified as falling within the functionality 
of the interface if they concerned additional features not provided within the interface which were 
identified as being desirable. 
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Initially it was anticipated that three observation se .ions of one day each would be required. This would 
in effect have covered six shifts of TIC operation. However, following the analysis of the observations 
recorded during the three initial half--day sessions it was found that for all but one of the observation 
criteria areas listed above, very similar observations were made for each of the operators. The criteria area 
concerning the individual operator characteristics was the only area where significantly different 
observations were recorded. In addition, it was found that the observations made by the evaluator were 
in a number of cases closely matched by the observations made by the operators themselves on the 
Operator Observation Log. Therefore, it was recommended by the evaluation team that the remaining 
observation sessions be omitted from the TIC User Interface Test Plan, as the data collected thus far would 
fulfill the requirements of the evaluation. Confirmation fiom the ADVANCE Evaluation Manager that this 
recommendation was acceptable was received and the testing schedule was amended accordingly. 

For the purposes of data reduction and analysis, both the observations made by the TIC operators on the 
TIC Operator Observation Log and the evaluator observations were classified according to the list of 
criteria created for the observation sessions, listed above. Counts of the observations were then made 
according to type. If a particular observation was deemed to fall into more than one criteria heading, then 
a count was made under each of those headings. 

An observation comprised a written remark concerning an action of an operator or the impacts of an 
operator action which related to the usability or functionality of the interface. In the three evaluator 
observation sessions, a total of 188 observations were recorded. 43.6% of these were recorded during the 
first session, 28.7% during the second session, and 27.7% during the third session. Of the total 
observations recorded during all three sessions, 22.4% were classified as relating to type A - workload, 
8.5% were classified as type B - working practices, 20.7% were classified as type C - operator 
characteristics, 11.7% were classified as type D - human factors, and 3.2% were classified as type E - TIC 
functionality. The remaining 33.5% of observations related to the status of TIC systems at various times 
during the observation sessions. A “status” observation was made each time that the evaluator considered 
the context of observations to be particularly relevant to the observations being made. For example, the 
number of active probe vehicles, events happening within the TIC, or the condition of TIC processes were 
classified as status observations. 

TIC staff began using TIC Operator Observation Log sheets on August 8,1995. Log sheets fiom that time 
up to and including December 28,1995 were utilized for this Evaluation Report. A total of 60 observations 
were made by the various TIC operators during that time. Of this total, 10 observations were disallowed 
fiom the analysis as they related to the status of processes or the system hardware which should have been 
entered onto the TIC Real-Time Log sheet. Of the remaining 50 observations, 12.0% were classified as 
type A - workload, 2.0% were classified as type B - working practices, 0.0% were classified as type C - 
operator characteristics, 54.0% were classified as type D - human factors, and 32.0% were classified as 
type E - TIC functionality. 
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The findings relating to the usability of the TIC User Interface which have been derived from all three data 
collection techniques - the TIC Evaluation Questionnaire, the TIC Operator Observation Log, and the TIC 
Evaluator Observation Sheet - have been combined and are considered below. 

Following some sample screens taken from the TIC User Interface and some introductory information 
concerning the operators themselves, the subsequent sub-sections are structured in accordance with the 
criteria headings created for the observation sessions, listed above. 

6.2.2 Sample User Interface Screens 

Figure 6.1 illustrates a typical screen of the TIC User Interface. This screen displays the test area map to 
the left of the figure. The area within the thick lined shape represents the extent of the test area itself. The 
thinner lines represent the various roads within the test area for which traffic related information could be 
entered into the TIC database. The menu bar at the top of the test area map displays the various options 
which are available to the operator within the test area map window. On the sample screen pictured, the 
“Display” menu item has been selected in order to show the items within this menu. Within this menu it 
can be seen that the “Test Area Boundary” and the “Legend and Scale” options have been selected and 
hence these are displayed on the test area map. 

To the right of the figure, the TIC Process Controller is displayed. This Controller display enables the TIC 
Operators to monitor the overall status of the processes within the TIC. In addition, this Controller display 
informs the operator of the number of active, that is, currently moving, probe vehicles within the test area. 
The TIC Process Controller also enables users with system administrator level access permissions to turn 
any of the TIC processes on or off, and to shut down or start up the TIC a whole. 

Figure 6.2 illustrates an alternative sample screen configuration which operators may utilize. Again, to 
the left of this figure the test area map is displayed. Here, the “Select” menu item has been selected to 
display the menu items available to the operator. 

To the right of this figure the TIC Subsystem Controller is displayed. The TIC Subsystem Controller 
offers an alternative means by which operators may monitor the status of TIC processes. Its structure is 
for the most part similar to that of the TIC Process Controller, though the TIC Subsystem Controller 
displays nested groups of related processes and the operator may chose to display the status of all the 
processes within a subsystem, or solely the status of the overall subsystem. Again, this Controller informs 
the operator of the number of active probe vehicles currently within the test area. As was the case with 
the TIC Process Controller, the Subsystem Controller enables users with system administrator level access 
permissions to turn any of the TIC processes on or off, and to shut down or start up the TIC a whole. 
Below the TIC Subsystem Controller the system clock is displayed. 
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Figure 6.1 Sample Screen 1 
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Figure 6.2 Sample Screen 2 
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6.2.3 General Information 

The responses to a series of introductory questions within the TIC Evaluation Questionnaire provided some 
basic information regarding the background and prior experience of the TIC operators. The ADVANCE TIC 
was staffed by three operators during the project’s Targeted Deployment phase. All three operators 
employed at the TIC were male. One operator was between 18 and 25 years of age, and the remaining two 
were aged between 26 and 35. With respect to the operators’ level of education, all three were attending 
college while working at the TIC. Operators were also asked how long they had been working at the TIC, 
to the nearest month. The duration of employment at the TIC varied considerably. Operator A had been 
working at the TIC for six months, Operator B for three months, and Operator C for two months. This 
difference in duration of employment at the TIC should be borne in mind when considering operators’ 
responses to subsequent questions, discussed below. Another characteristic of TIC operation which 
affected operators’ responses to certain questions was the pattern of shifts worked. Table 6.1 illustrates the 
shifts worked by the three operators, the TIC being staffed only Monday through Friday. 

I( Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 

6:OO am to 12:OO pm Operator A Operator C Operator A Operator C Operator C 

12:OO pm to 7:OO pm Operator B Operator A Operator B Operator A Operator B 

Table 6.1 Shifts Worked by TIC Operators 

It can be seen that not only had Operator A been employed at the TIC for the longest duration but also that 
he worked four shifts per week, alternating morning and afternoon shifts. Operators B and C worked three 
shifts per week each, with Operator B only on duty in the afternoon shifts, and Operator C only on duty 
in the morning shifts. Therefore, it should be recognized that the combination of the length of employment 
at the TIC and the number of shifts worked per week has an effect on the likelihood of an individual 
operator having utilized features of the interface or having been exposed to certain operational scenarios 
covered by the TIC Evaluation Questionnaire. In addition, some activities of the TIC Operators were 
performed at specific times during the day. For example, the daily system backups were performed during 
the morning shift, and so Operator B only had the opportunity to experience this procedure in exceptional 
circumstances when he may have provided cover for one of the other operators if they were unable to work 
a particular morning shift. 

The first few questions of Part 2 of the TIC Evaluation Questionnaire aimed to assess the operators’ 
familiarity with the TIC Console Operator’s User Manual and any prior experience with the types of 
systems used in the TIC. As can be seen fiom Figure 6.3, operators reported a Garying degree of familiarity 
with the TIC Console Operator’s User Manual. These responses correlated with the operators’ length of 
employment at the TIC, the longest serving operator, Operator A, reporting most familiarity, and the 
operator with the least amount of TIC experience, Operator C, reporting least familiarity. These responses 
would seem to indicate that the difference in levels of familiarity with the Manual could be attributed to 
the length of experience as an operator. 
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Very familiar Familiar Not very familiar 

Figure 6.3 Familiarity with TIC Console Operator’s User Manual 

As can be seen from Figure 6.4, the operators stated that they consulted the Manual relatively infrequently. 
However, these responses also correlated with the operators’ length of employment, Operator A stating 
that he consulted the Manual a few times per month, while Operator C stated that he never consulted the 
Manual. These responses were the reverse of the anticipated responses as it had been assumed that 
operators with less experience would need to consult the Manual more fiequently. This would seem to 
suggest that the actual levels of familiarity with the Manual could not be attributed to length of service at 
the TIC. The reasons for the varying levels of familiarity with the Manual remain unknown, though this 
could be a result of the Manual not having been introduced to operators during their induction in a 
standardized manner, or the different operators tending to rely more or less on such documentation, or 
differences in operators’ motivation. 

> Oncelday Few times/w eek Less frequently 
Oncelday Few timedmonth Never 

Figure 6.4 TIC Console Operator’s User Manual Frequency of Use 

Figure 6.5 illustrates that the two operators who did utilize the Manual found it either useful or very useful 
when seeking information on how to operate the TIC systems. The third operator did not use the Manual 
and therefore could not provide an assessment of its usefulness. 
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Very useful Useful Not very useful I 
Figure 6.5 Usefulness of TIC Console Operator's User Manual 

Operators were asked how familiar they had been with X-windows-based computer systems prior to 
starting work at the TIC. Figure 6.6 indicates that all operators had been familiar with such systems. 

I Very familiar I Familiar Not very familiar 
~~ ~~ ~ 

Figure 6.6 Prior Familiarity with X-windows-based Systems 

Figure 6.7 illustrates that two operators stated they had been not very familiar with the UNIX operating 
system and commands before starting work at the TIC, while the third operator had been familiar with 
UNIX. Of the two operators who had been unfamiliar with UNIX systems, one reported that it taken more 
than a week before he had felt comfortable working with the UNIX system and commands, while the other 
stated that he had felt comfortable working with the system after one day. 

I Very familiar Familiar Not very familiar 

Figure 6.7 Prior Familiarity with UNIX Operating System and Commands 
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6.2.4 Workload 

The first main area relating to the us5bility of the User Interface to be discussed is that relating to the 
workload of the TIC staff. Many of the observations made or responses to questions which were classified 
as being within this area overlapped with the human factors of the TIC system. For example, in some 
cases the manner in which a task had been structured and implemented by the system designers affected 
the workload of the TIC operators due to its human factors implications. Further information relating to 
the workload of the TIC operators, examined from the perspective of TIC staffing requirements is provided 
in Section 5.8. 

Demands Upon the Operator and Operator Responsiveness to Data Requiring Manual Input 

In terms of the demands made upon the operator and operator responsiveness relating to data requiring 
manual input, it was commented that the monitoring of the NWCD incident log to decipher which input 
required entry into the TIC system, was made more difficult by the need to scan a large number of log 
entries to ascertain if any updates to a previously received and entered incident had been subsequently 
received. It was suggested that to streamline this task, it would be helpful if the original “new incident” 
log records were marked with the number of updates that had been received relating to the same event, so 
that the operator would not have to scan up and down this large log file to see if any updates had occurred 
to an entered incident. 

An operator commented that when entering anecdotal data, it would be useful if the system entered the 
appropriate values as defaults in the duration and impact data entry fields once the type of incident and its 
intensity had been entered by the operator. At present, the operator is required to enter data in all four 
fields. However, the sets of possible values to be entered for a particular type and intensity of incident are 
predefmed, and the automatic entry of the appropriate duration and impact values would save time in this 
data entry task. 

Again, when entering anecdotal input, the operator is required to select an intersection before entering the 
incident information into the system. However, the selected intersection is not then automatically brought 
into view on the test area map if the map area previously in view did not contain this intersection. 
Therefore in order to view the intersection or any other item that has just been selected, the operator must 
then go through the “Locate” menu to view the selection. The number of steps needed to enter data in this 
manner couId be streamlined by automatically displaying any selected location when the selection is made. 
A related observation was that when a new anecdotal entry requires inputting into the TIC system, the 
operator must clear the previously selected location before selecting a new one. It was suggested that if 
an incident had been entered for a previously selected location, the selection of that intersection or other 
item would automatically be cleared, again reducing the number of steps which the operator must perform 
to enter any subsequent incidents. 

The remainder of the observations made relating to data requiring manual input involved discrepancies 
between the locations reported in the NWCD incident log and the locations available in the TIC database. 
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Operators had adopted various methods of dealing with such discrepancies, which resulted in varying 
levels of success in matching NWCD locations to TIC database locations. This is discussed further below 
in relation to operator characteristics: The issue is also covered here with respect to the workload demands 
made upon the TIC operators. 

TIC operators are required to scan manually all log entries in the NWCD log file to ascertain if the location 
of incidents is within the geographic scope of the ADVANCE test area, and if the incident itself is of 

operators during the course of performing this task, as noted in the following paragraphs. 
I relevance to the operational test, that is, will it affect traffic. Various difficulties were experienced by 

From time to time, NWCD incidents displayed on the log file have no precise location identified such that 
the operator is unable to enter the incident into the TIC system. Some screening process which removes 
any entries having no suitable location identified would lessen the demands made upon the operator to scan 
the log. Similarly, NWCD incidents are often received which relate to residential streets. These are not 
within the scope of the current implementation, and therefore cannot be utilized. An enhanced screening 
process could also eliminate these incidents from the log file and reduce operator workload. 

As was noted above, the various operators employed at the TIC have evolved different approaches to deal 
with NWCD log entries. As a consequence, individual operator workload varies according to the approach 
taken. This is perhaps an area where procedures could be put into place to assist the operators to deal with 
these circumstances. For example, Operator A, once having entered an NWCD incident would not remove 
that incident from the TIC database if an “incident cleared” message was later received on the NWCD log, 
but left that incident to “time out” according to the original duration assigned to it. Alternatively, Operator 
B would manually clear a previously-entered event which was reported as cleared by NWCD. 

Operators also differed in their approach to incidents whose locations were relevant to the operational test 
but which were reported as not having been found by the TIC database. Operator A would disregard the 
incident if this was the case. However, Operators B and C would consult the Chicagoland Six Counties 
Atlas to locate the intersection or other item in question and then select it by entering one of the roads 
which formed the intersection and homing in on the crossroads which met it within the relevant city limits, 
and selecting the precise incident location fiom there. This method was successful approximately 50% of 
the time it was utilized. This consultation of the area atlas is a time-consuming task. It may be necessary 
to provide guidelines to the TIC operators as to how much time to spend in attempting to locate incidents 
by this means in order to reduce workload. Another consequence of using the atlas is that while locations 
are being identified manually, new incidents may be received from NWCD which are then subject to a 
delay in entry into the system. 

Demands Upon the Operator and Operator Responsiveness to Processes Requiring Monitoring 

In terms of the demands made upon the operator and operator responsiveness relating to processes 
requiring monitoring, the following observations were made. The TIC Process Controller process status 
buttons are displayed as one of the following colors: green - indicating that the process is running 
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satisfactorily; yellow - which indicates that the process is experiencing some minor difficulties in running; 
red - which indicates the process has “crashed”; magenta - which indicates that a hardware component 
upon which a software process depends has failed; or gray - which indicates that the process is switched 
off. It was noted that often the Travel Time Prediction and Incident Tracker status buttons on the TIC 
Process Controller were displayed in yellow. However, operators reported that they had been briefed that 
this “caution” status was to be regarded as normal, and need not be reported to the system manager or 
maintenance stafE However, it is proposed that the operator task of monitoring the status of these or any 
similar processes would be eased by altering the “status monitoring thresholds” for these two processes 
such that when currently the status is displayed in yellow, it would instead be displayed in green, given 
that the yellow status is apparently no cause for concern. 

-- 

It was also found that no indication is provided to the operator if a remote data source has stopped 
responding. The process status buttons on the TIC Process Controller and the TIC Subsystem Controller 
display caution (yellow) and waming (red) conditions only when the processes are experiencing difficulties 
in executing. To ascertain that all the data sources are providing data to the TIC, the operator is required 
to enter the “Last messages sent / received” log periodically. To eliminate the need to perform this task, 
it would be preferable if more complete error checking allowed the process status buttons to inform the 
operator if a data source had ceased to provide data to the TIC. Alternatively, this task could be eliminated 
by the provision of an audible notification, accompanied by a dialog box on the interface explaining the 
meaning of the audible notification, whenever the current reporting status fiom a data source required some 
operator intervention. This feature of the system would also aid the operator in monitoring system status 
when otherwise engaged, at times when the operator may not be able to check the “Last messages sent / 
received” log as often as is appropriate. 

Other recorded observations included a comment that whenever an operator enters the Internet to monitor 
the Expressway Map of the Chicago urban area, the TIC Subsystem Controller closes down. The operator 
then has to reopen the TIC Subsystem Controller each time in order to be able to monitor processes in the 
preferred manner. It was also noted that occasionally after having accessed the TIC Subsystem Controller 
window, after approximately two hours the buttons on this window do not respond when selected, so the 
Controller must be closed and re-opened before it can be used. In addition, occasionally when the operator 
restarts the TIC system, the TSC to Web Converter and the Database Process require restarting manually 
whereas this should be effected automatically. 

The foregoing are all instances where the operator workload is increased unnecessarily. Operators also 
reported that occasionally the status buttons on the TIC Process Controller and the TIC Subsystem 
Controller displayed different colors for the same process, with no indication being provided by the system 
as to which controller was reporting the correct status. 

Time Taken to Perform Tasks 

In terms of the amount of time operators were involved performing various tasks, as part of the TIC 
Evaluation Questionnaire operators were asked if the time that the system took to process commands and 
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data ever introduced any delays into the completion of their tasks. All operators reported instances of such 
system delays, although the descriptions of when delays occurred varied between the operators. Instances 
of system delays were reported duringpeak periods - when overall system activity tended to be greater, 
and when entering lane closures. Delays also occurred when the daily log file back-ups were performed. 
Difficulties experienced at these times mainly comprised the input of anecdotal data into the TIC system 
taking many times longer than normal. However, one operator reported that increases in the time that the 
system took to process commands and data seemed to be largely random, and that he could not identify 
any particular contexts in which this tended to occur. Another operator commented that the system took 
a disproportionate amount of time when zooming into the test area map which delayed his later tasks. 

An additional feature which introduced delays into the completion of operators’ data input tasks was the 
need to wait while the anecdotal input facility started up each time a new incident required entering. This 
“start up” occurs even if ten incidents in a row requhe entry into the TIC system, not taking into account 
the real-time nature of incident input. It would be preferable if this anecdotal input facility could somehow 
be left running so that a series of anecdotal inputs could be entered more quickly. 

5.2.5 Workin? Practices 

The second area considered as part of the usability assessment relates to the working practices of the TIC 
staff. As far as the effectiveness of the TIC operator reporting structure is concerned, no problems were 
encountered. At present the TIC staff consists of three operators and one TIC system manager. This 
compact stafY seems able to communicate and solve problems effectively. 

However, the prioritization of tasks by operators is considered an area where more guidance could be 
provided. This comment stems largely from the observations made during anecdotal data entry tasks. It 
was noted that operators would interrupt this task when, for example, the daily road closures fax was 
received at the TIC, or when performing other administrative tasks. The non-real-time tasks were often 
performed prior and in preference to the real-time data entry task, introducing unnecessary delays into the 
delivery of anecdotal data to the end users. Further information on the TIC policies, procedures, and 
staffing levels, are provided in Sections 5.7 and 5.8. 

6.2.6 Operator Characteristics 

The third area considered as part of the usability assessment relates to the individual operator 
characteristics in as much as these affected the completion of tasks within the TIC. As was noted above, 
the various operators employed at the TIC had evolved different approaches to deal with tasks. The 
example discussed above concerned the treatment of NWCD incident log entries whose location had not 
been found by the TIC system location database, and the effect on an individual’s workload. 

Another area in which it was found that operators approached tasks in different ways was the decision- 
making process of considering which incidents on the NWCD log to enter into the TIC system. It was 
found that Operators A and C never entered incidents classified as ambulance calls by the NWCD, as they 
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thought that these could not affect traffic. However, Operator B reported that he often entered ambulance 
call incidents after having scanned them to ascertain if they were on a major intersection or if they were 
of sufficient impact to affect traffic even though they were not on a major intersection. 

Operators also differed in their terminal display preferences. Operator A displayed the whole test area and 
all the icons which represent incidents and road and lane closures so that an overview of the test area status 
could be maintained. Operators B and C viewed the highly “zoomed-in” portion of the test area which 
corresponded to the last incident they had entered, and also did not display the incident and road or lane 
closure icons, reporting that they did not feel it necessary to maintain an overview of the overall test area 
status. This may signal the need for guidelines to be issued to the operators on the appropriate monitoring 
approach to take. 

6.2.7 Human Factors 

The fourth area considered as part of the usability assessment relates to the human factors of the TIC User 
Interface. This was a major component of the overall User Interface evaluation as was reflected by the 
volume of observations made by operators which were classified as being human factors-related. The 
human factors-related responses to questions and observations have been further subdivided into the 
following types for ease of discussion: 

screen and data manipulation; 
display preferences; 
feedback; 
visibility; 
consistency; and 
physical layout. 

The human factors issues relating to screen and data manipulation are considered in this sub-section. If 
required, additional information on the features of the interface is contained in the TIC Console Operator’s 
User Manual, referenced above. 

Test Area Map 

When asked to assess the ease with which they could manipulate the test area map on the TIC monitor, for 
example, zooming in and out, resizing the window and scrolling across it, two operators considered these 
tasks to be very easy, while one operator considered the tasks to be neither particularly easy or dificult, 
see Figure 6.8. 
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I Very easy Neither easy nor difficult Very difficult 
Moderateiy easy Moderately difficult 

Figure 6.8 Ease of Manipulation of Test Area Map 

A subsequent series of questions concerned the operators’ usage of the various items within the test area 
map menus. None of the operators had experienced any difficulties in utilizing the following menus: 

0 

the “Monitor” menu, which can be used by the operator to select various events to monitor; 
the “Display” menu, which controls which items are displayed on the test area map; 
the “Locate” menu, which is used to locate and display a portion of the road network; 
the “Input” menu, which is used to enter incidents and road closures on selected links, link updates 
on selected links, TRF parameters and map properties; and 
the “Data Pop-up” menu, which can be used to obtain various types of information on a selected 
map object by querying the system database. These map objects could include a segment, group 
of segments, or a link. 

The “View” menu is used to create or remove map displays. All operators reported that they had never 
used any of the items on the “View” menu, and as a consequence had not had the opportunity to experience 
any difficulties in using any of these items 

The “Select” menu is used to select roadway segments and links on the test area map without having to 
use the mouse to click on the map. Concerning the “Select” menu, one operator reported having 
experienced dificulties when using the “Clear” item. This item should deselect a selected item on the test 
area map; however, this operator stated that occasionally the item in question was not deselected as 
required after having used this feature. 

Operators were then asked how they would assess the ease with which they could locate and select items 
on the test area map, such as segments, links, roads, intersections, etc., using the menus provided, see 
Figure 6.9. All operators reported that this task was either very or moderately easy, although one operator 
did also comment that the selection of items by the system was slow at busy times of the day. 
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Very easy Neither easy nor difficult Very difficult 
Moderately easy Moderately difficult 

Figure 6.9 Ease of Location and Selection of Test Area Map Items Using Menus 

The operators were then asked various questions concerning the data windows contained in the test area 
map window, which are accessed through the “Data Pop-up” menu. Operators were asked to assess the 
ease with which they could obtain the information they required to complete any tasks or monitor the 
system status using the various data windows. Interestingly, one operator reported that he never used any 
of the data windows. This was Operator C who had been employed at the TIC for the least length of time. 
The other two operators reported that they found this task to be either very or moderately easy, see Figure 
6.10. 

Very easy Neither easy nor difficult Very difficult 
Moderately easy Moderately difficult I 

Figure 6.10 Ease of Obtaining Information Using Data Windows 

Operators made many additional observations regarding the ways in which the test area map is 
manipulated, and suggestions for streamlining many tasks, as follows. It was suggested that “hot keys” 
be provided for some of the menu operations, in particular for switching between the zoom mode and the 
select mode. In addition, when in select mode it was commented that it would be very convenient to be 
able to zoom in and out of the test area map again using a “hot key” command. Following consultation 
with the TIC manager, it was learned that a zoom facility using the “+” and “-” keys had been requested 
during the system design activities, though this feature had not been implemented. An alternative 
suggestion was to provide a “zoodselect” box, drawn using the mouse, which would enable the operators 
to zoom in to or select every item within the box, such as is provided within many graphics software 
packages. 
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Again, in terms of manipulating items on the test area map, the following additional points were noted. 
It was commented that when in select mode there should be a way to deselect a link once it has been 
selected in case an error in selection was made. Indeed, many comments were made on the need for a 
universal “Undo” button or menu item in case of data entry or selection errors. Operators requested that 
they be able to “clear” an incident flag by placing the mouse device over the relevant flag and using a “hot 
key”, instead of going through a series of menus. 

It was also commented that it would be very helpful to have a numbering system for the incident flags such 
that a flag number could be entered, and that flag would then be selected so its data fields could be edited 
or the incident cleared. An alternative suggestion was to have access to a facility similar to that available 
in many word-processing packages whereby the filenames of the last four files accessed by a user may be 
displayed via a menu item in the interface. In the case of the TIC interface, this facility would include the 
names of the locations of a number of the most recently entered anecdotal inputs. By clicking on the 
required location name with the mouse, a data entry window relating to that event would be displayed and 
an operator could then edit the incident parameters or delete the incident. 

One task which it was thought could be eliminated is the need to deselect the location of an incident on 
the test area map following the entry of anecdotal input. At present, when a operator needs to enter a new 
incident, the previously selected location must first be deselected before a new one may be selected. 

Data Entry Windows 

The TIC User Interface also provides various data entry windows. These are the Incident Reports and 
Road or Lane Closures data input window, the Link Updates data input window, and the Map Properties 
data input window. None of the operators reported having experienced any difficulties in using any of 
these data input windows. There also exists a TRF Parameters data input window; however, only the 
system administrators have the required permissions to be able to alter TRF values using this data input 
window. 

However, when entering any anecdotal input, it was observed that the mouse pointer needs to be on the 
data entry window during input. It was thought preferable to be able to click using the mouse within the 
data entry window to facilitate data entry, after which time the mouse pointer could leave the window 
without disabling the data entry process. . 

Internet Sites 

Operators were asked if they had experienced any difficulties in accessing the Expressway Map and the 
Gary-Chicago-Milwaukee ( G O  Project Home Page on the Internet via the TIC User Interface. The 
Expressway Map program provides a graphical view of the congestion levels on detectorized expressways 
in the Chicago urban area. One operator, Operator A, commented that after approximately 45 minutes the 
Internet screen sometimes went blank, and that he then needed to exit and re-enter in order to view the 
information. 
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Static Update Utility 

Operators were also asked about any difficulties they may have experienced when using the Static Update 
utility. The one operator who had used the utility, Operator A, reported that he had experienced no 
problems in doing so. 

TIC Process Controller Features 

Operators were asked about the ease with which they could monitor the status of individual TIC processes 
using the TIC Process Controller. One operator considered this task to be moderately easy while the other 
two operators considered it to be very easy, see Figure 6.1 1. 

I Very easy Neither easy nor difficult Very difficult 
Moderately easy Moderately difficult 

Figure 6.11 Ease of Process Monitoring Using TIC Process Controller 

The format of the data contained in the various log files accessed through the TIC Process Controller, in 
terms of the ease with which operators could find the information they required was assessed as neither 
particularly easy nor difficult by all three operators, see Figure 6.12, although one operator, Operator Cy 
commented that he had only used the Startup and Shutdown log files. 

Very easy Neither easy nor difficult Very difficult I Moderately easy Moderately diffiart 

Figure 6.12 Ease of Use of TIC Process Controller Log Files 

Operators were asked to assess the format of the error messages contained in the various status files 
accessed through the TIC Process Controller, in terms of the ease with which they could find the 
information they required. Operator A considered the ease of use of the Process Controller error messages 
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Moderately easy Moderately difficult 

Figure 6.13 Ease of Use of TIC Process Controller Error Messages 

TIC Subsystem Controller 
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to be neither particularly easy nor difficult, see Figure 6.13, whereas Operator C stated that he had never 
used these error messages. However, the Operator B reported that the language and content of the error 
messages were meaningless to him,.aiid so he was unable to assess their format. 

The TIC Subsystem Controller offers an alternative means by which operators may monitor the status of 
TIC processes. This feature was added to the interface to make the task of performing back-ups more easy. 
It allows subsystems to be shut-down in a manner which facilitates the backing-up process. Its structure 
is for the most part similar to that of the TIC Process Controller, though the TIC Subsystem Controller 
displays nested groups of related processes and the operator may chose to display the status of all the 
processes within a subsystem, or solely the status of the overall subsystem. One operator, Operator A, 
added that he had occasionally experienced difficulties with the TIC Subsystem Controller in that it would 
not display when required. 

6.2.7.2 Displav Preferences 

In terms of the display preferences of the TIC operators, the following observations and responses to 
questions within the TIC Evaluation Questionnaire were made. 

The TIC operators have the option whether or not to display the icons which represent incidents and road 
or lane closures on the test area map when on duty at the TIC. It was found that two of the three operators 
chose not to display these icons. The operator who did display these icons, Operator A, assessed the ease 
with which he could distinguish between the different types of icons as moderately easy. In addition,.at 
busy times when many icons were present on the test area map, this operator assessed the ease with which 
he could monitor the overall roadway status as moderately easy. 

It was commented that if an operator had chosen to save the displayed windows prior to exiting the system, 
it would be preferable if the interface could save the system clock in the displayed format and also 
automatically reopen the TIC Process Controller or the TIC Subsystem Controller if either of these had 
been displayed when the operator exited the system. 
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When the operator first displays the NWCD Incident log, the items contained within this log scroll rapidly 
until the last received item is displayed at the foot of the log window. An operator suggested that it would 
be more helpll if the first page of entries only was displayed initially, allowing an operator to scroll 
manually through the entries to ascertain if these needed entering into the TIC system. 

It was requested that the interface should allow block markers to be displayed within the Level 1 roads 
display option, and mile markers to be displayed on highways to aid the operators in identifying the 
location of an incident. It was also requested that the interface display road names for Level 1 roadways 
within the test area. 

It was suggested that when a road or intersection is selected using the menu system, the test area map 
should automatically center the display to that intersection or road. It was also suggested that for easier 
road identification, the expressway and tollway roads should be displayed in different colors, as they are 
in the regular Illinois road map, such that the expressway is displayed in blue and the tollway is displayed 
in green. 

It was thought that the TIC Subsystem Controller was a more useful default display to utilize as opposed 
to the TIC Process Controller. This was due to the TIC Subsystem Controller requiring less screen desk-top 
space to be displayed due to the tree-structure of the process logs. It was also observed that the default size 
of the NWCD incident log was an inefficient use of desktop space, as there were two blank inches on the 
right side of this data window. It was found that operators tended to re-size this window to maximize space 
on the monitor. 

6.2.7.3 Feedback 

In terms of the feedback which the TIC system provides to the operators to warn of system conditions or 
log files updates, it was suggested that when a system process goes off-line or t ums  red, an audible 
warning tone should be provided to alert the operator to this condition. It was also suggested that a pop-up 
data window, or dialog box, should provide an explanation of the warning tone and advise the operator of 
the appropriate action to take. 

It was requested that when a new NWCD incident enters the log file an audible tone should call the 
operator’s attention to the incident. An audible warning tone would also be useful to the TIC operators to 
replace the task of manually opening the “Last messages sentlreceived” log within the TIC Process 
Controller. At present the operator has to open this file periodically to monitor the reporting status of 
various systems. If an audible notification was provided when reporting status became abnormal, this 
would decrease the operator memory load of having to remember to check the last messages sent and 
received by the TIC. 

A problem experienced with the feedback provided by the TIC User Interface was that occasionally, the 
TIC Subsystem Controller status buttons did not match the status of the same processes as displayed on 
the TIC Process Controller. At present, the operator is provided with no indication as to which data 
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window is correct and should be utilized, as previously noted in Section 6.2.4, under the heading relating 
to demands upon the operator and operator _ -  responsiveness to processes requiring monitoring. 

6.2.7.4 Visibility 

In terms of the visibility of information provided by the TIC User Interface, the following comments and 
responses to questions were provided. 

With respect to the colors that are used on the test area map, operators were asked how they would assess 
the ease with which they could distinguish the different types of road and any highlighted segments on the 
TIC monitor. As can be seen from Figure 6.14, while one operator assessed these actions as very easy, two 
operators considered the actions neither particularly easy nor difficult. 

3 ,  1 

Very easy Neither easy nor difficult Very difficult 
Moderately easy Moderately difficult 

Figure 6.14 Ease of Distinction of Test Area Map Colors 

Regarding the colors and the font sizes that are used on the test area map menus, operators were asked how 
they would assess the ease with which they could distinguish items in the menus. All operators assessed 
this task as being either very or moderately easy, see Figure 6.15. 
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Figure 6.15 Ease of Distinction of Items in Test Area Map Menus 

With respect to the colors and the font sizes that are used on the data input windows, operators were asked 
how they would assess the ease with which they could distinguish the various items in the windows, such 
as the buttons, data input fields, and the clarity of the text against the background. Two operators 

, 
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considered that the distinction of the various items was very easy, while the third operator considered it 
to be neither particularly easy nor difficult, see Figure 6.16. - -. 
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Figure 6.16 Ease of Distinction of Items in Data Input Windows 

However, one operator did comment that the buttons which denoted that options in the data input windows 
were selected were too small to be easily distinguished. Another operator reported that occasionally the 
background in the data input windows changed fiom gray to white, which caused discomfort to the eyes. 
It was also noted that having larger status indicators on the TIC Process Controller and TIC Subsystem 
Controller would make the task of monitoring the status of processes more easy. 

Operators noted that when the mouse pointer was used within any of the data windows in the database 
backup utility, the word beneath the mouse pointer vanished. Apparently this difficulty occurred some time 
into the TIC deployment, where previously no problem had been experienced. 

In addition, when entering a link identification number while having the “Segment Network Attributes” 
data window present, it was found that the “Link” window overlapped the “Segment Network Attributes” 
data window. In these cases the entry of the link identification number was made difficult without 
rearranging the windows each time. This difficulty is illustrated in Figure 6.17. 

It was also found that when entering anecdotal data, the data entry windows were occasionally obscured 
by the TIC Process Controller. In these instances the operator was required repeatedly to bring the data 
entry windows into the foreground before the data entry task could be completed. This difficulty is 
illustrated in Figure 6.18. 

In general, it .was noted that the TIC provides an extremely flexible User Interface as the operator is able 
to move and resize windows easily. However, it was observed that this flexibility can result in a highly 
confusing screen layout with very many windows remaining open at once. Operators were observed to 
have some minor difficulties perceiving and locating the required data window at times due to this. 
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6.2.7.5 Consistency 

It was found that fewer observationswere made which related to the consistency of the TIC User Interface. 
However, it was noted that when entering anecdotal incidents, the list of the five input options within the 
Incident Reports and Road / Lane Closures data entry window displayed a different order of available 
items almost every time this window was accessed. This lack of consistency created delays in the selection 
of the appropriate option as the operator was required to search each time for the option. It was also 
commented that occasionally instead of a selected intersection being denoted by a yellow circle placed over 
the intersection, the intersection was highlighted in pink. Although this did not cause significant problems 
for the TIC operators, it is a feature of the system which could be misconstrued as being indicative of some 
TIC process failure. 

6.2.7.6 Phvsical Lavout 

The physical characteristics and layout of the TIC were cause for few concerns. The operators were asked 
if the layout of the TIC room, such as positioning of the workstations, printer, computer cabinet, etc., had 
affected the ease with which they could perform their daily tasks. Only one operator reported any 
difficulties with the physical layout of the TIC, mentioning that the positioning of the desks on which the 
workstations were placed both restricted access to the computer cabinet, and prevented a secondary door 
occasionally used for access to the TIC from being opened fully. 

Additional comments which were noted by the evaluator during the observation sessions included the need 
for the operator to leave the TIC terminal and walk across the TIC room in order to utilize the tape drive 
in the computer cabinet for system back-ups. At times of the day when few anecdotal incidents are arriving 
at the TIC, this would not necessarily cause any diEculties. However, it was practice within the TIC to 
perform the daily system back-ups when the operator came on duty during the morning peak period. At 
these times, many anecdotal incidents arrive fiom NWCD, and the need to leave the terminal delayed the 
entry of data into the TIC system from this source. The operator was also required to leave the TIC room 
in order to photocopy the print-out of the back-up tape contents which was then appended to the tape box. 
This again delayed the input of incidents during the morning peak period. 

6.2.8 Summarv of Usability Findings 

The following points summarize the key findings for this objective, relating to the usability of the TIC 
User Interface. Due to the large amount of data which were gathered using the various data collection tools, 
it has been necessary to identify and focus upon what are considered the principal findings. The key 
findings are grouped according to the subsection headings previously utilized. 

General Information 

Operators possessed a varying degree of familiarity with the TIC Console Operator’s User Manual. 
Operators consulted this Manual relatively infrequently, and one operator never consulted it. 
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Operators who did utilize the Manual found it either useful or very useful when seeking 
information on how to operate the TIC systems. 
All operators had been familiar with X-windows-based computer systems prior to starting work 
at the TIC, while two operators stated they had not been very familiar with the UNIX operating 
system and commands before starting work at the TIC. It had taken these two operators between 
one day and over a week before they had felt comfortable working with the UNIX system and 
commands. 

Workload 

Monitoring of the NWCD incident log would be made easier by marking “new incident” log 
records with the number of updates that had been received relating to the same event. 
Entry of anecdotal data would be made quicker if the system entered the appropriate values as 
defaults in the duration and impact data entry fields once the type of incident and its intensity had 
been entered by the operator. 
Entry of anecdotal data would also be made quicker if the system automatically brought into view 
a selected item on the test area map, and if the system deselected a map item once data relating to 
its location had been entered by the operator. 
It was found that operators had adopted various methods of dealing with discrepancies between 
locations reported in the NWCD incident log and locations available in the TIC database. These 
methods met with varying levels of success and impacted the workload of the operators. 
A screening process which removed NWCD log entries which had no precise geographic location 
or which related to residential streets not covered by the TIC database would reduce operator 
workload. 
It was found that operators had also developed different approaches to dealing with incidents 
reported as cleared by the NWCD log. 
It was found that the standard condition of the Travel Time Prediction and Incident Tracker status 
buttons on the TIC Process Controller was a yellow display, which operators had been briefed to 
regard as normal. 
It was found that the process status buttons on the TIC Process Controller and the TIC Subsystem 
Controller displayed caution and warning conditions only when the processes were experiencing 
dificulties in executing. No indication was provided to the operator if a remote data source had 
stopped providing data to the TIC. 

Subsystem Controller displayed different colors for the same process, with no indication being 
provided by the system as to which controller was reporting the correct status. 
It was found that operators had experienced various instances of TIC system delays when 
processing commands and data which slowed the completion of their tasks. 
The need to wait for the anecdotal input facility to open each time an operator needs to input 
anecdotal data introduced delays in the completion of this task. 

0 Operators reported that occasionally the status buttons on the TIC Process Controller and the TIC 
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Working Practices 

e The TIC operators and their manager formed a compact team which seemed able to communicate 

The prioritization of tasks by operators is considered an area where more guidance could be 
and solve problems effectively. 

provided. 
e 

Operator Characteristics 

e It was found that operators approached the decision-making process of considering which incidents 

Operators differed in their test area map display preferences which affected their ability to monitor 

on the NWCD log to enter into the TIC system in a variety of ways, which resulted in either more 
or less of the NWCD log entries being utilized. 

the overall roadway status within the test area. 
e 

Human Factors 

Screen and Data Manipulation 

e Operators rated the ease of use of most of the screen and data manipulation tools provided by the 
interface as being between neither particularly easy nor difficult and very easy. Exceptions to this 
finding are outlined in the following points: 
- The “Clear” item on the “Select” menu occasionally failed to deselect selected items. 

One operator commented that after approximately 45 minutes the screen containing either - 
the Expressway Map and the Gary-Chicago-Milwaukee (GCM) Project Home Page on the 
Internet occasionally went blank, and he needed to exit and re-enter in order to view the 
information. 

accessed through the TIC Process Controller, and that these error messages were 
incomprehensible to another operator who therefore could not utilize them. 

Subsystem Controller in that it would not display when required. 

- It was found that one operator did not use the error messages contained in the status files 

One operator reported that he had occasionally experienced difficulties with the TIC 

Operators made various suggestions for streamlining screen and data manipulation tasks. These 

It was suggested that “hot keys” be provided for switching between the zoom and select 

An “Undo” button or menu item would be extremely useful in a wide variety of tasks. 
It was suggested that a numbering or other reference system be provided for current 

Operators requested that the need to deselect the location of an incident following the entry 

- 
e 

are outlined in the following points: - 
modes, and for zooming in and out of the test area map. 

- 
- 

operator-entered incidents, such that these could be easily accessed and edited. 

of anecdotal input be eliminated, 
- 

I 
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Display Preferences 

0 The one operator who displayed the icons representing incidents and road or lane closures on the 
test area map assessed the ease with which he could distinguish between the different types of icons 
as moderately easy. At busy times when many icons were present on the test area map, this 
operator assessed the ease with which he could monitor the overall roadway status as moderately 
easy. 
Operators expressed a preference for more of the display options to be saved should the “Save 
Windows” option be selected. 
It was requested that the NWCD log entries not scroll to the last item in the log when this window 
is first accessed. 
Operators made various suggestions for the provision of more locational data within the test area 
map, for example, block markers and road names on Level 1 roads and mile markers on highways. 
It was suggested that when a road or intersection is selected using the menu system, the test area 
map should automatically center the display to that intersection or road. 
It was thought that the TIC Subsystem Controller was a more useful default display to utilize than 
the TIC Process Controller because the tree structure of the Subsystem Controller’s process log 
buttons took up less window display space. 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

Feedback 

0 Operators requested an audible notification be provided in the event of a process failure, in addition 

Audible notification of new NWCD log entries and any new entries occurring in the “Last 

It was reported that on occasion the TIC Subsystem Controller status buttons did not match the 

to a pop-up data window advising the operator of the appropriate action to be taken. 

messages sentlreceived” log within the TIC Process Controller were also requested. 

status of the same processes as displayed on the TIC Process Controller. 

0 

0 

Visibility 

0 Concerning the colors and font sizes utilized on the test area map, the test area map menus, and 
the data input windows, all operators described the ease with which they could distinguish various 
items within these displays as either very easy, moderately easy, or neither particularly easy nor 
difficult. However, one operator commented that the buttons which denoted that options in the data 
input windows were selected were too small to be easily distinguished. 

utilized in conjunction, obscured each other. 
0 Some problems were experienced by the operators as certain screen windows, which needed to be 
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Physical Layout 

0 It was found that the positioing of the desks on which the TIC workstations were placed both 

The combination of the physical location of the tape drive used for system backups and the 

restricted access to the computer cabinet, and prevented a secondary door used for access to the 
TIC from being opened fully. 

photocopier, and the practice of performing backups during the morning peak period resulted in 
delays in the entry of anecdotal data into the TIC system at this time. 

0 

6.2.8.1 Additional Usability Findings 

Several additional issues arose during the usability data collection and analysis. These largely relate to 
operator training and guidelines, and are outlined in the following paragraphs. 

Operators had adopted various methods of dealing with discrepancies between the locations reported in 
the NWCD incident log and the locations available in the TIC database, which resulted in varying levels 
of success in matching NWCD locations to TIC database locations. This also resulted in varying amounts 
of anecdotal data being entered into the system, depending on which operator was on duty. It may be 
necessary to provide guidelines to the TIC operators as to how much time to spend in attempting to locate 
incidents which are not immediately identified by the TIC database. 

Another area in which it was found that operators approached tasks in different ways was the decision- 
making process of considering which types of incidents on the NWCD log, for example, ambulance calls, 
to enter into the TIC system. Other differences in approach were found in the case of removing entered 
NWCD incidents if these were subsequently reported as “cleared” by the NWCD log. Again, more 
guidance may be required to ensure that operators adopt the appropriate response to this circumstance. The 
prioritization of tasks by operators is considered an area where more guidance or training could be 
provided. This comment stems largely from the observations made during anecdotal data entry tasks which 
were often interrupted to perform other non-real time tasks. 

Operators differed significantly in their terminal display preferences, either displaying the whole teh area 
and all the icons which represent incidents and road or lane closures so that an overview of the test area 
status could be maintained, or merely viewing a highly “zoomed-in” portion of the test area which 
corresponded to the last incident entered and no icons. This may signal the need for guidelines to be issued 
to the operators on the appropriate monitoring approach to take. 

Again regarding the required monitoring approach to take, one operator reported that he never used any 
of the data windows accessed through the “Data Pop-up” menu. The same operator also commented that 
of all the log files available to him within the TIC Process Controller, he had only ever used the Startup 
and Shutdown log files. This would seem to result in this operator not being able to perform all the tasks 
required of him due to lack of information. This may be an area where more formalized training would 
assist the operators in being hlly aware of what tasks are required. 
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6.2.9 Conclusions from Usability Finding8 

In terms of the assessment of MOE E.f:l, the user perceptions of the level of ease with which TIC systems 
can be operated in evetydq use, operators assessed the ease of use of all the interface features as being 
either very easy, moderately easy, or neither particularly easy nor difficult. No features were rated as being 
either moderately or very difficult. It is therefore concluded that the user perceptions of the ease of use of 
TIC systems are substantially positive. However, given the large volume of operator comments and 
suggestions for enhancing the TIC systems usability, it is clear that there exists room for improvement in 
many of the features of the TIC User Interface. These suggestions are as summarized above in Section 
6.2.8. 

One issue which should be borne in mind when considering the usability assessment of the TIC User 
Interface is the prototypical nature of the interface developed for the ADVANCE operational test Targeted 
Deployment. For many innovative prototype systems such as that developed for ADVANCE, a focus on 
functionality rather than usability tends to be the norm. It is believed that this was the case during the 
development of the ADVANCE TIC systems. It is also the case that limited resources were available to the 
system developers for the usability aspects of system design. For example, no funding for usability testing 
during the design process was available. Given these circumstances, the operators’ largely positive 
perceptions of the usability of the current interface are all the more notable. 

In terms of the assessment of MOE E.1.2, the number and type of dzficulties reported by operators in 
everyday use, the findings previously discussed translate into nine key areas where difficulties were 
experienced. Although it was not within the scope of this usability evaluation to identify possible solutions 
to all these difficulties, many suggestions were put forward by TIC operators and their manager. These 
are not repeated here, but are contained within Sections 6.2.4 to 6.2.7.6 where applicable. Again, due to 
the large amount of data which were gathered using the various data collection tools, it has been necessary 
to identifL and focus upon what are considered the principal difficulties. The nine principal areas where 
difficulties were experienced are noted in the following paragraphs. 

First, operators reported that the monitoring of the NWCD incident log to decipher which inputs required 
entry into the TIC system was made more difficult by the need to scan a large number of log entries to 
ascertain if any updates to a previously received and entered incident had been subsequently received. In 
addition, the rapid scrolling of NWCD log entries to the last item in the log when this window is first 
accessed also created some difficulties for operators. 

Second, operators experienced difficulties in dealing with NWCD incidents displayed on the log file that 
had no precise location identified. 

Third, in the event of the status buttons on the TIC Process Controller and the TIC Subsystem Controller 
displaying different colors for the same process, no indication was provided by the system as to which 
controller was reporting the correct status. 

I 
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Fourth, operators could not identify when a remote data source had stopped providing data to the TIC. The 
process status buttons on the TIC Process Controller and the TIC Subsystem Controller displayed caution 
and warning conditions only when he processes were experiencing difficulties in executing. 

Fifth, the time that the TIC systems took to process data or commands introduced delays into the 
completion of TIC operators’ tasks. This tended to occur mainly during peak periods, though the timing 
of some such delays appeared to be random. 

Sixth, the need to wait for the anecdotal input facility to open each time an operator needs to input 
anecdotal data introduced delays in the completion of this task. 

Seventh, problems were experienced by the operators when certain data windows which needed to be 
utilized in conjunction obscured each other. 

Eighth, operators experienced some difficulties in monitoring both the updates to the NWCD incident log 
file and the status of processes via the TIC Process Controller status displays using the visual cues 
provided by the interface. No use of aural cues for the user was made within the current interface. 

Ninth, it was reported that the buttons which denoted that options in the data input windows were selected 
were too small to be easily distinguished. 

Though many, more minor, difficulties were experienced by operators, the above list of nine key areas 
represents those difficulties which it is recommended be addressed as the first priority in any future 
releases of the ADVANCE TIC systems. 

6.3 Objective E.2 - Evaluate TIC User Interface Functionality 

For MOEs E.2.1, the diference between desired and actualfinctionality of the TIC User Interface, and 
E.2.2, the number and type of interface functions not utilized during TIC operation, data collection took 
place using the TIC Evaluation Questionnaire, the TIC Operator Observation Log, and the TIC Evaluator 
Observation Sheet. These are contained in Appendix C of this report. The data collection tools and 
procedures of the functionality evaluation were as described in Section 6.2 above relating to the usability 
evaluation. 

To reiterate, in the three evaluator observation sessions, a total of 188 observations were recorded. Of 
these, 3.2% were classified as type E - TIC functionality. TIC Operator Observation Log sheets were 
completed by TIC skf€fiom August 8,1995 and log sheets from that time up to and including December 
28,1995 were utilized for this Evaluation Report. A total of 60 observations were made by the various TIC 
operators during that time. Of this total, 10 observations were disallowed fiom the analysis as they related 
to the status of processes or the system hardware which should have been entered onto the TIC Real-Time 
Log sheet. Of the remaining 50 observations, 32.0% were classified as type E - TIC functionality. 
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The observations made by the TIC operators and the human factors evaluator regarding the functionality 
of the TIC, and the responses to functionality-related questions within the TIC Evaluation Questionnaire 
fall into two main categories: 

- - -  

possible additional functions which would ease operator workload, streamline TIC processes or 

functions not utilized during regular TIC operations. 
improve TIC efficiency; and 

As part of the TIC Evaluation Questionnaire, operators were asked that if they could re-design the TIC 
system interface having used the present interface, what changes would they make that would make their 
tasks more easy to complete or that would ease their workload in any way. Operators suggestions included 
the following: 

The interface should provide an “Undo” button, for the reversing of incorrect or inappropriate 

The interface should automatically process NWCD log file information. 
The interface should provide a menu item for the input of traffic signal malfunctions within the 

It was suggested that the interface should filter out “Ambulance call” and possibly “Activated f r e  

commands mistakenly entered by operators. 

0 

input of incidents data entry window, as this is a frequently received cause of events in the NWCD 
log. At present this cause has to be entered as an “Other/unknown” type of event. 

alarm” events within the NWCD incident log, as these events were very rarely or never of 
sufficient impact to merit entry into the TIC system. In addition, these events tended to occur at 
residential addresses which cannot be entered into the TIC system. 

streamline this frequently required task. 

commented that as the drivers of MNA equipped vehicles are able to input an exact address into 
the device, operators too would prefer to be able to enter information in this manner. 

e 

It was requested that a “Select Last Incident” option be provided in the “Select” menu, in order to 

Operators also requested that they be able to select the location of an incident by its address. It was 0 

6.3.2 Additional Interface Functionality - Conclusions 

In terms of the assessment of MOE E 2  1 , the dference between desired and actual functionality of the 
TIC User Interface, it appears that the TIC User Interface functionality met the requirements of the TIC 
operators to a large degree, as is reflected by the relatively small volume of suggestions made by operators 
for additional features which would make their tasks more easy to complete or that would ease their 
workload. 

It is considered that the implementation of two of these operator suggestions, that the interface should 
automatically process NWCD log file information, and that the interface should filter out “Ambulance call” 
and “Activated fue alarm” events within the NWCD incident log, would actually result in TIC operators’ 
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responsibilities and workload being greatly diminished, as the manual processing of NWCD input forms 
one of their main tasks within the TIC. It is of course possible that in future implementations of systems 
comparable to the ADVANCE TIC, thgt a fully automated system would be practicable, and perhaps even 
preferable. However, in the context of the Targeted Deployment of the ADVANCE TIC, it is considered 
that these suggestions are not cost effective. 

Regarding the other four suggestions made by TIC operators for possible additional interface functionality, 
that is, an “Undo” button, a traffic signal malfunctions anecdotal data entry menu item, a “Select Last 
Incident” facility, and locating an incident by its address, it is recommended that further investigations be 
undertaken into the feasibility and implications of implementing these. It is considered that the inclusion 
of these features would significantly enhance the present interface. 

6.3.3 Interface Functions Not Utilized bv Operators 

The TIC Evaluation Questionnaire contained various questions concerning the frequency of use of the 
various interface functions. These were designed to help identifj those functions that were very rarely or 
never utilized by the TIC operators. If required, additional information on the features of the interface is 
contained in the TIC Console Operator’s User Manual, referenced above. It should be noted that all the 
features discussed in the following paragraphs other than some of the features contained within the “Data 
Pop-up” menu were intended for the everyday use of the TIC operators, as opposed to being implemented 
to support the system integration and validation processes. 

Test Area Map 

A series of questions concerned the operators’ usage of the various items within the test area map menus. 
Operator responses were as follows: 

e The “Monitor” menu can be used by the operator to select various events to monitor. Operators 

The “Display” menu controls which items are displayed on the test area map. Menu items very 

The “Select” menu is used to select roadway segments and links on the test area map without 

were asked if there were any items in this menu that they very rarely or never used. Menu items 
very rarely or never used by all operators included the Loop Detector Data and Incidents items. 

rarely or never used by all operators included the Road Names and Congestion items. 

having to use the mouse to click on the map. Operators were asked if there were any items in this 
menu that they very rarely or never used, and it was found that no items fell into this category for 
all operators. 

rarely or never used by all operators included the Loop Detector and Latitude / Longitude items. 

never used any of the items on the “View” menu. 

selected links, TRF parameters and map properties. Menu items very rarely or never used by all 

0 

e 

e The “Locate” menu is used to locate and display a portion of the road network. Menu items very 

The “View” menu is used to create or remove map displays. All operators reported that they had 

The “Input” menu is used to enter incidents and road closures on selected links, link updates on 

e 

e 
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operators included the Fused Data, TRF Parameters, and the Map Properties items. However, it 
should be noted that the TIC operators do not have the required permissions to edit TRF 
parameters, and therefore the Parameters item within the Input menu was not designed to be 
used by Operators. 

the operators with various system data in graphical format. However, as part of the Targeted 
Deployment of the ADVANCE project, it had been decided by project participants that this feature 
need not be implemented. However, the interface utilized for the Targeted Deployment still 
displayed this menu ind the menu items though they performed no function. 

types of information could be queried fiom the system database on these objects. These capabilities 

this menu had been very rarely or never used by all operators, these items included the MIF File 
Contents, Static Profile, Probe Reports, Link Updates, Loop Detectors, Incidents, and the Node 
Information items. 

. 

The “Plot” menu on the test area map window had originally been intended to be used to provide 

Once an operator selects a map object, such as a segment, group of segments, or a link, various 

were available to the operator though the “Data Pop-up” menu. However, the majority of items on I 

Operators were then asked to estimate how frequently they used each of the various data windows 
contained in the test area map window. As was outlined above in relation to the usage of the “Data Pop- 
up” menu, it was found that the majority of these data windows were not used by operators. The two data 
windows which had been used by operators were the Link Network Attributes data window and the 
Segment Network Attributes data window. The fiequency of use of these windows is illustrated in Figures 
6.19 and 6.20 respectively. The Link Network Attributes data window was only used a few times per 
month by one operator, while the Segment Network Attributes data window was used more than once per 
day by two operators. 

I i 1 I 3 

I > Oncelday Few timeslweek Less frequently I Oncelday Few timeshnonth Never 

Figure 6.19 Frequency of Use of Link Network Attributes Data Window 
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Figure 6.20 Frequency of Use of Segment Network Attributes Data Window 

3 ,  

> Oncelday Few timeslweek Less frequently 
Oncelday Few timedrnonth Never 

Data Entry Windows 

The TIC User Interface also provides various data entry windows. These are the Incident Reports and 
Road or Lane Closures data input window, the Link Updates data input window, and the Map Properties 
data input window. The Incident Reports and Road or Lane Closures data input window was used more 
than once per day by aIl operators, as illustrated in Figure 6.21. 

3 

2 
- 2  2 

% ’  

0 

8 
P 

0 
> Oncelday Few timedweek Less frequently 

Oncelday Few timedmonth Never 

Figure 6.21 Frequency of Use of Incident Reports and Road / Lane Closures 
Data Input Window 

However, all operators responded that they only used the Link Updates and the Map Properties data input 
windows either less frequently than a few times per month or never, see Figures 6.22 and 6.23. This 
finding suggests that operators do not need to utilize these data input windows as part of their regular 
workload, though the data input windows may well be necessary to fulfill tasks ordinarily completed by 
system administrators. 
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Internet Sites 

=. Oncelday Few timeslweek Less frequently 
Oncelday Few timeslmonth Never 

Figure 6.22 Frequency of Use of Link Updates Data Input Window 

Julv 15. 1996 

> Oncelday Few timeslweek Less frequently 
Oncelday Few timeshnonth Never 

Figure 6.23 Frequency of Use of Map Properties Data Input Window 

Operators were asked how frequently they accessed the Expressway Map and the Gary-Chicago- 
Milwaukee (GCM) Project Home Page on the Internet via the TIC User Interface. The Expressway Map 
program provides a graphical view of the congestion levels on detectorized expressways in the Chicago 
urban area. Responses varied from more than once per day, to less frequently than a few times per month 
to never, see Figure 6.24. It was also found that the Expressway Map, although provided as a menu option 
Within the main TIC menu, could not be accessed through this menu by TIC operators. It appears that the 
Expressway Map had been moved to the UIC-EECS Internet site after the design of the interface, so its 
menu item was made redundant. 
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> Once/day Few timeslweek Less frequently 
Oncelday Few timeslmonth Never I 

Figure 6.24 Frequency of Internet Expressway Map / GCM Home Page Access 

Static Update Utility 

Operators reported that the frequency with which they utilized the Static Update utility was either less 
fiequently than a few times per month or never, see Figure 6.25. Although this utility was used several 
times during the Targeted Deployment by other Project Office staff, it appears the operators themselves 
were required to use it very infrequently. This finding suggests that operators do not need to utilize this 
utility as part of their regular workload during Targeted Deployment, though the utility may well be 
necessary to fulfill tasks ordinarily completed by system administrators. It has also been established that 
in a full deployment operators would be required to use the Static Update utility. 

3 1 

=. Oncelday Few tirneslweek Less frequently 
Oncdday Few timeslmonth Never 

Figure 6.25 Frequency of Use of Static Update Utility 

TIC Subsystem Controller 

The TIC Subsystem Controller offers an alternative means by which operators may monitor the status of 
TIC processes. Its structure is for the most part similar to that of the TIC Process Controller, though the 
TIC Subsystem Controller displays nested groups of related processes and the operator may chose to 
display the status of all the processes within a subsystem, or solely the status of the overall subsystem. 
Operators were asked how frequently they used the TIC Subsystem Controller. The usage of this feature 
varied considerably, as can be seen from Figure 6.26. Operators variously reported that they utilized this 
feature more than once per day, a few times a month, or never. 
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I > Oncelday Few timeslw eek Less frequently 
Oncelday Few timeslmonth Never 

Figure 6.26 Frequency of Use of TIC Subsystem Controller 

TIC Back-up Utility 

Operators stated that they utilized the TIC Back-up Utility either once per day, a few times per week, or 
less fiequently than a few times per month, see Figure 6.27. This difference in usage can be explained by 
the patterns of shifts worked by the operators, as system back-ups were performed during the morning 
shifts only. 

Figure 6.27 Frequency of Use of TIC Back-up Utility 

6.3.4 Interface Functions Not Utilized by Operators - Summary and Conclusions 

The following points summarize the key findings relating to the interface functions not utilized by 
operators. The fact that not all features of the User Interface had been used by one or more of the operators 
codd be partly attributed to the difference between the operators’ length of employment at the TIC, and 
the pattern of shifts. worked by the operators. It should be borne in mind that should all operators have had 
the opportunity to gain more experience in using the TIC systems over a longer period, then more of these 
functions may have been encountered. For these reasons, only those bc t ions  of the interface which had 
never or rarely been used by all three operators are presented here. 

In terms of the assessment of MOE E.2.2, the number and type of interface functions not utilized during 
TIC operation, the functions rarely or never used by all TIC operators included the following: 
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The Loop Detector Data and Incidents items within the “Monitor” menu. 
The Road Names and Congestion items within the “Display” menu. 
The Loop Detector and Latitude / Longitude items within the “Locate” menu. 
All items within the “View” menu. 
The Fused Data and the Map Properties items within the “Input” menu. 
The MIF File Contents, Static Profile, Probe Reports, Link Updates, Loop Detectors, Incidents, and 
the Node Information data windows accessed via the “Data Pop-up” menu. 
The Link Updates and the Map Properties data input windows. 
The Static Update utility. 

It should be qoted that all the features listed above, other than some of the features contained within the 
“Data Pop-up” menu, were intended for the everyday use of the TIC operators, as opposed to being 
implemented to support the system integration and validation processes. It is recommended that all the 
above items undergo further investigation to ascertain their utility to operators in everyday use of the TIC 
systems. Although it is acknowledged that during a Targeted Deployment of limited duration there exists 
the possibility that operators did not have the need to utilize all the provided bc t ions  and thus these items 
could still be of utility in a permanently operating system, it is anticipated that some of these items could 
be eliminated without significantly restricting the functionality of the TIC User Interface. 

Another possibility exists, which would result in the simplification of the TIC User Interface without 
sacrificing &y of the above hctions. It is recommended that the potential utility and benefits of a “dual 
interface” be investigated. This would in effect comprise a simplified interface for the everyday use of the 
TIC operators, which would allow them to fulfil all the tasks required of them, but which would not 
possess any of the above features which it could be determined they do not require. This interface could 
be automatically activated when any user possessing TIC operator status access permissions logs in to the 
TIC. A second, more advanced interface could be available to any user logging in who possesses system 
administrator permissions. This second interface could possess all the above functions for the use of staf f  
needing to perform more advanced operations. 

Alternatively, and if resources were available, a single TIC interface could be customized for each TIC 
operator. This would require extremely flexible set-up options, whereby the system administrator or TIC 
Manager could select all of the functions which should be made available to each individual operator, 
thereby tailoring the interface according to the level of operators’ expertise or capabilities. The system 
administrators would, of course, have all features of the interface available to them. 

In addition, there are certain features whose menu items are currently displayed on the TIC User Interface 
but which are not available to system users. These include all items within the “Plot” menu on the test area 
map menu bar, and the Expressway Map item within the main TIC menu. It has been established that it 
was decided not to implement these features of the interface as part of the system rationalization which 
resulted in the Targeted Deployment of the ADVANCE project. It is recommended that these non- 
functioning items be removed from the TIC User Interface. . 
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SECTION 7 SUMMARY 

This TIC Evaluation Report contains details of the activities performed within the evaluation of the 
ADVANCE TIC Architecture and User Interface and the results obtained. The ADVANCE TIC evaluation 
had the overall goal of assessing the degree to which the implemented TIC architecture and operational 
practices met the needs of all the agencies involved in or affected by the system operation. The evaluation 
aimed to produce a detailed description of the advantages and shortcomings of the TIC Architecture and 
User Interface as presently configured. To achieve this, several aspects of the performance of the various 
TIC subsystems, both individually and as a complete system, were assessed. In addition, human factors 
issues relating to TIC operation were also evaluated. 

The results contained within this report are divided into two main sections, reflecting the parallel TIC 
Architecture and TIC User Interface evaluation activities. In this final section of the Evaluation Report, 
the evaluation hypotheses are considered in the light of the data collected and analyzed within the 
evaluation activities. 

Five goals and a series of related objectives were identified by the evaluation team for the TIC Architecture 
and User Interface evaluation. The goals are presented in Section 4.1. In the completion of the various 
tasks described in the TIC Architecture and User Interface Evaluation Test Plan, Document 
#8464.ADV.00, included in this report as Appendix B, the evaluation team can report that these evaluation 
goals and objectives have been met. 

In addition, seven hypotheses were devised for the evaluation of the ADVANCE TIC Architecture and User 
Interface evaluation. The first five hypotheses concerned the TIC Architecture, while the last two 
hypotheses related to the TIC User Interface. The hypotheses are listed in Section 4.1. The remainder of 
this summary section comprises a discussion of the evaluation hypotheses. Section 7.1 addresses the TIC 
Architecture hypotheses, while Section 7.2 addresses the TIC User Interface hypotheses. 

7.1 TIC Architecture Hypotheses 

To reiterate, Hypothesis 1 is as follows: The TIC Architecture as implemented for the ADVANCE Targeted 
Deployment operational test provides an acceptable level of performance, both in terms of the hardware 
and software as individual components, and as a complete system. Various aspects of the TIC Architecture 
were evaluated, including TIC functionality, reliability and maintenance requirements, efficiency and 
potential system design alternatives. These aspects were evaluated in order to ascertain whether 
Hypothesis 1 was verified. 

a 
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Functionality (see Sections 5.2.1.2.8 and 5.2.1.2.9) 

In terms of the functionality of the TIC, it is concluded that the ADVANCE TIC as implemented for the 
Targeted Deployment of the ADVANCE project substantially met the implementation Requirements 
Specification and therefore, that it met the needs of the project. It was also recognized that the specified 
hctionality of the TIC systems was exceeded in some cases, where additional features were added to the 
systems. 

There exist three key areas where it is considered further effort is warranted in order to enhance the TIC 
as implemented for the Targeted Deployment. The key areas to be modified have been identified with the 
benefit of the operational experience gained during the Targeted Deployment of the ADVANCE project. 
These areas are as follows: 

0 The TIC systems should be enhanced to provide direct, preferably audible, feedback to the operator 

A review should be completed to determine if there is a need for the TIC to have the ability to 

The TIC user interface should be enhanced to provide diagnostic tests which an operator can easily 

if a remote data source ceases to provide data, or if it provides erroneous data to the TIC system. 

automatically discontinue non-critical activities selectively in order to maintain real-time 
performance of critical activities. 

use in diagnosing failures and performance problems. 

0 

0 

Reliability and Maintenance Requirements (see Section 5.2.2.5) 

As outlied in Section 5.2.2, the various limitations of the reliability assessment should be borne in mind 
when considering the findings summarized in this section. In terms of the reliability and maintenance 
requirements of the TIC, the following conclusions have been made: 

e The TIC hardware provided an acceptable level of reliability for the ADVANCE Targeted 

The maintenance requirements of the TIC hardware proved to be reasonable, although it should be 

The TIC software provided an acceptable level of reliability for the ADVANCE Targeted 

Deployment. 

noted that the maintenance required the assistance of technical staff, and so continued access to 
these, or similar, staff should be ensured. 

Deployment. Should the current system be utilized or adapted for use in a longer term or more 
extensive implementation, it is proposed that further effort would be required to ensure that, during 
unstaffed operations, the overall TIC MTTR is reduced from the current value. 

case with the TIC hardware, it should be noted that the maintenance action in response to s o h a r e  
failures largely required the assistance of technical staff, and so continued access to these, or 
similar, staff  should be ensured. 

0 

0 

0 The maintenance requirements of the TIC software proved to be reasonable. However, as was the 
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Efficiency (see Section 5.2.3.6) 

In terms of the efficiency of the TIC; if is concluded that the volume of live data reports entering the TIC 
had very little impact on total time to process these reports within the TIC, at least for the numbers of live 
data reports that were habitually entering the TIC during Targeted Deployment. 

Both the data captured during the live data test and the data captured during simulated data tests indicate 
that the major governing factor in the time taken to process data is the interval between the start of the TRF 
cycle and the start of the message scheduler cycle. It is therefore recommended that the TRF cycle and 
the message scheduler cycle be synchronized in order to optimize the time taken to process data reports. 
It is also recommended that the length of both cycles be reduced, again to minimize the time taken to 
process data reports. Further investigations need to be carried out in order to determine the ideal length 
of the two cycles which would optimize data report processing time while not creating an excessive 
processing overhead. 

It was found that the processing capacity of the five minute T€2F cycle as codigured for the Targeted 
Deployment was between 372 data reports - the lowest number of data reports within a data set which 
caused TRF to run to capacity during the simulation tests, and 488 data reports, the value extrapolated fiom 
the live data test best fit line. A precise number of data reports which TRF can process within its five 
minute cycle cannot be calculated. The TIC system is evidently sensitive in terms of other system 
activities influencing the time taken to process data reports. Further investigation of the factors which 
influenced processing time was not possible within the resources available for the TIC Architecture 
evaluation. 

Based on the number of incoming data reports observed during the live data tests, it is believed that this 
level of reports was not reached during Targeted Deployment. Therefore the capacity of the TRF cycle 
did not result in any incoming data reports being rejected for lack of processing time, and it is concluded 
that the capacity of the TRF cycle was adequate for the Targeted Deployment. It is noted that the potential 
is limited for increasing the numbers of probe vehicles or loop detectors, thereby increasing the numbers 
of incoming data reports, utilizing the existing system configuration. 

The time to process data reports which required manual input was also investigated. It was found that the 
maximum time to process these anecdotal reports was as high as 16 minutes, 38 seconds, demonstrating 
the effect that operator intervention can have on the total time to process anecdotal data reports. In extreme 
cases, this may have resulted in anecdotal data relating to incidents which were already cleared being 
entered into the TIC. It is concluded that, based on a worst case scenario for the total time taken to process 
anecdotal inputs, the automation of the entry of these inputs into the TIC database may be warranted. 

It is concluded that in order to prevent the efficiency of TIC functions being compromised by system 
failures when fUI1 log files continued to be written to, the "advancel" data directory back-up cycle should 
be executed daily in order to maximize the efficiency of the user interface. In addition, the ccadvance81' 
data directory back-up cycle should be performed at least every five days. 
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It is concluded that the NWCD anecdotal input represents a highly valuable data source for the ADVANCE 
TIC, and that the efficiency of the TIC in providing a full coverage information service without the entry 
and utilization of this data would be negatively impacted. 

It should be noted that the findings presented here are of course dependent on maintaining the same system 
parameters utilized for the Targeted Deployment and the same typical range of data reports which 
habitually entered the TIC during Targeted Deployment. Therefore, the conclusions drawn from the 
findings should not be taken out of the context of the ADVANCE Targeted Deployment. 

Potential System Design Alternatives (see Section 5.3.2) 

A peer review team examined the above findings in order to identify any potential system design 
alternatives. The feedback received fiom the peer reviewers indicated three key areas which they 
considered could be streamlined, as follows. 

e 

0 

e 

It was suggested that an architecture which incorporated the GUI within full-function workstations 
instead of on the main server could perhaps improve system performance and reduce the 
complexity of the software, while incurring minimal extra cost for the more expensive operator 
workstations. 
It was suggested that, in a fully deployed operational system, provision for central system hardware 
redundancy should be provided, such as in the case of the TIC server and disk storage. 
It was suggested that the TIC system’s omission of an automated procedure for discontinuing non- 
critical activities in order to maintain real-time performance of critical activities could have a 
potentially negative impact on the eficiency of the TIC in a fully deployed operational system. 
It was suggested that access conflict prioritization routines should be incorporated to ensure that 
any negative impacts are not experienced. 

It is concluded that these three key areas should be investigated further to ascertain if their implementation 
would indeed result in a reduction in system complexity without compromising system performance. 
These areas should also be taken into consideration by any agencies considering the establishment of 
similar TIC systems, supporting probes and dynamic route guidance, based either partly or wholly on the 
ADVANCE TIC concept. 

Therefore, it was found by the evaluation team that the TIC Architecture as implemented for the 
ADVANCE Targeted Deployment operational test provided an acceptable level of performance, both in 
terms of the hardware and software as individual components and as a complete system. Consequently, 
Hypothesis 1 was verified. However, the various comments and recommendations outlined in the above 
paragraphs should be taken into account should further development on the existing TIC take place, or for 
any future systems which are based either partly or wholly on the ADVANCE TIC concept. 
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7.1.2 Hvpothesis 2 (see Section 5.4.2) 

TO reiterate, Hypothesis 2 is as follows'The TIC Architecture as implemented for the ADVANCE Targeted 
Deployment operational test is expandable to cover additional services within the current test area. The 
actual functionality of the implemented TIC was reviewed by a peer review team in order to ascertain 
whether Hypothesis 2 was verified. 

In terms of the expandability of the TIC Architecture, the feedback received from the peer reviewers 
indicated four key areas where they considered that potential existed for expanding the functionality of the 
TIC. 

e Peer reviewers suggested that the TIC/TRF s o h a r e  algorithms designed to utilize the in-bound 
MNA communications may be adaptable for additional types of probe vehicles, such as AVI- 
equipped vehicles, which could then provide data for the TIC. 

signal systems based on data received from the loop detectors and the probe vehicles. 

possible areas for expansion of the current functionality of the TIC. 

significant benefit to the drivers of the MNA equipped vehicles. 

e It was suggested that future systems may be enhanced to incorporate real-time adaptive control of 

The provision of personal emergency services and notification services were also suggested as 

It was suggested that the inclusion of weather related and surface condition data would be of 

e 

e 

It is concluded that these four key areas should be investigated further to ascertain the potential advantages 
and disadvantages of their implementation, In the case of the fourth suggestion above, the provision of 
weather-related data had initially been intended for inclusion in the ADVANCE TIC, and indeed during the 
Targeted Deployment data fed from a weather information supplier and was provided at the interface in 
a logfile. It is considered that minimal additional effort would be required to have this data entered 
automatically into the TIC database. Consequently, Hypothesis 2 was verified. However, based on the 
input received from the peer reviewers, it is concluded that the expandability of the ADVANCE TIC to 
incorporate additional services is largely constrained due to inherent system limitations resulting from 
Targeted Deployment. 

7A.3 Hypothesis 3 (see Section 5.5.2) 

To reiterate, Hypothesis 3 is as follows: The TIC Architecture as implemented for the ADVANCE Targeted 
Deployment operational test is transferable to other geographic areas. The actual functionality of the 
implemented TIC was reviewed by a peer review team in order to ascertain whether Hypothesis 3 was 
verified. 

In terms of the transferability of the TIC Architecture, the feedback received from the peer reviewers 
indicated two key areas where they considered that potential could exist for such system transferability. 
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0 It was thought that the techniques developed, tested and proven within ADVANCE for the 
distribution of real-time traffk and traveler information to vehicles could be of use to other 
corridors and metropolitan &-e&. These techniques include, for example, travel time prediction 
techniques, map database integration methods and data fusion processes for various real-time data 
sources including anecdotal sources. 

current knowledge of the interaction between the system and the operator in combining 
automatically generated information, anecdotal information and subjective judgement to establish 
predicted roadway conditions and travel times. 

0 It was noted that the implementation of the TIC User Interface offers the opportunity to expand 

It is concluded that the knowledge and expertise gained by project participants during the ADVANCE 
operational test in terms of the lessons learned from the implementation appear to be the major transferable 
elements of the ADVANCE TIC Architecture created for the Targeted Deployment. Consequently, 
Hypothesis 3 was verified. Further information will be available by late 1996 within the “Lessons Learned 
fiom the ADVANCE Project”, Document #8465.ADV.01. As was noted by the peer reviewers, it must be 
concluded nevertheless that the ADV’ANCE project produced a unique technical solution that, as an entire . 
system, will have limited application in meeting local requirements in other areas. To maximize future 
transferability potential, it is proposed that further investigations be carried out into a change in focus for 
the ADVANCE TIC, from ATIS to a combined approach incorporating both ATIS and ATMS. 

7.1.4 Hypothesis 4 (see Sections 5.6.1.3 and 5.6.2.2) 

To reiterate, Hypothesis 4 is as follows: The TIC Architecture as implemented for the ADVANCE Targeted 
Deployment operational test provides acceptable cost efficiency. The development, implementation and 
operation costs of the implemented TIC were reviewed by a peer review team in order to ascertain whether 
Hypothesis 4 was verified. 

The TIC equipment costs were calculated at $129,562; however, it should be noted that this figure 
represents significant contributions from various project participants. The labor and miscellaneous costs 
for TIC development and implementation were calculated at $2,293,532, resulting in total costs for TIC 
development and implementation of $2,423,094. The costs accrued on a monthly basis for the continuing 
operation of the TIC were calculated at $8,352. This figure includes the costs for technical support 
personnel. 

The peer reviewers noted that capital cost avoidance was not possible as the system had already been 
implemented. However, reviewers considered all equipment costs to be reasonable. It was also remarked 
that although the system development costs were significant, given the complexity of the data sources, 
including the probe vehicles, these labor costs were in line with the overall TIC complexity. 

Reviewers also assessed the monthly TIC operating costs as reasonable, given that the system was 
providing an essentially full-time information service. However, a potential area where ongoing cost 
savings could be made was identified as a fully automated TIC system, which would not require staffing 
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by operators. It was recommended that this proposal, for enhancing TIC capabilities to include l l l y  
automated information processing, be investigated for any future TIC systems either partly or fully based 
on the ADVANCE TIC concept. However, it is concluded the TIC Architecture as implemented for the 
ADVANCE Targeted Deployment operational test provided acceptable cost efficiency. Consequently, 
Hypothesis 4 was verified. 

7.1.5 Hpothesis 5 

To reiterate, Hypothesis 5 is as follows: The operational practices in place at the ADVANCE TIC enable 
acceptable system operation and ensure reasonable operator workload. Various aspects of the policies, 
procedures, and staffrng levels at the TIC were assessed in order to ascertain whether Hypothesis 5 was 
verified.’ 

Policies and Procedures (see Sections 5.7.3 and 5.7.4) 

In terms of the assessment of the TIC Policies and Procedures, two key areas were identified where 
revisions to TIC policies or procedures could be made. These areas are described in the following 
paragraphs. 

The first area relates to the levels of operators training and expertise. Given that operators seemed to 
possess varying perceptions of some of the tasks required of them, it is suggested that more comprehensive 
system feedback be provided in order to provide prompts for operators. Alternatively, the variances in 
perceptions of tasks required could be eliminated by the implementation of comprehensive and 
standardized initial training procedures, supported by full documentation, or by periodic “refresher” 
training sessions to be provided for all operators in order to ensure that they remain fully aware of their 
responsibilities . 

It is also possible that TIC operations could be streamlined by employing operators with higher levels of 
technical experience and knowledge which would enable them to diagnose technical problems arising with 
the TIC systems and to judge the appropriate action to take. However, it was found that in the scenarios 
in which operators had not been able to diagnose or resolve problems experienced with TIC systems, that 
technical support from the systems developers had always been readily accessible. Should operators with 
more technical background not be employed at the TIC in the future it must be ensured that continuing 
access to systems developers’ technical st& is available. 

The second area relates to workload. Operator workload was lessened by the non-adherence to the 
procedures described in the TIC Policies and Procedures Manual for the release of data to ADVANCE 
project participants. However, the potential for breach of data privacy or integrity was minimal during the 
Targeted Deployment and therefore the procedures described in the Manual, solely in terms of internal 
project requests, could be eased. It is recommended that these procedures be revised to permit operators 
to release project information requested verbally by those project participants approved by the ADVANCE 
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Steering Committee. However, it is believed that in a permanently operational system, the procedures 
contained within the Manual relating to release of information were appropriate. - -. 

Staffing R.equirements (see Section 5.8.3) 

In terms of the TIC staffing requirements, it was found that the staffing levels in place for the ADVANCE 
Targeted Deployment were reasonable and did not result in undue pressure being placed upon operators; 
second, no adverse impacts were experienced by operators due to the system manager not being present 
throughout the entire period of daily staffed TIC operation. It should be noted that the system manager, 
UIC-EECS staff and De Leuw, Cather staff  could be contacted by mobile telephone or pager should 

. operators have required assistance. 

It was found that the majority of the TIC operators’ workload, including both administrative tasks and 
anecdotal data input, occurs from between 6:OO am and 9:00 am, and 4:OO pm and 7:OO pm. Therefore, it 
is recommended that further investigations be undertaken into the feasibility of staffing the TIC during 
these hours only. It should be recognized that unless some automation of NWCD anecdotal data is 
implemented, part-time staffing of the TIC would result in some loss of real-time data when the TIC is 
unstaffed. However, it is believed that during normal system operations, when the operators would not 
be involved in other ADVANCE related tasks, such as TRF data collection and dealing with test drivers, 
no significant reduction in the level of service provided by the TIC would result from part-time staffing 
of the TIC. 

To conclude, it was found by the evaluation team that the operational practices in place at the ADVANCE 
TIC enabled acceptable system operation and ensured reasonable operator workload. Consequently, 
Hypothesis 5 was verified. However, the various comments and recommendations outlined in the above 
paragraphs should be taken into account should the ADVANCE TIC be recommissioned for longer-tern 
operation, or for any future systems which are based either partly or wholly on the ADVANCE TIC 
concept. 

7.2 TIC User Interface Hypotheses 

7.2.1 Hypothesis 6 (see Sections 6.2.8 and 6.2.9) 

To reiterate, Hypothesis 6 is as follows: The TIC User Interface as implemented for the ADVANCE 
Targeted Deployment operational test provides an acceptable level of usability. Various aspects of the 
usability of the TIC User Interface were assessed in order to ascertain whether Hypothesis 6 was verified. . 

Operators assessed the ease of use of all the interface features as being either very easy, moderately easy, 
or neither particularly easy nor difficult. No features were rated as being either moderately or very 
difficult. It is therefore concluded that the user perceptions of the ease of use of TIC systems are 
substantially positive. However, given the large volume of operator comments and suggestions for 
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enhancing the TIC systems usability, it is clear that there exists room for improvement in many of the 
features of the TIC User Interface. - _. 

One issue which should be borne in mind when considering the usability assessment of the TIC User 
Interface is the prototypical nature of the interface developed for the ADVANCE operational test Targeted 
Deployment, For many innovative prototype systems such as that developed for ADVANCE, a focus on 
functionality rathe; than usability tends to be the norm. It is believed that this was the case during the 
development of the ADVANCE TIC systems. It is also the case that limited resources were available to 
the system developers for the usability aspects of system design. For example, no funding for usability 
testing during the design process was available. Given these circumstances, the operators’ largely positive 
perceptions of the usability of the current interface are all the more notable. 

Though many minor difficulties were experienced by operators, a list of nine key areas was prepared which 
it is recommended be addressed as the first priority in any future releases of the ADVANCE TIC systems. 
This list, relating to NWCD monitoring, controller data source status indicators, process delays and display 
particulars, is not reproduced here, but is presented in Section 6.2.9. 

It is concluded that the TIC User Interface as implemented for the ADVANCE Targeted Deployment 
operational test provided an acceptable level of usability. Consequently, Hypothesis 6 was verified. 
However, the various comments and recommendations outlined in Section 6.2.8,6.2.8.1 and 6.2.9 should 
be taken into account should further development on the existing TIC take place, or for any fiture systems 
which are based either partly or wholly on the ADVANCE TIC concept. 

7.2.2 Hypothesis 7 (see Sections 6.3.2 and 6.3.4) 

To reiterate, Hypothesis 7 is as follows: The TIC User Interface as implemented for the ADVANCE 
Targeted Deployment operational test provides an acceptable level of functionality. Various aspects of 
the functionality of the TIC User Interface were assessed in order to ascertain whether Hypothesis 7 was 
verified. 

It was found that the TIC User Interface functionality met the requirements of the TIC operators to a large 
degree, as is reflected by the relatively small volume of suggestions made by operators for additional 
features which would make their tasks more easy to complete or that would ease their workload. 

Four suggestions made by operators for possible additional interface functionality were identified as key 
areas for further study. The operator suggestions for additional functions are as follows: an “Undo” button, 
a traffic signal malfunctions anecdotal data entry menu item, a “Select Last Incident” facility, and locating 
an incident by its address. It is recommended that further investigations be undertaken into the feasibility 
and implications of implementing these as it is considered that the inclusion of these features would 
significantly enhance the present interface. 
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Various functions had been never or rarely used by all three operators. These include several items within 
the test area map menus, and several data windows accessed through the “Data Pop-up” menu. It is 
recommended these items, which ke’listed in full in Section 6.3.4, undergo further investigation to 
ascertain their utility to operators in everyday use of the TIC systems. Although it is acknowledged that 
during a Targeted Deployment of limited duration there exists the possibility that operators did not have 
the need to utilize all the provided functions and thus these items could still be of utility in a permanently 
operating system, it is anticipated that some of these items could be eliminated without significantly 
restricting the functionality of the TIC User Interface. 

It is also recommended that the potential utility and benefits of a “dual interface” be investigated. This 
would in effect comprise a simplified interface for the everyday use of the TIC operators, which would 
allow them to fulfil all the tasks required of them, but which would not possess any of the features which 
it could be determined they do not require. This interface could be automatically activated when any user 
possessing TIC operator status access permissions logs in to the TIC. A second, more advanced interface 
could be available to any user logging in who possesses system administrator permissions. This second 
interface could possess all the above functions for the use of staff needing to perform more advanced 
operations. Alternatively, and if resources were available, a single TIC interface could be customized for 
each TIC operator based on their technical knowledge and experience. 

In addition, there are certain features whose menu items are currently displayed on the TIC User Interface 
but which are not available to system users. These include all items within the “Plot” menu on the test area 
map menu bar, and the Expressway Map item withii the main TIC menu. It has been established that it 
was decided not to implement these features of the interface as part of the system rationalization which 
resulted in the Targeted Deployment of the ADVANCE project. It is recommended that these non- 
functioning items be removed from the TIC User Interface. 

It is concluded that the TIC User Interface as implemented for the ADVANCE Targeted Deployment 
operational test provided an acceptable level of functionality. Consequently, Hypothesis 7 was verified. 
However, the various comments and recommendations outlined in the above paragraphs should be taken 
into account should M e r  development on the existing TIC take place, or for any future systems which 
are based either partly or wholly on the ADVANCE TIC concept. 

~ 
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The glossary is divided into two sections. Section A. 1 provides definitions of ADVANCE and ITS related 
terms that can be found throughout this document. Section A.2, beginning on page A12, provides 
abbreviations and acronyms used throughout this document. 

A.1- DEFINITIONS 

Advanced Traveler Information Systems (ATIS) - A collection of developed technologies aimed at 
providing real time information about traffk conditions, schedules and routes. 

Aborithm - (1) A f ~ t e  set of well-defined rules for solution of a problem in a finite number of steps; for 
example, a complete specification of a sequence of arithmetic operations for evaluating sine x to a given 
precision. (2) Any sequence of operations for performing a specific task. (See IEEE Std 610.12-1990.) 

Architecture - The organizational structure of a system or component. (See IEEE Std 610.12-1990.) 

Archive - The transfer of information or material from one location to another for historical preservation; 
specifically, in ADVmCE, it is both the transfer of data from the TIC database to data tape and the transfer 
of log files from hard disk to data tape for the purposes of system efficiency, as well as historical 
preservation. 

w) - The evaluation manager for the ADVANCE project as a whole. 

Attribute Database - This database will be generated off-line and contain the data elements from the ANR 
that are required by on-line data fusion, travel time prediction and incident detection. This database will 
be updated whenever there is sufficient change in the network topology or when a new MIF is generated. 
Once updated, the database is then given to UIC-EECS to be included in the TIC database. 

Automatic Incident Detection - The detection at the TIC of activities on the roadway which are not the 
norm for that particular time, day, week or month, This detection is to be done automatically with no input 
required from the operator. The detection shall be based on input from probes and such other data as may 
be available. (Also see “Incident Detection. ‘I) 

7 w  - A system that combines an on-board transponder with roadside 
receivers to automate identification of vehicles for purposes such as electronic toll collection and stolen 
vehicle recovery. 

Availability - The ability of an item (under combined aspects of reliability, maintainability and 
maintenance support) to perform its required function at a stated instant of time or over a stated period of 
time. 
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Back-uD - A procedure which copies the database or system log files to another location, so as to be 
available in order to replace or help restore data which could be lost in the event of a failure or externally 
caused disaster. - -. 

- Boot - To initialize a computer system by clearing memory and reloading the operating system. (See IEEE 
Std 610.12-1990.) 

Calendar Dav - Consecutive days, including Saturday, Sunday and Holidays. 

m) - CRC Corporation Limited. Subconsultants to De Leuw, Cather & 
Company. 

Cellular "999 - Motorist information and retrieval service operated by the Illinois State Toll Highway 
Authority to obtain tr&ic condition information fiom motorists with cellular phones. 

Client - (1) One of two components comprising Sun's Network File System (NFS. )  The system includes 
a networked microprocessor-based host (called the "Server") that handles the bulk of the processing, and 
one and more desktop computers (called the "Clients") providing the interface but little of the processing. 
(2) A software component which uses a defined interface to access the specialized features of a server. 
(Also see ''Server" and '*Client-Server.") 

Client-Server - A computer architecture in which the tasks required to execute an application are 
distributed among computer components according to each component's suitability to perform the task. 

Closed Loop Signal Svstem (CLSS) - A trafEc signal control system which has two-way communication 
between a master trafiic controller and a remote location, usually the traffic engineerk office. The master 
traffk controller also communicates with numerous local traffic signal controllers. The maximum number 
of local tr&ic controllers in the system depends on the manufacturer. 

COM Center - See Tommunications Center." 

Communications - The term "communications" as used throughout the AD V A N E  project, refers to 
communications via the RF communications system. 

Communications Center - The IDOT District 1 Operations and Communications Center. The Center is 
the operations hub of the District with the primary responsibility of "calling out" the appropriate personnel 
and coordinating their actions by using up-to-the-minute information fiom various agencies. The Center 
operates an extensive highway information system serving major interstates, arterials and secondary roads 
maintained by IDOT District 1. The system includes Highway Advisory Radio, handling of incident 
reports and dispatch for IDOT maintenance vehicles, including Minutemen courtesy patrol and snow 
removal. 

Component - One of the parts that make up a system. A component may be hardware or software and 
may be subdivided into other components. (See IEEE Std 610.12-1990.) 
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ConceDtual Design - An overview of the AD VANE system. Explains philosophy and terminology used 
to collect, analyze and communicate dynamic tral%c information. A System Architecture is given that 
outlines basic functionality in terms of the Traffic Information Center, an RF Communications 
Infrastructure, and a population of Mobile Navigation Assistant units and Traffic Related Functions. 

Conyestion Distance - The cumulative distance a vehicle travels on a specific link under the a specific 
speed, defined as 4.4 miles per hour for the ADVANCE Targeted Deployment. 

Data - (1) A representation of facts, concepts, or instructions in a manner suitable for communication, 
interpretation, or processing by human or by automatic means. (2) Sometimes used as a synonym for 
documentation. (See IEEE Std 610.12-1990.) 

Data Fusion CDF) - A TRF algorithm on the TIC. Data Fusion acts as an intermediary between external 
components and other TRF components. It will screen data received fiom CLSS and probe vehicles and 
aggregate this with all other on-line data to estimate link travel times for the last five ( 5 )  minute interval. 

Data Structure - A physical or logical relationship among data elements, designed to support specific 
data manipulation functions. (See IEEE Std 610.12-1990.) 

Database - A collection of interrelated data stored together in one or more computerized files. (See IEEE 
Std 61 0.12-1 990.) 

Dav - Midnight to midnight the following night. 

De Leuw. Cather & Companv - De Leuw, Cather & Company provided system engineering services to 
IDOT and was responsible for system integration and testing on the ADVANCEproject. 

DesiPn Reauirement - A requirement that specifies or constrains the design of a system or system 
component. (See IEEE Std 610.12-1990.) 

Design Specification - A document that describes the design of a system or component. Typical contents 
include system or component architecture, control logic, data structures, input/output formats, interface 
descriptions and algorithms. (See IEEE Std 610.12-1990.) 

Destination - A location representing a travel objective. 

Detailed Desi- - (1) The process of refining and expanding the preliminary design of a system or 
component to the extent that the design is sufficiently complete to be implemented. (2) The result of the 
process in (1). (See IEEE Std 610.12-1990.) 

Differential Correction - A technique for overcoming GPS position determination errors. A GPS receiver 
is placed at a precisely identified control location. The difference between the indicated GPS position and 
the actuaI position is calculated. Pseudo range and range rate correction information for up to six satellites 
is then broadcast for mobile GPS systems to use in improving rhe accuracy of their calculated position. 

Document - (I) A medium, and the information recorded on it, that generally has permanence and can be 
read by a person or machine. (2) To create a document as in (1). (See IEEE Std 61 0.12-.1990.) 
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Downtime - The length of time from the occurrence of a failure for a given item until that item becomes 
functional again. 

- 

Driver - (1) A software module that invokes and, perhaps, controls and monitors the execution of one or 
more software modules. (2) A computer program that controls a peripheral device and, sometimes, 
reformats data for transfer to and from the device. (See IEEE Std 610.12-1990.) 

Dvnamic Profile - The current best estimate of travel time on a particular link. Delta time values fiom 
this and the CD-ROM based static profiles were transmitted to the vehicles. 

Dvnamic Route Guidance Svstem (DRGS) - Route guidance system in which the route proposed is 
updated based on real time t r a c  information. 

Dvnamic Route Planninv - The process in the Mobile Navigation Assistant (as well as at the TIC for 
testing purposes) that uses data from a variety of real time as well as historical sources to determine a 
recommended travel route. The algorithm is the same as that used in static route planning. 

Dynamic Travel Time - Travel time information based upon current information including probe vehicles, 
IDOT TSC, *999, closed loop signal information, etc. 

Ethernet - A defacto standard LAN using coaxial cables and C S W C D  (Carrier Sense Multiple 
AccesslCarrier Detect.) Similar to an IEEE 802.3 LAN. 

Evaluation Plan - Provides a comprehensive set of procedures to evaluate the effectiveness of the 
AD VANCE ITS approach. Intended to guide the evaluation of results after the system testing activities 
have been concluded. 

Expandability - The degree to which a system or component can be modified to increase its storage or 
functional capacity. (See IEEE Std 610.12-1990.) 

External Interface - The software and hardware required to provide communications between a system 
external to AD VANCE and to and fiom one of the subsystems of ADVANCE (Le., MNA, TIC, COM, 
TRF, M . 1  
Failure - The unscheduled termination of the ability of an item to perform a required function. 

Fault - (1) A defect in a hardware device or component; for example, a short circuit or broken wire. (2) 
An incorrect step, process, or data definition in a computer program. (See IEEE Std 610.12-1990.) 

Federal Highwav Administration (FHW A) - One of the founding Parties. FHWA is responsible for the 
overall evaluation of the ADVANCEproject. 

Flowchart - A control flow diagram in which suitably annotated geometrical figures are used to represent 
operations, data, or equipment, and are now are used to indicate the sequential flow fiom one to another. 
(See IEEE Std 610.12-1990.) 
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Functional Requirement - A requirement that specifies a function that a system or system component 
must be able to perform. (See IEEE Std 6 10.12- 1990.) 

" -. 

Functional Suecification - A document that specifies the functions that a system or component must 
perform. Often a part of the requirements specification. (See IEEE Std 6 10.12- 1990.) 

Functionality - The features offered by a system in order to complete the tasks which it was designed to 
perform. 

Global Positioninp Svstem (GPS) - A government-owned system of 24 earth-orbiting satellites that 
transmit data to ground-based receivers. GPS provides extremely accurate latitude and longitude ground 
position in WGS-84 coordinates. However, for U.S. strategic defense reasons, deliberate error (called 
selective availability) is introduced into the code that is provided for civilian users. 

Hardware - Physical equipment used to process, store, or transmit computer programs or data. (See IEEE 
Std 610.12-1990.) 

Historical Travel Time Data - Roadway travel times originally based on previous studies. 

Illinois DeDartmentof Transportation CIDOT) - One of the founding Parties. IDOT is responsible for 
providing project management for AD VANCE and for operating the TIC. 

n) - IUTRC is a non-profit 
corporation owned by Northwestern University, the University of Illinois at Chicago, the University of 
Illinois at Urbana-Champaign and the Illinois Institute of Technology. 

Inbound mF communications message) - A communications message transmitted by a probe vehicle 
to the TIC. 

Incident Detection - The detection at the TIC of activities on the roadway that significantly reduce the 
capacity of the roadway from the expected capacity at a particular time. The detection may be based on 
input from probes, fixed detectors, anecdotal sources, and such other data as may be available. 

Intelligent Transportation Svstems GTS) - Application of electronic computer and telecommunications 
technology to add efficiency to monitor vehicle use and capacity of existing roadways. ITS goals include 
alleviating traffic congestion, reducing accidents, using energy more efficiently, reducing emissions, and 
increasing ridership and bus transit. 

Interface - (1) A shared boundary across which information is passed. (2) A hardware or software 
component that connects two or more other components for the purpose of passing information from one 
to the other. (3) To connect two or more components for the purpose of passing information from one to 
the other. (4) To serve as a connecting or connected component as in (2). (See IEEE Std 610.12-1990.) 

Internal Interface - The software and hardware required to provide communications between systems 
internal to ADVANCE (i.e., between any combination of MNA, TIC, TRF and COM.) 
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Level - The lower level representations have the most detail which the higher levels have progressively 
less detail. A level n network is constructed fiom segments of rank n and above. The segments on the 
higher level have been constructed by chaining together shorter segments of identical rank. These chained 
together segments are defined to be super- segments. The primary difference from "layer" is that the 
higher levels do not contain the simple segments creating the super-segment. (Also see "Rank") 

Link - See "Traffic Link." 

Location - Defines a point on the road network. It is specified as a particular road segment a relative 
distance along the segment, and the right or left side of the segment. 

Maintenance, corrective - The actions performed, as a result of a failure, to restore an item to a specified 
condition. 

Maintenance, preventive - The actions performed in an attempt to retain an item in a specified condition 
by providing systematic inspection, detection and prevention of incipient failure. 

Man Machine Interface m) - The interface between the system hardware and the person who is using 
the system. This general term includes touch (for example, buttons, levers, or touch screens), vision (such 
as lights or various displays), and auditory effects (such as chimes, beeps, voice synthesis, and voice or 
speech recognition.) 

Manual Incident Detection - The ability of the TIC operator to utilize data fiom other sources &e., visual, 
traffic reports, etc ...) to identify incidents on the network without the benefit of an automated detection 
process. 

Mean Time Between Failures (MTBF) - For a stated period in the life of an item, the mean value of the 
length of time between consecutive failures computed as the ratio of the cumulative observed time to the 
number of failures under stated conditions. 

Mean Time To Repair (MTTR] - The total corrective maintenance time divided by the total number of 
corrective maintenance actions during a given period of time. 

Measure of Effectiveness (MOE) - A measure of effectiveness is used to evaluate results of operational 
field tests. MOEs can be data directly collected or measures calculated from the data. 

Memory Card - A plug-in computer memory card containing prerecorded information. May function as 
mass storage for on-board navigation systems. 

Mobile NaviPation Assistant IMNA) - An in-vehicle navigation system designed and built by Motorola 
that determines vehicle position, performs route planning based on current traffic information, and provides 
dynamic route guidance information to the driver. 

Modem - A device that converts serial digital data from a transmitting terminal to a signal suitable for 
transmission over a telephone line to a receiving terminal. 
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Motorola - One of the founding Parties. Motorola is providing the in-vehicle systems as well as the RF 
communications systems. 

Motorola Intermediate File CMIF) - The Motorola file that contains the hierarchal database used to 
generate the map file for the MNAs. The MIF is created fiom the SIF (see definition below.) This is an 
off-line database created at a Motorola facility. 

- 

Navivation - The determination of the vehicle's position and direction of travel, utilizing information 
provided by GPS, or another internal position device and computerized maps. 

Navivation Technoloyies. CorDoration (NavTech) - NavTech provided the map database used in the 
AD VANCE Targeted Deployment project. 

Occupancy - The proportion of total time that a loop detector is occupied by a vehicle. This proportion 
is usually expressed as a percentage. 

Oriyin - The point on the roadway network fiom which route plans are made to the destination. With 
multiple destinations a trip plan may include up to four points of origin. 

Outbound (RF communications messave) - A communications message transmitted by the TIC to the 
probe vehicles. 

Parameter - (1) A variable that is given a constant value for a specified application. (2) A constant, 
variable, or expression that is used to pass values between software modules. (See IEEE Std 610.12-1990.) 

Participants - Any firm, agency or individual, contributing to the ADVANCE project. 

Parties - The original signees to the Agreement creating ADVANCE Consists of Motorola, the FHWA, 
IDOT, and the IUTRC. 

PercentaFe Uptime - The total uptime for a given item taken as a percentage of the total length of time 
of a stated period of time in the life of an item. 

Performance - The ability of a system or subsystem to perform its functions. 

Performance Evaluation - The technical assessment of a system, subsystem or component to determine 
how effectively objectives have been achieved. 

Performance Reauirements - A requirement that imposes conditions on a hctional requirement. (See 
IEEE Std 610.12-1990.) 

Performance SDecification - A document that specifies the performance characteristics that a system or 
component must possess. (See IEEE Std 610.12-1990.) 

Position - The latitude, longitude, and altitude of a point on the surface of the earth. 
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Probe Vehicle - A vehicle (auto, bus, truck, etc ...) equipped with the ADVANCE Mobile Navigation 
Assistant. The probe vehicle automatically reports travel times to the ADVANCE Traffic Information 

* Center as it traverses the test area. -. 

Process - (1) A sequence of steps performed for a given purpose; for example, the software development 
process. (2) An executable unit managed by an operating system scheduler. (3) To perform operations on 
data. (See IEEE Std 610.12-1990.) 

Rank - An attribute of the segment identifying its place in the road network hierarchy. The lowest ranking 
segments are residential, the highest ranking segments are interstate highways. Rank is an attribute of a 
roadway which indicates its functional classification. There are four (five for national implementation) 
road ranks defined. For the ADVANCEproject, rank 4 would contain the major intercity routes. (Also 
see functional classification.) 

Road ranks are defined (based on AASHTO classifications) and have the following general characteristics: 

rank 0. (Corresponds to "Local" Functional Classification.) Local roads which provide land 
access to individual sites. These are low capacity/volume, low speed, local roadways (e.g., 
residential streets.) 

0 rank 1. (Corresponds to "Collector" Functional Classification.) Collector roads which provide 
through movement and land access to local areas. These are moderate capacity/volume, low speed, 
through roadways. 

0 rank 2. (Corresponds to "Arterial" Functional Classification.) Arterial roads which provide 
through movements between CBDs and some land access to secondary generators. These are 
high capacity/volume, moderate speed, extended roadways. 

rank 3. (Corresponds to "Freeway" Functional Classification.) Freeways which provide through 
movement exclusively between CBDs and major generators. These are high capacity/volume, high 
speed, wide area roadways. 

rank 4. (Corresponds to "Freeway" Functional Classification.) High capacity/volume, high speed, 
major routes between large cities extending outside the test area. (For national implementation of 
ADVANCE and other ITS projects.) 

To provide useful map displays, a roadway should not be broken into multiple ranks, Le., the entire 
roadway should be assigned to a rank based on its predominant capacity/volume and speed characteristics. 

Real-time - In the TIC Architecture and User Interface Final Evaluation Report, this term is utilized to 
denote information received at the TIC from an information source in contrast to the information-contained 
in the ADVANCE historical database of travel times. 

Reauirement - (1) A condition or capability needed by a user to solve a problem or achieve an objective. 
(2) A condition or capability that must be met or possessed by a system or system component to satisfy 
a contract, standard, specification, or other formally imposed documents. (3) A documented representation 
of a condition or capability as in (1) or (2). (See IEEE Std 610.12-1990.) 
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Requirements Specification - A document that specifies the requirements for a system or component. 
Typically included are functional requirements, performance requirements, design requirements and 
development standards. (See IEEE-Std 6 10.12- 1990.) 

Road Network - A road network is a collection of interconnected roadways. Typically, a road network 
covers a limited geographical area such as the Chicago Metropolitan area, but, it may cover a larger area. 

Road Segment - A segment is the section of roadway between two adjacent nodes in a given road network 
layer. A segment at a higher network layer can be made of more than one segment at a lower layer. A 
road segment may contain zero or more shape points. 

Route Guidance - Route guidance is the process of the MNA of directing the driver along the established 
route. Route guidance instructions consist of a combination of display graphics, voice output, audible 
tones, and/or display text. 

Route Plan - Defines roadway segments to be used in executing a route. 

Route Planninz - The process of selecting a travel route for a particular route. Route planning is 
performed by the MNA device. It takes into account user-specified conditions (e.g., detours and route 
criteria), and real-time traffic information. 

Seyment - A continuous point of a road which connects two intersectionshodes. 

SeFment ID - A unique ID that identifies each roadway segment. The ID consists of twenty three (23) bits 
as assigned by NavTech. 

Server - (1) A computer providing a service, such as shared access to a file system, a printer or an 
electronic mail system to LAN users. Usually a combination of hardware and software. There are 
variations on the same theme. They are called file servers and print servers. (2) The component in a 
computer system which will validate the client request for correct parameters and access privileges and 
then execute the requested task. It may return a message to the client. (Also see "Client" and "Client- 
Server.") 

Shape Points - A node in the Road Segment used to define the curvature or alignment of the roadway. 

Shell -,A computer program or routine that provides an interface between the user and a computer system 
or program. (See IEEE Std 610.12-1990.) 

Simulator - A device, computer program or system that behaves or operates like a given system when 
provided a set of controlled inputs. (See IEEE Std 610.12-1990.) 

Socket - A software component which provides a communications connection between a computer and 
an external source. 

Software - Computer programs, procedures and possibly associated documentation and data pertaining 
to the operation of a computer system. 
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SDecification - (1) A document that describes in a complete, precise, verifiable manner, the requirements, 
design, behavior or other characteristics of a system or system component, and, often, the procedures for 
determining whether these provisioM-have been satisfied. (See IEEE Std 61 0.12-1 990.) * 

Standard Interchange File (SIFJ - The NavTech database file supplied to Motorola to develop the MIF. 
This file contains geometry (e.g., the latitude and longitude for each roadway intersection) and attribute 
(e.g., classification, restrictions, etc ...) information for each roadway. 

Static Profile - Static infomation of the roadway link including day type, link ID and average travel times 
for a specific time period. 

Static Route Planning - The process in the Mobile Navigation Assistant (as well as in the TIC for testing 
purposes) which uses data that represents travel time (or travel distance) to determine a recommended 
travel route. The algorithm is the same as that used in dynamic route planning. 

Subsvstem - A secondary or subordinate system within a larger system. (See IEEE Std 610.12-1990.) 

Svntax - The structural or grammatical rules that define how symbols in a language are to be combined 
to form words, phrases, expressions and other allowable constructs. (See IEEE Std 610.12-1990.) 

System - A collection of components organized to accomplish a specific set of functions. (See IEEE Std 
61 0.12-1990.) 

TarFeted Deplovment Phase - The phase during which the ADVANCE project vehicles were outfitted 
with MNAs and the fully operational system was deployed and evaluation tests conducted. 

Test Phase - The period of time during which the components of a hardware or s o h a r e  product are 
evaluated and integrated, and the product is evaluated to determine whether or not requirements have been 
satisfied. 

Total Downtime - The sum of the lengths of time between the occurrence of a failure for a given item and 
the time when that item becomes functional again. 

Total Uptime - The sum of the lengths of time between consecutive failures for a stated period of time in 
the life of the item. 

Traffic Information Center CrIC) - Consisting of the hardware, software, a centralized facility and 
operations personnel. It communicates to and fiom probes and external systems. 

Traffic Link - A traffic link (or link, for short) is a pair of adjacent segments and its associated data within 
a given network layer. It should be noted that links are directional. Therefore, for adjacent bi-directional 
segments, there are two links defined, one in each direction. Physically, a t raf ik link consists of the 
portion of road fiom the detected beginning of a segment to the detected beginning of one of its successor 
segments. 

Traffic Related Functions (TRF) - Subsystem consisting of data fusion, vehicle dynamics, incident 
detection and travel time prediction algorithms. 
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Traffic Svstems Center fI'SC) - Operated by IDOT to monitor and control the flow of traffic on 
expressways within the Chicago area. 

Transferability - The ease with which a system or component can be modified for use in applications or 
environments other than those for which it was specifically designed. 

Travel Time Prediction CI") - An algorithm used in the prediction at the TIC of future short term travel 
times on links to deveIop future adjustments to the static profiles. 

I -  

Uptime - The length of time between consecutive failures for a given item. 

Usability - The degree of ease with which users can utilize a given system. 

User - The person using the specific system referred to. 

User Instructions - Documentation conveying to the end user of the system, instructions for using the 
system to obtain desired results. 

User Maintenance Manuals - Maintenance manuals for the Mobile Navigation Assistant, the Traffic 
Information Center, and the Communications Subsystems as well as for interfaces for external systems 
connected to AD VA NCE. 

- Operating manuals for TIC Console Operators and TIC Database Users. 

User Traininv Manual - Training manual for operators of the probe vehicles. To be complete before 
beginning the deployment of the probe vehicles in quantity. 

Volume - The measurement term referring to the quantity of vehicle movement per unit time. 

Work Dav - Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday excluding legal holidays acknowledged by 
the State of Illinois. 
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A.2 - ABBREVIATIONS AND ACRONYMS 

This section contains the abbreviations and acronyms used throughout the this document. 

AAA - _American Automobile Association. 

AASHTO - _American Association of State Highway Transportation Qfficials 

ADV - AD VA NCE System. 

ADVANCE - Advanced Driver and Yehicle Advisory Bavigation ConcEpt. 

ANL - bgonne National Laboratory 

- ANR - &I VANCE Eetwork Bepresentation 

ATIS - Advanced Traveler Information Systems. 

ATMS - Advanced Traffic Management Systems. 

- AVI - Automatic Yehicle Identification 

BSC - Base Station Controller 

- CBD - central Business District 

CD-ROM - Compact Disk - Bead Qnly Memory. 

CLSS - closed Loop Signal System. 

COM - RF m u n i c a t i o n s  subsystem of AD VA NCE. 

CRC - CRC Corporation Limited (Castle Eock Consultants), subconsultants to De Leuw, Cather 8z 
Company. 

C-TIC - corridor Transportation Information Center 

PBMS - DaM-ase Management System. 

- DF - Data Fusion. 

DRGS - mnamic Route Guidance System. 

- ETP - Evaluation Test elan 
* 
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FHWA - Federal Highaay &hninistration. 

GCC - General Communications Controller 

GCM - Gary, Chicago, Milwaukee 

- GPS - Global Positioning System. 

(JJ - Graphical user Interface. 

- ID - Incident Detection. 

IDOT - Illinois Department Qf Transportation. 

IEEE - Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers. 

- IL- ulinois 

- I/O - InputQutput 

ISTHA - Illinois State Toll uighway Authority 

ITS - Intelligent Transportation Systems. 

IUTRC - Illinois universities Transportation Research Consortium. 

LAN - Local &-ea Betwork. 

MIF - Motorola Intermediate Eile 

- MMI - Man-Machine Interface. 

MNA - Mobile Navigation & & a n t .  

MOE - Measure sf Effectiveness. 

- Mean Time Between Failures 

MTTR - Mean Time To Repair 

NCP - Network Control Processor. 

NCP/IF - Network Control processor interface. 

NFs - Betwork File as tern 

NWCD - NorthEest Central Dispatch. 
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OAM - Qperations Administration and Maintenance. 

' - Quality Assurance. 

E - Quality control. 

RAM - -Random Access Memory. 

- RF - Radio Frequency. 

RFSRV - RF Segyer. 

RLDR - Bemove Loop Detector Eeports 

ROM - Read Qnly Memory. 

Rpc - Remote flrocedure Call. 

- Standard Interchange File 

- SP - Static Profiles. 

Spu - Static Profile Update. 

- SSI - Surface Systems incorporated. 

- TBD - To Be Determined. 

TIC - Traflic Information Center. 

TMC - Traffic Management center 

- Traffic Belated Functions. 

TSC - Traffk Systems Center. 

- TT - Travel Time. 

- TTp - Travel Time Erediction. 

- TTR - Time To Repair 

UIC-EECS - university of Illinois at Chicago - Electrical Engineering and Computer Science Department. 

USDOT - United States Department Qf Transportation 
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APPENDIX B 

TIC Architecture and User Interface 
Evaluation Test Plan 
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1. EXECUTIVESUMMARY 
-. 

1 .I Purpose and scope 

The ADVANCE Transportation Information Center (TIC) was developed as an operational test to 
assess the potential for improving the existing traffic operations in the Chicago area. This was 
achieved by integrating the ADVANCE operational test with IDOT District One operations, which 
involved providing for the transfer of information from the Traffic System Center (TSC), the 
Closed Loop Signal System (CLSS), the Communication Center (including *999), the ISHTA 
automated toll collection system, and Northwest Central Dispatch to the ADVANCE TIC. In 
addition, a further goal of the project partners in creating the ADVANCE TIC was to provide a 
basis for an enhanced transportation system of the futute. This enhancement incorporates both 
the application of the existing ADVANCE TIC concept to other locations and the broadening of 
the concept within the Chicago area to iriclude additional transportation information and 
management services. This goal is now of particular relevance with the development of the Gary- 
Chicago-Milwaukee Corridor concept. 

L -- 

The ADVANCE TIC evaluation has the overall goal of assessing the degree to which the 
implemented TIC Architecture and operational practices meet the needs of all the agencies 
involved or affected by the system operation, both at the present time and into the future. The 
ADVANCE TIC configuration could act as a model for implementations in other traffic systems. 
The evaluation will result in a detailed description of the advantages and shortcomings of the TIC 
Architecture and User Interface as presently configured. To achieve this, various aspects of the 
performance of the various TIC subsystems, both individually and as a complete system, are to be 
assessed. In addition, human factors issues relating to TIC operation are also to be assessed as 
part of the evaluation. 

This document, the TIC Architecture and User Interface Evaluation Test Plan (ETP), contains a 
detailed description of the evaluation goals, objectives and Measures of Effectiveness (MOEs), 
the system elements to be evaluated, the specific data collection and analysis tasks to be 
performed during the evaluation, and the responsibilities of each of the parties involved in the 
evaluation. 

The evaluation goals of the TIC Architecture and User Interface evaluation as defined by the 
project parties are listed below. Within each of these evaluation goals, various detailed objectives 
and MOEs are to be addressed, detaiIs of these are provided in subsequent sections of this 
document. 

Goal A: Evaluate the perfonnhnce of the TIC Architecture. 

Specific objectives within this goal include the assessment of the TIC Architecture itself, that is, 
how the various components perform together, in addition to the individual assessment of the 
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performance of the two main elements covered t his evaluation: + TIC hardware, and the TIC 
software. The identification of potential system .ign alternatives -hich could result in greater 
efficiency of operations will also take-place withi his goal. 

Goal B: Evaluate the expandability and trarqferability of the ADVANCE TIC. 

Specific objectives within this goal include an investigation into the potential for extending the 
functionality of the ADVANCE TIC to provide additional transportation information and 
management capabilities in the current test area, and an assessment of the applicability of the 
current ADVRNCE TIC implementation to other geographical areas. 

Goal C: 

Within this goal, the costs associated with all aspects of TIC installation and operation will be 
documented, and potential areas for cost savings will be examined. 

Evaluate the cost gc iency  of the TIC. 

Goal D: 

Within this goal, the operational practices in place at the TIC will be investigated in order to 
identify any areas where current practices impact the efficient operation of the TIC. Within this 
goal the staffmg requirements of the TIC will also be examined. 

Evaluate operational practices at the TIC. 

Goal E: Evaluate the human factors aspects of TIC operation. 

Objectives to be assessed within this goal include the aspects of the TIC Interface usability and 
functionality which affect efficient TIC operation and operator comfort. 

1.2 Management and Responsibility 

De Lmw, Cather & Company (DCCO) staff are responsible for the overall management of the 
TIC evaluation. This includes the evaluation planning effort represented by this document, the 
performing of all data collection and analysis activities, the monitoring of evaluation progress to 
ensure that task scheduling remains on target and that Quality Assurance procedures are adhered 
to, and the preparation of all interim and final reports. Human factors expertise will also be 
provided as part of the DCCO team, to perform evaluation data collection and analysis of the 
objectives relating to TIC User Interface human factors issues. 

ADVANCE Project Office staff, primarily the TIC operators, will be involved in some of the tasks 
of data collection at the TIC, and forwarding this data to the DCCO evaluation team as specified 
in subsequent sections of this document. Data collection activities will include the completion of 
the TIC real-time log, the TIC operator observation log, and the retrieval of automated logs 
provided by the TIC systems as required. TIC operators will also be interviewed as part of the 
human factors evaluation tasks. . 
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The Illinois Universities Transportation Research Consortium (IUTRC), though not directly 
involved in the data collection and analysis activities of the TIC evaluation, will provide any 
necessary technical advice regarding ongoing operation of the TIC systems if required during the 
evaluation operation. They will also provide assistance in retrieving electronic logs from the 
TIC. In addition, IUTRC staff invdved in the development of TIC systems are to be interviewed 
as part of the architecture performance evaluation objectives. 

-- 

Argonne National Laboratory (ANL) is the evaluation manager for the ADVANCE project as a 
whole, and as such is responsible for approving all status reports, interim reports and the final 
report, of the TIC Architecture and User Interface subtest. (This function is referred to 
throughout this Evaluation Test Plan as the ADVANCE Evaluation Manager.) Though ANL is not 
actively involved in the actual data collection and analysis activities of the TIC subtest evaluation, 
it is responsible for storing all archived data resulting from the evaluation. 

The Illinois Department of Transportation (IDOT) is the contracting agency with DCCO. Prior 
to submitting the interim and find reports to ANL, IDOT approval will be requested. Weekly 
status reports will be submitted simultaneously to IDOT and ANL. 

2. DETAILEDPLAN 

As outlined in the Executive Summary above, the ADVANCE TIC evaluation has the overall goal 
of assessing the degree to which the implemented TIC Architecture and operational practices meet 
the needs of all the agencies involved or affected by the system operation, both at the present time 
and into the future. The evaluation will result in a detailed description of the strengths and 
shortcomings of the architecture and user interface as presently configured. 

This section of the Evaluation Test Plan (ETP) contains a detailed description of the evaluation 
goals,. objectives and Measures of Effectiveness (MOEs), the system elements to be evaluated, the 
specific data collection and analysis tasks to be performed during the evaluation, scheduling 
information, and the responsibilities of each of the parties involved. 

As the evaluation breaks down into two clearly delineated areas, the evaluation of the TIC 
Architecture and the evaluation of the TIC User Interface, this detailed plan section of the ETP 
document is subdivided accordingly. The following subsections, Section 2.1 and Section 2.2, 
contain details of the evaluation scheme and test scheme, for the TIC Architecture and for the 
TIC User Interface respectively. 

2.1 TIC Architecture 

The evaluation of the system architecture comprises various measures which, in combination, will 
provide an indication of how the various system components perform together, in addition to the 
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, individual assessment of the performance of the main subsystems: the TIC hardware and TIC 
software. 

=. 

The identification of potential system design alternatives which could result in greater efficiency 
of operations will also take place. Inaddition, the expandability and transferability of the 
ADVANCE TIC concept will be assessed, as will TIC cost efficiency. The operational practices 
and staffing requirements of the TIC will also be investigated. 

2.1.1 TIC Architecture goals and objectives 

The evaluation goals and objectives relating to the TIC Architecture are listed below. Within 
each of the principal goals a series of more detailed objectives is specified. The objectives seek 
to defrne each goal in more detail in terms of the individual issues or system elements which are 
to be examined within the evaluation process. 

Goal A: Evaluate the performance of the TIC Architecture 
Objectives: A. 1 Evaluate the performance of the TIC hardware 

A.2 Evaluate the performance of the TIC software 
A.3 Evaluate potential system design alternatives 

Goal B: Evaluate the expandability and transferability of the ADVANCE TIC 
Objectives: B. 1 Evaluate TIC Architecture expandability 

B.2 Evaluate TIC Architecture transferability 

Goal C: 
Objectives: C. 1 Evaluate TIC system costs 

Evaluate the cost efficiency of the TIC 

C.2 Evaluate alternative TIC cost options 

Goal D: EvaIuate operational practices at the TIC 
Objectives: D. 1 Evaluate TIC policies and procedures 

D.2 Evaluate TIC staffing requirements 

2.1.2 TIC Architecture Measures of Effectiveness (MOEs) 

For each of the above objectives relating to the evaluation of the TIC Architecture, specific 
Measures of Effectiveness (MOEs) have been selected. Following the listing of the MOEs below, 
a test plan for the MOEs is provided. This test plan provides detailed information on the types of 
data, the methods of collection and analysis, and all other issues which must be specified in order 
to meet the evaluation objectives. The MOEs for the TIC Architecture evaluation objectives are 
listed below. 
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Objective A.l  
MOEs 

Objective A.2 
M O B  

Objective A.3 
MOE 

Objective B. l  
MOE . 

Objective B.2 
MOE 

Objective C.l 
MOEs 

Objective C.2 
MOEs 

Objective D.l  
M O B  

Evaluate the performance of the TIC hardware 
A. 1 .1  TIC hardware functionality 
A. 1.2 TIC hidware reliability 
A. 1.3 TIC hardware maintenance requirements 
A. 1.4 TIC hardware efficiency 

Evaluate the performance of the TIC software 
A.2.1 TIC software functionality 
A.2.2 TIC software reliability 
A.2.3 TIC software maintenance requirements 
A.2.4 TIC software efficiency 

Evaluate potential system design alternatives 
A.3.1 Number and type of elements of the architecture which could be 

simplified to reduce system complexity without compromising 
system performance 

Evaluate TIC Architecture expandability 
B. 1.1 Number and type of additional transportation information and 

management functions which could be consolidated within the 
ADVANCE TIC 

Evaluate TIC Architecture transferability 
B.2.1 Number and type of elements and capabilities of the ADVANCE TIC 

which are non-specific to the Chicago area implementation and 
which could be utilized to provide TIC services in other geographic 
locations 

Evaluate TIC system costs 
C. 1.1 Fixed and variable TIC capital costs 
C. 1.2 Fixed and variable TIC operating costs 

Evaluate alternative TIC cost options 
C.2.1 Number and type of elements of the TIC implementation which 

could be simplified to reduce cost without compromising system 
performance 

C.2.2 Alternative cost options 

Evaluate TIC policies and procedures 
D. 1.1 Number and type of areas where policy and procedure impact 

D. 1.2 Number and type of revisions to TIC policies and procedures 
efficient TIC operation or operator workload 

recommended to streamline TIC operations or operator workload 
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MOEs 

Evaluate TIC staffrng requirements. 
D.2.1 Number and type of difficulties resulting from existing staffing 

levels experienced during TIC operation which effect TIC efficiency 
or operator workload 

to streamline TIC operations or operator workload 
D.2.2 Number-and type of revisions to TIC staffing levels recommended 

2.1.3 Test plan for TIC Architecture MOEs 

The following sub-section contains the test plan for the above MOEs relating to TIC Architecture. 
As many elements of the evaluation schemes and test schemes for these MOEs are similar or 
identical, a combined MOE test plan is provided. Where scheduling information is provided, this 
is described in terms of weeks from commencement of -evaluation period, in order that the plan 
does not require updating should the evaluation start date be subject to change. 

2.1.3.1.1 Evaluation overview 

The purpose of this test is to evaluate the performance of various elements of the TIC 
architecture, including the TIC hardware and software, and to document how these elements 
perform as a whole system. Several characteristics have been selected for the hardware and 
software evaluation: functionality, that is, what functions the elements perform; and reliability 
and maintenance requirements, that is, how frequentIy systems are unavaiiable, the cause of any 
system failures, and what interventions are necessary to return systems to full operation. In 
addition, the efficiency of the hardware and software systems will be documented by recording 
various system throughput times. In addition, using the results of the review of the system 
functionality as input, potential system design alternatives will be described in terms of the 
number and type of elements of the TIC Architecture which could be simplified to reduce system 
complexity without compromising system performance. 

The TIC Architecture expandability will be reviewed by identifying any other functions the 
ADVmCE TIC could incorporate to streamline additional traffic information or management 
functions in the Chicago area. In addition, the transferability of the TIC concept to other 
geographic locations will be assessed by identifying elements of the TIC which are not specific to 
the current implementation and matching these against the requirements of other areas for this 
type of service. The TIC capital and operating costs will be documented and possible alternative 
cost options which could reduce any of these system costs will be identified. 

The final aspects of the TIC Architecture to be evaluated concern TIC operating policies, 
procedures and staffrng requirements. Any issues which have an impact on the effectiveness of 
TIC operation or staff workload will be identified. If recommendations for revising any 
procedures or staffing levels are made, the impacts of introducing these will also be documented. 
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2.1.3.1.2 Hypotheses to be tested 

Hypothesis 1: The TIC Architec~re%.s implemented for the ADVANCE targeted deployment 
operational test provides an acceptable level of performance, both in terms of the hardware and 
software as individual components, and as a complete system. 

Hypothesis 2: The TIC Architecture as implemented for the ADVANCE targeted deployment 
operational test is expandable to cover additional services within the current test area. 

Hypothesis 3: The'TIC Architecture as implemented for the ADVRNCE targeted deployment 
operational test is transferable to other geographic areas. 

Hypothesis 4: The TIC Architecture as implemented for the ADVMCE targeted deployment 
operational test provides acceptable cost efficiency. 

Hypothesis 5: The operational practices in place at the ADVANCE TIC enable acceptable system 
operation and ensure reasonable operator workload. 

2.1 -3.1.3 Evaluation approach 

Experimental design 

The TIC Architecture evaluation comprises four main parts as reflected partly by the above 
hypotheses. The type of data requiring collection and analysis varies between each of these parts, 
thus influencing the experimental design. 

For data relating to Hypothesis 1, techniques of both automated and manual logging of various 
msasures of system performance are to be undertaken in conjunction with review of system 
specification documentation. Measures obtained will be compared to the desired levels of 
performance as detailed in the system requirements documentation. As the ADVANCE TIC 
provides a service which was non-existent in the area prior to its implementation and it forms a 
unique system, it has not been possible to design the evaluation test around either a before-after 
or test-control basis. 

For Hypotheses 2 and 3, again a process of documentation review will be undertaken in 
combination with a review of possible additional services which could be incorporated in the 
ADVANCE TIC, and review of the requirements for similar services in other areas. 

Data relating to Hypothesis 4 will consist of a summary of all the costs involved in the design, 
procurement, implementation and acceptance testing of the TIC systems, in addition to the 
everyday operating costs, to include maintenance costs, TIC operator, supervisor and support 
technician salaries, and all other costs incurred. The assessment of the cost efficiency of the TIC 
Architecture will be enabled by means of comparison with system alternatives identified as part of 
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the same task. 

For Hypothesis 5 ,  the data will be coflected by means of surveys, interviews and observations 
carried out by the evaluation team. For any areas where difficulties are identified which are 
caused by existing operational practices, recommendations to revise these will be made in the 
interim and fiial reports. Again, the experimental techniques of before-after or test-control 
design are not applicable here. 

' 

I 

Data collection methodology 

As summarized above, the data collection methodology for each of the four main areas of the TIC 
Architecture evaluation varies. The following paragraphs describe in further detail the data 
collection processes for each of these areas. 

For MOEs A. 1.1 TIC hardware functionality and A.2.1 TIC software functionality, the data 
collection will consist of the collation of relevant system specification and requirements 
documentation as listed in the ADVRNCE Project Management Plan. If further details on 
functionality are required or if clarification of any information contained in the system 
documentation is necessary, free-form interviews with system designers and operators will be 
undertaken. Due to the nature of the data to be collected in this manner, no structured log sheets 
or questionnaires will be utilized. 

For MOEs A. 1.2 TIC hardware reliability, A. 1.3 TIC hardware maintenance requirements, 
A.2.2 TIC software reliability, and A.2.3 TIC software maintenance requirements, data will be 
collected by means of the TIC real-time log. This log will record the time and date when a 
malfunction occurred, if known, and when it was identified, system experiencing failure, known 
or suspected cause of failure, maintenance action necessary, the time system became operational 
again, and the identity of the operator completing the log should any further clarification of the 
log be required after the event. The TIC real-time log is contained in Appendix A. 

For MOEs A. 1.4 TIC hardware efficiency and A.2.4 TIC software efficiency, measures of time 
to process several forms of data will be recorded. There are no appropriate automated logs 
provided by the TIC Architecture to record the progress of data throughout the entire system. 
Therefore several separate automated logs created by the system which describe separate 
processes require accessing and the data fields of interest require copying into a single file. 

Data that will be collected for MOEs A.1.4 and A.2.4 is as follows. The time to process data 
originating from Northwest Central Dispatch arrives in the form of an automated log at the TIC. 
The operator'is required to manually scan this log and filter out data that relate to residential 
streets not covered by the ADVANCE project and data that will not affect traffic. This data is 
then manually transferred from the NWCD log into the TIC system. This last process is also 
performed for data from other sources including ISHTA, *999 and any other anecdotal sources. 
Data to be recorded for the efficiency evaluation are: time data entered in NWCD log, time data 
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received at TIC, and the time that the operator completes manual data entry process at TIC and 
data is forwarded to the relevant TRF processes. From this t h e ,  the data takes a maximum of 5 
minutes within the TRF cycle. After this the data passes through the message scheduler as it 
cycles through the queue. The combination of these times will provide an indication of the total 
time taken to process data involvingoperator intervention at the TIC. 

' 

The logging of the time that data is sent from source, the times as it is processed by the various 
algorithms within the TIC, and the time when data is output from the TRF process.wil1 also take 
place for data from the Traffic System Center (TSC), the Closed Loop Signal System (CLSS, 
with masters based at locations on Dundee Road), and probe reports received from the equipped 
vehicles. During the pre-test activities, the DCCO team with staff from IUTRC will devise and 
test the methods for extracting data from the various log fiies and the database, and for compiling 
this into a format which facilitates analysis of total time to process data. 

Tests will also be performed to ascertain the maximum amount of data that can be entered into 
the system before the 5 minute cycle stalls, as data is cycled through chronologically, and data 
beyond the 5 minute cut-off point is not processed. This test will determine if the 5 minute cycle 
is adequate for the amount of data that requires processing during the targeted deployment. In 
addition, measurements will also be made of the duration of the back-up cycle necessary in order 
that the efficiency of TIC functions is not compromised. 

Data will be collected relating to the efficiency of the TIC in remaining operational without 
human intervention. This will be calculated by calculating the amount of data entered manually 
as a proportion of the total data used by the TIC, most of which enters the system and is 
processed automatically. 

For MOE A.3.1 , Number and type of elements of the architecture which could be simpIified to 
reduce system complexity without compromising system performance, the input data will feed 
from the earlier data collection undertaken for MOEs A. 1.1 to A.2.4 relating to hardware and 
software performance. The overviews of the various aspects of system performance previously 
collected will be used as the basis for a consultation process with an peer review team comprising 
IUTRC technical staff. 

For MOEs B. 1.1 and B.2.1 , concerning TIC Architecture expandability and transferability, part 
of the input data will be taken from the earlier data collection undertaken for MOEs A. 1.1 TIC 
hardware functionality and A.2.1 TIC software functionality. Peers familiar with the 
transportation situation in the Chicago area will participate in a review process to consider the 
additional services which could be incorporated into the TIC operation using the functionality 
review documentation. 

MOEs C. 1.1 through C.2.2 relating to TIC Architecture capital and operating costs will be 
assessed using all the available expenditure information provided by ADVANCE project partners. 
Data will be collated from project partners and ADVANCE Project Office financial records to 
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provide as full a picture as possible of the financial investment in the TIC Architecture subsystem 
of the overall ADVANCE project. As data is collected, it will be entered into a spreadsheet 

-- software package to aid analysis. ~ -. 

Data for MOEs D. 1.1 to D.2.2 relating to the impact of policies, procedures and staffmg levels 
on efficient TIC operation will be collected both by means of a structured questionnaire and by 
informal discussion sessions with TIC operators and supervisors. The questionnaire will be 
administered towards the end of the evaluation period in order to enable maximum exposure of 
the operators to the procedures in place at the TIC. In addition, a non-real-time TIC operator 
observation log will be available at all times during the TIC Architecture evaluation period to 
enable operators or the supervisor to note any issues which are relevant to operational practices 
and other issues. TIC operators and the supervisor will be briefed at the outset of the evaluation 
period on the purpose and scope of the operational practices evaluation, informed of the purpose 
of the TIC operator observation log, and notified that they will be interviewed near the end of the 
evaluation period. The TIC operator observation log is provided in Appendix A. 

Data reduction methodology 

Not all of the data to be collected during the TIC Architecture evaluation will require data 
reduction processes. This includes for example, the descriptive qualitative data collected on the 
system functionality, expandability and transferability of the TIC Architecture, and the TIC 
operational practices. Similarly, the system design alternatives evaluation comprises a qualitative 
analysis on the results of the hardware and software functionality evaluation and as such will 
require no formal data reduction procedures. 

The quantitative data relating to system reliability and maintenance requirements taken from the 
TIC real-time log will be manually entered into a data analysis software package which will then 
be used to calculate the Mean Time Between Failures (MTBF) and Mean Time To Repair 
(MTTR) for the TIC hardware and software. The data collected relating to hardware and 
software efficiency, which will consist of measures of time for various types of data to be 
processed by the TIC Architecture, will also be reduced into a format suitable for analysis using 
this method. Though this data will have been compiled from several separate TIC logs into one 
file it is anticipated that this data will then require manual entry into the analysis software 
package. Graphical representations of the data enabled by the spreadsheet software will facilitate 
this analysis. Data relating to hardware and software efficiency MOEs will be collected during 
the pre-test period while DCCO team staff and IUTRC staff are finalizing the methods of tracking 
the data through the TIC processes. If the data collected are suitable and if the logging methods 
are refined sufficiently early, it is intended to utilize the data collected during this period for 
analysis and inclusion in the Final Report in order to allow the maximum length of time for data 
collection. 
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Data analysis methodology 

' The data analysis methodology for each of the four main areas of the TIC Architecture evaluation 
again varies by type of data. The following paragraphs describe in further detail the data analysis 
processes for each of these areas. .. _ _  
For the MOEs A. 1.1 TIC hardware functionality and A.2.1 TIC software functionality, the 
results of the documentation review and system designer interviews will undergo a comparative 
assessment against the desired hardware and software functionality as described in system 
requirements documentation. 

For the MOEs A. 1.2 TIC hardware reliability, A. 1.3 TIC hardware maintenance requirements, 
A.2.2 TIC software reliability, and A.2.3 TIC software maintenance requirements, data will have 
been entered manually onto the TIC real-time log. The quantitative measures of the time and date 
when a malfunction occurred, if known, and when it was first identified, and the time and date 
the system became operational again will have been entered into the analysis software package in 
order to calculate the Mean Time Between Failures (MTBF) and Mean Time To Repair (MTTR). 
This data will be sorted by the particular process or hardware element experiencing failure where 
possible in order to identify weaknesses in the system. In addition, the process or hardware 
experiencing failure, the known or suspected causes of failure, and the maintenance actions 
necessary will be categorized by type where possible. This data will then be manually analyzed 
and presented in textual format. 

For MOEs A. 1.4 TIC hardware efficiency and A.2.4 TIC software efficiency, measures of time 
to process several forms of data will have been recorded and entered into the analysis software 
package. These measures will be separated by type of data and mean times to process the various 
types will be calculated. The results of this analysis will undergo further processing to discover 
under what conditions, such as peak periods, the TIC Architecture efficiency is influenced, if at 
all. 

For MOE A.3.1, Number and type of elements of the architecture which could be simplified to 
reduce system complexity without compromising system performance, the data from the earlier 
data collection for MOEs A. 1.1 to A.2.4 relating to hardware and software performance will be 
subject to a qualitative peer review analysis process. The product of this process will be a textua 
description of any elements which have been identified as being capable of streamlined. 

For MOE B. 1.1, concerning TIC Architecture expandability , part of the input data wilI be taken 
from the earlier data collection undertaken for MOEs A. 1.1 TIC hardware functionality and 
A.2.1 TIC software functionality. Peers familiar with transportation situation in the Chicago area 
will participate in a review and analysis process to consider the additional services which could be 
incorporated into the TIC operation using the functionality review documentation. Following 
this, the peer review team will examine the technical, organizational, and financial impacts of 
expanding the TIC Architecture to incorporate these additional functions. The result of this 
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process will be a textual description of any additional transportation information or management 
systems whose incorporation in a single hub would enhance their technical or organizational 
operation or would reduce operating costs. 

For MOE B.2.1, concerning TIC Architecture transferability, again part of the input data will be 
taken from the earlier data collection undertaken for MOEs A. 1.1 TIC hardware functionality and 
A.2.1 TIC software functionality. A peer review team will undertake a review process in which 
the number and type of elements and capabilities of the ADVANCE TIC which are non-specific to 
the Chicago area implementation and which could be utilized to provide TIC services in other 
geographic locations will be identified. Following this process, the requirements of other areas 
for ADVANCE TIC capabilities will be outlined. The result of this process will be an assessment 
of the extent to which an ADVANCE-type TIC could be implemented to meet local requirements . 
in other areas. 

MOEs C. 1.1 and C. 1.2 comprise the detailed TIC system cost information gathered during the 
previous data collection stage which will have been entered to a spreadsheet software package to 
facilitate analysis. This data will form the input to MOEs C.2.1 and C.2.2 which are concerned 
with alternative TIC Architecture cost options. The data analysis tasks relating to costs will 
comprise a comparative assessment of the actual system components and their respective costs 
with potential alternative components whose implementation could reduce costs without 
compromising system performance. The result of this quantitative analysis will be a series of 
recommendations for streamlining system costs if this is found to be necessary. 

Data for MOEs D. 1.1 to D.2.2 relating to the impact of policies, procedures and staffing levels 
on efficient TIC operation will have been collected both by means of structured questionnaires 
and by informal discussion sessions with to TIC operators and supervisors. The data resulting 
from the structured questionnaires will be in the form of a frequency distribution of responses. 
This data will be collated along with the input received from the informal discussions and the TIC 
operator observation log to provide the overall qualitative, subjective measure of operator 
response to the impact of operational practices both on efficient system operation and on their 
own workload. 

Key assumptions 

The key assumptions which will have to be made during the evaluation phase are outIined in the 
following paragraphs. For MOEs A. 1.1 TIC hardware functionality and A.2.1 TIC software 
functionality, it is assumed that sufficient documentation exists to enable comprehensive review, 
and that access to this documentation is not problematic. In addition, the availability of 
system designers and operators for interviews if required is also assumed. 

For MOEs A. 1.2 TIC hardware reliability, A. 1.3 TIC hardware maintenance requirements, 
A.2.2 TIC software reliability, and A.2.3 TIC software maintenance requirements, it is assumed 
that the information required in the TIC real-time log is available to the operators and that TIC 
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operators are correctly filling in the log sheet as instructed. 

For MOEs A. 1.4 TIC hardware efficiency and A.2.4 TIC software efficiency, it is assumed that 
the various measures of time to process data are being accurately recorded by the system 
processes. In addition, it is assumed !,bat the transcription of data from the various system logs to 
a single file, and the transfer of this fde to the data analysis package is accurately performed. It 
is also assumed that the TIC is operating to a sufficient level of performance prior to the data 
collection activities. 

For MOE A.3.1, Number and type of elements of the architecture which could be simplified to 
reduce system complexity without compromising system performance, it is assumed that the input 
data from previous functionality analyses is accurate. It is assumed that the peer review team has 
sufficient knowledge of both the implemented TIC system and possible alternatives to be able to 
undertake the review process, and that the team members are not positively or negatively biased 
towards the existing TIC Architecture. 

For MOEs B. 1.1 and B.2.1, concerning TIC Architecture expandability and transferability, again 
it is assumed that the input data from previous functionality analyses is accurate. It is assumed 
that the peer review team has sufficient knowledge of the transportation situation in the Chicago 
area and of national ITS requirements, and that the team members are not positively or negatively 
biased towards the existing implementation. It is assumed the peer review participants will 
consist of members of the existing DCCO team. 

For MOEs C. 1.1 to (2.2.2 relating to TIC Architecture capital and operating costs it must be 
assumed that data relating to these items are available, that costs are itemized in sufficient detail 
and that data are accurate. It must also be assumed that cost data are correctly entered into the 
analysis package. 

For MOEs D. 1.1 to D.2.2 relating to the impact of policies, procedures and staffing levels on 
efficient TIC operation it must be assumed that the TIC operators and the supervisor are available 
to take part in the questionnaires and informal discussion process and that they are not positively 
or negatively biased towards the existing TIC operational practices. In addition, it must be 
assumed that the TIC operator observation log is being completed by operators whenever 
appropriate. 

Key constraints 

The key constraints, or limitations, of the evaluation process which must be taken into 
consideration are outlined in the following paragraphs. For all MOEs relating to the TIC 
Architecture evaluation, the key limitation will be the availability and completeness of data from 
all sources, whether these be manual or automated logs, subjective data obtained from 
questionnaires or during discussions, or the knowledge of the various peers involved in the 
consultation process. 
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It must also be recognized that the ADVANCE project is a targeted deployment with a limited 
number of vehicles in the field. As such the amount of probe data processed by the system will 
represent a small proportion of that which would be processed in a large-scale test or during full 
operation. However, data input from all other sources will be comparable to a larger 

' 

implementation. .. .- 
2.1.3.1.4 Key evaluation events 

The key evaluation events are itemized in this section. Further detail on the scheduling and 
interdependencies of the various evaluation activities is provided in the Section 2.1.3.2, the Test 
Scheme, and Section 3, the Test Management Plan. Evaluation events are described in terms of 
weeks from commencement of the evaluation period, in order that the plan does not require 
updating should the evaluation start date be subject to change. 

Week 1 
Week 5 

Pre- tes t activities 
Commencement of all data collection and analysis activities 
Perform daily data validation checks 
Submit first weekly progress report to ADVANCE Evaluation Manager 
Start weekly data validation checks 
Prepare interim evaluation report for Weeks 5-10 
Conclude evaluation data collection activities) 
Complete final evaluation reports 

Week 6 
Week 11 
(Week 16 
Week 24 

2.1.3.1.5 References 

a ADVRNCE Evaluation Program Plan. Document #8400.ADV.03. July 17, 1995. 
ADVANCE Project Management Plan. Document #8200.ADV.Rev. 13. March 31, 1995. 

2.1.3.2.1 Physical description 

Test scenario 

The test scenario for the TIC Architecture evaluation activities is the ADVANCE Project Office, 
mainly within the TIC itself during targeted deployment system operation. The data collection 
activities form two main types: frrst, the completion or compilation of manual and automated logs 
within the TIC; and second, the questionnaires, informal discussion sessions, and peer reviews. 
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Work Breakdown Structure for participants 
-- De Leuw, Cather & Company (DCCO) 

Perform overall evaluation management 
Perform data collection and analysis activities 
Monitor evaluation progress to ensure that task scheduling remains on target 
Ensure Quality Assurance procedures are adhered to 
Prepare all interim and final reports 

ADVANCE Project Office (ADVANCE PO) 

Complete TIC real-time log 
Assist in retrieving automated logs provided by the TIC systems 
Assist DCCO staff with other data collection tasks where necessary 
Forward data to the DCCO evaluation team 
Participate in interviews and discussion sessions 

Illinois Universities Transportation Research Consortium (IUTRC) 

b Assist in retrieving automated logs provided by the TIC systems 
Provide any necessary technical advice regarding ongoing operation of the TIC systems if 
required during the evaluation operation 

b Participate in interviews 

Argonne National Laboratory (ANL) 

b Store all archived data resulting from the eva,Jation tests 

2.1.3.2.2 Pre-test activities 

ParticQant roles and responsibilities 

Table 1 contains the list of tasks to be completed prior to the initiation of the full data collection 
and analysis effort, with the individual participant responsibilities identified. 
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ACTIVITY I RESPONSIBILITY 

Perfom overall evaluation management -. 

Ensure. all parties involved in the evaluation tasks are fully briefed regarding their individuai 

Devise method for automated log collation into form suitable for analysis 

responsibilities ” .- 

Train TIC operators and supervisor in completion of TIC real-time log and TIC operator 
observation log, and collation of electronic logs 

Ensure all data collection sheets have been finalized and that adequate supplies are available 

~ 

DCCO manager 

DCCO team 

DCCO team / 
IUTRC 

DCCO team 

DCCO team 
_ _ ~  ~ 

Venfy that TIC Architecture is fulry operational and that no fuaher modifcarions wiII be 
required throughout data collection period 

DCCO team 

~~~ 

Contact participants to finalize dates for review panels I DCCO team 

Monitor evaluation pre-test progress to ensure that scheduling remains on target 

Inform a l l  participants of start of data collection phase 

DCCO manager 

DCCO manager 

Table 1 Pre-test activities and responsibilities 

Resource requirements 

Effort required to complete the pre-test activities is summarized in Section 3, the Test 
Management Plan. Access to the other participants for briefing purposes, and for training in the 
use of the various logs will also be required. 

Location 

ADVANCE Project Office 

Dry runs and training 

I Dry runs of TIC real-time log and the TIC operator observation log completion and electronic 
data log compilation will be undertaken during the TIC operator training session. The DCCO 
manager will also ensure that the evaluation team staff involved in data collection are fully 
informed of the procedures for data collection and analysis. 

Data management procedures 

The results from the completion of the logs during the training session will be analyzed to ensure 
that data is being comprehensively collected and entered on the logs, and that the types of data 
collected are sufficient to enable the objectives of the evaluation to be met. Any recommended 
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Monitor completion of TIC real-time log and TIC operator observation log and collation of 
electronic logs by TIC operators 

Monitor evaluation progress to ensure that task scheduling remains on target 

Ensure Quality Assurance procedures are adhered to 

revisions to the data collection tools will be approved by the ADVANCE Evaluation Manager and 
IDOT prior to implementation, and will be documented fully in the weekly progress report, and 
appended to the TIC Architecture tesfplan. 

DCCO team 

DCCO manager 

DCCO manager 

2.1.3.2.3 Test conduct activities .. .- 

Prepare all weekly progress and interim reports 

Complete data collection using TIC real-time log and TIC operator observation log 

Retrieve automated logs provided by the TIC systems 

Assist DCCO staff with other data collection tasks where necessary 

Forward data to the DCCO evaluation team 

Participant roles and responsibilities 

DCCO team 

ADVANCE PO 

DCCO team I 
ADVANCE PO I 
IUTRC 

ADVANCE PO 

ADVANCE PO 

Table 2 contains the list of tasks to be completed during the data collection and analysis effort, 
with the individual participant responsibilities identified. 

Provide any necessary technical advice regarding ongoing operation of the TIC systems if 
required during the evaluation operation 

Archive aU data resulting from the evaluation tests 

II ACTIVITY I RESPONSIBILITY 

NTRC 

ANL 

11 Contime o v e d  evdmtion management I  manager 
~~ ~ ~~ ~ 11 Perform data collection and analysis activities 1 DCCO team 

Participate in intemiews’and peer reviews /I 
~ 

DCCO manager and I team I M R C  

11 Participate in interviews and discussion sessions 7 ADVANCE PO 

Table 2 Test activities and responsibilities 
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Procedures 
’ The procedures to be followed throughout the data collection and analysis period are described in 

the following paragraphs. 
e .- 

The ADVANCE system specification and requirements documentation as listed in the ADVANCE 
Project Management Plan will be gathered at the outset of this period for detailed review. 
Clarification on any aspects of the system documentation required will be sought from system 
designers. A summary of these documents and input from designers will be prepared by the 
evaluation team and submitted to the ADVANCE Evaluation Manager for review. After any 
necessary revisions have been incorporated, this data will be used, first, to represent MOEs A. 1.1 
TIC hardware functionality and A.2.1 TIC software functionality, and second, as input into 
subsequent tasks outlined below. 

During the pre-test phase, the TIC operators will have been instructed in the use of the various 
log sheets they are required to complete or compile, and data collection and analysis dry-runs 
using these tools will have been performed. The TIC real-time log relating to MOEs A. 1.2 TIC 
hardware reliability, A. 1.3 TIC hardware maintenance requirements, A.2.2 TIC software 
reliability, and A.2.3 TIC software maintenance requirements will be completed on each occasion 
that a system malfunction is perceived by TIC operators. The composite logs compiled from the 
relevant system processes for MOEs A. 1.4 TIC hardware efficiency and A.2.4 TIC software 
efficiency will be prepared daily during the first week and weekly for the remainder of this phase. 
At the end of each day during the first week of live data coilection, and weekly thereafter, these 
logs will be reviewed to ensure that data is being logged on a consistent basis and that it is 
complete. 

Data collected previously relating to system functionality will be utilized as the basis for the 
consultation process with the peer teams for MOE A.3.1, Number and type of elements of the 
architecture which could be simplified to reduce system complexity without compromising system 
performance, and MOEs B. 1.1 and B.2.1, concerning TIC Architecture expandability and 
transferability. It should be noted that the separate meetings are envisioned to address each of 
these three issues. The data previously prepared will be forwarded to peer team members for 
their review not less than one week before they are scheduled to meet. It is anticipated that each 
of the peer review sessions will require one half day. Minutes from the review sessions and 
annotated copies of the input data containing the peer feedback will be used as the basis for 
separate, brief reports on potential system design alternatives, TIC Architecture expandability and 
TIC Architecture transferability. These documents will be circulated to peer reviewers for their 
approval, and any subsequent modifications will be incorporated and the documents re-distributed 
until approved. 

For the MOEs C.l.l through C.2.2 relating to TIC Architecture capital and operating costs, 
available expenditure data will be collected from all available sources and entered into a software 
package for analysis. The output from this process will be circulated to affected participants not 
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less than two weeks before feedback is required from them on the accuracy and completeness of 
the data collected. Following this process, a discussion session will be scheduled to consider 
areas where potential cost savings relating to the TIC Architecture could be made. A brief report 
summarizing the results of these activities will be prepared and circulated among affected 
participants for review. Any subsequent modifications requested will be incorporated and the 
document re-distributed until approved by project participants. 

-. 

Data for MOEs D. 1.1 to D.2.2 relating to the impact of policies, procedures and staffing levels 
on efficient TIC operation will be collected both by means of structured questionnaires and by 
informal discussion sessions with TIC operators and supervisors. The questionnaires will be 
administered in Week 12 of the data collection and analysis phase when live operation of the TIC 
has taken place for approximately two months. The results from the analysis of the TIC 
evaluation questionnaire and the TIC operator observation log will be used as the basis for an 
informal discussion session which will take place in Week 16 of the test. This will allow 
operators to elaborate on any of the issues raised in the questionnaire process, and add any others 
with the benefit of approximately three months experience of full TIC test operation. 

Location 

ADVANCE Project Office 

Data requirements 

The following data will be required during the TIC Architecture evaluation data collection and 
analysis phase. 

AD VWVCE system specification and requirements documentation 
Further details on TIC Architecture functionality if clarification on system documentation 
is required 
Input on design alternatives 
Input on operational practices and any other observations made during system operation 
For reliability and maintenance requirements measurements, time and date of malfunction 
(if available), time and date when malfunction first identified, system experiencing failure, 
known or suspected cause of failure, maintenance action necessary, time system became 
operational again, and the identity of operator completing log sheet 
For hardware and software efficiency, measures of time to process data 
Input from peer reviewers on number and type of elements of the architecture which could 
be simplified to reduce system complexity without compromising system performance, 
using data from the earlier data collection undertaken for hardware and software 
performance 
Input from peer reviewers on expandability of TIC Architecture based on results of TIC 
Architecture performance measures 
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a Input from peer reviewers on transferability of TIC Architecture based on results of TIC 

All available expenditure information relating to TIC Architecture capital and operating 

Input on operational practices .and staffing levels 

Architecture performance measures 

costs 
a 

0 

Resources 

Effort required to complete the test activities is summarized in Section 3, the Test Management 
Plan. In terms of the hardware and software required to assist in the data collection and analysis 
activities, this either comprises tools already in place within the TIC Architecture for logging of 
processes or it consists of the analysis and word-processing packages already available within the 
ADVANCE Project Office. Continuous access to the analysis and word-processing packages will 
be required during this stage of the evaluation. 

I Data management procedures 

I The results from the completion of the logs during the data collection phase will be analyzed to 
ensure that data is being comprehensively collected and entered on the logs, and that the types of 
data collected are sufficient to enable the objectives of the evduation to be met. These activities 
will be reported on in the interim reports. Any recommended revisions to the Evaluation Test 
Plan will be approved by the ADVANCE Evaluation Manager and IDOT prior to implementation, 
and will be documented fully in the weekly progress report, and appended to the TIC 
Architecture test plan. 

Procedures for periodic status reports to ADVANCE Evaluation Manager 

The DCCO evaluation team staff will prepare brief weekly status reports and submit these to the 
DCCO manager for review. These will then also be forwarded to the ADVANCE Evaluation 
Manager and IDOT for approval. An interim report will be prepared during the evaluation 
phase. It will summarize progress and data collected during Weeks 5-10. Data collected during 
Weeks 11-16 will feed directly into the final report together with the data already covered in the 
interim report. 

2.1.3.2.4 Post-test activities 

Participant roles and responsibilities 

Table 3 contains the list of tasks to be performed following the data collection and analysis effort, 
with the individual participant responsibilities identified. 
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ACTIVITY RESPONSIBILITY 

Continue overall evaluation management - - -  DCCO manager 

Collect all logs and complete data analysis DCCO team 
! 

Verify all required data bas been collected ” *- 

Ensure Quality Assurance procedures are adhered to 

DCCO team 

DCCO manager 

Monitor analysis and reponing progress to ensure that task scheduling remains on target 

Prepare final reports DCCO team 

Store all archived data resultinp: from the evaluation tests 

DCCO manager 

ANL 

Table 3 Post-test activities ahd responsibilities 

Resource requirements 

Effort required to complete the test activities is summarized in Section 3, the Test Management 
Plan. In terms of equipment resources required, full-time access to one PC, and half-time access 
to a second PC, on both of which the analysis software package and word-processing facilities are 
installed will be required from Weeks 16 to 24 of the evaluation period. Access to printing and 
photocopying facilities will also be required. Equipment required will be supplied by DCCO. 

Reporting procedures 

Report format and layout 

The interim and final reports will have the same basic structure to aid cross-checking of interim 
results with final results. Sections will be omitted from the interim reports for which data has not 
been collected at the time of their preparation. All documentation arising from the TIC 
Architecture evaluation will be prepared using Wordperfect 6.0a or higher. The proposed 
content and structure for the final evaluation report is given in Table 4 below. 
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Executive summary 
This section will contain sufficient detail to enable it to be published separately 

Project overview 
0 Description of project innovations, the national lTS program, the ADVANCE project objectives 

Brief overview of project over its duration, and highlights of project-related external factors and otheI 

Review of i m p l d o n  p r s ,  includmg discussion of problems and issues encountered, steps taken 

addressed, and the specific'goals and objectives of the operational test 

significant events which have influenced the project 

to resolve such issues and problems, and associated operational delays, ClitEculties and othex 
consequences, if any 

0 

. 

Test site overview 
Description of the site, and any site-related external factors that may have influenced the project 

Evaluation overview 

0 Description of the basic eval&tion procedures and the timing of evaluation stages 

Project results 

0 Assessment of the project in terms of its attainment of the relevant goals and objectives 
Presentation and analysis of relevant data in the form of charts, graphs, and Darrative 
Findjngs and lessons learned, based on practical experience, relative to the implementation and 

Assessment of evaluation procedures employed, including effectiveness of particular survey approaches 

0 

0 

operation of the system, including suggestions for project rnaiifications at the test site or for future 
applications in other locations 

used, accuracy of data collection techniques, also a description of analytical techniques employed 
0 

Appendix 

0 Data collection tools used, and samples of typical completed logs and questionnaire 

Table 4 Final report structure 

Ekpected data fonnat and volume 

The quantitative data recorded using logs and then transferred to the analysis software package 
will have been reduced into various tabular structures to aid the analysis process. The fmdings 
from the analysis of this data will be summarized in textual format in the Interim and Final 
Evaluation Reports. The data tables themselves will be reproduced as Appendices of the Final 
Evaluation Report. The qualitative data collected by means of documentation review, 
questionnaires, interviews, discussions, and review panels will be presented in a descriptive, 
textual format. 

The volume of data arising from the TIC Architecture evaluation cannot be accurately estimated 
at the time of writing of this Evaluation Test Plan, but will be estimated following the preparation 
of the first Interim Report at the end of Week 8 of the evaluation phase. 
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Reporting schedule 

The reporting schedule for the evaluarion phase is as follows: 

Week 5 
Week 11 
(Week 16 
Week 22 
Week 24 

Submit first of the weekly progress reports to ADVANCE Evaluation Manager 
Prepare interim evaluation report for Weeks 5-10 
Conclude data collection activities) 
Submit Draft Evaluation Report to ADVANCE Evaluation Manager for review 
Complete Final Evaluation Report incorporating feedback 

Data processing and archival procedures 

All data relating to the TIC logs will have been archived and a copies of the archive data will 
have been stored by ANL throughout the evaluation period. One camera ready copy and one 
electronic copy of the Final Evaluation Report will be provided to the ADVANCE Evaluation 
Manager for dissemination. 

2.2 TIC User Interface 

The evaluation of the TIC User Interface comprises various measures which, in combination, will 
provide an indication of the TIC User Interface usability and functionality which affect efficient 
TIC operation and operator comfort and workload. 

2.2.1 TIC User Interface goals and objectives 

The evaluation goals and objectives relating to the user interface are listed below. Within each of 
the principal goals a series of more detailed objectives is specified. The objectives seek to defme 
each goal in more detail in terms of the individual. issues or system elements which are to be 
examined within the evaluation process. 

Goal E: 
Objectives: E. 1 Evaluate TIC Interface usability 

Evaluate the human factors aspects of the TIC User Interface 

E.2 Evaluate TIC Interface functionality 

2.2.2 TIC User Interface Measures of Effectiveness (MOEs) 

For each of the above objectives relating to the evaluation of the TIC User Interface, specific 
Measures of Effectiveness (MOEs) have been selected. Following the listing of the MOEs below, 
a test plan for the MOEs is provided. This test plan provides information on the types of data, 
the methods of collection and analysis, and ail other issues which must be specified in order to 
meet the evaluation objectives. The MOEs for the TIC User Interface evaluation objectives are as 
follows. 
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Objective E.l  
MOEs 

Evaluate TIC User Interface usability 
E. 1.1 User perceptions of level of ease with which system can be operated 

in everyday use 
E. 1.2 Number and type of difficulties reported by operators in everyday 

use ”._ 

Objective E.2 
MOEs 

Evaluate TIC User Interface functionality 
E.2.1 Difference between desired and actual functionality of the TIC User 

Interface 
E.2.2 Number and type of interface functions not utilized during TIC 

operation 

2.2.3 Test plan for TIC User Interface MOEs 

The following sub-section contains the test plan for the above MOEs relating to the TIC User 
Interface. As the evaluation schemes and test schemes for these MOEs are very similar, a 
combined MOE test plan is provided. Where scheduling information is provided, this is 
described in terms of weeks from commencement of evaluation period, in order that the plan does 
not require updating should the evaluation start date be subject to change. 

2.2.3.1.1 Evaluation overview 

The purpose of this test is to evaluate the usability and functionality of the TIC User Interface. 

The usability of the interface relates to the ease with which the features of the interface can be 
utilized. The usability evaluation will consider elements of the system such as workstation 
layout, screen format, task and menu structure, the demands made by the system on the operator 
for data input or process monitoring, and the degree of feedback provided by the system to the 
operator. Any recommendations for revising any of the TIC User Interface features will also be 
documented. 

The functionality of the interface refers to the features which are available to the operator to 
fulfill the tasks required. The functionality evaluation will assess these features to identify any 
additional features that are required by the operator, any features which remain unused, and any 
features whose design negatively impacts TIC efficiency or which cause a disproportionate 
workload for the operator. 

‘ 

2.2.3.1.2 Hypotheses to be tested 

Hypothesis 6: The TIC User Interface as implemented for the ADVRNCE targeted deployment 
operational test provides and acceptable level of usability. 
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Hypothesis 7: The TIC User Interface as implemented for the ADVANCE targeted deployment 
operational test provides and acceptable level of functionality. 

. -. 

2.2.3.1.3 Evaluation approach 
.. .- 

Experimental design 

The TIC User Interface evaluation for both Hypothesis 6 and Hypothesis 7 will take the form of 
the TIC evaluation questionnaire administered to operators and the TIC supervisor, the 
completion of the TIC operator observation log, and sessions spent in the TIC observing 
operators utilizing the interface. 

Data collection methodology 

The following paragraphs describe in further detail the data collection processes for the TIC User 
Interface evaluation. 

For MOE E. 1.1, User perceptions of level of ease with which system can be operated in 
everyday use, data be will collected by means of the TIC evaluation questionnaire. Data relating 
to MOEs E. 1.2, Number and type of difficulties reported by operators in everyday use, and 
E.2.1, Difference between desired and actual functionality of the TIC User Interface, will be 
collected using both the TIC evaluation questionnaire and the TIC operator observation log 
completed by the operators and supervisor. For MOE E.2.2, Number and type of interface 
functions not utilized during TIC operation, data collection will take place using the TIC 
evaluation questionnaire, the TIC operator observation log, and the TIC evaluator observation 
sheet. 

, 

The various types of data will be collected using a single TIC evaluation questionnaire and a 
single TIC operator observation log for all the above MOEs. The questionnaire provides a 
combination of closed and open questions in order to allow operators to expand on feedback given 
in response to the closed questions. This questionnaire will be provided in Week 8. In addition, 
a separate free-structured TIC evaluator observation sheet will be used by the human factors 
evaluation observer. This sheet will be provided in Week 6. The TIC operator observation log is 
provided in Appendix A of this Evaluation Test Plan. 

Data reduction methodology 

The data to be collected within the TIC User Interface Evaluation will take two forms. The first 
of these is the quantitative data relating to counts of feature usage, and problems encountered. 
This data will be entered from the logs and specialist observation data collection sheets into the 
data analysis software package. 

The second data type will take the form of qualitative responses to various aspects of the TIC 
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User Interface. The responses to the closed survey questions will also be entered into the analysis 
software package. The free-text format responses to the open survey questions will be manually - _. 

’ compiled. 

Data analysis methodology .. -- 
The data analysis methodology for the TIC User Interface again varies by type of data. The data 
for MOE E. 1.1, User perceptions of level of ease with which system can be operated in everyday 
use, gathered using closed survey questions, will be in the form of a frequency distribution of 
responses, and the ranking of usefulness of specific features and their usability. This data and the 
quantitative data for MOE E. 1.2, relating to counts of feature usage and problems encountered, 
and MOE E.2.2, Number and type of interface functions not utilized during TIC operation, will 
be analyzed within the analysis software package. This data will be categorized by the particular 
process or function of the interface where possible in order to identify weaknesses in the system. 
All other data will be analyzed manually to provide qualitative assessments of functionality and 
usability . 
For MOE E.2.1, Difference between desired and actual functionality of the TIC User Interface, 
desired functionality measures will be taken from operator feedback on any additional features 
required. Actual functionality will be taken from both operator feedback and from system 
documentation if clarification is required. The product of this process will be a textual 
description of any elements which have been identified as being unnecessary, or additional 
features which are recommended for inclusion in the interface design. 

Key assumptions 

For all the MOEs relating to the TIC User Interface evaluation, it must be assumed that operators 
have sufficient experience using the TIC User Interface in order to be able to provide 
comprehensive and reliable feedback. It is assumed that the same TIC staff will operate the TIC 
throughout the period of the evaluation in order to ensure continuity of data collection. It must 
be assumed that operators are neither positively nor negatively biased in their attitudes towards 
the interface. For all TIC User Interface MOEs it must be assumed that the TIC operators and 
the supervisor are available to take part in the survey process. It will also be assumed that the 
TIC operator observation log is being completed on a regular basis, whenever a relevant issue 
requires reporting; and that log entries are accurate and complete. 

Regarding the on-site observations to be made by the human factors specialist, it must be assumed 
that the presence of an observer does not cause operators to alter their working practices or 
methods of completing tasks in any way. 

Key constraints 

The key constraint, or limitation, of the TIC User Interface evaluation process which must be 
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taken into consideration is the limited number of operators who are employed with the ADVANCE 
TIC. The data collection will involve the full population of TIC operators, but due to the extent 
of the targeted deployment and the degree to which the ADVANCE TIC operations are automated, 
the population in fact represents very few subjects. 

.- 

- .- 
In addition, due to the proportion of resources allocated to the User Interface evaluation 
component within the overall TIC evaluation, the level of analysis which can be performed is 
restricted to a degree. However, this funding level represents the actual significance of the User 
Interface within the TIC subsystem, as a great number of the processes are fully automated and 
require little or no interaction with the operator. 

Privacy considerations 

Though the TIC operator observation log requires operators to provide their identity this is only 
for the use of the DCCO team should any clarifications of comments provided be required. All 
information received from TIC operators will be entered in the Final Report anonymously, and 
specific comments will not be attributed. 

2.2.3.1.4 Key evaluation events 

The key evaluation events are itemized in this section. Further detail on the scheduling and 
interdependencies of the various evaluation activities is provided in the Section 2.1.3.2, the Test 
Scheme, and Section 3, the Test Management Plan. Evaluation events are described in terms of 
weeks from commencement of the evaluation period, in order that the plan does not require 
updating should the evaluation start date be subject to change. 

Week 1 
Week 5 

Week 6 
Week 11 
(Week 16 
Week 24 

Pre-test activities 
Commencement of all data collection and analysis activities 
Perform daily data validation checks 
Submit first weekly progress report to ADVRNCE Evaiuation Manager 
Start weekly data validation checks 
Prepare interim evaluation report for Weeks 5-10 
Conclude evaluation data collection activities) 
Complete final evaluation reports 

2.2.3.1.5 References 

a ADVNCE Evaluation Program Plan. Document #8400.ADV.03. Julv 17 1995. 
Y 
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2 7.3 7, Test scheme 

- -. - 2.2.3.2.1 Physical description 

Test scenario ” .- 

The test scenario for the TIC User Interface evaluation activities is the ADVANCE Project Office, 
mainly the TIC itself during targeted deployment system operation. The data collection activities 
form two main types: first, the completion of the TIC operator observation log; and second, the 
survey and evaluator observation processes. 

Work Breakdown Structure for partkipants 

De Leuw, Cather & Company (DCCO) 

Perform overall evaluation management 
a Perform data collection and analysis activities 

Monitor evaluation progress to ensure that task scheduling remains on target 
Ensure Quality Assurance procedures are adhered to 

a 

a 

a Prepare all interim and final reports 

ADVANCE Project Office (ADVANCE PO) 

Complete TIC operator observation log 
Assist DCCO staff with other data collection tasks where necessary 
Forward data to the DCCO evaluation team 
Participate in questionnaire 

2.2.3.2.2 Pre-test activities 

Particbant ro Les and responsibilities 

Table 5 contains the list of tasks to be completed prior to the initiation of the full data collection 
and analysis effort, with the individual partner responsibilities identified. 
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ACTMTY I RESPONSIBILITY 
1 

-- II Perform overall evaluation management . -. 1 D C C O I E U B ~ ~ ~  
~~ 

Ensure all parties involved in the evaluation tasks are fully briefed regarding their individual 

Trah TIC operators and supervisor in completion of TIC operator observation log 

Ensure all data collection sheets have been finalized and that adequate supplies are available 

Verify that TIC User Interface is fully operational and that no further modifications will be 
required throughout data collection period 

DCCO team 
responsibilities L -- 

DCCO team 

DCCO team 

DCCO team 

11 Schedule questionnaire and evaluator observation sessions 

[I Monitor evaluation pre-test progress to ensure that scheduling remains on target I D C C O - ~ ~ ~  

Mom all participants of star t  of data collection phase DCCO manager 

Table 5 Pre-test activities and responsibilities 

Resource requirements 

Effort required to complete the pre-test activities is summarized in Section 3, the Test 
Management Plan. Access to the TIC operators and supervisor for briefing purposes, and for 
training in the use of the various logs will also be required. 

Location 

ADV'ANCE Project Office 

Dry rum and training 

Dry runs of the TIC operator observation log and the TIC evaluation questionnaire will be 
undertaken during the TIC operator training session. The DCCO evaluation manager will also 
ensure that the evaluation team staff involved in data collection are fully informed of the 
procedures for data collection and analysis. TIC operators will be advised that data to be 
collected for the TIC User Interface evaluation will be utilized exclusively to assess the design of 
the interface, and that individual operator performance is not to be evaluated. 

Data management procedures 

The results from the completion of the TIC operator observation log and the TIC evaluation 
questionnaire during the training session will be analyzed to ensure that data is being 
comprehensively collected and entered on the log, and that the types of data collected are 
sufficient to enable the objectives of the evaluation to be met. Any recommended revisions to the 
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data collection tools will be approved by the ADVANCE Evaluation Manager and IDOT prior to 
implementation, and will be documented fully in the weekly progress memorandum, and 
appended to the TIC User Interface test plan. 

2.2.3.2.3 Test conduct activities 

Participant roles ana' responsibilities 

Table 6 contains the list of tasks to be completed during the data collection and analysis effort, 
with the individual partner responsibilities identified. 

% 

- .- 

A C " Y  
~~ 

Continue overall evaluation management 

Perform data collection and analysis activities 

Monitor completion of TIC operator observation log 

Participate in questionnaire and evaluator observation sessions 

Perform data collection using the TIC operator observation log 

Assist DCCO staff with other data collection tasks where necessary 

Forward data to the DCCO evaluation team 

Prepare all weekly progress and interim reports 

RESPONSIBILM 

DCCO manager 

DCCO team 

DCCO team 

DCCO team / 
AD V N C E  PO 

ADVANCE PO 

ADVANCE PO 

ADVANCE PO 

DCCO team 

Monitor evaluation progress to ensure that task scheduling remains on target I D C C O - ~ ~ ~  

Ensure Oualicv Assurance urocedures are adhered to I DCCO manager 

Table 6 Test activities and responsibilities 

Procedures 

The procedures to be followed throughout the data collection and analysis period of the TIC User 
Interface are described in the following paragraphs. 

During the pre-test phase, the TIC operators will have been instructed in the use of the TIC 
operator observation log they are required to complete, and a data collection and analysis dry-run 
using this tool and the questionnaire will have been performed. An entry on the log sheet will be 
completed on each occasion that an observation relating to the User Interface functionality or 
usability is perceived, or when any other issue relating to the operator's interaction with the 
system is raised. This log will be completed throughout the entire evaluation period, Weeks 5- 
16. At the end of each day during the first week of live data collection, and weekly thereafter, 
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the log will be reviewed to ensure that data is being logged on a consistent basis and that entries 
are complete. Should any clarification of log entries be required, this will take place weekly as 
part of the regular log checking procedures. - _  

Certain parts of the data for all the User Interface evaluation MOEs will be collected by means of 
the structured questionnaire. The questionnaire will be administered in Week 12 of the data 
collection and analysis phase when live operation of the TIC has taken place for approximately 
two months. It is estimated that the questionnaires will take approximately 1 hour to administer 
to each TIC operator, depending on the amount ofjnput received in response to the open 
questions. The results from the analysis of the questionnaire will be reviewed in Week 14 of the 
evaluation phase to allow any additional data to be collected, or clarification on results to be 
obtained before the end of Week 16, if required. 

Additional data is to be collected by means of the evaluator observation sessions. A list of 
criteria for the evaluator observations will be provided in Week 6. It is anticipated that three 
sessions of one day each will be required. These sessions will take place in Weeks 8, 12, and 16 
in order to be able to monitor any evolution in TIC User Interface usage during the evaluation 
period. The TIC is operational for approximately 13 hours a day, from 6:OOam to 7:00pm. The 
evaluator observation session will take place during the same timeframe. The precise dates of 
these sessions will be’scheduled in collaboration with the TIC supervisor at least one week in 
advance. The observer will document any actions or events of relevance to the assessment of the 
TIC User Interface. It is intended that the observation will be a non-intrusive activity in order 
that TIC operators will be subject to minimum disturbance of their duties. If the observer 
requires any clarification of actions undertaken by the operators, clearance from the supervisor to 
discuss these issues with the operators will be sought. 

Following data reduction and analysis, the results of the TIC User Interface evaluation will be 
reviewed by system designers, the TIC supervisor and the human factors evaluation staff. The 
product of this process will be a series of recommendations for modifications to the interface if 
required. 

Location 

ADVANCE Project Office 

Data requirements 

The following data will be required during the TIC User Interface evaluation data collection and 
analysis phase. 

b Completed TIC operator observation logs, comprising time and date of observation, and a 
free text format description of the issue noted 
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b Input from TIC operators and supervisor on TIC User Interface for questionnaire 
completion 

s Input comprising observations made by the evaluator 
b Input from system designers, TIC supervisor, and human factors evaluation staff for 

formulation of recommendatians 

Resources 

Effort required to complete the test activities is summarized in Section 3, the Test Management 
Plan. In terms of the hardware and software required to assist in the data collection and analysis 
activities, these comprise the analysis and word-processing packages already available within the 
ADVANCE Project Office. Continuous access to these applications will be required during this 
stage of the evaluation. 

Data management procedures 

The results from the completion of the TIC operator observation log during the data collection 
phase will be analyzed to ensure that data is being comprehensively collected and entered, and 
that the types of data collected are sufficient to enable the objectives of the evaluation to be met. 
These activities will be reported on in the interim reports. Any recommended revisions to the 
Evaluation Test Plan wilI be approved by the ADVANCE Evaluation Manager and IDOT prior to 
implementation, and will be documented fully in the weekly progress report, and appended to the 
TIC User Interface test plan. 

Procedures for periodic status reports to ADVANCE Evaluation Manager 

The DCCO evaluation team staff will prepare brief weekly status reports and submit these to the 
DCCO manager for review. These will then also be forwarded to the ADVANCE Evaluation 
Manager and IDOT for approval. An interim report will be prepared during the evaluation 
phase. It will summarize progress and data collected during Weeks 5-10. Data collected during 
Weeks 1 1-16 will feed directly into the frnal report together with the data already covered in the 
interim report. 

2.2.3.2.4 Post-test activities 

Participant roles and responsibilities 

L Table 7 contains the list of tasks to be performed following the data collection and analysis effort, 
with the individual participant responsibilities identified. 
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Inform all pankipants of end of data collection phase 

Collect all logs and complete data analysis 

Verify all required data has been collected 

Ensure Qual~ty Assurance procedures are adhered to 

Monitor analysis and reporting progress to ensure that task scheduling re& on target 

L -- 

ACTrVITY I RESPONSIBILITY 
I 

DCCO manager 

DCCO team 

DCCO team 

DCCO manager 

DCCO manager 

II Continue overall evaluation management - -- I DCCOIEUW~~ 

~ ~ 

Prepare final reports DCCO team 

Table 7 Post-test activities and responsibilities 

Resource -requirements 

Effort required to complete the test activities is summarized in Section 3, the Test Management 
Plan. In terms of equipment resources required, full-time access to one PC, and half-time access 
to a second PC, on both of which the analysis software package and word-processing facilities are 
installed will be required from Weeks 16 to 24 of the evaluation period. Access to printing and 
photocopying facilities will also be required. 

Reporting procedures 

Report format and Zayout 

The interim and frnal reports will have the same basic structure to aid cross-checking of interim 
results with fmd results. Sections will be omitted from the interim reports for which data has not 
been collected at the time of their preparation. The document layout will be as described in 
Section 2.1.3.2.4 of this Evaluation Test Plan. All documentation arising from the TIC User 
Interface evaluation will be prepared using Wordperfect 6.0a or higher. 

Expected data format 1 volume 

The quantitative data recorded using logs and then transferred to the analysis software package 
will have been reduced into various tabular structures to aid the analysis process. The findings 
from the analysis of this data will be summarized in textual format in the Interim and Final 
Evaluation Reports. The data tables themselves will be reproduced as Appendices of the Final 
Evaluation Report. The qualitative data collected by means of the questionnaire and the 
observation sessions will be presented in a descriptive, textual format. 

The volume of data arising from the TIC User Interface evaluation cannot be accurately estimated 
at the time of writing of this Evaluation Test Plan, but will be estimated following the preparation 
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of the first Interim Report at the end of Week 8 of the evaluation phase. 

Reporting schedule c - 

The reporting schedule for the evaluation phase is as follows: 

Week 5 
Week 11 
(Week 16 
Week 22 
Week 24 

Submit first of the weekly progress reports to ADVANCE Evaluation Manager 
Prepare interim evaluation report for Weeks 5-10 
Conclude data collection activities) 
Submit Draft Evaluation Report to ADVANCE Evaluation Manager for review 
Complete Final Evaluation Report incorporating feedback 

Data processing and archival procedures 

All data collected by means of logs, questionnaires, and observations will be archived at the 
ADVANCE Project Office. One camera ready copy and one electronic copy of the Final 
Evaluation Report will be provided to the ADVANCE Evaluation Manager for dissemination. 

2.3 Quality Assurance scheme . 

The Quality Assurance (QA) procedures described in this section are largely common to both the 
TIC Architecture and the TIC User Interface evaluations. These procedures aim to ensure that 
the integrity and validity of the test data is not compromised. Several aspects of evaluation 
performance relating to QA have already been outlined briefly in the above sections. The 
procedures are fully described here for completeness. 

2.3.1 Validation procedures 

During the pre-test activities phase, dry runs of manual log sheet completion and electronic data 
log compilation will be undertaken during the TIC operator training sessions. Data collection to 
be validated by this means includes that to be collected for MOEs A. 1.2 TIC hardware reliability, 
A. 1.3 TIC hardware maintenance requirements, A.2.2 TIC software reliability, A.2.3 TIC 
software maintenance requirements, A. 1.4 TIC hardware efficiency, A.2.4 TIC software 
efficiency, and part of the data contributing to MOEs D.2.1 Number and type of difficulties 
resulting from existing staffing levels experienced during TIC operation which effect TIC 
efficiency or operator workload, E. 1.2 Number and type of difficulties reported by operators in 
everyday use, E.2.1 Difference between desired and actual functionality of the TIC User 
Interface, and E.2.2 Number and type of interface functions not utilized during TIC operation. 

The results from the completion of the logs during the training sessions will be analyzed to ensure 
that data is being comprehensively collected and entered on the logs, and that the types of data 
collected are sufficient to enable the objectives of the evaluation to be met. Any recommended 
revisions to the data collection tools will be approved by the ADVANCE Evaluation Manager and 
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IDOT prior to implementation, and will be documented fully in the weekly progress report, and 
appended to the TIC Architecture or TIC User Interface test plan. 

The ongoing validation procedures for the above data types are as follows. At the end of each 
day during the first week of live data-collection, and weekly thereafter, logs will be reviewed to 
ensure that data is being logged on a consistent basis, that it is complete. On a weekly basis, the 
DCCO manager will apply reasonableness checks to all data. 

Accuracy of data collected for MOEs C. 1.1 Fixed and variable TIC capital costs, C. 1.2 Fixed 
and variable TIC operating costs, C.2.1 Number and type of elements of the TIC implementation 
which could be simplified to reduce cost without compromising system performance, and C.2.2 
Alternative cost options will be validated by ADVANCE project participants during the review of 
cost data. 

The data to be.collected for the remaining MOEs will consist of qualitative data which will be 
validated by means of either the peer reviews or the discussion sessions with the various 
participants identified in the earlier data collection methodology sections.. 

Should any difficulties be identified by the validation procedures, these will be reported on in the 
weekly status reports. The ADVANCE Evaluation Manager will decide the appropriate course of 
action as required. The procedures for the preparation of periodic status reports are outlined in 
Section 3, the Test Management Plan. 

2.3.2 Hardwarehoftware inspection and recalibration procedures 

Data on hardware and software status during the test will be derived from the TIC real-time log 
detailing reliability and maintenance requirements. Should any difficulties relating to test 
equipment emerge, the IUTRC will provide assistance to return the system to a fully operational 
state. 

2.3.3 Provision for maintenance of detailed test event log 

A separate test event log will not be maintained by the evaluation team. The weekly status report 
will fulfil this function as it will cover the progress of current evaluation tasks, and will review 
the implications for subsequent tasks if scheduling is delayed. The findings of the weekly 
reasonableness checks on data collected will also be provided in the status reports. 

2.3.4 Data management and storage provisions 

All data resulting from the TIC Architecture operation will be archived weekly, and copies stored 
at the ADVANCE Project Office itself and at Argonne National Laboratory. All data resulting 
from the TIC User Interface evaluation will be stored at the ADVANCE Project Office where both 
original and back-up copies of data captured will be archived. 
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3. TEST MANAGEMENT PLAN 

The detailed test schedules for theT1C Architecture and TIC User Interface evaluations are 
provided in Figure 1. Figure 2 provides a detailed breakdown of the percentage of effort 
required, by participant and task. 

The procedures for the provision of status reports are outlined in the individual test plans. To 
summarize, brief status reports will be prepared each week by the evaluation staff and submitted 
to the ADVANCE Evaluation Manager for review and approval. These reports will contain details 
on the progress of current evaluation tasks, and will review the implications for subsequent tasks 
if scheduling is delayed. The findings of the weekly reasonableness checks on data collected will 
also be provided in the status reports. In addition, interim reports containing the results of the 

staff and submitted to the ADVANCE Evaluation Manager and IDOT for review and approval. 
I ongoing analysis of data collected will be prepared in Week 9 and Week 13 by the evaluation 

DF: TIC Eval.TP:ticarch.etp 
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APPENDIX C 

This appendix contains the various data collection logs and questionnaires that were utilized for the TIC 
Architecture and User Interface evaluation. The contents of the appendix are as follows: 

TIC Real-Time Log . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
TIC Operator Observation Log . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
TIC Evaluator Observation Sheet Criteria . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
TIC Evaluator Observation Sheet . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
TIC Evaluation Questionnaire . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

page 
c1 
c2 
c 3  
c 4  
c 5  
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This log is designed to record any observations you may have on any aspect of the ADVANCE TIC system. Observations could include comments on ease of system use, 
any limitations or benefits of a component or the system as a whole, or comments, positive or negafive, on any task or procedure you are required to perform. 

Operator Date Descript ionlObservat ionfRemarks 

Not For Recordinp Times of TIC Occurrences 
opEVlog.frm (081195] 
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TIC Evaluator Observation Sheet Criteria 
- _. 

The following represent the criteria which will be utilized to guide the observations made by the 
evaluator when observing TIC operation. This list is not exhaustive but will be used as the basis for 
the evaluator observation sessions. In addition, it is likely that not all of the criteria will be applicable 
depending on the events which occur during the observation sessions. The observations will be made 
in free-form. The names of the operator on duty at the TIC and the evaluator performing the 
observations will also be noted on this sheet. Following the session, the observations recorded will be 
classified into several types to facilitate analysis. The observation criteria have been grouped as 
follows: 

A - Workload 

e 

e 
demands made of operator and operator responsiveness relating to data requiring manual input 

. demands made of operator and operator responsiveness relating to processes requiring 
monitoring 
amount of time operator is involved performing each type of task 
number and type of external interruptions 
effect of external interruptions on productivity 
any other difficulties experienced 

B - Working practices 

e 

e 

e 

effectiveness of operator reporting structure 
number and type of instances where TIC policy and procedures impact TIC operation 
effect of staffing levels on TIC operation and operator workload 

e any other difficulties experienced 

C - Operator characteristics 

e 

e 
type and effectiveness of problem-solving methods used 
effect of operator work-style on productivity 

e any other difficulties experienced 

D - Human factors 

effect of overall physical layout of the TIC on operations 
effect of workstation layout on TIC operations 
effect of screen layout on TIC operations 
effect of task and menu structure on TIC operations, including font sizes, types, etc. 
type, appropriateness, and quality of feedback provided by the system 
number and type of difficulties experienced by operators when using TIC systems 

. E - TIC functionality 

functions not utilized during regular TIC operations 
possible additional functions which would ease operator workload, streamline TIC processes or 
improve TIC efficiency 
any other difficulties experienced 
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TIC Evaluation Questionnaire 

This questionnaire has been designea to help evaluate various aspects of the general 
operation and the user interface of the ADVANCE TIC. It is not being used to assess 
individual operator performance or knowledge. The questionnaire should take about half 
an hour to complete. 

The fEst half of the questionnaire concerns the policies, procedures and staffing levels of 
the ADVANCE TIC and the second part concerns the TIC User Interface. However, first 
I’d like to ask you some brief questions about yourself. 

Responses 

(Circle / check 
as appropriate) 

M a  F a  

1 Which of these ranges reflects your age? 
1) 18-25 2) 26-35 3) 36-45 4) 46-55 5) 56-65 6) 66 and above 

Which of the following options reflects your level of education? 
1) High school 2) Currently attending college 3) Graduated from college 
4) Graduate school 

2 

3 To the nearest month, how long have you been working at the TIC? 

Part 1 

The next part of the questionnaire concerns the working practices at the TIC. 

4 

5 

6 

7 

1 2 3 4 5 6  

1 2 3 4  

.................. 

How familiar are you with the TIC Policies and Procedures M a n d ?  This is the main 
policies reference document which contains the Daily TIC Operations Procedures. 
1) Very familiar 2) Familiar 3) Not very familiar 1 2 3  

How frequently do you consult the TIC Policies and Procedures Manual? 
1) More than once per day 2) Once per day 3) A few times per week 4) A few 
times per month 5) Less frequently 6) Never. (If ‘never’, go to question 7.) 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

How useful have you found the TIC Policies and Procedures Manual when seeking 
guidance on how to respond to situations? 
1) Very useful 2) Useful 3) Not very useful 1 2 3 

When monitoring the TRF subsystem, how frequently have you had to manually 
validate TRF results when an apparent malfunction occurred? 
1) More than once per day 2) Once per day 3) A few times per week 4) A few 
times per month 5) Less frequently 6) Never. (If ‘never’, go to question 8.) 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

Have you ever experienced any difficulties in performing this task? 
1) Yes 2) No. If ‘yes’, please describe them. 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 

1 2 
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8 

9 

10 

11 

...................................................................................................................................... 

...................................................................................................................................... 
- 

When monitoring the frequency that the TIC updates the travel times in the MNAs, 
how fiequently have you had to request a new travel time database, (static profiles)? 
1) More than once per day 2) Once per day 3) A few times per week 4) A few 
times per month 5 )  Less frequently 6) Never. (If ‘never’, go to question 9,) 

Have you ever experienced any difficulties in performing this task? 
1) Yes 2) No. If ‘yes’, please describe them. 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
How often have you had to handle emergency telephone calls from project drivers 
outside normal office hours? 
1) More than once per day 2) Once per day 3) A few times per week 4) A few 
times per month 5 )  Less frequently 6) Never. (If ‘never’, go to question 10.) 

Have you ever experienced any difficulties in performing this task? 
1) Yes 2) No. If ‘yes’, please describe them. 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
Have you ever experienced any adverse impacts on the operation of the TIC due to the 
scheduling of maintenance activities? 
1) Yes 2) No. If ‘yes’, please describe any difficulties experienced. 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
Have you ever been involved in the verification of an update of the travel time 
database? 
1)Yes 2)No. 

If ‘yes’, did you ever experience any difficulties in performing this task? 
1) Yes 2) No. If ‘yes’, please describe them. 

1 2 3 4 5 6  

1 2 

1 2 3 4 5 6  

1 2 

1 2 

1 2 

1 2 
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12 

13 

14 

15 

...................................................................................................................................... 

...................................................................................................................................... 
. -- ...................................................................................................................................... 

...................................................................................................................................... 

...................................................................................................................................... 

...................................................................................................................................... 
How often have you been involved in processing the MNA memory cards, that is, 
downloading the travel time data contained on the cards, erasing the cards and 
returning them to the W A S ?  
1) More than once per day 2) Once per day 3) A few times per week 4) A few 
times per month 5) Less frequently 6 )  Never. (If ‘never’, go to question 13.) 

Have you ever experienced any difficulties in performing this task? 
1) Yes 2) No. If ‘yes’, please describe them. 
....................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
How frequently have you been involved in an emergency shutdown of the TIC? 
1) More than once per day 2) Once per day 3) A few times per week 4) A few 
times per month 5 )  Less frequently 6)  Never. (If ‘never’, go to question 18.) 

Did you experience any difficulties in diagnosing the specific problem which 
necessitated an emergency shutdown? 
1) Yes 2) No. If ‘yes’, please describe them. 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
Did you have any difficulties in judging whether the problems experienced warranted 
an emergency shutdown? 
1) Yes 2) No. If ‘yes’, please describe them. 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 

1 2 3 4 5 6  

‘ 1  2 

1 2 3 4 5 6  

1 

1 

2 

2 
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16 Were there ever any unforeseen consequences of performing any emergency 
shutdowns? 
1) Yes 2) No. If ‘yes’, please describe them. 

17 

...................................................................................................................................... 

...................................................................................................................................... 

...................................................................................................................................... 

...................................................................................................................................... 

...................................................................................................................................... 

...................................................................................................................................... 
Did you receive all the technical support you needed to restore TIC operation from an 
emergency shutdown? 
1) Yes 2) No. If ‘no’, please describe any difficulties experienced. 
....................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 

18 How frequently have you been involved in planned shutdowns of the TIC? 
1) More than once per day 2) Once per day 3) A few times per week 4) A few 
times per month 5 )  Less frequently 6)  Never”. (If ‘never’, go to question 21 .) 

19 Were there ever any unforeseen consequences of performing any planned shutdowns? 
1) Yes 2) No. If ‘yes’, please describe them. 

20 

...................................................................................................................................... 

...................................................................................................................................... 

...................................................................................................................................... 

...................................................................................................................................... 

...................................................................................................................................... 

...................................................................................................................................... 
Did you receive all the technical support you needed to restore TIC operation from a 
planned shutdown? 
1) Yes 2) No. If ‘no’, please describe any difficulties experienced. 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 

21 Have you ever experienced any communication subsystem malfunctions, that is, any 
problems with the RF modems in the equipped vehicles? 
1) Yes 2) No. (If ‘no’, go to question 24.) 

1 

1 

2 

2 

1 2 3 4 5 6  

1 

1 

1 

2 

2 

2 
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22 

23 

24 

25 

Did you experience any difficulties in diagnosing a communication subsystem 
malfunction? 
1) Yes 2) No. If ‘yes’, please describe them. 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
Did you receive all the technical support you needed to restore the communications 
subsystem to full operation? 
1) Yes 2) No. If ‘no’, please describe any difficulties experienced. 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
Have you ever been involved in any updates of the TIC software or hardware, or the 
testing of updates that were made? 
1)Yes 2)No. 

If ‘yes’, did you ever experience any difficulties in performing these tasks? 
1) Yes 2) No. If ‘yes’, please describe them. 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
How frequently do you perform backups of TIC databases and applications software? 
1) More than once per day 2) Once per day 3) A few times per week 4) A few 
times per month 5 )  Less frequently 6) Never. (If ‘never’, go to question 26.) 

Have you ever experienced any difficulties in performing this task? 
1) Yes 2) No. If ‘yes’, please describe them. 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 

1 

1 

1 

1 

2 

2 

2 

2 

1 2 3 4 5 6  

1 2 
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26 Have you ever had to authorize and make a change to any of the TIC subsystems in 
response to a critical malfunction in order to keep the TIC operational? 
1)Yes 2)No. - -. 

If ‘yes’, did you experience any difficulties in having the change approved by senior 
staff after it had been made? 
1) Yes 2) No. If ‘yes’, please describe them. 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 

27 How frequently have you handled requests for information from ADVANCE project 
participants, not including the drivers of the equipped vehicles? 
1) More than once per day 2) Once per day 3) A few times per week 4) A few 
times per month 5 )  Less frequently 6)  Never. (If ‘never’, go to question 28.) 

Were you easily able to obtain approval for providing the information? 
1) Yes 2) No. If ‘no’, please describe the situation. 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 

28 How frequently have you handled requests for information from outside the 
ADVANCE project? 
1) More than once per day 2) Once per day 3) A few times per week 4) A few 
times per month 5) Less frequently 6) Never. (If ‘never’, go to question 29.) 

Were you easily able to obtain approval for providing the information? 
1) Yes 2) No. If ‘no’, please describe the situation. 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 

29 Have you ever been requested to provide any personal information held about drivers 
of MNA equipped vehicles or their movements in the test area from outside the 
ADVANCE project? 
1) Yes 2) No. If ‘yes’, what action was taken, and was the outcome? 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 

1 

1 

2 

2 

1 2 3 4 5 6  

1 2 

1 2 3 4 5 6  

1 

1 

2 

2 
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30 

31 

32 

33 

...................................................................................................................................... 

...................................................................................................................................... 
- -. ...................................................................................................................................... 

...................................................................................................................................... 

Has assisting the evaluation team in collecting data for the ADVANCE evaluation 
caused any difficulties for the operation of the TIC or your own workload? 
1) Yes 2) No. If ‘yes’, please describe them. 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
Has any ADVANCE project participant other than UIC-EECS ever requested online 
access to the TIC or attempted to log in to the TIC system? 
1) Yes 2) No. If ‘yes’, what action was taken, and what was the outcome? 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
Has the UIC-EECS online access to the TIC ever adversely affected the operation of 
the TIC? 
1) Yes 2) No. If ‘yes’, what action was taken, and what was the outcome? 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
Have you ever been aware of any unauthorized changes to the TIC systems being 
made using the remote access links with the UIC-EECS? 
1) Yes 2) No. If ‘yes’, what action was taken, and what was the outcome? 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 

1 2 

1 2 

2 

2 
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34 According to the scale provided, how would you assess your workload 
during the following times: 
1) Very heavy 2) Heavy -3)-Moderate 4) Light 5 )  Very light 

6.00am to 9.00am 
9.00am to 4.00pm 
4.00pm to 6.00pm 
6.00pm to 7.00pm 

35 The TIC system manager is on duty at the project office during regular office hours. 
Have you ever required any input or guidance from the system manager outside these 
hours in order for you to fulfil your TIC operator duties? 
1) Yes 2) No. If ‘yes’, please describe the situation. 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 

36 Are there any other issues you would like to mention relating to policies, procedures 
or staffing levels of the TIC which have not been covered by the above questions? 
1) Yes 2) No. If ‘yes’, please provide further details 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 

Part 2 

The second half of the questionnaire concerns the usability and functionality of the TIC 
User Interface. 

37 How familiar are you with the TIC Console Operator’s User Manual? 
1) Very familiar 2) Familiar 3) Not very familiar 

38 How frequently do you consult the TIC Console Operator’s User Manual? 
1) More than once per day 2) Once per day 3) A few times per week 4) A few 
times per month 5) Less frequently 6) Never. (If ‘never’, go to question 40.) 

39 How useful have you found the TIC Console Operator’s User Manual when seeking 
information on how to operate the TIC systems? 
1) Very useful 2) Useful 3) Not very useful 

1 2 3 4 5  
1 2 3 4 5  
1 2 3 4 5  
1 2 3 4 5  

1 2 

1 2 

1 2 3 

1 2 3 4 5 6  

1 2 3 
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40 How familiar were you with Windows-based computer systems before starting work 
at the TIC? 
1) Very familiar 2) Familiar 3) Not very familiar 1 2 3  

If ‘not very familiar’, approximately how long did it take for you to feel comfortable 
working with the Windows-based system? 
1) Less than an hour 2) One hour 3) Oneday 4) Several days 5) Morethana 1 2 3 4 5 
week 

41 How familiar were you with the UNIX operating system and commands before 
starting work at the TIC? 
1) Very familiar 2) Familiar 3) Not very familiar 1 2  3 

If ‘not very familiar’, approximately how long did it take for you to feel comfortable 
working with the UNIX operating system and commands? 
1)Lessthanan hour 2) One hour 3) Oneday 4) Severaldays 5)Morethana 1 2 3 4 5 
week 

42 Does the layout of the TIC room, such as the positioning of the workstations, printer, 
computer cabinet, etc., affect the ease with which you can perform your daily tasks? 
1) Yes 2) No. If ‘yes’, please provide M e r  details 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 

43 How would you assess the ease with which you can manipulate the test area map on 
the TIC monitor, for example zooming in and out, resizing this window, and scrolling 
across it? 
1) Very easy 2) Moderately easy 3) Neither particularly easy nor difficult 
4) Moderately difficult 5) Very difficult 

If ‘moderately or very difficult’, could you describe any problems you experienced. 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 

44 With respect to the colors that are used on the test area map, how would you assess the 
ease with which you can distinguish the different types of road and any highlighted 
segments on the monitor? 
1) Very easy 2) Moderately easy 3) Neither particularly easy nor difficult 
4) Moderately difficult 5) Very difficult 

1 2 

1 2 3 4 5  

1 2 3 4 5  
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45 

46 

47 

If ‘moderately or very difficult’, could you describe any problems you experienced. 
...................................................................................................................................... 

-. -- ...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
Do you display the icons which represent incidents and road or lane closures when you 
are on duty at the TIC? 
1) Yes 2) No. (If ‘no’, go to question 48.) 

With respect to the icons that are used to represent incidents, road or lane closures, 
probe vehicles, etc. on the TIC monitor, how would you assess the ease with which 
you can distinguish between the different types of icons? 
1) Very easy 2) Moderately easy 3) Neither particularly easy nor difficult 
4) Moderately difficult 5) Very difficult 

If ‘moderately or very difficult’, could you describe any problems you experienced. 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
At busy times when many icons are present on the test area map, how would you 
assess the ease with which you can monitor the overall roadway status? 
1) Very easy 2) Moderately easy 3) Neither particularly easy nor difficult 
4) Moderately difficult 5) Very difficult 

If ‘moderately or very difficult’, could you describe any problems you experienced. 
...................................................................................................................................... 
....................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 

1 2 

1 2 3 4 5  

1 2 3 4 5  

For the next few questions, you may find it useful to take a look at the test area map menus. 

48 Are there any items on the Monitor Menu that you have experienced difficulty in 

1) Yes 2) No. If ‘yes’, please describe these diffrculties. 
using? 

...................................................................................................................................... 

...................................................................................................................................... 

...................................................................................................................................... 

1 2 
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49 

50 

51 

52 

53 

54 

...................................................................................................................................... 

...................................................................................................................................... 
. -_ ...................................................................................................................................... 

Are there any items on the Monitor Menu that you very rarely or never use? 
1) Yes 2) No. If ‘yes’, please list the items 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
Are there any items on the Display Menu that you have experienced difficulty in 
using? 
1) Yes 2) No. If ‘yes’, please describe these difficulties. 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
Are there any items on the Display Menu that you very rarely or never use? 
1) Yes 2) No. If ‘yes’, please list the items 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
Are there any items on the Select Menu that you have experienced difficulty in using? 
1) Yes 2) No. If ‘yes’, please describe these difficulties. 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

2 

2 

2 

2 

Are there any items on the Select Menu that you very rarely or never use? 
1) Yes 2) No. If ‘yes’, please list the items 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
Are there any items on the Locate Menu that you have experienced difficulty in using? 
1) Yes 2) No. If ‘yes’, please describe these difficulties. 

2 

2 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
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...................................................................................................................................... 

...................................................................................................................................... 

...................................................................................................................................... - -. 

Are there any items on the Locate Menu that you very rarely or never use? 
1) Yes 2) No. If ‘yes’, please list the items 

55 
1 2 

...................................................................................................................................... 

...................................................................................................................................... 

...................................................................................................................................... 
Are there any items on the View Menu that you have experienced difficulty in using? 
1) Yes 2) No. If ‘yes’, please describe these difficulties. 

56 
1 2 

...................................................................................................................................... 

...................................................................................................................................... 

...................................................................................................................................... 

...................................................................................................................................... 

...................................................................................................................................... 

...................................................................................................................................... 
57 Are there any items on the View Menu that you very rarely or never use? 

1) Yes 2) No. If ‘yes’, please list the items 1 2 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 

58 Are there any items on the Input Menu that you have experienced difficulty in using? 
1) Yes 2) No. If ‘yes’, please describe these difficulties. 1 2 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 

59 Are there any items on the Input Menu that you very rarely or never use? 
1) Yes 2) No. If ‘yes’, please list the items 1 2 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 

60 Are there any items on the Plot Menu that you have experienced difficulty in using? 
1) Yes 2) No. If ‘yes’, please describe these difficulties. 1 2 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
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61 Are there any items on the Plot Menu that you very rarely or never use? 
1) Yes 2) No. If ‘yes’, please list the items -_ ...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 

62 Are there any items on the Data Pop-up Menu that you have experienced difficulty in 
using? 
1) Yes 2) No. If ‘yes’, please describe these difficulties. 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 

63 Are there any items on the Data Pop-up Menu that you very rarely or never use? 
1) Yes 2) No. If ‘yes’, please list the items 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 

1 

1 

1 

2 

2 

2 

64 How would you assess the ease with which you can locate and select items on the test 
area map such as segments, links, roads, intersections, etc., using the menus provided? 

4) Moderately difficult 5) Very difficult 
1) Very easy 2) Moderately easy 3) Neither particularly easy nor difficult 1 2 3 4 5  

If ‘moderately or very difficult’, could you describe any problems you experienced. 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 

65 With respect to the colors and the font sizes that are used on the test area map menus, 
how would you assess the ease with which you can distinguish items in the menus? 

4) Moderately difficult 5) Very difficult 
1) Very easy 2) Moderately easy 3) Neither particularly easy nor difficult 1 2 3 4 5  

If ‘moderately or very difficult’, could you describe any problems you experienced. 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
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66 Does the time that the system takes to process commands and data ever introduce any 
delays into the completion of tasks? 
1) Yes 2) No. If ‘yes’, please describe these situations. - 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 

For the next few questions, you may find it useful to open the various data windows as we 
discuss them. 

67 How would you assess the ease with which you can obtain the information you require 
to complete any tasks or monitor the system status using the various data windows? 
1) Very easy 2) Moderately easy 3) Neither particularly easy nor difficult 
4) Moderately difficult 5) Very difficult 

If ‘moderately or very difficult’, could you describe any problems you experienced. 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 

68 Can you estimate how frequently you use each of the following data windows, 
according to the following scale: 
1) More than once per day 2) Once per day 3) A few times per week 4) A few 
times per month 5) Less frequently 6) Never. 

MIF contents data window: 
Static profile data window: 
Link network attributes data window: 
Segment network attributes data window: 
Probe reports data window: 
Link updates data window: 
Loop detector data window: 
Automatically generated incidents and closures data window: 
Node information data window: 

1 2 

1 2 3 4 5  

1 2 3 4 5 6  
1 2 3 4 5 6  
1 2 3 4 5 6  
1 2 3 4 5 6  
1 2 3 4 5 6  
1 2 3 4 5 6  
1 2 3 4 5 6  
1 2 3 4 5 6  
1 2 3 4 5 6  
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69 

70 

71 

The various data input windows accessed through the input menu allow the manual 
entry of anecdotal data into the TIC system, and allow the test map properties to be 
edited. According to the followhg scale, how frequently do you enter data using the 
types of data input windows listed below? 
1) More than once per day 2) Once per day 3) A few times per week 4) A few 
times per month 5) Less frequently 6) Never. 

Incident reports and road or lane closures: 
Link updates: 
Map properties: 

Have you ever experienced any difficulties in performing these data input tasks? 
1) Yes 2) No. If ‘yes’, please describe them. 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
With respect to the colors and the font sizes that are used on the data input windows, 
how would you assess the ease with which you can distinguish the various items in the 
windows, such as the buttons, data input fields, the clarity of the text against the 
background, etc.? 
1) Very easy 2) Moderately easy 3) Neither particularly easy nor difficult 
4) Moderately difficult 5) Very difficult 

If ‘moderately or very difficult’, could you describe any problems you experienced. 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
How fiequently do you access the Expressway Map and the GCM Home Page on the 
Internet? 
1) More than once per day 2) Once per day 3) A few times per week 4) A few 
times per month 5 )  Less frequently 6 )  Never. (If ‘never’, go to question 72.) 

Have you ever experienced any difficulties in performing this task? 
1) Yes 2) No. If ‘yes’, please describe them. 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 

1 2 3 4 5 6  
1 2 3 4 5 6  
1 2 3 4 5 6  

1 2 

1 2 3 4 5  

1 2 3 4 5 6  

1 2 
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72 How frequently do you use the Static Update utility? 
1) More than once per day 2) Once per day 3) A few times per week 4) A few 
times per month 5) Less fiequently 6)  Never. (If ‘never’, go to question 73.) 

Have you ever experienced any difficulties in performing this task? 
1) Yes 2) No. If ‘yes’, please describe them. 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
....................................................................................................................................... 

73 How would you assess the ease with which you can monitor the status of individual 
processes using the TIC Process Controller? 
1) Very easy 2) Moderately easy 3) Neither particularly easy nor difficult 
4) Moderately difficult 5 )  Very difficult 

If .‘moderately or very difficult’, could you describe any problems you experienced. 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 

For the next few questions, you may find it useful to open the various TIC Process 
Controller logs and files as we discuss them. 

74 How would you assess the format of the data contained in the various log files 
accessed through the TIC Process Controller, in terms of the ease with which you are 
able to find the information you need? 
1) Very easy 2) Moderately easy 3) Neither particularly easy nor difficult 
4) Moderately difficult 5) Very difficult 

If ‘moderately or very difficult’, could you describe any problems you experienced. 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 

1 2 3 4 5 6  

1 2 

1 2 3 4 5  

1 2 3 4 5  
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I -- 

75 How would you assess the format of the error messages contained in the various status 
files accessed through the TIC Process Controller, in terms of the ease with which you 
are able to find the information you need? 

4) Moderately difficult 5 )  Very difficult 
1) Very easy 2) Moderately easy 3) Neither particularly easy nor difficult 1 2 3 4 5  

If ‘moderately or very difficult’, could you describe any problems you experienced. 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 

76 How frequently do you use the TIC Subsystem Controller? 
1) More than once per day 2) Once per day 3) A few times per week 4) A few 
times per month 5 )  Less frequently 6 )  Never. (If ‘never’, go to question 77.) 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

Have you ever experienced any difficulties in using this utility? 
1) Yes 2) No. If ‘yes’, please describe them. 1 2 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 

77 How frequently do you use the TIC back-up utiIity? 
1) More than once per day 2) Once per day 3) A few times per week 4) A few 
times per month 5) Less frequently 6 )  Never. (If ‘never’, go to question 78.) 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

Have you ever experienced any difficulties in using this utility? 
1) Yes 2) No. If ‘yes’, please describe them. 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 

78 If you were asked to re-design the TIC system interface having used the present 
system, what changes would you make that would make your tasks more easy to 
complete or that would ease your workload in any way? 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................................................... 

1 2 
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...................................................................................................................................... 

...................................................................................................................................... 
- -_ ...................................................................................................................................... 

...................................................................................................................................... 

...................................................................................................................................... 

...................................................................................................................................... 

...................................................................................................................................... 

...................................................................................................................................... 

...................................................................................................................................... 

...................................................................................................................................... 

...................................................................................................................................... 

...................................................................................................................................... 

...................................................................................................................................... 

...................................................................................................................................... 

...................................................................................................................................... 

...................................................................................................................................... 

...................................................................................................................................... 

...................................................................................................................................... 

...................................................................................................................................... 

...................................................................................................................................... 

...................................................................................................................................... 

...................................................................................................................................... 

...................................................................................................................................... 

...................................................................................................................................... 

...................................................................................................................................... 

...................................................................................................................................... 

...................................................................................................................................... 

...................................................................................................................................... 

...................................................................................................................................... 

Thank you very much for your time and input. When the results of the questionnaires 
have been analyzed, we may wish to discuss the findings with you at a later stage. 

Operator ID: Date: Time: 

DF: T.E.T.P.: evalques.frm 
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